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"Social research is not a deductive process, in which
everything follows from some clearly defined premises ; it is
a continuous search for truth, in which tentative answers lead
to a refinement of the questions to which they apply and of the
procedures by which they were obtained."

Selltiz, C et al
(1965 p. 23 l.
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SUNMARY

'!he study was conducted.in twogeneral hospitals. Theaim
was to describe and analyse teaching/learning si tuations occurring
in hospital wards, and to identify the characteristics of a 'good'
learning environment. Designedin two stages, the research focused
on two groups - ward sisters and learners.

Part I comprises an introduction, a brief statement of t~
system of nurse training, a review of the literature relating to
nurse ed.ucation since 1919, and a discussion of theory relevant to
the social order in the hospital ward. Part II describes methods
and results of the first stage of the research. :tart III describes
methodsand results of the second stage.

A variety of methods was used. In the first stage wards were
ranked retrospectively b,y using perceptual data from a sample of
learners, and ward sisters were intervieWed. In the second stage,
observations were conducted in three pairs of high and low ranked
wards from three specialities. Activity sampling provided an over-
view of ward organisation, and learners were interviewed about a
sample of observed.activities, in order to find out howthey perceived
their work, and to detect 'covert' as well as 'overt' teaching.

categories of teaching and learning were a.erived from responses.
Teachingand learning varied betweenwards. Theresults showedthat
activities that were perceived as being importan't for education were
technical rather than basic. Moreteaching took place during technical
activities.

Sisters varied in the waythey fulfilled their teaching and
managementroles. It is argued that a traditional modelof nursing,
dominatedby hierarchy and routine, inhibits learning. The ideal
environmentis anti-hierarchical, and key characteristics are teamwork,
negotiation and good communication. There is a team of teachers,
trained nurses are available and approachable ani the sister makes
a conscious effort to maketeaching a reality.
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PREFACE

For many decades there have been problems associa~ed with the
education of nurses in the ward situation. As a nu~e tutor I experienced
some of the problems at first hand and eventually became so concerned that I
felt that I should attempt to do something about them. Rather like having
a baby, these problems begin to blur as time passes and one is tempted to
think that perhaps things were not so bad after all. 50 I will recall as
far as I can, why I decided to embark on this research.

It is to do first of all with personal tragedy, w:-.ichmade me aware
of how helpless a 'helpless' patient is and of the impor-~nt 'little things' -
often referred to as 'basic nursing' - which constitute 'good nursing care'.
Too often, it seems, this type of care is delegated to the junior nurses
and the untrained. Secondly, it concerns the conscientious people with
whom I used to work - nurse administrators who were alwaJ~ struggling to
keep wards adequately staffed, teaching staff who attempted to link theory
with practice whilst at the same time trying to staff wards, ward sisters
who each tried in their own way to serve both patients and learners, and
finally, the learners who were often left to cope in very busy wards with
little supervision.

There is a strong sense of 'service' amongst all grades of nursing
staff, but there is also a philosophy that nurses must 'cope' no matter how
heavy the load, and it is not often admitted that short cuts have to be taken.
I recall the final incident which led to this research; the tired face of
the ward sister as she attempted to care for a ward full of patients with
the help of a junior nurse and an auxiliary, and the first year student who
struggled unaided to bath a very ill patient because there was no one there
to help her. There were signs to indicate that care rad not been given on
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previous occasions. I stayed to help the nurse and to teach her, and
afterwards she said how she wished it could always be like this. Clearly
the ward sister who was interested in teaching but over-worked, co~ld not
supervise her. So who did the teaching? Who supervised the zurses as
they went about their work? What, when and with whom did the n~-ses learn?

As a tutor, I could withdraw to the quietude of the schoo~, and
ignoring the realities, continue to teach the principles of good ;atient
care. Alternatively, I could investigate to find out what happened to
nurse education as nurses worked. Hence this research.

I have noted the sentiments expressed by Dickoff et al (1975; that
"research activity can become occupational therapy to distract the inquirer
from the painful practice situation" (p. 89). I am also in general
agreement with their view that nursing research Should emphasise solutions
to problems rather than answers to questions and that there sho~1~ be a
'payoff' for nursing. Arguing that in nursing "practice prcblezs are
here, now, immense and urgent" (p. 88) and that research questiotS Should
not be distant from practice questions they warn that too often a "nursing
question is given up to procure a researchable question" (P. 86). Thus
there is a danger, that as the research proceeds, the original problems,
which sparked off the research, may recede into the background to receive
only minimal attention.

It is probable that in the past, nurses have been so heavily engaged
in providing care that they have been unable to stand aside and consider
the implications of what they do. Berger (1966 p. 32) believes that "the
fascination of sociology lies in the fact that its perspective makes us
see in a new light the very world in which we have lived all our lives."
Berger sees sociology as an end in itself, but my hope is that thro:.zghthis
study, sociology may provide insights into practices which have hitherto
been taken for granted, so that changes can be implemented for the benefit
of nurses and patients.
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PART I.

CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION

The study, which took place in two general hospital which are under
the same Divisional Nursing Management and united for the purposes of nurse
education, examines teaching and learning in hospital wards. The aims
were to describe and analyse the teaching/learning situations, especially
those which arose from the working environment, and to identify the
characteristics of a 'good' ward learning environment.

Ideally, it would have been preferable to determine a 'good' learning
environment by the outcome of a teaching/learning process. But in order
to measure the outcome of teaching/learning situations peculiar to one ward,
it would have been necessary to ensure that several criteria were satisfied.
Firstly, that there was an assessment of learner nurses' 'entering behaviour';
seondly, that there were specific learning objectives for the ward; and
thirdly, that there was a suitable method of assessing nursing practice
and related knowledge. The system of nurse training obtaining at the
commencement of the study did not allow any of these criteria to be fulfilled.
Furthermore, Bendall (1973 ) demonstrated that the methods used to examine
nurses were unreliable, for nurses did not do what they said they would do
in given situations; in written examinations they described 'ideal' behaviour,
but in practice they did not carry out the 'ideal' behaviour which they had

described.

Whilst there can be no absolute standard of what constitutes a good
learning environment, it is pOSsible to use the opinions of those involved
in the education process, for instance ward sisters, tutors and learners,
in order to obtain a concordance of view on the characteristics of a good
learning environment as experienced by these people, which may also be
supported by educational knowledge.
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The system of nurse education in the United Kingdom is founded on
two assumptions which underpinned the study.
1. That sisters and trained nurses teach in the ward situation.
2. That student and pupil nurses learn as they work.
Although there have been many Working Barties and Committees enquiring
into various aspects of nurse education and problems associated with
nursing, there has been little research to test these assumptions.

The research focuses on two specific groups - ward sisters and
learners. The ward sister is a key figure in the ward for she is the
manager of patient care and is also ascribed a teaching role. The Working
Barty reports, and research relating to teaching and learning in the ward,
are reviewed in Chapter 2, but one of the conclusions reached is that
despite the expectations of the policy-makers, the ward sister is not a
dominant teacher in the ward.

Work studies show that the time sisters spend on teaching is very
small (Goddard 196), ~linistry of Health 1968, Scottish Home and Health
Department 1969). One aspect of teaching involves the communication of
knowledge, but Revans (1964) and Lelean (1973) found that sisters spent
little time communicating with their junior subordinates.

In view of the uncertainty about the scope and nature of the sister's
teaching role, the limits of the study were extended to take account of
findings which suggested that there may be a variety of teachers in the
ward. Lamond (1974) reported that nurses participating in her study did
not see the ward sister "as the most overwhelmingly important teacher of
competent task performance in the ward situation" (p. J4), and that in the
transmission of some technical skills "anybody available with sufficient
knowledge and skill herself was a good. teacher." (P. 28).
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Since data about ward teachers was limited there appeared to be a
case for focussing on the learner nurse and describing teaching/learning
situations in which she was involved. The research, therefore, focused
on the recipients of teaching rather than the teachers, in order that all
types of teachers and teaching might be identified.

The research design is presented in detail in Chapters 4 and 9, and
was conducted in two stages. The first stage was exploratory with
objectives
1. To rank and identify wards with 'good' and 'less good' learning

'environments by using the opinions of learners;
2. To describe characteristics of wards identified as having 'good'

learning environments;
3. To describe the sister's perception of her management and teaching

roles.

Having ranked wards the purpose of the second stage was to observe
the social interactions occurring between learners and other ward actors
on 'good' and 'less good' wards in order that similarities and differences
in teaching/learning situations could be identified and explained.
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Nurse Education - Training for the Register and Roll of the General
Nursing Council for England and :"lales.

Nurse training in England and ~laleswas first brought under State
control in 1919 with the establishment of The General Nursing Council
and Registration of trained nurses. This statutory body, produced its
first sylla~~s of training and record of practical procedures in 1922.
and since that time all hospital training schools have been required to
follow . the current scheme of training.

At the present time, nurses in General Hospitals in England and
Wales are able to undertake either of two types of training, which enable
them to be Registered or Enrolled with the General Nursing Council.

Recruits for State Registration have to satisfy higher entry
requirements than recruits for Enrolment. They follow a three year
period of training which commences with an Introductory Course of 6 to 8

weeks in the School of Nursing. Learner nurses are then aSSigned to
training wards and departments to gain specific clinical experience.
The General Nursing Council lays down that the time spent in school during
the three years should be "not less than 120 days (24 weeks) and not more

"than 140 days (28 weeks), (General Nursing Council 1969. p. 67), and
specifies minimum periods which must be spent in ~rticular types of wards
and departments, and on secondment to the community, obstetric wards,
psychiatric and geriatric wards. Because of the precise requirements
of the General Nursing Council, it is unusual for a learner nurse to be
assigned to a ward for a second period of experience.

Under the 'block' system of training which became compulsory in
1957 learner nurses return to the school at regular times during training
for further education in nursing theory and related subjects. The
organisation of study 'blocks' is left to individual schools. with some
following either a 'speciality' or 'systems' model. In the f'ormer,
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topics related to a particular speciality such as medicine, surgery,
neurology or orthopaedics, are covered. In the latter, diseases of
a particular 'system' of the body are the main focus; thus blocks rray
be referred to as 'Gastro-intestinal', 'Respiratory', or 'Cardio-vascular'.
A typical study block would include Anatomy and Physiology, Diseases, care
of patients with particular diseases, Nicrobiology, Pharmacology and
practical nursing techniques and procedures. The subjects studied in
the school are not necessarily related to the work on wards which nurses
have just visited, or are about, to visit. It is, therefore, possible
for a learner nurse to work on a ward without having received tuition in
related nursing theory.

Before a student nurse can be registered, she has to pass four
assessments of practical work and a written examination. Learner nurses
following a course of training for registration are referred to as 'students';
such a label implies higher academic ability and a greater knowledge of
nursing theory than a 'pupil' nurse who follows a two year training course.

Pupil nurses follow a less academic course lasting two years. They
spend 4 to 5 weeks in an Introductory Course, during which time they are
prepared far work on the wards. Compulsory ward experience is specified,
and pupils return to the school either for half-day or oneooday study periodS,
or for one-week study 'blocks', which are equivalent to three hours per
week. The pupils have to pass practical assessments and a short written
paper before their names can be entered on the Roll.

Student and pupil nurses are given a syllabus of subjects for
examination or assessment, in which they record practical instruction
and experience. Although the General Nursing Council stresses that the
training should follow the concept of 'total patient care', the syllabus
given to the learner nurses comprises pages of lists of tasks or techniques
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which are to be practised and learnt, and in the case of student nurses
in particular, lists of diseases from which patients may be suffering
(PUpil nurses have to list diseases they encounter in some areas).
Thus, both schemes of training follow a 'disease and task/teChnique model.

During each year, various cycles of training are being followed in
the school and training hospital, as nurses commence and finish training,
and move from one ward to another to gain new experience. Learner nurses
will always be encountered in the wards, as they form about a third of the
service staff, and there are few weeks in the year when there are no
learners in the school.
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CHAPI'ER 2 - WARD TEACHING AND LEARNING: IDEAL AND REALITY

Albrow (1968) argues that although"the "sociological standpoint'
insists that human beings must be studied in respect of how they act

"rather than how they might ideally act I 'any study of organisations
must contain an analysis of the organisation's literature of 'advice'
contained in rules, treatises and histories, "for such advice is rarely
arbitrary." (p. 147) For over half a century many voices have been
raised to offer advice on the development of nurse training in the united
Kingdom and it will be shown that often the nature of the advice, but
more often the rejection of advice, has turned on the issue of power.

It is not proposed to give an exhaustive account of the development
of nurse training, but to concentrate on those events, discussions and
policies which have a bearing on ward teaching and learning as it is
experienced by those currently working in the ward situation.

There is a widely held belief that nurses automatically learn as
they work, and that to place them in a ward full of patients to do the
work is a valuable contribution to their education. A search of the
literature (deficient in systematic research findings) suggests that this,
rather than being a description of social reality, is a belief which it has
been convenient for various powerful groups, concerned with nursing, to
perpetuate. It has some of the attributes of a myth which provides a
charter for action (I/alinowski 1932). The belief forms part of the
ideology of nursing, designed to sustain the contemporary structure of the
profession, and legitimates the delegation of the bulk of the work -
particularly the menial tasks-to those in training. Primarily, it
has been in the interests of the State policy-makers, for nursing has
always been closely bound to the economy, and it has been convenient to
have a cheap, obedient workforce prepared to take on the work that other
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people leave behind. AIthough the name has changed from probationer
to student and pupil, to learner, this workforce in the United Kingdom
has been the nurse in training.

Hughes (1971) maintains that the division of labour inside medicine
is notorious for its rigid hierarchy and that the ranking has something
to do with the 'clean-ness' of functions performed.

"The nurse ••• is the right hand man of the physician, even and
perhaps especially when he isn't there ••• she does tasks of people
below her and outside her role hierarchy of medicine. It hurts
her but she does it. Her place in the division of labour is
essentially that of doing in a responsible way whatever necessary
things are in danger of not being done at all." (p. 308).

In a ward working environment, where no action has been taken to
change the environment to a learning environment to satisfy the needs of
the nurse in training, jobs are passed down the hierarchy. Hughes argues
that as nurses rise to professional standing, so they delegate more lowly
tasks to aides and maids. But, in the united Kingdom where the learner
nurse is assigned to the ward as a transient worker, the nurse in training
and the auxiliaries do the work the trained nurse leaves behind, namely
the physical bedside care.

An apprenticeship type of training, with workers available at all
times to do a wide range of tasks, has been of benefit to the State and to
hospital managers who have had to ensure that the work arising from the
patients was done. The system of training obtaining at the end of the
nineteenth and into the twentieth century gave absolute power to hospital
managers to use probationers whenever and wherever they needed a worker.
At this time the lives of the trainees were totally controlled by managers
since they had to live in nurse's homes where they were socialised to a
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disciplined way of life, both on and off duty. Those who did not wish
to comply could leave, but for most the choice of employment was
restricted to 'service' where the discipline and hard work were equally
enforced.

Over the years the power of hospital administrators has been slowly
eroded as nursing has reflected changes in wider society such as women's
suffrage, shortage of single women workers due to better opportunities
for the female worker, and shorter working hours for workers generally.
The state solved the labour problem in nursing by retaining control of
nurse training by the enactment of the Nurses Act 1919. Control of
recruitment and training was denied the professional organisation and given
instead to its own body, the General Nursing Council, which was dominated by
ma.trons and, therefore, responsive to staffing needs of hospitals (Glaser
1966). It ensured that service needs would be catered for by giving
protection to the title 'nurse' but not to the 'practice' of the nurse.
Thus, only Registered Nurses could call themselves 'nurses', but with the
exception of a few procedures such as administering certain drugs, there
was nothing legally to prevent the untrained doing t~ work of the nurse,
with or without supervision.

Doctors have benefited from the apprenticeship type of training
since they have been assured of a constant supply of helpers. able and
willing to carry out their orders and to take over work which they did
not want, but not so highly educated that they could cha.llenge their
position. Carpenter (1977) points out that although the nurse was
allowed to be the eyes and ears of the doctor, she "could in no circumstance
substitute her mind for his". (p. 5) For ma.ny nurses, the apprenticeship
system of training has meant learning to do and doing whatever a doctor
in a particular ward wanted doing, in his particular way.
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The education processes for doctors and nurses have remained

completely separate and there is no encroachment by nurses into the
field of medicine - entry to the profession being strictly controlled
through one portal of entry.

Increasing demands for care have accompanied the advances in
medicine and ward sisters and managers have often been overwhelmed by the
volume of work to be done. It has been convenient for them to believe
that nurses learn as they work, for to challenge the belief would have
involved them in more work and increasing anxieties, for the two client
groups - nurse learners and patients, had conflicting needs requiring re-
organisation to create a new social order in the ward. Nurse managers
and ward sisters had the power but not always the wil#6r opportunity to
initiate change.

The nurse tutors and later the clinical teachers did not share the
belief,but they were a small group dominated for many decades by the
matrons. Unable to face the realities of teaching in the ward, they
resolved their conflicts by spending minimal time in the clinical situations
and withdrawing to the school, which became in many instances "the purveyor
of 'ideal' nursing as distinct from what went on in the wards". (Bendall
1973 p. 10). What nurses wrote in examinations was not practised in the
ward (Bendall 1973) and skills learnt in the school were not performed in
the same way in the ward. (Hutty 1965, Committee on Nursing 1972, Hunt 1974).
Clinical teachers, whose proper job it was to teach at the bedside were
welcomed by learners when they did this but tended to move away to other
posts (General Nursing Council 1975).

The largest group who did not share the belief comprised the learners
themselves, but they were too weak to alter the system. The wastage rate
for those in training was very high (Hinistry of Health 1947, r:cG;,lire 1969)
as ~ny who were not prepared to tolerate the conflicts and discipline
quietly left nursing, leaving behind a workforce prepared to accept the
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situation.

At the turn of the century, there were two opposing groupS seeking
to control the profession of nursing (Abel-Smith 1960). The British
Nurses Association upholding high professional standards, irrespective
of the staffing needs of hospitals, met with powerful opposition fron
Hospital Governors and administrators and did not become the major profess-
ional organisation. It is perhaps significant that the organisation
which flourished to become the largest professional nursing association
Has the Royal College of Nursing which at its inception gained wid.esuppcr-t
because it was prepared to give consideration to service needs. Those who
founded it and subsequently controlled it for many years were those who
favoured an apprenticeship system of training. :he rigid hierarchic
structure of nursing mrrored for many years in ~!1eprofessional organis-
ation (Carter 1939) ensured that control was r.ain~ained at national and
local level by se~ior nurses who did not favo~r crange and inhibited out-
spoken comments fron subordinates at professional neetings. Junior nembars
socialised to obedience were reluctant to speak o~t against their own matrons
for fear of victi~sation: a well-grounded fear still voiced at the prof-
essional Representative Body Keetings inthe 1970's.

The final group concerned with nurse training is the patients, but
they are a weak group and are rarely consulted about the care they receive.
They do not have the knowledge to assess the quality of the care or to know,
when something has gone wrong, that it could have been prevented. Education
and training are to do with the perf'crnance of certain skills on the basis

of certain under~ying principles and knowledge; inadequacies in either r.ay

lead to mistakes. Prevention of mistakes is a central problem in nursing.

There is a code of ethics in nursing designed to protect the patient
but Hughes (1971) sees a 'code of ethics' as "work organisation's rules of
mutual protection among persons in a given category and rank ••• and these
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::-l:eshave of necessity t.o do with mistakes". (p. yn~'. :-iewrites
-.,::istakes:

"One who never performs a given action will never ::0 it
wrong, but one who has never tried it would not do it right
if he were on some occasion compelled to try ••• Sc=e skills
require more repetition than others for the origi-:' learning
and for maintenance. In some, even the most pro:i~ient make
many failures." (p. 317).

It is well known that nurses are often allocated :asks which they
:-.=.ye not been taught and which they are not competent t c ;-erform (Hutty
:~65,Royal College of Nursing 1971), and detection of ~stakes is very
i~=icult, but some at least are likely to be manifestei in the 'complic-
a::i:::ns' which occur. The paradox of nursing is that Leaznez- nurses are
::-:q_"..:.iredto practice and repeat many times, simple tasks i!l which they are
;~:icient. But often, they obtain minimal practice a..~ teaching in non-
re;e~itive complex skills, which they are compelled to pe::-:ormin the
a"~e~ce of trained colleagues or when wards are 'short-s~fed'. The
c:'_-C'...llllStancesunder which this happens ensure-s that socra; control through
'::servabi1ity' is lost, since often only the patient wi:~ his limited
~)"ledge is present to report what has happened and it is difficult to
assess errors, for 'quality of patient care' is an etus.ive property to
~eas~re once care has been carried out.

Nurse training and education, and standards of nursing care are
i~extricably linked, but so far the measures of outcome either in educational
er q~lity of care terms have proved unsatisfactory, since roonehas been
a":le to define exactly what 'good nursing care' is, (Ec?arlane 1970,
:::.::an 1975), and in examinations nurses describe 'ideal' care which they
_~ ~ot practice in the real situation (Bendall 1973). ~:::wever,whilst little
:s ~own of the outcome, much has been written of the s~=ial process of
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educating and training the nurse.

The Ideal

The General Nursing Council, as agents of the State, control the
recrui tment and training of nurses and pay training expenses including
the salaries of teachers in the sChool. Through its policies the Council
sets out the 'ideal' for the ward training of student nurses. (1969 p. 2).

"Learning will take place both in the teaching department and in
the wards and departments of the hospital ••• since nursing is essen~ially
a practical art the majority of the training period will be spent i~

the wards and de~rtments of the hospital learning and practising
nursing skills under the guidance of Registered Nurses."

Similarly the policy is laid down for pupil nurses (1964 p. 1):
"Some of the subjects will be introduced in the classroom before they
are practised by the pupil nurses in the wards and departments unde=
the supervision of the Ward Sisters and other trained staff."

Thus, through its policies the General Nursing Council ascribes a
teaching role to staff whom it does not control; namely the ward sisters
and other trained nurses. With the exception of the school staff, trained
nurses are and always have been, employed and directed by other bodies, s~ch
as Hospital Governors or State agents - currently the Area Health Authorities.
Concerned primarily with the provision of health services and patient care,
they are not accountable to the General Council for the training of nurses.
The learner nurses fan the bulk of the work force in the hospitals and
theoretically the Cou~cil has the power to remove trainees from wards ani
hospitals on the reco~endation of its inspectors, but this power is rarely
used since it would result in ward closures, because the learners are one
third of the N.H.S. workforce. (Bendall 1975 - Rcn Student Conference).
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Whenthe learner nurse undergoes her t:raining in the school she is

ascribed the role of learner by an organisation which serves one client

group - the learners. Whenshe movesinto the ward environmentshe is

ascribed the role of learner b,y the General Nursing Council, but the role

of worker by the service staff, for she is entered on the duty rota as a

full-time worker. The dominant role of the ward sister is that of

organiser of Jatient care; she is the sole occupant of this role being

directly accountable to the consultants whohave patients in the ward, and

to senior nurses in the hierarchy. She is ascribed the role of teacher

but is accountable to no one for the execution of that role, since the

outcomeof any teaChing/learning process in a specific ward is rarely

measured. The pressures to serve one client group, the patients, are

conside:rable; the inducements to serve a second client group, the learners,

are negligi~e since those whoconcern themselves with teaching receive no

special remune:ration(Wilson 1971 p. 39; Davia 1975; Bendall 1975), but

cause themselves extra work.

The conflicts experienced by ward staff and learners, have been the

subject of debate over several decades. The assumption has been madethat

learners will learn as they workani that trained nurses in the wardwill

teach as they work, but there has been minimalresearch to test this

assumption. There have, however, been manyCommissionsand WorkingParties

reporting on howbest to maintain an adequate supply of nurses to staff

the hospitals.
WardTeaching

The conflicts and realities of nurse education in the ward situation

were described forty years ago by an English surgeon, Balme(1937). Of

the student training he wrote.

"She is not there as a student, to learn what is the matter with

each individual patient and howto nurse each one. She is there

as a piece of 'Ward machineryto carry out certain duties which have

got to be done." (p. 17).
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:he Lancet Commission had reported five years earlier and noted

the ~ack of ward teaching, and subsequent enquiries r~ve shown the

'~..o!'~:=r'role to be dominant and that there is little act i on on the

pa~J: the ward staff to turn this into a 'learner' role. In particular,
if s:;_dents were learning, it seemed that it was not a function of the

war:::sister. A \'IorkingParty on the Recruitment of ::"..lrses(19+7 -
~hx.. ':o:nmittee) reported:

"In a large number of hospitals, formal t.eaching in the wards

is negligible. }~ny students are taught practically nothing

~y their Hard sisters, others may occasionally pick up odd items

of information by sheer chance." (p. Y+).

::'hislack of teaching in the wards was confirmei in a ',lorkStudy
ca=r~~~ out for the Leeds Regional Hospital Board (Godiard 1963). It
was ::Jted that in 10 out of 12 wards there was no teaching, and on the

othe~ it occurred during 1.8 and 2.2 per cent of observed activities

(p. 23). In a later study of five wards (hinistry of Health 1968 p. 1)
it was reported that in two wards, sisters spent no ti:ne in teaching, and

1.4, ;.4 and 11.6 per cent on the others. A year later, in a study of

four wards the teaching was estimated to be about 15 rr~nutes per day
(Scot~ish Home and Health Department 1969 pp. 66 - 69).

::.a.vingreviewed the literature on ward teaching, ;·.acGuire(1%9)
conc lud.ed that teaching was Hmi ted and drew attention to the discrepancy

between the high priority teaching received in the ideal typical situation

ani the low priority accorded it in reality. "Teaching comes, for most

wari sisters, very low down in the rank order of priorities." (p. 112).

2ther researchers discovered that ward sisters verbally accepted a

teac:-:::'n.grole which the~ would not or could not initiate in the real

sit"..la~ion. A Job AnalySiS conducted for the Nuffield Provincial Hospital

TrlS~ (1953) indicated that ward sisters and staff nurses tended to spend

more :i::1eon ward management than on bed-side nursing and low priority was
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given to teaching since it did not occupy a prominent place among their
duties, "Although it was everywhere recognised that it should be so" (p.145).
Catnach and Houghton (1961) also perceived the discrepancy between the
expressed ideal teaching role and the absence of teaching in reality.
They were told that ward sisters allocated three quarters of an hour daily
to clinical teaching but stated that "in all the 20 days we spent in
hospitals, the one and only part of a student nurse's training that we
did not see •••• was the ward sister teaching the student nurses working
in her ward." (p. 21) Thus the assumption that students were being
taught as they worked was not supported in reality.

Isolated instances of individual ward sisters teaching have come to
light (Revans 1964: ~acGuire 1969: Dodd 1973; Barnett 1974), and have
also been encountered by the researcher when visiting wards as a tutor.
There is some support for the view that ward teaching may be a function
of the hospital rather than individuals; however, the issue remains
uncertain since research literature on ward teaching and the way in which
nurses learn is sparse (Simpson 1967; Clarke 1977).

Studies have been carried out into the communication within the
ward. Revans (1964) observing the time that ward sisters spent in
conversation with subordinates, found that "the more senior the nurse •••
the more time she is able to claim from the ward. sister "(pp. 27 - 28).
The ward sister spent less than 1 per cent of her time in conversation
with first year nurses indicating that the time spent in teaching must
be far less than this. La1ean (1973) also monitored the communication
pattern and confirmed these findings:

"An average of 38 per cent of the sister's communication was with
other Registered Nurses on the ward, this amounted to 20 per cent
of her available time. She communicated with the first year
student nurse for less than 2 per cent of her available time
(the vast majority of this comprising short conversations of less

than one minute's duration)." (p. 73).
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In the light of the findings the author suggested that it was time
to review the role of the ward sister as teacher and either reorganise
her work in such a way that she had time to teach or no longer ascribe
a teaching role to her and arrange for teaching and supervision of student
nurses from other sources.

The cumulative findings suggested that the ward sister was not
fulfilling her teaching role, and there was support for the view that
organisational constraints prevented her from doing so. Goddard (1963)
reporting for the Leeds Regional Hospital Board felt that there was not
sufficient time for her to cope with the full responsibilities of her post.

"Approximately 45 per cent of her working day is spent in
actually giving basic and technical care to her patients.
General ward administration duties including clerical work,
take up another 40 per cent, so that there is little time
left to teach". (p. 58).

',lard sisters themselves indicated that there was no time for
teaching (Revans 1964 pp. 50 - 51), (Committee on Nursing, Department of
Health and Social Security 1972 p. 63), but subordinates held a different
view that time was not necessarily the deciding factor and that ward
sisters could teach if they wanted to; that it was more a question of
the ward sister's priorities (I'acGuire 1969, Rcn Student Conference 1974).

The Committee on Senior Nursing Staff Structure (hinistry of Health
19(6) cited studies which showed that "only a quarter of the ward sister's
time was spent on nursing duties" (p. 32) - considerably less than the
Goddard study, and referred to the support which the clinical instructors
were giving in the practical situation in the instruction of student nurses.
But they still gave prominence to the sister's teaching f~nction in the
job description which they produced for that grade of staff (p. 172),
thus indicating that they did not expect the clinical instructor to assume
the major ward teaching role.
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Clinical instructors were introduced into the ward situation during
the late 1950's and were registered in 3cotland in 1962 and in ~nglani and
vlalesin 1970, a tacit acceptance by the policymakers that there were
deficiencies in ward teaching. Sheahan (1972) described the clinical
teacher as a "bridge [uilder between the wards and the SChool of Nursing"
(p. 126). But some clinical teachers encountered difficulties in
performing their ward duties. Geddes (1968) pointed out that, in order
to be successful in some hospitals the clinical teacher was compelled to
"adopt an attitude of servility to the ward sister in whose ward she workS
where entry to the ward is virtually by invitation." (P. 1405).

It appears that where clinical teachers were able to overcome
organisational constraints, their services were highly valued by students,
but that because of inadequate numbers, they were unable to teach on all
wards. ~any left ward teaching to seek promotion; a survey of all teachers
registered with the General Nursing Council revealed that a third of the
tutors were first registered as clinical teachers (General Nursing Council
1975).

The Committee on NUrsing (1972) acknowledged that the ward sister
would continue to be the key figure in the ward team with multiple
responsibilities which included a teaching role:

"\'/eregard it as imperative to find ways of relieving the blrdens
of ward sisters, and freeing them from the day-to-day minutiae so
that they can devote their attention to overall planning of care
in their ward, with more time to exercise their clinical and
teaching skills." (p. 42).

Up to this time little was known about other teachers in the ward.
staff nurses did not appear to playa major role. A study into the ~ork,
Responsibilities, and status of Staff Nurses (Dan jl.asonResearch Corunittee
1960) revealed tp4t66 per cent of ward sisters and charge nurses said
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tr~~ they arranged the staff nurse's duties so that they could give
ti~e for teaching and sUfervising the students, but many qualified their
answers by saying that this was possible "when staff nurses were working
wi:~ students" or by add.Ing "when time permits." (p. 69). The probability
of teaching taking place was, therefore, limited since earlier studies
(!mfield Provincial Hospi:a.l Trust 1953) showed that staff nurses spent
OrLy 1.5to 20 per cent of their time working with students and.that they
;.;o~~edmainly with the mos~ senior ones. (pp. 121 - 123).

Lamond (1974) focusei attention on other possible teachers. Neither
the ward sister nor the clinical teacher emerged as the dominant teacher
for it appeared that nurses were learning from each other. Regarding the
drawing up, administering a~d recording of intramuscular injections,
Lanord reported I

"The ward sister was !'lotthought to be particularly necessary in
the transmission of t~~s level of skills. It appeared that anybody
available with sufficient knowledge and skills herself is a good
teacher." (p. 28).

Sidlarly 'other student n"..:rses'were believed to be the best teachers of
ora: hygiene and other ski:ls.

There appeared to be soae concern at this absence of a dominant
teacher and .53per cent of the nurses said that under ideal circumstances
the clinical teacher shouli be the teacher in the ward situation. 90 per
cent of nurse respondents said that "not as much teaching of student nurses
as ought,to be done was currently being done in the ward situation", ani
~~ond argued for the responsibility for teaching to be conferred on a
definite member of staff in order to allay "the student's anxiety now caused
by ~er lack of appreciation of to whom to relate in the student/teacher

interaction." (p, 77).
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The most recent validation of the statement that there is little
teaching in the ward comes from Bernall (1973 pp. 35 - 37) who carried
out 30 hours observation in medical and surgical wards during a pilot
study and found that" job instruction waS relatively similar in all
hospitals, ranging from 3.2 - 5.1 per cent of activities (job instr~ction
being "instruction as to some detail of the job currently being done)."
"Non-job teaching on the other hard varied from 0.2 per cent in one
hospital to 7.5 per cent in another', the difference being attributed
to a Clinical Instructor's teaching during visiting hours. (Non-job
teaching being "d.iscussion of the patient's diagnosis, treatment ani
needs outside the immediacy of the routine".)

A review of the literature shows that the responsibility for ward
teaching has never been clearly defined. The ward sister is universally
ascribed a role as teacher which she either does not wish to accept or
which her role as organiser of patient care does not allow her to fulfill.
The changes which have occurred in ward teaching have l:2enminimal despite
the introduction of Tutor and Clinical Teacher grades and no dominant
teacher in the ward situation has emerged with the result that nurses
find teachers from amongst their peers.

If by 'teaching' is meant 'overt teaching', it also seems that the
assumption "that sisters and trained nurses teach in the ward situation"
is not bas~i on the social reality of the situation. But that does not
mean tha.t there is no teaching, for there may be covert teaching which is
not observable to work study experts for instance, and in the absence of
teaching there may still be learning.

The Conflicts of Working and Leaming.

~lard teaching, as a positive, planned activity has been shown to have
its limitations: but what of the secondary dimension to ward experience -
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teaching by example, learning by doing, wherein the assumption is made

that 'learning' and 'working' are synonymous? Can it be assumed that

student and pupil nurses learn as they work?

A discussion of the nursing literature would be incomplete without

first defining learning. The work/learning dichotomy is a crucial factor

in the debate on ward teaching and learning, and it is not possible to

assess the evidence without recourse to educational theory. Gagne (1970)

defines learning as;

"A change in humandisposition or capability, which can be retained,

and which is not simply ascribed to the process of growth. The kind

of change called learning exhibits itself as a change of behaviour,

and inference of learning is madeby comparing what behaviour was

possible before the individual was placed in a 'learning' situation

and what behaviour can be exhibited after such treatment". (p. 3).

Learning can, therefore, be identified by measuring the change in

behaviour before and after the learner has been placed in a learning

situation. Gagn~maintains that it is necessary to assess the initial

capabilities of the learner before determining the conditions for subsequent

learning, and argues that there must be planning for learning.

"One of the most important implications for the identification of

learning conditions is that these conditions must be carefully planned

before the learning situation is entered. into by the student. In

particular there needs to be planning in terms of the student's

capabili ties both before am after any learning enterprise." (p. 26).

It follows, therefore, that for work on the ward to provide 'conditions

for learning', that this must in someway be equated to the measured behaviour

of the learner doing that work, and that both teacher and learner should know

what is to be learnt. Tyler (1964) and others have called for a clear

definition of objectives so that the student "can perceive what he is trying
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to learn" (p. 77) and :Bruner (1961) also argues that "discovery •••

fa.vours the well pre];ared mind":

"For a. person to search out and find regularities and relation-

shilS in his environment he must be armed with an expectancy tha.t

there will be something to find out, and once aroused by expectancy,

he must devise ways of searching and finding. One of the chief

enemies of such expectancy is the assumption that there is nothing

one can find in the environment by way of regularity or relationship."

(p. 24).

For nurses as with all other learners there are three domains of

learning ; cognitive, psychomotor and affective, which are concerned. with

knowledge, skills and attitudes and values respectively. The debates on

nurse education and training, which have continued since the 1920's have

been concerned not only with the training of a worker to do a physical

job, but have questioned whether the nurse should have the knowledge and

understanding to be able to exercise professional judgement and have the

ability to apply principles to particular skills. To this end, nurse

educationists have attempted to develop the nursing curriculum so that

theory and practice are linked, in order to give the nurse the knowledge

to understand the implications of her actions.

In a study of the learning process in student nurses, Bendall (1971 a)

found that the optimumtime relationship between theory and practice is

for theory to immediately precede or follow the nursing practice. The

'modular' system of training which has been instituted in some hospitals,

links theory with practice in this way, rut there are many hospitals where

educational principles have not been applied to the working situation.

Furthermore, the syllabus of training does not a~ways match available

practice. ~Ja.jorchanges in the clinical areas have occurred due to the
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changing pattern of diseases and alterations and improvements in medical
techniques, but "their effect on clinical experience for student nurses
does not seem to have been explored". (Roper 1976 p. 6). There have been
few changes in the syllabus or the record of practical instruction since
1922 (Bendall 1971 a). Consequently, the learner nurses may be unable
to gain experience in work outlined in the syllabus, whilst at the same
time being required to practise work which she considers to be irreleva.nt
to her training needs either because it is not in the syllabus or is rarely
the subject of examination. Neither the learner nor the patient is the
beneficiary when theory is divorced from practice. On the one hand. the
patient may receive care from a nurse who does not possess the knowledge
to interpret the needs of the patient or to give the care correctly;
a.nd on the other, the learner may be unable fully to comprehend nursing
practices in the ward because of deficiencies in her knowledge. As a
worker she may know how to do the work but she may not unierstand why she

does it.

NUrsing has been described as 'essentially a craft' (Lancet Commission
1932) and a •practical art' by the General Nursing Council, thus in the ward
situation emphasis in training is laid on the acquisition of skills.
Bendall (1971 a) notes that there are three l::asicelements in skill learning -
response, repetition and reinforcement and that whilst the two former elements
create no problem for British nurses, reinforcement is problematic since this
involves supervision and correction of mistakes, which may be lacking.
Another problem occurs because learners spend their time in the school and
the wards under different supervisors and this division of responsibility
for teaching between the 'school' and the 'ward' enables each to assume
that the other has done the teaching and supervision.

Student and pupil nurses entering a ward are rarely assessed as to
their capabilities, with the result that ward sisters have no objective way

of placing nurses into work which satisfies the 'conditions for learning'.
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They can make subjective judgements by questioning or observing nurses,
but one of the major weaknesses of ward teaching is that many ward sisters
are unable "to assess the educational needs of individual students in the
ward." (Geddes 1969, p. 117).

~ndlst educational theories have not always been applied in basic
training, they have been incorporated in courses for trained nurses which
have been developed by the Joint Board of Clinical Studies (Bendall 1973 a).
Emphasis has been laid on the acquisition of skills, for which are needed
knowledge in order to do the job, and beyoni that,knowledge to understand
'why'. The most complex area, that of 'attitudes',has not been neglected
although it is recognised that these are "caught rather than taught" (p. 66)

from members of a work group rather than from teachers or administrators.

A review of the literature concerning nurse education in the ward
leads one to the conclusion that learning situations generally arise more
by accident than by design. The 'ideal' assumed qy the State is that
learning and working are synonymous, the reality is that this may not
always be so. For the issue turns on the status of the repetitive nursing
work and there is little evidence to suggest that such work is planned to
satisfy the 'conditions for learning' or that there is an expectancy either
on the part of the learners or potential teachers that there is anything to
learn.

The realities for learners experiencing the conflicts at first hand
are described in an anonymous letter written by student nurses to the
General lfursing Council (Nursing Times 1967),

"This hospital seems to be staffed. only by student nurses and a
few sisters. The student nurses do not get any teaching experience
due to the shortage of time and staff. One leaves a ward after
three month's drudgery without ever being taught anything whatsoever •••
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We find ourselves cleaning and turning most of the incontinent
patients all day long. We all know that this is one of the most
important parts of nursing but when it comes to one 'back-round'
after another with little time for other procedures, we feel that
our patients are suffering due to no fault of our own. Sisters
here do not seem to be at all interested in teaching US and we are
expected to know everything when we are asked to do something without
having been shown at all ••••• The majority of US who have been here
for one, two or even three years have done little else but basic
nursing, e.g. bed-pan rounds, washes, backs and blanket baths, etc."
(p. 1263).

The comments are not unusual and are echoed to some degree in the
many reports which have been produced on nursing. The bulk of the work
which learner nurses are required to do is of a repetitive nature, but no
research has been done to indicate if, when or how it is turned to learning.
There has, however, been much comment and criticism from nurses and writers
who have reiterated the opinions expressed by Balme (1937) and Carter (1939)

about the repetitive nature of ward experience which is often completed
without teaching or supervision.

It was clear that too much repetitive work predisposed to high wastate
rates. The "oiorkingIarty on Recruitment and Training of Nurses (hinistry
of Health 1947) reported. that students compelled to work on the Same ward,
under the same sister, doing the same type of work were likely to lose
interest and abandon training altogether - by implication, the ultimate
evidence that repetitive work was held to be irrelevant to training needs.

other writers have been concerned about the risk to patients when
juniors worked without supervision. On ward experience and the risk of
mistakes being made, Perry (1968) advised that it was necessary to do more
than cast a student into a ward to gain experience and indicated the hazards
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of practice without supervision.
"If a pupil who is learning to clean a patient's mouth practises
the wrong technique, clearly she will learn how to clean a patient's
mouth incorrectly; unfortunately, she may be unaware that her
technique is faulty and, in time, may teach inexperienced nurses
the incorrect method." (p. 181).
In surveys coniucted for the Committee on Nursing)students complained

that there were too many junior nurses in relation to qualified ones and 59
per cent of student nurse respondents stated that there was not enough
supervision of junior nurses in their work (1972 p. 71). On repetitive
nursing done without supervision, James (1972) asked "How useful is experience
without feedback? Twelve month's experience should be different from one
month's experience twelve times over." (p. 39).

Wilson (1971) was concerned about the state of nurses' knowledge about
the work they were doing and concluded that there was a potential danger to
patients due to "the discrepancy between staff nurses' knowledge of biological
sciences ani the doctors' assumptions of their knowledge" and that, to improve
registered nurses' knowledge, changes would probably have to be made in the
system of nurse education. She argued that whilst frequent repetition of an
activity may contribute to technical competence "it did not appear to affect
the level of their knowledge of the related biological sciences". (p. 213)
Despite frequent repetition, they could not understand the full implications

of their actions.

Jones (1975) carried out research into the feeding of unconscious
patients and found deficiencies in both the nursing practice and the theory.
The feeding of these patients was left to the junior staff who did not always
~ake the feed to the correct proportions nor test the temperature with a
thermometer before administration. Regarding the nursing knowledge about
1iets Jones found that neither qualified nurses nor those in training knew
the energy or fluid intake requirements of patients, and that a high percent-
age of the diets received by 39 patients over a two day period were deficient
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in total energy intakes, fluid require~ents and percentages of protein,
fat and carbohydrate content. The rajority of prescriptions for f~eds
were given by ward sisters and staff nurses. The author recommended:

"Qualified. staff should give closer supervision to the preparation
and administration of nasogastric feeds and draw to the attention
of the junior staff who carry out such procedures the underlying
principles of nutritional nursing care." (p. 129)

One feature of nurse training to emerge from the literature is how
the roles fluctuate, for it appears that the learner nurse may be a worker
in the morning when the bulk of the work is done and learner in the after-
noons or at other times when the workloa,i is minimal. Referring to the
busy morning period and the fact that ward sisters spent most of this time
with the doctors, Goddard, reporting on a job analysis on the Work of Nurses
in Hospital Wards (Nuffield Provincial liospital Trust 1953) shows how
students have a worker role with no opportunity of being taught.

liltseems inevitable that student nurses will be left to carry out
the main duties of patient care during this period.... It is clear
that there can be little opportunity for supervising the work done
by the student nurses and virtually none for giving practical
instruction, which would need to be planned in advance and free
from interruption. It (p. 103).

'~atkins (1962 p. 7) is sceptical of work studies such as this, which
criticise the teaching of ward sisters, and advises that it would be more
to the point to look at the extent to which trained. nurses and student
nurses work together. But studies already cited (Nuffield Provincial
Hospital Trust 1953 pp. 121 - 123, Revans 1964 and Lelean 1973) indicate
that trained nurses do not spend very IIU1chtime either working with or talking
to student nurses, and that what contact there is has a hierarchical origin,
with the most junior nurses having the least contact with the trained nurses
both in work and in conversation.
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The search so far suggests that teaching as an active phenomenon,

wherein a teacher either actively demonstrates, supervises or communicates

knowledgeto a learner or provides the learner with an opportunity to learn

by planning a situation in which learning can take place, is limited.

However,many nurses believe that they teach 'by example'. Teachingby

exampleimPlies passivity with no extra effort and is a largely unresearched

area in nursing, although a few commentatorshave attempted to define it.

Geddes (1969) found froma sample of .500wardsisters whoattended teaching

methodscourses, that 'teaching by example' emergedas one of three methods

said to be used in the ward (the others being, giving the nurses a report

and.group teaching). Geddesgave the following explanation as to its

meaning1

"It is difficult to state just what is taught by example. If

the ward sister is physically involved with the junior nurse in

giving care to a patient, it wouldbe morecorrect to say that she

is teaching by doing (demonstration)••• it is in the field of

interpersonal relationships with staff, doctors, patients and

relatives that teaching by exampleassumessomesignificance." (p.116).

Therefore, leaving aside the active teaching of knowledgeand the

demonstration of skills which could take Place were a learner to work

with or be in the presence of a trained person performing such a skill,

what is it that is taught 'by example'? Culpeck (1958) gives a similar

explanation to that of GeddesI

"l~ard sisters are under the eyes of their nurses all the time

and their mannertowards the patients and to their workgenerally

is constantly being watched, and the exampleset whichwill not

easily be forgotten."

That such a phenomenonas 'teaching by example' does exist is demonstrated

by King, Raynesand Tizard (1971)1
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"Thewayin whichthe role performanceof junior staff in

hospitals and hostels, mirrors the role performanceof senior

staff in their respective units, suggests that the unit head -

sister or superintendent - is a key figure in establishing and

maintaining the pltterns of staff behaviour for her unit." (p. 172).

Wa:r:dsisters teach by examplewhether intentionally or not; their

priorities becomethe priorities of other workers in the wa:r:d, so that if

teaching is lowdownin the omer of priori ties, and.administration high in

the order, this becomesthe normfor students emergingas the newgeneration

of staff nurses and wa.rd.sisters, thus perpetuating the status quo. However,

the search of the literature has Shownthat the work/learning conflict has

other roots, and the lack of teaching is not solely due to the action of

the ward.sister, but to policies whichplace the learner in the ward.as a

full time worker.

Resolving the Conflicts.

Theevidence strongly suggests that there is little overt teaching

in the ward situation. OVerthe years many solutions to the perceived

problemshave been suggested and these fall mainly into twogroupsa those

which concentrate on the teachers and potential teachers, and those which

concern the status of the student.

Attemptingto resolve the conflicts of the ward.sisters, Godda:r:d

(1963) having found that only ..5 per cent of the wa:r:dsister's time was

available for duties other than actual nursing am administration, suggested

that whencalculating nursing establiShments "only 20 per cent of the ward

sister's time should be reckonedas available for actual nursing duties "

indicating that moretrained nurses were needed to take over someof her

duties.
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"Her duties of supervising and co-ordinating the work of her
staff, and of instruoting student and pupil nurses by praotical
demonstration have too often been neglected because of pressures
of nursing duties, and suffioient time must be allowed for these
tasks. " (p. 9).

A large body of opinion saw the solution in better prepar.ation in
teaching methods for ward sisters. The Horder Committee on Nurse
Education and Tmining (Ministry of Health 1~3) suggested that ward
sisters should be taught how to tee.oh~ and advocated ~he teaching of
theory as well as pr.actice.

"Not only must the sisters have time to implrt this knowledge.
but they must be trained to impa.rt it in the best way... every
ward sister should attend a oourse on the ~ychology of teaching •••
there should be short intensive three month's courses designed for
ward sister's needs." (p. 20).

Dlt almost thirty years later, the Committee on Nursing (19'72)
highlighted the lack of progress. "Few ward sisters have had any
preplration for teaching and many of them objeoted that olassroom
teaching is not realistio." (p. 70).

Priority was meanwhile given to the sister's management role, for in
the 'sixties', management oourses for sisters and senior nurses were
extensively introduoed following recommendations made by the Committee
on Senior Nursing Staff Struoture (1966). The prompt intervention ~
the polioymakers to improve the wo1'k output of sisters. is seen in stark
oontrast to the decades of inaotivity in respeot of the sister's teaohing

role.

The need for sisters to be prepared for their teaohing role was a
recurring theme emanating from many sources. From within the nursing
profession (Royal College of Nursing 1964) it was reoommended that.
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"vlard sisters, who would be directly concerned in the training
of n:lrsing students, and. pupils, would need to be prepared for
their teaching role if they had not previously undertaken an
appropriate course." (p. 37).

It was suggested by Rutty (1965) as a way of bridging the gap
between the school and ward situation and was recommended by the Chief
Education Officer of the General Nursing Council (Fawkes 1972). Wilson
(1971) believed that it should be included in 'First Line l-a.nagement
Courses' which should "be extended to include preparation in how to
organise the teaching component of the ward sister's work". (p. 227).

But these courses were not necessarily the ideal venue for such
instruction. Davies (1971) indicated that there were misconceptions
about teaching whilst working and that many sisters only perceived teaching
as a formal transfer of information; a perception that was perpetuated by

lecturers on management courses who did not know the details of the hospital
situation. Since courses emphasised formal teaching this encouraged
"sisters to concentrate on formal rather than informal teaching in the
waro situation." (p. 66).

The Nuffield Job Analysis (1953) highlighted the lack of teaching
by the ward sister and suggested that one means of ensuring that it was
carried out was to place sole responsibility for the practical teaching
of students on ward sisters.

The Committee on Nursing (1972) envisaged an extension of the ward
sister's teaching role, but emphasised that she should not be required to
leave her post, and a member of the committee later explained that preparation
for teaching should include "assessing, setting objects, and creating
environments suited to learning and the fostering of a spirit of enquiry."
(Collins 1977 p. 86).
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But although the ward sister was ascribed the major teaching role,

there was a move to recruit teachers from all groups of ward workers _
doctors, nurses and students. The Dan ~ason Research Committee (1960)
suggested that staff nurses should be prepared for both ward administration
and teaching. Ten years later, the Nurse Tutor Working Barty (1970)
recognising that clinical instructors were not evenly distributed among
training schools in the country, envisaged a team of teachers which
included doctors, and asserted that much ward instruction could be given
by expert clinical nurses "with ~he ability to impart knowledge". (p. 91)
The ward sister was not specifically mentioned. The Committee on Nursing
also acknowledged "the widespread responsibility for teaChing by all trained
staff in clinical situations" (p. 110) and other nurses called for all
nurses to be taught how to teach (Rcn Conference 1975).

The second major debate has centred on the student and her status
in the ward situation. The education debate has concerned what the
nurse should be able to do, what she should know and where she should be

trained; but with few exceptions, recommendations by various Working
Barties and Committees have only been considered in the context of a nurse
being a worker satisfying service needs.

Scott-Wright (1963), reviewing the development of nursing, described
how the apprenticeship system of training with repetitive duties, was being
questioned in the United States of America as early as 1923 with the public-
ation of the Goldmark report, and in Ca.na.cla. in 1932 with Dr. Weir's report
on canadian NUrsing Education.

But the Lancet Commission Report in 1932 was a watershed for nursing
in England, for whilst nurses across the Atlantic were looking to Universities
as the base for a system of nurse education in which the theoretical
component was increased and non-teaching time spent on the wards, reduced,
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the Lancet report firm ly established that service must come before
education and that hospitals must not be deprived of the services of
proba.tioners, arguing that,

"To maintain the practical quality, which has distinguished
British schools of nursing, such schools Should be attached
to hospitals, rather than to academic institutions of university
status." (p. 162).

From this date, there followed repeated recommendations. to end
repetitive duties by separating service needs from education (Balme 1937,

Carter 1938, Horder Committee on Nursing Education and Training 1943,

Report of the 'ilorkingParty on the Becruf tment and. 'I'rainingof Nurses
1947, Horder Committee on the Social and Economic Conditions of the
Nurse 1949).

All attempts tosparate service from education failed, and the
General Nursing Council in 1948 argued that further elimination of
repetitive duties would rob the student nurse not only of the ability
to nurse but of the satisfaction which came from nursing. In 1949,

following the Nurses Act, Area Nurse Training Committees were established
to control funds which were allocated for nurse education - a token
acknowledgement that service and education were separate. But just as
the 1919 Act had controlled the title 'nurse', but not her practice (for
untrained people could do the work of the nurse), so the 1949 Act separated
the finance for nurse service and. education, but not the nurse's practice.

Demand for a separation of service needs from education, were
tempered in that it was often accepted that nurses would still work in
hospital wards but that work done by them would be the work that satisfied
their needs rather than those of the hospital. A comment in the Report
on the Work of Nurses in Hospital Wards (1953) was typical,
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"If student status means anything it surely means that where there
is a choice of two tasks, the student nurse Should be given the
task which builds up her knowledge and skills rather than the one
which is necessary to the service needs of the hospital." (p.145).

Although the recommendations were rejected on a national basis, an
experimental scheme of nurse training at Glasgow Royal Infirmary was
deSigned, in which student nurses were not part of the hospital's normal
staffing requirements, but gave care to patients in conformity with their
own needs and not in answer to the service needs of the hospital (Scott-
;iright 1963). The course covered two years instead of the no:rma.lthree,
and theory and practice were carefully linked. Tutors and clinical
instructors in a ratio of one tutor to ten students, supervised by day
and night, and students of a higher range of intellectual and educational
ability were selected. Neanwhile, regular students fulfilled the service
needs of the hospital and for them the ratio of tutors to students was
1 to 50.

It was found that the experimental students were able to succeed in
the Final State Examination of the General Council in two years instead
of three, whilst covering a wider syllabus. They also achieved a level
of practical competence in training comparable with students working under
an apprenticeship type of training, but in a third 'interne' year as staff
nurses they were less competent than regular staff nurses. It was felt
that nurses in the experimental scheme had lacked "progressive responsibility
and clinical experience" due to "an understandable swing of the pendulum
away from the 'evils' of the apprenticeship form of training" (p. l4~, and
that a correct balance needed to be established.

Although isolated courses were established and based at universities,
the majority of nurses continued to be educated under an apprenticeship
system. In 1964 the increasing influence of educationists in the
professional organisation was reflected in the report of the Royal College
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of Nursing Committee on Nurse Education, when they asked for the student
to be removed from service needs, so that although she would contribute
to the service "she would not form part of the basic staff of the hespi tal"
(p. 21). Once again the report was rejected.

Six years later, the Nurse Tutor Working Barty set out their
proposals for changes in the system of education for Registration:

"a planned programme of training, with progression from very
limited or no responsibilities for meeting the service needs
of hospital and community, to full membership of the nursing
team. Nursing students would, as part of their special education,
be required to take controlled but increasing responsibility for
service." (p. 91).

They also suggested that the number of learners should be related both
to the "amount of suitable experience available on which to base a
complete plan of training and by the number of qaalified nurses able
ani willing to provide supervision and instruction to the learners"
and favoured a "modula.r system of training in which theory and. clinical
practice were linked." (p. 91).

In 1972 the Committee on Nursing reported, and although there is
a widely held belief that students were to be removed from demands of
service on the implementation of its recommendations, doubts about the
student's status remain.
as workers:

"Students would contribute to the work of the team whilst gaining

The indications are that students could remain

experience in controlled situations under the supervision of
nurse or midwife teachers and their clinical seniors in the ward".
(p. 43).
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~bether or not an implementation of the Committee's recommendations
which covered all aspects of nurse education, would achieve resolution of
the conflicts experienced at ward level, depends on the interpretation
placed on the term 'controlled situations'. In 1976 the General Nursing
Council announced that it, too, was in favour of a system of training in
which stuients satisfied some service demands but whose educational/training
progra~es were controlled in reality by committees with statutory powers
to ensure tha.t training took place in "selected training areas which would
be properly supervised." (p. 1,547).

The issue, therefore, turns on control, on power. At a macroscopic
level the State controls the work of the learner nurse by assigning her
to the wards as a worker. At a microscopic level she is under the control
of the hospital staff, whose agent in the ward is the ward Sister, but
control over her educational needs is vested in the school who have limited
control in the ward situation. Thus the conflicts remain unresolved.
Little is known about how the work done by individual learners equates to
their learning needs - who controls the work , what is taught during the
various types of work, nor the identity of the teachers.

Summary of Unresolved Conflicts.

1. Although it has been repeatedly recommended that sisters should
be prepared for their teaching role, few ward sisters have received
any instruction on how to carry out their teaChing duties.

2. Ward sisters are ascribed a role as teacher but a. search of the
literature suggests that they do little teaching and that it comes
low down their order of priorities.

3. Clinical teachers have not assumed a dominant teaching role in
most hospital wards.
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4. There is no dominant teacher in the ward and learners find
teachers from amongst their peers.

5. Although the area is largely unresearched, there is some
evidence that learners have low learning expectations in
respect of repetitive work that they do, and. that they receive
little teaching or supervision whilst they work.
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CRAnER THREE

SOCIAL ORDER IN THE WARD - THEORETICAL DEVELOpj·lENT.

The hospital ward is not an isolated social unit but an integral
part of a complex organisation - the hospital. The interaction of
individuals and social groups such as ward sisters ani learners, within
the ward must, therefore, be viewed in the wider organisational context.
Whilst it may be relevant to enquire into individual interactions
between ward sisters and learners, and at Some stage to draw on concepts
of social psychology to provide explanations, there are rrany organisational
features to be taken into account when analysing the social relationships
within the ward.

This study is concerned with the socialisation of st~dent and
pupil nurses and the teaching/learning situations in which they are
involved as they interact with other groups. They are but one social
group within the hospital organisation. They combine with other workers,
both profeSSional and non-professional, to provide a caring and curing
service for patients. The learner nurses are peripatetic workers who
adopt a transient worker role in each ward to which they are allocated.
How they and others perceive this role, and the extent to which the role
is prescribed or negotiated, are crucial factors in understanding nurse
education in the ward.

The analysis starts with an issue central to sociology; that of
the maintenance of order. We are specifically concerned with the
question of how order is maintained in the hospital ward, in the face
of frequent changes of staff - particularly learner nurses - and patients.

Nurse education is controlled by educationists in the cichool of
Nursing but there is difficulty in defining the organisational boundaries
of the school. Physically buildings are set apart and it is possible

to describe the School of Nursing as an organisation servi~~ learner
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nurses who are clients. ~~t there is an overlap in the organisation
for the school extends into the hospital in so far as learner nurses
are allocated to spend different periods of time.in different wards
in the furtherence of their education.

In the ward situation, learners have a dual role of worker and
learner and it is the conflicts of their role which must at some time
concern us. Theoretically it is possible to argue that the hospital
serves two client groups - patients and learners, but in this study
we are primarily concerned with the needs of the learners. The point
of conflict both in the organisational analysis, and in the real situation,
is the learner at work. What is her status? Learner or worker?

A major difficulty in the research has been the choice of a
theoretical model which would allow US to examine individual interactions
involving learner nurses and members of other social groups in the ward.
The difficulty has arisen mainly because there does not appear to be a
'goodness of fit' between the modelS and the researcher's experiences
in nursing. One explanation for the apparent discrepancies between the
theoretical models and the empirical situation could be that many of the
models have been developed in the United States of America where there
are key differences in nurse education (Nurse training schoolS being
separated operationally from hospitals and learner nurses being super-
numary to staffing requirements). Another possible explanation is that
the researcher may have been too involved in nursing work and local problems
and, therefore, unable to see issues which are sociologically problemmatical.
But whatever the reason, th~oblem has existed.

Theoretically, the issue hinges on whether men and women are seen
as active or passive actors - people capable of bringing their own personal
attitudes and values to bear on situations in which they are involved, or
people who constantly conform to norms and values defined by others.
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Empirical experiences have led the researcher to perceive the hospital
as a 'machine' through which .patients and learners are processed, for
in the face of constant changes of actors there is much that remains
unchanged. However, common sense dictates that a 'mechanical model'
is inappropriate, as people are individuals capable of thought and
value judgement.

The "oversocialised conception of man" is criticised by wrong (1961)
who believes that the notion that norms are internalised, "affirmed and
conformed to" and that man is constantly desiring "to achieve a positive
image of self by winning acceptance or status in the eyes of others"
(p. 185), takes no account of the desires or power of the individual.

Hall (1975) sees power as a central issue in the choice of organ-
isational analysis; ~whether the organisation controls the individual

1/

or the individual the organisation. He suggests that a decision has

to be made on the extent to which the social structure of the ward is.
" a metaphor for the collective actions of individual members of staff
and other participants or refers to an independent and constraining
social entity as expressed in terms of a formal hierarchy of positions
or set of rules." (p. 19).

A model in which everyone conforms does not allow for internally
generated changes. But if one accepts that individuals do not receive
and react to stimuli and cultuxal values around them in exactly the saUB
way as those who precede and follow, one is able to account for changes -
blt not for that which remains unchanged. Therefore, one must take into
account the power which various groups possess, for people do not need
power to conform, but they do need power not to conform.

The choice of model assumes Some importance, for depending on which
form of analysis is adopted, the issues are to some extent, pre-judged.
Where the organisation is viewed as a system in which people come together
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in a formal status structure to pursue commongoals, the order is a

ruled order. for rules shape behaviour in the direction of these goals.

With such a model, it is tacitly assumed that roles are taken by passive

actors and there is no place for creativity.

Oneof the difficulties with systems theory of organisations is the

definition of goals. Whosegoals are they? Etzioni (l96la) maintains

that although they can be ascertained from people currently in positions

of authority, it does not follow that stated goals are, in fact, the pursued

goals. In this study, the probability is that nurse managers and educat-

ionists, ward sisters and learners. are all pursuing a different set of

sub-goals at different times - a commongoal cannot be assumed.

Hall (1975) points to the practical problems of uSing the systems

approach in empirical research at the microsociological level, because of

the difficulty in defining the organisation's goals. He refers to a study

in which researchers were engaged in action research to improve communic-

ation within hospitals (Weiland and Leigh 1971) am. commentsthat although

an assumption can be made that the commongoal in a hospital is in some

way related to patient care, the "maintenance of autonomy for medical,

nursing or administrative staff maytake priority over a less specific

goal of quality of patient care." (p. 27/28) The action of the hospital

staff in question was more concerned with power distribution than with the

prrsuance of a commongoal.

These empirical difficulties do not occur whenusing a social action

model, for the organisation is seen as the outcome of the actions of

individuals. Account is taken of the action and reaction of individuals

so that organisational goals and rules becomeproblematic; the former

creating unity towards an ideal in situations where actors have divergent

but interdependent goals (Albrow 19(8), and the latter becoming the subject

of negotiation (strauss et al 1963). Albrowargues .that rules and regul-

ations are often imposed from outside and. bear no relationship to the

organisational purpose.
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A social action model is, therefore, more appropriate for the present
study. The view is taken that as nurses in training move from ward to ward,
so they interact with different patients and staff members in each new
environment and in so doing, they undergo a socialisation process. Whilst
they are influenced by the attitudes and values of those around them, this
is not a 'one-way' process, for nurses are social actors who are capable
of bringing their own individual characteristics to bear on situations in
which they are involved.

Nevertheless there are certain reservations. If, theoretically, it
is right that the socialisation is a two-W,l.Yprocess one would expect there
to be evidence of change in the face of the constant turnover of individuals.
In each ward there is a nucleus of permanent staff, and patients like learner
nurses are transients passing through, but traditions are perpetuated in
hospitals and there is a stability about hospital wards which can be
identified in these terms. It is possible to re-visit a hospital ward
after a passage of several years and to find an Enrolled Nurse doing the
same type of work on the same day of the week, at a particular time of day,
whilst learners are engaged in the same type of work as were their pre-
decessors in earlier years.

Sociologists have recognised phenomena such as this and use the
concepts 'role prescription' and 'routinisation' to describe them. Katz
and Khan (1966) see 'role prescription' as one of several devices which
have been developed b,y nurses, to cope with special problems concerning
emergencies and to protect from the disastrous effects of error. They
advocate an 'open-system' approach for organisational analysis and draw
an analogy with living systems acutely dependent upon the external environ-
ment, in order to examine the relationship between the organisation and the
larger system of which is is part, at all levels from individual to societal.
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They see social structure as a dynamic rather than a static concept and argue
that a system cannot be understood without a constant study of the forces
that impinge on it. They note the historical links between hospitals and
the military and the church, and the consequent emphasis on rules, regulations,
and a tendency to treat patients as work objects rather than people.

Their analysis is useful because it reminds US that the nursing
profession has had to develop within the constraints of wider society, with
Victorian traditions of high moral standards and the 'work ethic'. When
some of the foundations of modern nursing were laid, the expectations of
females were low and nurses emerged as an obedient, subservient dedicated
workforce willing to follow rules without question. Simpson (1964) notes
how they were trained never to ask 'why' and as seldom as possible 'how'
(p. 248). In the hospital environment, nurses play their role within
clearly defined boundaries.

It is, therefore, necessary to develop a model which incorporates
aspects of discarded models which are particularly appropriate to nursing.
Such a strategy would also help to resolve doubts which have already been
expressed about discrepancies between theory and empirical experiences.
The most serious reservations have concerned the view expressed by Strauss
et al (1963) that the hospital is a 'negotiated order'. They see the
hospital as a professional locale and describe it as a 'negotiated order'
since rules cannot be binding for ever and are set aside as convenience
dictates. Negotiation is described as "the process to give and take, of
diplomacy, of bargaining, which characterises organisational life" (p. 148).
They observe that all hospital actors can enter into negotiations; the
professionals such as doctors and nurses, and the non-professionals such
as aides, lay persons and patients. Strauss et al conducted their research
in a psychiatric hospital, but it is possible that the order varies with the
type of hospital and the ward.
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The doubts are primarily concerned with the notion that learner
nurses enter into situations in which they bargain and negotiate or set
rules aside, for there are many reasons for believing that they tend to
obey instructions and rules, often without question. However, the
doubts will be put to use, and whilst accepting the view that the hospital
is a 'negotiated order', the discussion of relevant literature will be
addressed to the characteristics which are likely to affect negotiations
or interactions involving learners and ward sisters.

Davies and Francis (1976) criticise the 'negotiated order' model
because it implies that nurses are in a sufficiently equal position to
doctors to engage in bargaining. They believe that negotiation is not
possible because nurses are more constrained by rules and procedures, and
on the basis of their research argue that only sisters are likely to be
involved in negotiations at ward level. Evers (1977)also found that,
in contrast to the ward Sister, very few student nurses in her sample,
felt that they had "any working links with other health care professionals."
(1'. 592).

The usefulness of the 'negotiated order' model, therefore, appears
to depend on whom and what sort of hospital the research is focused.
Bucher and Stelling (1969) found the concept particularly appropriate
when considering an organisation dominated by professionals. They have
clarified the position regarding professionals within an organisation by
describing two attributes of a professional organisation - role creation
and negotiation. There is little empirical evidence that they would be
particularly useful for explaining social interactions involving learners,
for it can be argued that they are not yet professionals, but the sister
is a key profeSSional nurse in the ward, who can create her role. "Role
creation", Bucher and. Stelling assert, "is a direct result of the according
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of professional status. The professional is the person who has the
right to say what should be done and what is necessary to get it done.
Professionals thus enjoy considerable success in controlling their working
conditions; and characteristically they attempt to insure the working
conditions which they consider necessary to implement their own set of
professional values. II (p. 5). Ihus the sister has scope to create her role
in conjunction with and within boundaries set by other professionals -
particularly the consultants.

There are constraints on the negotiations, and Strauss et al (196J)

acknowledge that negotiation in hospitalS is affected by professional
training, ideology, career and hierarchical position. Thus, in this study
of nurses and nursing one must take account of elements which are peculiar
to that profession - hie~archy, traditions, and above all, routine.

i'lardsisters and learners are involved in different types of negotiation
and this can be partly explained by their respective positions in the nursing
hierarchy. The sister is the leader in the ward and has the authority
vested in the office to be an initiator of rules and orders in the ward,
whilst the learner occupies a lowly position in the nursing hierarchy. The
changes in nursing management which followed the recommendations of the
COIlunitteeof Senior Nursing Staff Structure (Ninistry of Health 1966)

emphasised the hierarchical chain of command with communication into, or
within, the ward. Learners have little direct communication with others
outside the ward, but the sister occupies a unique 'gate-keeper' role,
controlling communication coming into and Qut of the ward, as well as
within the ward itself (Cartwright 1964).

It is clear that negotiation in the ward must, in some way, be
affected by the sister's leadership style, for one important element of
leadership is communication which, in turn, is a pre-requisite to negotiation.
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It seems reasonable to assume that a sister who spends little time
communicating with subordinates is unlikely to be involved in negotiations
with them. White and Lippitt(1972), in an investigation into leadership
styles in a boy's club, identified three types of leadership - autocratic,
democratic and laissez-faire. Specifying that all three types were not
extreme and that they rewained within normal range of leadership behaviour,
they described the major featares of each type.

The autocratic leader determined all policies, dictated activities
one step at a time so that there was uncertainty regarding future steps,
dictated work tasks and ccmpand cna, and was personal in praise or criticism
whilst remaining aloof from the group except when demonstrating. The
democratic leader encouraged group discussions and decisions, sketched
general steps to a group goal, offered alternatives when giving advice,
allowed group members to choose work and partner, was objective in criticism
and a regular group member without doing much of the work. The 1aissez-
faire leader left the group to make their own deciSions, would supply
information if asked but did not intervene in determining tasks and
companions, and made no attempt to regulate the course of events.

The boys preferred democratic leadership to laissez-faire leadership,
produced more and better quality work and were more contented. Democratic
leadership was more efficient than either laissez-faire or autocratic and
work continued whether the leader was present or not. Democracy was also
preferred to autocracy and in the latter situation, although the quantity
of work was greater, there was an undercurrent of discontent, with a freer
atmosphere when the leader was not present. The democracy was characterised
by more 'group mindedness' and friendliness.

The work of HacGuire (1969) and Bevans (1964) in addition to many
reports on conditions in hospitals suggest that this type of analysiS could
be used to distinguish between the styles of leadership of different sisters.
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Sisters vary in the way they manage the ward, and learner nurses and
patients, occupying transient roles in the ward, are involved in
uncertainties and react to the ward atmosphere and staff relationships.
Patients are sensitive to the state of relationships in the ward and
perceive the ward sister as the key figure, particularly for determining
the atmosphere. They feel subjected to the same type of discipline as
the junior nurses (;':cGee1961). Learners are also sensitive to the ward
situation, and Birch (1975) reports that 'poor staff relationships' were
mentioned qy 98 per cent of his sample of withdrawing candidates as
contributory reasons for leaving nursing.

Although there is a dearth of empirical data about the type of
negotiations involving learners and patients in wards controlled by
different types of Sister, there are clear implications that the extent
and type of negotiations occurring, for instance, on a ward where the
sister was autocratic, would be qualitatively different from those
occurring on a ward where the sister was democratic. For on the one
hand the leader dictates and leaves little room for negotiation, and on
the other the leader invites discussion, and therefore negotiations.

The communication of information within the ward is of interest
here since power can be retained by withholding information and creating
uncertainty. One theme in the literature concerns the uncertainty and
anxiety felt by patients due to lack of information. Cartwright (1964)
discovered that patients were more critical about the difficulty of
obtaining information than of any other aspect of their hospital care.

Reviewing the literature on information, anxiety and pain, Hayward.
(1975) concluded that uncertainty influenced anxiety, which influenced pain
which in turn generated further uncertainty. The results of his research
suggested that patients who are well informed about their illness and
recovery, report less anxiety and pain during the post-operative period.
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Although information appears to be beneficial for patients,

information is withheld on some wards. ...-aitzkin and ~toekle (1976)
take the view that in the doctor-patient relationship some control of
information helps maintain patterns of dorr~nance and subordination.
They believe that uncertainty is experienced more by patients than doctors,
and when doctors transmit information to patients they reduce the physician's
:powerwithin the doctor-patient relationship. Consequently, doctors who
withhold information from the patient maintain a dominant position.

Johnson (1972) asserts that professionals have power because they
are able to control the producer/consumer relationship. Doctors are
powerful by virtue of the body of esoteric knowledge which they control,
and even though the nurse may share the knowledge with the doctor she will
not impart it without his permission. Cartwright (1964) found that where
the doctor did not give information neither did the sister, but when the
doctor gave information so did the sister - confirming the assertion of
Titmus~(1958) that there may be a 'conspiracy of silence' on some wards.
Junior nurses are often closest to the patient since they carry out the
bulk of the care, but they are not authorised to give information. The
doctor is the guardian of knowledge about the patient's illness and it is
accepted by both doctors and nurses that nurses do not impart this
knowledge independently.

Katz (1969) argues that doctors also have additional information not
available to the nurse and this serves to lower her status. Although the
doctor is dependent on the services of the nurse, he has the ultimate power
in all matters concerning the patients. Freidson (1973) considers the
position of the doctor in relation to other health workers, and believes
that doctors have solved the problem of having to rely on the services of
many occupations, by having gained from the ~tate, control over their
activities. The ward sister, therefore, does not.have autonomy in bedside

care
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but she possesses the authority inherent in the office of ward sister,
and can derive secondary power from the sister/consultant relationship
(Dodd 197), Fretwell 1975), which in the ward can over-rule the authority
of nurses in more senior positions in the nursing hierarchy. Having
created her role in consort with the consultant, the sister is autonomous
in the ward so that her values prevail to become the common values of the
permanent staff.

The sister is at the centre of the communication network and is,
therefore, in a position to communicate and negotiate with and on behalf
of others - doctors, patients, nurses and relatives. She is also concerned
with the dissemination of information which is not controlled by the
consultant and other doctors. This is the information to do with th~
work of the ward which largely derives from the patient. Nurses require
information about the patients, the work to be done, when and by whom.
Lack of information about the work causes uncertainty which in turn leads
to anxieties. The ward. sister is the key figLlre in deciding what inform-
ation is relayed to her subordinates and in this way is able to exert
control over them in the same way as the doctor exerts control over the
patient. The ward sister's leadership style is, therefore, closely linked
to the uncertainties and tensions in the ward.

Negotiations between a leader and subordinates are affected by
the power relationship; the leader exerts control and the subordinate
complies. Etzion;(1961b)uses compliance as the basis for organisational
analysis. He defines compliance as a "relationship consisting of the
power employed by superiors to control subordinates and the orientation
of the subordinate to this power" (pxv). He focuses on the compliance
of lower participants and describes three types of organisations according
to the means of exerting control over lower participants. Acknowledging
that most organisations include all patterns of compliance, he classifies
them according to the predominant compliance pattern as coercive, utilitarian
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and normative. General hospitals are tentatively classified as
normative organisations since remuneration of lower participants
is low and, as with religious orders, moral commitment is likely to
be high.

Learners are a weak group in the ward and are expected to conform
to prevailing norma without question. Coser (1962) draws attention to
the expectations of the physician that nurses are 'meek', but this does
not explain why learners are content to allow themselves to be dominated.
The work of Blau (1964) contrib.ltes to an understanding of this. He sees
power as part of an exchange process in which the person who "supplies
the services in demand to others, obligates them to reciprocate" (p. 22),
and where there is nothing to offer in exchange, they comply to his wishes.
In 'social exchange' where two parties are mutually dependent, one provides
a service whilst the other responds with "deference, gratitude and
compliance". In hospitals, it can be argued, that both trained and
learner nurses want knowledge and skills held by the doctor and, therefore,
defer to his expectations of them. Additionally, the learner nurse
requires assistance from the trained nurses, 'good' ward reports from
the sister and training facilities in the hospital, in exchange for their
compliance.

But lower participants also possess power. Nechanic (1968)
examines the conditions under which lower participants such as attendants,
nurses, or clerks in hospitals are able to contravene orders and intentions
of higher ranking ];Brticipants. One of the important characteristics of
the power wielded by lower participants is the ability to resist change
since they can make others dependent on them by "controlling access to
information, persons and instrumentali ties" (p. 419). strauss et al (1964)
describe~ how aides and attendants controlled some patients' treatment
programmes and Hall (1975) found that a ward domestic held sufficient
power to impede progress in a 'play-leader' project. The power possessed
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by many of these lower participants is likely to be acquired by virtue
of long service; an element not possessed by transient learners. Never-
theless, it is important to be able to include lower participants such as
Enrolled nurses and auxiliaries, in the present study of staff relationships
in the ward, for these are the people with whom the learner is most likely
to associate, and they are in a pOSition to dominate or assist the learner
nurses as they progress from ward to ward. Since they are permanent
members of the ward staff they have an intricate knowledge not possessed
by the peripatetic learners - a knowledge of the ward routine.

A major strategy for maintaining order in the ward.is the routine,
which impinges on nearly every aspect of ward life and, as this research
proceeded it became increasingly clear that it dominated many of the
activities in which learner nurses were involved. The ward sister manages
and is accountable for the work that is done in the ward, she must co~~unicate
work instr~ctions, create social order in the ward and exert social control.
The routine is a form of communication between the sister and her sub-
ordinates since it encompasses her priorities and rules. Gouldner (l95~)
sees rules as providing a substitute for personal repetition of orders by
a superior and states that once rules have been installed there are fewer
things that a supervisor has to direct a worker to do so that frequency and
duration of worke~foreman interaction in their official capacities are
lessened. Studies in nursing indicate that there is little communication
between the ward sister and junior nurses who generally do the routine work.
Revans (1964) reported that it was rare for a ward sister to spend more
than two minutes in continuous conversation with first year nurses and
the more senior the nurse, the more time she could claim from the sister.
These findings were confirmed Qy Lelean (1973). The routine negates the
necessity for overt interaction between the ward sister and workers doing
routine work; in short, the routine inhibits communication and thus

negotiation.
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The routine is created by the sister but is a given for learners.
It communicates the personal likes and dislikes of both the sister and
the consultant and, therefore, varies from ward to ward. The routine
reduces the need for frequent visits by the consultant and doctors since
it has two aspects. The 'temporal' routine tells the nurse when to do
certain tasks, and the 'motor' routine tells the nurse how to do them.
Uards are segmentalised along 'disease' lines and as both medical and
nurse training follow a disease model, the treatment and care for different
'diseases' or 'operations' are incorporated into the routine to tell the
nurse what to do for each type of disease at particular times. In this
way, the patients enter into the routine as 'wark objects' and the consultant's
influence remains in the ward although physically he is not present.
Co~~unication between consultant and sister is reduced to a minimum and
there is little need for the doctors to communicate with other members of
the nursing staff. Conversation between nurses and patients is also
reduced since knowledge of the disease provides a paradigm for work and
determines the patient'~eeds, So that nurses are socialised to talk to
patients only during the course of physical work - a phenomenon which is
apparent in psychiatric nursing as well as in general nursing (Altschul 1972).

The routine allows transients such as learners and part-time nurses
to become useful workers in a very short time with the minimum of communication.
It increases the work output and is, therefore, an efficient device for
getting the work done. Davies (1976) sees routinization of work as one
element of an occupational strategy which nurses have employed. She
believes that nurses have not sought professional autonomy and control via
the creation of dependency but have been content to allow the~subordination

. " " .. .to doctors, the acceptance of a w~de range of tasks and rout~n~zatlon of
their work'f- the routine lessens stress, protects the nurse from the whim
of a superior or doctor and solves problems of labo~r shortage and a high
turnover. (p2'/3)
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It has already been suggested that the routine inhibits co~~unication
about the work nurses do, but what is of particular concern in this
research is how far it inhibits enquiry and interactions of an educational
nature, especially when nurses are carrying out their work.

The work which nurses are required to do has never been clearly
defined, but it covers a wide range of tasks, such as those which are
perforned by lay people in their own homes and those which are shed or
sometimes done by doctors. Historically, the way nursing work has been
diviiei up is of some significance. The lady pupils were destined to
become administrators and. 'right hand man' to the doctor, so the proper
task of the trained nurse was seen to be adrr~nistration and highly technical
work. Eeanwhile, the probationer carried out the bulk of the work directly
concerned with the physical bedside care - work in which the doctor demon-
strated no interest and about which he required no reports.

It cannot be said that nursing work has been divided up to produce
an end product of 'good patient care', for those with the least experience
or training do the bedside care. Some nurses have condemned the hierarchical
allocation of jobs. NcFar1ane (1974) asks "why should giving the bedpan
have less status than doing a dreSSing - it is one of the most intirrate
things a nurse can do for a patient. To do it successfully without
embarrassing the patient, to make the right kind of observations, calls
for great nursing skills. Yet we say this is of low status and anybody
can do it." (p. 443) The Committee on liursing ~1972) noted that patient
allocation found favour with nurses who believed that it was better for
patients and for teaching, but observed that task allocation was the system
used in the majority of acute hospitals.

Task allocation of work ani hierarchical allocation of jobs emerge
as important characteristics of nursing, which may inhibit negotiations
involving learners. Little is known of the teaching and learning which
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may take place during a job which is perceived as a low status activity
and allocated on a hierarchical basis, or how they may vary under a
different system of allocation, viz. 'total patient care', 'team nursing',
or the 'nursing process', which are in essence anti-hierarchical and t~~e
some account of the patient's needs.

In nursing, routines are devised but they do not always fit the
conditions, for patients and problems are constantly changing. \'Thenthe
work is too much for the routine, short cuts have to be taken to give the
appearance of normality - but no ward is ever 'nor~l' as noted by Eall (1975)
Brown (1966) believes that the system is task orientated rather than patient
orientated, and that "getting the work done" is the primary focus, and
"for achieving this end, the system is remarkably efficient ••• but ••••
bought at a very high price when viewed in terms of its failure to satisfy
many nurses and patients." (p. 190). li~cGhee(1961) found that patients
were critical of what appeared to them to be the "pointless rigidity of
the routine" (p. 35) and observed that anything which was outside the
routine was liable to be forgotten - a characteristic which was also noted
by Bendall (1973).

Neither is the 'disease model' of training to the patient's benefit
for depending on the type of ward, attention is focused on a particular
disease a~ts treatment rather than on the patient. But the needs of the
patient do not always centre on the disease, and Roper (1976) shows how
patients in hospital suffer from a variety of diseases and often have other
needs than those indicated by the label. It is not unusual for signs and
symptoms to be ignored because they do not enter the ambit of a particular

speciality.

It is to the nature and routinisation of nursing work that we will

now direct our attention. There are two aspects of nursing work which
are worthy of discussion; the first concerns the stressful nature of
nursing work in which a moment of inattention can result in the death of,
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or serious injury to, a patient; and the second concerns the close
proximity of the nurse to human suffering. The notion that routine
behavio~r serves to reduce anxiety has been discussed by Abel-Smith (1960)
and Eenzies (1960). ~:enzies suggests that the routine is one of several
devices which a.lI'J used to "inhibit the development of a full person to
person relationship between nurse and patient, with its consequent anxiety."
(p. 101). A ritual task performance minimises the number of decisions a
nurse has to make, and reduces patient care to a series of jobs.

To prevent the dire consequences of mistakes, nurses have developed
strict rules to govern nursing practices, from the simple to the complex,
and these procedures are strictly adhered to. In hospital wards some
originate from the sister and others are incorporated into hospital policies.
Gou:"dner (195+) found that workers in industry paid strict attention to
rules governing safety, and maintains that rules are a form of communication
to those who wish to evade responsibility, specifying "the obligations of
the worker, enjoining him to do particular things in definite ways", and
whilst they do not eliminate the need for close supervision they reduce
tensions created by it (p. 162) - thus it does not follow that because
there are rules there need be no supervision.

Brown (1973) observes "surveillance and rules and routines can vary
independently, and indeed highly developed rules and routines may be
associated with little effective surveillance". (p.413)

It is suggested here that what has happened in nursing is that rules
and routines have displaced supervision, and in addition, a code of ethics
reproduced in nursing text-books (see Hector 1970) eXhorts the nurses to
maintain high standards and obey the doctor. 'These ethics have long
been an important feature of nurse training, being introduced to all nurses

at an early stage. They serve the saffiepurpose as rules. There have been
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times of severe labour shortages when close supervision has been impossible
and the nurse herself, socialised to obedience and self-discipline, has been
her own supervisor; believing that as long as the rules were obeyed and
the routines completed, the patient would come to no harm. These routines
have inhibited enquiry and change so that the profession has emerged "with
a traditional rather than an objective approach to nursing problems and
without a growing body of facts or figures, or a theory of science of nursing
on which practice, teaching or deciSions could be based." (Simpson 1967 p. 21)

Thus rules are an inherent part of the ward routine to provide a
disciplined framework for work control but by their very nature they have
denied the nurse an environment in which learning and enquiry could flouriSh.
This explains a remark rrade to the researcher in 19.50 by a ward sister "You
are here to do the work, nurse, not to think." The demand for order ani
economy in the hospital generally has also led to the development of
procedural rules for overcoming operational problems so that all hospital
staff tend not to enquire into problems (Revans in Weiland and Leigh 1971)

with the result that the nurse also accepts decisions made beyond the
boundaries of the ward without question. So the very nature of nurSing
and the traditions from which is has developed, set firm limits to the type
of negotiation in which nurses can be involved, and there is little to
suggest that rules are set aside. Routines and rituals are rooted in
nursing traditions and the stressful nature of the work.

herlon (19.57) sees the'social ritualist' as responding to a "situation
which is threatening and excites distrust by clinging closely to safe
routines and institutional norms" (p. 1&4-). Thus the nurse, having
resorted to rules and routines in order to relieve stress, may under
certain circumstances, adhere too closely to the rules with the result
that, as I"lertondescribes, "there occurs the familiar displacement of goals
whereby an instrumental value becomes a terminal value" (p. 253): the
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routine becomesan end in itself - a ritual. That is not to say that

all routines are rituals, but that under certain circumstances, routines

whiohweredeveloped for somegood purpose are continued long after their

usefulness has ceased.

Caser (1962) has observed that the nurse also uses the rules to

protect herself against unwantedresponsibilities. The advantages of

a strict routine for the nurse appear to have been considerable so the

routinisation of work has been perpetuated as succeeding generations of

nurses have undergonesimilar socialisation processes. But it would

appear that the routines have emphasised.workrather than learning.

Theworkers in the wa.rdare controlled. by rules and to someextent

by supervision. Merton (1957) believes that the 'observability' of a

group's behaviour is a precondition for exercising control over that group.

Part of the learning process for students and pupils in the wa.rdconcerns

the practice of newor complexprocedures as well as repetitive or simple

procedures. But almost everything which the nurse does either directly or

iDiirectly has implications for the patient, so in any research into the

ward learning environment the control that is exerted by the ward sister

or her subordinates by wayof supervision is of someimportance. An essentia.l

element in the teaching of skills is demonstration, followed by practice

under supervision so that errors can te corrected. It is obvious, there-

fore, that the supervisor must be in a position both to see what is done

a.ndto knowthat an error has occurred. However,muchof the workwhich

a nurse does is performed behind the screens, makingcontrol problematic.

An apprenticeship system of training implies that the apprentice (the

lea.rner nurse) workswith and is able to see the craftsman (the trained nurse);

it therefore follows that the apprentice must be able to enter situations

behind soreens with the craftsman. The problemof oontrol in the ward,

therefore, has two dimensions - firstly, that the apprentice should be
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observable to the craftsman, and secondly, that the craftsman should be
observable to the apprentice, for if neither condition is fulfilled,
skills cannot be learnt without the risk of error. Thus, although rules
are a form of supervision in nursing, they cannot dispense with it entirely
if the ward is to be described in any way as a 'learning environment.'

Gouldner (1954 p. 160) discovered that "workers viewed close super-
vision as a kind of strictness and punishment", and that replacement of
supervision by rules eliminated the tensions created by it. But it has
been argued that rules cannot replace the supervision of those who are
learning. Therefore, it is of interest to know what effect supervision
has on those who are in a learning environment. Kendall (1963) investigating
the learning environments of various hospitals and the type of supervision
that was provided for the house officers, found that a high degree of
observability was not related to increased tensions and that closer super-
vision was welcomed. "Only when behaviour of interns and residents is
observable can they receive the kind of supervision they generally report
as helpful." (p. 226) Tensions were found by Kendall but these followed
departmental lines and seemed "more related to the workload of house officers. II

Coser (1962) found that there were differences between medical and
surgical wards in that there was a strict adherence to the rules and
regUlations on the former, whilst on the surgical ward, nurses seemed to
have more leeway to relax the :restrictions. Key decisions on the surgical
ward were always taken by the top surgeons, leaving routine decisions to
more junior doctors, so that the nurses received instructions from a variety
of sources. The head nurse and other nurses and also patients were able to
enter into negotiations so that action followed compromise rather than rules.
On the medical floor, the top doctors consulted amongst themselves but nurses
only became formally involved in providing information rather than entering
into negotiations. They were expected to carry out orders and, in turn, used

rules to assert a degree of power. Reviewing the innovation on the surgical
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ward and t~e ritualism on the medical ward, Coser decided that the
differences were derived from the social str~cture of the ward rather
than from 'professional' or· 'character' traits.

Using perceptual data, Davies and Francis (1976) also found that
there were differences in the experience of working in surgical and
medical waris. Nurses on surgical wards had to follow rules more as
regards the way jobs were performed but involved junior doctors less in
problem solving than nurses on medical wards.

The nurse's perception of her work varies from ward to ward.
Coser (1963) described how work had different meanings on two different
wards; an 'organic conception' of work concerned the hu~an implications,
whilst the 'ritualistic conception' of work focused on 'dead matter' where
the work was mechanical. Of the latter type of work, one nurse had
commented "there isn't anything I find unpleasant. I have done it for
so long, I just automatically do it." (p. 237).

Coser draws attention to the suggestion by Hughes (1958) that man's
work is "one of the more important parts of his social identity, of his
self", so much so that when asked about the work that they do, people
respond in terms of "who they are" (p. 43). But Coser rejects Hughes
argument and believes that this refers to one type of work and. one type
of person - unalienated work and unalienated people. Coser comments that
where there was a ritualistic conception of work, the work did not contribute
to the nurse's social identity, work was a "mechanical type of activity •••
divorced from self." (p. 24.0).

Coser's work raises two important issues which are related to nurse
education in general and to this study in particular. If the nurse is
doing alienated work, which she does automatically, halfdoes she learn of
the patient's emotional and physical needs outside the immediate task, and
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what are the learning expectations of the learner during work situations
where she performs the work ritualistically?

One aspect which is not discussed by Coser but which emerges quite
clearly is the different degree of negotiation in the two types of ward.
On the ward where there is a ritualistic conception of work there is
minimal negotiation between doctors and nurses, and patients are ignored
to the extent that the means of communication with nurses is denied them
(bells being tied up out of their reach). By contrast, on the ward with
the organic conception of work, there is frequent negotiation between prof-
essionals at staff meetings and at other times, and patients are also
involved in negotiating such matters as protecting their privacy.

OVerall, the picture of nursing in hospital wards which emerges,
confirms that nurses have limited scope for negotiation. For the most part
nurses' work is prescribed regarding both what is done and how it is done,
and they have a tightly defined area of discretion. Jacques (1956) shows
how responsibility is related to the discretionary element of work. In
problem solving, learner nurses have two alternatives open to them - either
to interpret the rules or to exercise their skill and judgement. The
review of the literature indicates that nurses follow rules, which limits
their area of discretion and thus relieves them of responsibility and, it
has been argued by researchers such as Menzies (1960), the stress and anxiety
which may accompany it. However, Fembrey (1975) reporting on a change
from task allocation to patient assignment, draws attention to the fact that
nurses responded to, and welcomed, the increased responsibility resulting
from the changeover.

Hall et al (1976) believe that despite appearances to the contrary
hospitals are not strictly rule governed and that continuous negotiations
take place. They liken the ward to "an arena in which are played out the
combinations of conflict and co-operation between social actors" but concede
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that boundaries are set by less easily changed agreements (p. 149). hall
certainly found that even children engaged in negotiatons. But doubts
remain, aId if it is right that learners do, in fact, constantly engage
in negotiations about the work that they do, the model must be sensitive
to the circumstances under which it occurs and, by the same token, the
circumstances which inhibit it. Above all the theory must be grounded
in the empirical realities.

The search of the literature has highlighted a variety of dimensions
which affect the learning environment of the ward and not all can be

researched in detail. The order prevailing in the ward is the outcome
of complex relationships. The 'str~cture of the ward' is rooted in the
past - traditions, rules, routines and hierarchy, but the order in the ward
is changed by the social actors of the present whose actions and negotiations
are affected by the power of the various groups. The model, therefore,
includes elements of the traditional order but takes account of negotiations
which may explain the change to a new order.

Above all, the model is sensitive to an order which is dominated by
doctors and to the conflicts experienced by two social groups - the ward
sister who organises her ward to serve two client groups, the patients and
learners; and the learner nurse who occupies the ambivalent role of worker
and learner.

The ward learning environment is not a static concept but is seen as
the outcome of the interrelationships of a variety of elements which are
constantly changing. It encompasses the different social groups in the
ward ani the relationships between them; patients from whom the work is
derived, permanent workers such as the sister, staff nurses and auxiliaries,
transient workers such as part-time nurses and learners, visiting professionals
such as the consultants, doctors and clinical teachers and non-professionals

such as porters. The change from a working to a learnir~ environment is
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effected during the activities when skills, knowledge and attitudes
are transmitted to a learner. The ward learning environment is a
dynamic concept, comprising units of working/teaching/learning activities.
The fundamental question of this study is, therefore, "What is the nature
of these activities?"
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CHAPfER FOUR - RESEARCH DESIGN

The research was underpinned by two widely held assumptions on
which nurse education is based; that sisters and. trained nurses teach
in ward. situations and that student and Plpil nurses learn as they work.
But a search of the literature suggested that these assumptions were not
based on the social reality of the Situation, since there was little
overt teaching by sisters, and it was possible that learners did not
always learn as they worked.
could be described as myths.

There was a sense in which the assumptions

Unlike a normal classroom situation in which the main participants
are the teacher and pupils, the ward environment presented a complex
picture, for there appeared to be little overt teaching in the ward, and
no assumption could be made about a dominant teacher.

In view of the evidence of the literature there seemed little point
in focusing wholly on the teaching activities of the ward sister, as had

been one of the original intentions, since there appeared to be a real
risk that a host of negative findings would contribute nothing to existing
knowledge on ward. teaching and learning. It was decided to take an 'open-
minded' approach, with few pre-conceived ideas on the nature of the teachers,
teaching or learning, and to develop the research around key questions which
remained after the search of the literature.

Who are the ward teachers?
What do nurses learn as they work?

However, there was a consensus of opinion that the sister was
a. the manager of ward activities,
b. the person in control of the workers, who are potential teachers

and learners in the ward, and
c. the person in control of activities in which they participated.
Thus teaching and learning activities in the ward situation fell within
her control. A working hypothesis was formulated as follows.
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Those wards in which learners learn a lot are those wards in
which sisters make a conscious effort to make teaching a reality.

The conceptualisation of the ward learning environment as a dynamic
rather than a static concept, in which the environment changed as the
actors and ward activities changed, meant that observation by an independent
observer, who could observe differences in the social interaction as circum-
stances changed, was the method of choice. The methodological problem
was how to emphasise the differences in teaching and learning in order to
describe and explain them.

It is well known by those who work in haspitals that Some wards gain
a reputation for being 'good for learning' - nurses and others feel that
there is much to be learnt and teaching takes place frequently, whilst
others are less highly regarded. The research deSign flowed from an
assumption that there are variations in the learning environments, and that
observations in. 'good' and 'less good' wards would reveal inherent differences
in the teaching and learning activities, and. that there would be differences
in the actions and interactions of sisters and permanent staff members
and learner nurses, which would account for the differences in teaChing and

learning.

Variables affecting the ward learning environment, which fell outside
the control of the ward sister were notedl
1. The hospital - e.g. size, type (general, psychiatric), policies,

system of training.
2. The ward - size, type, speciality, (which determines patient

characteristics - disease from which suffering, age,
sex, etc.) staffing (number and. quality), workload.

J. The individual - e.g. personal characteristics (age, education,
attitudes, motivation, perception of role and priorities)

of all ward actors especially learners, ward sister and
permanent staff members.
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The research was designed in two stages. The first stage was a
'ranking study' in which wards were ranked into 'good' and 'less good'
wards by using the opinions of learners who had previously worked on the
wards. In the second. stage observations were carried out to obtain data
on ward teaching and learning, and the actions and. interactions of Sisters,
permanent ward staff and learners on 'good' and 'less good' wards.
Although all the sisters on the six wards on Which observations were
conducted, remained constant, the learners who ranked wards were not
subsequently observed working on wards which they had rated.

In order to compare and contrast ward activities under the control of
the ward sister (SUCh as her leadership style, ward organisation and system
of job allocation) as well as the 16rd teaching and learning, it was
necessary to attempt to'control some of the variables. The 'hospital
effect' thought by McGuire (1969) to have some effect on ward teaChing,
was controlled by confining the study to one school of nursing which
served two small general hospitals and. a unit in a third hospital. And
when the results of the first stage were known, it was found necessary to
compare wards of the same speciality since the rank order of wards compiled
from learners' opinions appeared to be related to the care/cure nature of
the nursing (cure being highly rated and care low rated) and to the turnover
of patients.

There were various reasons for observing permanent ward staff and
learners in the second stage. Descriptions of behaviour do not always
correspond with observed behaviour, and previous research suggested that
neither learners nor ward sisters gave descriptions which corresponded
with the observations of independent observers. Bendall (1973) found
that learners did not do in practice what they said they would do when
writing about nursing situations, and Catnach and Houghton (1961) found
that although theyWere told that ward sisters set aside three quarters
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of an hour daily for clinical teaching, they did not encounter a ward
sister teaching students when they visited wards. Inman (1975) reviewing
the 'Study of Nursing Care' series drew attention to the discrepancies
between verbal responses of nursing staff and actual ward practices and
argued that first hand observation was probably the only valid method of
obtaining data on some aspects of nursing care.

Because of the constant changes of ward actors and activities, it
was felt that only an outside observer who was independent of ward
commitments could obtain an overview of the actions and behaviour of
all ward actors, which would also include teaChing/learning situations.
It was also felt that any working role in the ward would dEtract the
observer from the main objective of collecting data on teaching/learning
activities. Furthermore, it would have been extremely difficult for the
researcher, who was known to be a tutor by Some of the hospital personnel
to assume any formal nursing role without interfering in activities which
were being observed.

The methods and techniques used in the second stage (described in
detail in Chapter 9 ) were finalised when the results of the first stage
were known. It is, therefore, proposed to describe the methods and
findings of the first stage before going into any further details about
the second stage. The following chapter outlines the methods of Stage 1.



PART II
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PART II

CHAPI'ER FIVE - METHODS USED IN THE FIRST STAGE.

The objectives of the first stage weres
1. To rank and identify wards with 'good' and 'less good' learning

environments by uShg the opinions of learners and tutors.
2. To describe characteristics of a ward identified as having

a 'good.leaming environment'.
3. To describe the sister's perception of her management and

teaching role.

Rating Questionnaires.

Bating questionnaires were used to rank wards into 'good I and 'less
good' wards from a teaching/leaming point of view. They were not intended
to produce an absolute o~er 'good' to 'less good' as only a crude measure
was necessary. Rating questionnaires for leamers and tutors were designed
and are shown in Appendices 1 and 2. The rating questionnaire for the
tutors was in fact not used, because the school staff were found to have
limited experience of the wards and were able to complete only one or two
each. Because of the small numbers involved, tutors completing the
questionnaires could have been readily identified, and reporting of
results could have affected relationships in the hospital.

The rating questionnaire designed for the learners sought their
opinion on several aspects of ward teaching and leaming, and although
they were seeking opinions rather than attitudes, some of the principles
underlying Likert scaling (Moser and Kalton 1971 pp. 361 - 366) were
employed, although each item was analysed individually.

Since each learner would be completing four to five questionnaires
it was essential that questions were brief and unambiguous. Questionnaires
were pre-tested in a school of nursing that was not connected with the main
study in order to identify difficulties with the wording of question, to
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enable a decision to be made on the advisability of using a four, rather
than a five, point scale and to assess the value of asking learners for
their comments about teaching and learning on wams.

The format of questions followed a design used by Bendall (1973).
The following points were taken into account when designing the final
questionnaire.

To include almost the same number of positively and negatively
woDied items in order to encourage the learner to examine each
item carefully.
To avoid negative extremes because of the learners' reluctance
to select them. A four point scale was, therefore, adequate.
To include 'unsure' responses in three questions because learners
felt this was desirable.

It was also decided to ask learners for their comments on anything that
they felt was 'good' and •not so good'. for learning because learners'
free comments proved to be a rich source of data for providing insights
into the ward teaching and learning.

The rationale for including each of the questions was as follows.
Question 11 There was very much (hardly anything) to learn

on this ward.
This probed learners' perception of ward learning opportunities and would
give a broad indication of learners' expectations of learning in each ward.

Question 2a Some consultants were very (definitely Dot) interested
in12achiDtt nurses.

This was included to distract attention from the one concerning the ward
sister's teaching (as was question 7, relating to the teaching by the
clinical teacher). It was not possible to ask specific questions about
staff nurses and doctors generally, since they do not usually stay on the
same ward for long periods and there would almost certainly have been
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changes in the retrospective 18 month period, in respect of which quest-
ionnaires were to be given. It was anticipated that there would be a
relationship between responses from all questions except these two
relating to consultants and clinical teachers, but the responses per se
could be of interest.

Question 3: I think all (not many) learners would benefit from
working on this ward.

A projective type of question which was intended to explore the
suitability of the ward for learners. Learners responding, would
have to draw on their own experiences, and obServations of other

learners, in order to answer the question.

Question 4. The ward sister taught me very many things (hardly
anything).

A key question on the ward sister's teaching.

Question 5: There was always Someone (rarely anyone) to supervise
new procedures.

Direct question about an aspect of 'job instruction'.

Question 6: I learnt very much (little) on this ward.
A key question on ward learning.

Question 7: This is the best ward (one of the worst wards)
I have worked on.

As with question 3, this was another way of assessing the ward
/learni~/working environment. It was not intended to produce

an absolute order 'best' to 'worst' wards.

Question 8: I liked very much (did not like) working on this ward.
It was believed that there would be a relationship between learners
'liking' a ward and their learning expectations.
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An important feature of the research design was that learners
completing the rating questionnaire would not be working in the same
wards during the second stage when the researcher carried out observations,
since the tight schedule prescribed by the General Nursing Council, does
not usually allow time for learners to be allocated to a ward for a
second period of experience. The characteristics of a 'good learning.
environment' compiled from the data from one sample of learners, could
therefore be checked by uSing a second sample of learners and different
research methods.

Selection of Hospital and Gaining Access.

Since the study was of an exploratory nature, it was not necessary
to make a random selection of hospitals, so two hospitals and a geriatric
unit in a third hospital which were united for the purposes of nurse
education, were selected.

Permission for the study to proceed was achieved by writing in the
first instance to the Area Nursing Officer (A.N.O.), who duly arranged
for the District Nursing Officer to contact the researcher. The letter
to the A.N.O. contained information about the funding body, the University
attended and brief details of the research topic. An interview with the
District Nursing Officer and Divisional Nursing Officer was arranged,
during which the researcher gave a broad outline of the research and
answered questions. The senior nurses agreed that the research could
proceed and said that they would inform the hospital and school personnel
that the research had. been approved. The researcher was then able to
contact ward sisters, school staff and learners as the need arose. It
was subsequently made clear to those whose help was required, that although
the research had been approved, they were completely free to decide whether
or not they wished to assist in the research. The subsequent cooperation
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from all grades of staff was almost 100 per cent.

In the initial stages of the research, difficulty was experienced
in deciding how to describe the research topic. It was realised that
behaviour and responses of ward staff could be influenced by the knowledge
that the research was concerned with nurse education in the wards, but
ethically it did not seem desirable to exclude such a reference. After
considering all the relevant arguments, it was finally decided that an
explanation should be given to all groups that the research topic was
"How nurses learn in the ward situation". This allowed pre-knowledge
of the broad topic, but directed attention on to the learner rather than
the teacher and teaching.

Sample of Learners.

Rating questionnaires were given to a sample of students and pupils
who gained experience in the wards of St. Anne's Hospital, St. Joan's
Hospital and a geriatric unit at Agatha's hospital. Throughout training,
all the learners were taught at regular intervals in the school of nursing
which served all the hospitals. Intakes of students occurred in September
and January when new learners spent 6 weeks in the Introductory Course in
the school. During the first two years of training 'blocks' of 4 weeks
in school were attended every 6 months, and during the third year there

were 'blocks' of 4 and 2 weeks.

Intakes of pupils took place in ~ay and November and the Introd-
uctory Course lasted 4 weeks. Pupils then attended six separate 'blocks'
of 1 week's duration during the succeeding two years. The theory and
practice taught in the school did not necessarily coincide with the ward
experiences - in other words, a 'modular' system of training was not used.
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Apart from short periods in July, August and December, there were
learners in the school of nursing throughout the year.

In October 1975 examination of the allocation records revealed
that the total population of learners in training (excluding the Introd-
uctory course which had commenced the previous month) was 178. It was
decided to use a process of cluster sampling by taking all the complete
units of students and pupils who would attend the school of nursing during
the period October to December 1975. Each unit would comprise students
or pupils who had entered nursing in the same Introductory course, and
there would possibly be extra learners such as those who were undertaking
shortened training (e.g. those with other nursing qualifications such as
Registered Mental Nurses)who were scheduled to complete training in a
shorter time, or nurses who rAd missed a previous 'block' because of illness.
During this three month period no nurse would attend school more than once.

Table 1 shows the distribution of students by year. There were
51 first year students (nurses who entered training between September 197'+
and September 1975), 46 second year students (nurses who entered between
September 1973 and september 197'+)and J4 third year students (nurses Who
entered between September 1972 and September 1973). The sample of students
was made up as followsl 25 first year students ('+9,%);17 second year
students (36.9%) and 9 third year students (26.9%). An overall sample
of 51 students (38.9%) of students in training was achieved by this method,
but senior students were under represented.

There were 29 first year pupils in training and the sample for this
group was 29 (100%). 7 out of the 18 second year pupils (38.9%) were
included in the sample. The total population of pupils was 47 and 36
were in the sample, (76.6%). As with the students the senior pupils were
under represented. The total number of learners in the sample was 87
(48.9%) •
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TABLE 1 ST. ANNE'S AND ST. JOAN'S SCHOOL OF NURSING.

Total number of learners in training
(excluding Introductory Course)

Percentage.

Total number of learners in sample
178
Er?

100

48.9

STUDENT NURSES TOTAL SAhPLE PERCENTAGE

First year students
(excluding Introductory Course) 51 25 49
Second year students 46 17 36.9
Third year students J4 9 26·5

Total number of students in
trai~ing (excluding I.C.) 131 51

PUPIL NURSES

Second year pupils
29
18

29
7

100First year pupilS
38.9

Total number of pupils
in training 47 76.6
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There were important reasons for uSing this cluster sampling over
time. Firstly, the learners were going to be given rating questionnaires
to complete in respect of wards on which they had worked and they were
also going to be asked to comment on factors which they regarded as 'good'
and 'not so good' for teaching and learning. It was most important that
the ward staff were protected from knowledge of the rating questionnaire's
contents since it might prevent co-operation in the second stage. The
researcher, therefore, did not want to have questionnaires circulating
in the wards and wanted to deter gossip about the research. Secondly,
it was important that respondents completed the questionnaire in private
without consultation or interference from others. The only way of
guaranteeing such conditions,other than having the questionnaires completed
in school, would have been for th~ researcher to see each respondent
individually, which would have been impossible and would have caused
too much disruption on the wards.

It was, therefore, believed that the advantages of using this
method outweighed the disadvantages, especially as the main purpose of
the rating questionnaires was to identify 'good' and 'less good' wards
in a somewhat crude way. The researcher also believed from her own
experience that there would be similar responses from all groups and that
the disproportionate representation of Some groups would not seriously

affect the rating.

The tutorial staff were very co-operative in arranging for the
researcher to see each group of learners.' Only J learners were away from
the school when the researcher visited the school, but these nurses were
contacted later in the hospital. The response rate was 100 per cent.
It is recognised that the learners were, in effect, a captive audience,
but after giving all groups a similar introductory explanation about the
purpose of the research (viz. that it was hoped to improve patient care
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through improved nurse education), the researcher assured all nurses
of complete anonymity and told them that if they did not want to take
part they were perfectly entitled to refuse. Great stress was laid on
the fact tha.t the code numbers tha.t they were to be given were to be
used only for administrative purposes. The researcher took as evidence
that the learners wanted to co-operate, the fact that nearly all the
nurses in two of the groups, had to leave the room to collect pens and
books but all the respondents return to complete the questionnaires:

Each nurse was asked to complete a rating questionnaire in respect
of each ward on which she had worked during the period ~ay 1974 to the
time of the questionnaire completion (October to December 1975). It
was specified that the minimum period of 4 weeks must have been spent
on each ward. (A typical allocation was 8 to 12 weeks). A retrospective
rating period to Na.y 1974 meant that no nurse had to cast her memory back
more than 18 months (nurses in a pre-test had no difficulty in doing this).
A check list was compiled from allocation records to ensure that each nurse
filled in a questionnaire for each relevant ward. Nurses were asked to
tell the researcher if there were any errors.

When compiling the check lists of wards to which learners were
allocated, the researcher noted very few occasions of repea.t allocations.
A small minority of senior nurses had been allocated to the same ward on
two occasions, but this had occurred before the school had changed its
policy to one allocation per ward. There were also a few occasions when
nurses had returned to a ward to complete an allocation which had been
curtailed because of illness.
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TABLE 2 - TABLE SHOWING WARDS USED IN SANPLE AND NUNBER OF RATING
QUESTIONNAIRES COMPLETED IN RESPECT OF EACH WARD.

Ward Type Hospital Code Students PUpils Total

Nerton Ophthalmic st. Joan's NE 5 1 6

Wendy Paediatric St. Anne's \'iE 16 0 16

Heaton 1'1. Orthopaedic St. Anne's HE 15 12 27
Ursula. ~~ & F Geria tri c Agatha's UR 25 16 41

Charlotte Female Surgery St. Anne's CH 11 14 25

Naomi F.Orthopaedic St. Anne's NA 21 15 J6
Simon Nale Surgery St. Anne's SI 16 14 JO
Neville J1laleMedical St. Joan's NE 14 10 24

Willia.m Nale Surgery St. Joan's WI 17 7 24

Irena Female Medical St. Joan's IR 16 9 25
Eliza.beth Female Surgery St. Joan's EL 19 11 JO
Peter Paediatric St. Joan's PE 2 13 15
Grace Female Geriatric St. Anne's GR 8 5 IJ
Frederick Ear,Nose & Throat St. Anne's FR 12 J 15

Jll, F & Ch.

197 lJO 327

AVERAGE NU~J3ER OF RATING QUESTIONNAIRES CONPLETED BY EACH lEARNER ...J.8

There were 87 learners in the sample. 86 learners completed rating
questionnaires - 1 student had not been on any of the wards.
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The wards which were included in the sample of wards, were all
those wards to which students and/or pupils were allocated. However,
wards on which there had been a change of senior ward sister during the
retrospective rating period were excluded, since the ward sister was a
key focus of the research. Theatres and departments were also excluded.

The sample of learners completed rating questionnaires in respect
of 14 training wards. Two medical wards were excluded because of the
change of senior ward sister. Another ward, Kerton, which was a highly
specialised ophthalmic ward, was also excluded in the early stages on the
grounds that it was highly specialised and there would, therefore, only be

a small sample of learners allocated to it. On reflection, the researcher
could think of no valid reason for excluding the sister or the ward from
the study since it satisfied the other criteria. Nurses who had been
on this ward during the relevant period and who came from the cluster
sampling units, were therefore contacted individually. Only 6 learners
had, in fact, been on this ward during the relevant time.

It can be seen from Table 2 that questionnaires completed for other
wards ranged from 13 to 41. 'I'herewere 87 learners in the sample. One
learner who was undertaking a shortened period of training, had not been
on any of the wards in the sample. Therefore, the average number of
questionnaires completed by each learner was J.8.

One of the difficulties associated with a study such as this, where
data is drawn from nurses in respect of wards on which they have worked is
the fact that very few of the learners will have worked on the same combinatio~
of wards. Table 3 shows the wards on which a sub sample of learners had
worked during the first year of training. Only two pairs of learners
had worked on the same three wards, and three pairs of nurses had been
on the same three wards. It would be extremely difficult, indeed impOSSible,
to devise a sampling technique which would produce strictly comparable data.
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Table 3. Wardexperience of sub sam'Oleof first year nurses.
(The table does not showwards not included in the ward s~~ple).

Wards (see Table 2 for ward deb.i 1s )

WI NA UF. SI l HE C.t1 GR IR FR I'JE
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'llhe table illustrates the difficulty in obtainine a sanpl e of nurses
whohave had sinilar ward experience. Only two pairs of nurses (2a23 &
2a13, and 2a3 &2a8) have been on the same four wards.
Three groups of three nurses (2a10, 2a13 and 2a23, 2a3,2a8 and 2a12,
2a3,2a8 and 2a15) have been on the same three warcts. Three pairs of nurser
have also beenon the same three wards (2a7 and ~~, 2a14 and 2a19 and
2a5 and 2a19~
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Completion of Rating Questionnaires.

Regarding the learners questionnaires, all groups were given similar
introductory explanations and instructions to ensure maximum comparability
between all units. Each questionnaire was issued separately and learners
were asked to complete the rating questionnaire first. They were then
requested to make brief comments in respect of each ward, on the blank
reverse side of the rating questionnaire. They were asked to comment on
anything which they thought was 'good' about the ward, which helped them to
learn well on that ward; anything which they thought was 'good for learning'
They were also asked to comment on anything which was 'not so good for
learning'. The term 'bad' was not used, because of the reluctance of
learners in the pre-test to comment on anything which was 'bad'. However,
when comments were collected the majority of nurses had divided the comments
into 'good' and 'bad'. It is important to note that the comments of the
learners were made immediately after completing each questionnaire. The
issues on which they had given specific assessments were, therefore, fore-
most in their minds. The instructions regarding the comments were given
'verbatim' to each group, therefore the comments which learners made were
completely spontaneous.

In order to assist the reader in assessing the validity and reliability
of these comments, the verbatim instructions used b,y the researcher are

given below.
"After you have completed the questionnaire, I would like you to
turn the paper over and make brief comments of anything that you
thought was good about the ward, that helped you to learn well on
that ward; anything about the work, practices or pe9ple, that you
thought was good for learning. Then make a brief note of things
that you thought were not so good for learning. These co~~ents
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are a very important lBrt of my research, I don't want to put
ideas into your heads by giving examples. Give me your opinions."

Analysis of learner's questionnaires

The questionnaires were hand sorted and responses recorded separately
for students and pupils according to year of training.
year students' responses were recorded together.

A score of 4 was given to the most favourable response, which could
be either a. (first statement) or d. (last statement) according to the
order of the statements. (See Appendix 1). other responses received a
score of 3,2 or 1 in positive to negative order. A mean score for each
question was then calculated. Appendix 5 gives the mean scores for individual
wards so that variations in responses between learners at different stages
of training can be compared. It is thus possible to detect any trends

Second and third

which may have been more apparent with a more balanced sample (i.e. with
equal proportions of third, second and first year learners). No chart has
been pre];Bred where the sample is under 3 for any group of learners, but in
some wards results must be treated with caution because of the small samples.
However, in some wards there is an apparent difference in the perception of
learners at different stages of training and these will be discussed later.

Kean scores were calculated for all questions based on responses from
all learners. Wards were then ranked according to nurses' perception of
what they had learnt on each ward and this ranking was held constant when
charting or tabulating responses to other questions, to facilitate comparison
between responses to other questions. Nean scores. which are charted in
Appendix 4, however, fail to take account of the scatter of responses, so
tables are also included to show the percentages of learners making the
varying responses for each ward. Thus readers will be able to identify
wards which are given high or low places in the ranking, and wards where

the trend of responses is in a positive or negative direction.
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Learners' comments about anything which was regarded as either
'good' or 'not so good' for learning, were recorded on cards and sorted
into broad categories as successive responses were obtained. In many
cases, learners'comments explained responses to the specific statements
selected in the rating questionnaires. The categorisation and analysis
of these comments proved to be a very time-consuming and laborious process,
but the researcher considers that the findings justify the time and effort
which have been expended.

The results are tabulated in Appendix 6. categories are also
explained and examples of comments given. These comments are a vital
part of the research, since the learners have described behaviour and
activities which could not have been altered by knowledge of the research
topic; research in these wards had not commenced when these learners were
on the wards. There is, however, a possibility that reports of events
may have been influenced by events which occurred after the ward experiences.
For instance, one learner prefixed her comments with the statement "1 can
only talk good about ihis ward because sister gave one of the best reports".
Another also referred to her report "I was uISet at my report because I
believe I tried hard to put all my feeling into the work. II
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CHAPl'ER SIX

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OF FINDINGS
OF STAGE ONE

Leamers' Perception of Learning Onoortuni ties.

Analysis of question 1 responses (there was very much to learn on
this ward - there was hardly anything to learn on this ward), which are
ta~~lated in Appendix 4, suggested that nuxses' perception of what there
was to learn on a ward was related to variety of diseases, length of stay
in ward and variety of procedures to be performed.

The rank order achieved on these results was as follows:

TA:BLE 4 LEARNERS' PERCEPrION OF LEARNlNG OPPOR'l'ui..~rl'lES Ol'~ WAri.DS

OF DIFFEHEN'l' SPECIAL'l'lES

Ward Mean Score Rank Order Type of Ward.

Charlotte
t'lendy

3.64
3.63

1
2

Female Surgical
Paediatric unit taking all sick
children from wide area.
~ale surgical with Intensive
Care Unit.
fiale Surgical.
~ale medical with specialist
equipment for Coronary Care.
l-iale,female and. children's
ENT unit.
Female surgical and. Gynae-
cological.
~la.leand female opthalmic.
fiale othopaedic and trauma
l"emale medical.
Female orthopaedic.
~ale and female geriatric.
Female geriatric.
Children's ward taking limited
type of cases.

Simon 3.37 3

William
Neville

3.33
3.33

4
4

Frederick 3.33 4

Elizabeth 3.27 7

Merton
Heaton
Irena
Naomi
Ursula
Grace
Peter

3.17
2.93
2.72
2.64
2.22
1.87
1.8

8

9
10
11

12
13
14
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Of the three lowest ranked wards, two were geriatric units and the
third a paediatric ward which took patients with a limited variety of
conditions. Of the seven wards which achieved a mean score of over
3.25 for this question, two (Wendy - paediatric and Frederick - Ear, nose
and throat diseases) were specialist wards and the work in the ward. there-
fore, constituted a new field to most of the learners, whilst the others,
with the exception of Neville, were surgical wards where one would expect
to encounter nursing of a more technical nature than on a medical ward.
Simon ward was a male surgical unit with an adjoining Intensive Care Unit
in which there would be nursing of a highly technical nature, so this
probably accounted for the slightly higher score achieved by ~imon compared
with William, the other male surgical ward. Neville also had special
equipment for the treatment of patients with coronary diseases. wnat is
less certain, is why Charlotte (female surgical ward) achieved a substantiall·~
higher score than Elizabeth, which ap~eared to have two reasons for being
higher in the ranking since it was a mixed surgical and gynaecological
ward. Unlike Simon, Charlotte did not have an Intensive Care Unit and
there was very little difference in the average age range or length of
stay in the ward of patients in either ~lizabeth or Charlotte whicqbould
explain the differences in the two mean scores. (Table 5) The greater
awareness of the learners on Charlotte, that there was very much to be learnt
on the ward, would therefore have to be explained by other factors.

Merton ward was a specialist ophthalmic unit and the average age
range of 60 years to 80 years (ward sister's estimate) indicated an older
patient than those on the wards which achieved a higher ranking. Although
the patients were elderly, their stay in hospital was much shorter than
patients on wards ranked beloW Merton with the exception of Peter and about
the same as those ranked higher, (no data was available for Irena but as a
ferrale medical ward one would have expected there to be a high proportion
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TABLE 5 - WARDS RANKED ON LEARNERS' PERCEPTION OF wHAT Tfu.Flli wAd TO
LEARN ON A WARP. AND DETAILS OF PATIENTS' AG'&S, DI,;3EASh:S
AND LENGTH OF STAY IN wARD (NB: These are details msed
on Ward Sisters' estimates.

Ward Rank Estimated average
age range

Nost common diseases/
operations

Bstimated lengtt
of stay

Charlotte 1 14 years - 70 years Colonic surgery
Thyroidectomy
Cholecystectomy
Ivastectomy

J weeks.
10 days.
4 - 10 days.
10 days
(average 2 weeks

Hendy 2 Few weeks - 14 years Gastro-enteritis
li'ractures
Respiratory diseases
i1ieningitis
Feeding problems
Circumcision
Hernia
Appendicectomy

J+ days
1 - 7 days
2 - 7 days
5 - 14 days
1 - 7 days
1 - 5 days
2 nights
7 days
(turnover 40
per week)

Simon No data

William 4 28 years - 72 years Prostatectomy
Leg amputations
Gastric surgery
Vascular surgery

8 days
J weeks - J mont
1 week'
4 weeks

Neville 4 50 - 70 years Nyocardial infarction
Hypertension
Social problems
(label for patients
who had conditions
e.g.Ceribro-vascular
Accident, which have
prevented return home)

J weeks
2 weeks
J months

Frederick 4 5 years - 60 years Infected tonsils
Nasal obstruction
Laryngoscopies
Acute otitis media
Stapedectomy
Epistaxis

5 - 7 days
7 days
J days
7 days
4 - 7 days
5 - 7 days
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Table .2 cont ••••

Ward. Rank Estimated average Most common diseases/ Estimated lengthage range operations of stay

Elizabeth 7 24 years - 73 years Hysterectomy
Cholecystectomy 10 days
Repair of prolapse

Herton 8 60 years - 80 years Cataract 7 days
Retinal detachment 10 - 14 daysGlaucoma 7 days

Heaton 9 13 years - 80 years Fractured shaft of 1 - 3 months(only minority femur
elderly) Osteoarthritis of 2 - 3 weekship

Other fractures 3 months

Irena 10 No data

Naomi 11 55 years - 80+ yrs. F'ractured neck of
femur

Fractured shaft of
femur

Low tack pain

3 weeks -
6 months
3 months
5 weeks

Ursula 12 No data

Grace 13 75 years - 90 yrS. Cerebro-vascular 2 years+ if do
accidents (stroke) not rehabilitate
Rehabilitation after 12 months

fractured femur
Social probleme Up to 12 months.

Peter 14 :3 years - 12 years Removal of tonsils
and adenoids 4 - 5 days

Appendicectomy 5 - 7 daysCircumcision 1 day
Squint 3 days
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of elderly patients who would need to stay in hospital for more than
2 weeks). Nerton' s rela.tively high score appeared to be mainly due
to the fa.ct that it was a. highly specia.list unit carrying out work
which was not done in other wa.rds.

Hea.ton a.nd Na.omi were a.lso specia.list wa.rds (orthopaedic), but
they a.ppea.redin the lower rank order. Ta.ble 5 shows that the a.verage
length of stay in both wards was (on the sister's estimate) to be reckoned
in months rather than weeks a.nd that the a.verage a.ge of patients in Na.omi
wa.s likely to be considerably higher than those in Hea.ton. Both the
geria.tric units (Ursula. and Grace) were ranked low, a.nd the very nature
of the specia.lity was indicative of a.n elderly patient who stayed in the
wa.rd for a. long period. iihen the sister of Gra.ce wa.s interviewed, the
a.ges of patients ranged from 67 yea.rs to 97 yea.rs a.nd the sister described
this a.s 'typical'.

Peter was a.specia.list paedia.tric unit ta.king children with a. limited
variety of conditions such a.s occurred only on Wendy and Frederick, which
were both more highly rated. Peter's low ranking could not be wholly
expla.ined by the type of diseases from which the patients suffered nor by

the type of patient. The learners' perception that there was only 'quite
a. lot' or, 'hardlya.nything to lea.rn' must, therefore, be expla.ined with
reference to other characteristics.

Analysis of the comments of lea.rners from a.ll the wa.rds (ta.bulated
Ta.ble 6, Appendix 6) suggested that their perception of what there was to
learn on a ward wa.s influenced by their perception of the variety a.nd nature
of the work. The ranking of the wards could also be expla.ined in terms of
"mainly technical to mainly basic nu reing ," I/ards being ranked high
where learners did a.variety of technica.l procedures and low where they
did mainly basic work.
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Comparison of the rank order resulting from the responses to
question 1, with the rank order resulting from the percentage of learners

, ,
freely commenting that the work on the ward was interesting, or that there

Iwas a variety of work and learning experiences or a new field' gave a
score of 0.732 using Spearman's Rank Order Correlation Test (SROCT),
(which is reliable for up to )0 scores; +1.0 perfect positive correlation
to - 1.0 perfect negative correlation.) This demonstrated a relationship
between the two rank orders which waS significant at the 0.01 level.
(Table 6) Of the seven high ranked wards (ranked on responses to question 1)
apart from the two specialist units(where the novelty of experiences is
obviousJ ther~ere comments from over )) per cent of the learners in the other
five wards, which indicated that learners found the work interesting, or that
there waS a variety of work and learning experiences.

"I think this is the best ward for experience I have worked on.
The ITU gave a lot of experience. This is a ward for first or
second year nurses to gain experience. There were always different
kinds of instruments to use and learn. " (First year student)

"The experience was very good on this ward as it was varied"
(Second year student).

"In my opinion, I think this ward was a very interesting ward for

starters. It was a busy male surgical" (First year pupil).

"There waS a lot of variety in the orthopaedic patient".
(First year student).

"There was always something exciting and unusual happening"
(F'irstyear pupil). /

"This is a coronary care unit as well as a medical ward and I had

the opportunity of learning about cardiac monitoring and emergency

procedures. I also saw a few cardiac arrests and this was obviously

good experience". (Second year student).
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TABLE 6 RANK ORDER CALCULATED ON RESPONSES TO QUESTION 1 CONPARED \UTH

RANK ORDER PRODUCED BY RANKING ,'lARDS ON PERCEN'£AG£ OF LEARNER5

COHvlENTIlG THAT THE '~lORK IS INTERESTIN;f OR THERi!: I::iA VARI.$i'Y

OF HORK AND LEARNING EXPERIENCES OR IT IS A NEl,i FULD'.

vlard

Rank order '\'i9rk
interesting/

P.ank ozde'r variety of'work
Question and learning ex-
1 periences/new

f'ield

Percentage of'
learners
commenting '\iork
interesting/
variety of work
& learning exper-
iences/new field

Percentage of
learners comment-
ing ,~/ork mono-
tonousfboring/
repetitive/
basic *
nursing

Charlotte
}lendy
Simon
1Ulliam
Neville
Frederick
Elizabeth

1
2

3
4
4
4

7

4
8
2

4
1

7
3

o
o
o
o
o
7
o

33
19
39
33
46
20
37

Herton excluded because of small sample
Heaton
Irena
Naomi
Ursula
Grace
Peter

8

9
10
11
12
13

6
10
9
12
13
11

11

4
17
27
47
27

26
16
17
10
8
14

* basic nursing mentioned in unfavourable context.

Further analysis of learners' conunents (Appendix 6 Table 6) revealed
that with the exception of Frederick ward, there were no comments from the
learners in the top seven waros (ranked on question 1), which described
the work as 'boring or monotonous'. In contrast, 27 per cent of learners
on Ursula (Male and female geriatric), 27 per cent on Fater (paediatric
ward with limited type of cases), 17 per cent on Naomi (female orthopaedic)
and 47 per cent on Grace (female geriatric) found the ward work 'boring,
monotonous, repetitive or basic nursing.'
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A minority of nurses acknowledged the importance of basic nursing
in their training process.

"The routine of the ward was quite good and. I learnt quite a lot
about basic nursing care, 1.e. bed-making, bed-pan rounds, etc.
which was valuable experience. It (First year student).

IIIt was a good ward for learning the baaf,cskills and care of
:patients." (First year student)

~~t others clearly felt that routine, basic work had ceased to have a
place in their learning process and it was a purely 'work'~tivity.

"The majority of patients were geriatrics so on the whole it was
just basic nursing care. It (First year student)

"I did not mind doing geriatrics but I did not find it interesting
or valuable experience. 1very day was more or less the same and
the work was just routine. I think that as I met Some geriatric
patients on a medical ward. that my experience on..... ward. was
unnecessary." (First year student).

"There was very little to learn on this ward. There were hardly
any drugs or procedures on this ward to do. After the first
week to get to know the routine, it became very bozfng ,"
(First year stUdent).

"Not a busy ward and not interesting because you wanted to be

busy, Not much to learn because the diagnosis is monotonous".
(First year pupil).

These data suggest that n~rses are socialised to believe that the
highly technical procedures are a necessary part of their training whilst
the repetitive, basic nursing activities are not. It was clear that
learners' perception of what there was to learn/turned on the variety of
tec~~iques and procedures that the learners felt were available on the ward.
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This is not surprising for the idea was proffered earlier that the
training for State Registration and Enrolment follows a 'disease' and

'Task/technique' model with learners being issued with a syllabus and
record of experience comprising pages of tasks, techniques and diseases
which have to be learnt prior to S~te examinations. To a student nurse
anxious to succeed in her State examinations, a three month spell in a
geriatric ward could possibly represent only one question on the exanination
paper. In such a context, the learner, in selecting a response to ~~estion
1 would respond "There was hardly anything to learn on this ward."

Nurses' Perception of Teaching and Learning

When wards were ranked according to what nurses believed they learnt
on wards, Charlotte (female surgical) retained top position, and Peter
(Paediatric) and Grace (female geriatric) retained the two lower positions.
In the latter two cases, 46 and 38 per cent of nurses said that there was
hardly anything to learn on the wards, and 46 per cent, in both wards,
said that they had learnt little.

Of those wards which had a mean score of over 2.5 for question 1,
~erton (Ophthalmic) and Heaton (male orthopaedic) had the lowest deficit
between the two mean scores for questions 1 and 6 (i.e. between what they
perceived there was to learn, and what they learnt). Elizabeth and Naomi
had the highest deficit.

A learner's perception of what there was to learn on a ward would,
in effect, set the limits on her learning expectations, but on the other
hand, some learners felt that they could not learn everything which presented

itself in every ward. Nurses' co~~ents explained the problem as they saw
it. A nurse on Simon (male surgical with ITU - Intensive Care Unit) said,
"As this was my first ward, there was such a lot to learn that I just
couldn't contain everything I would have liked." Thus, a wide discrepancy
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could be due to the learner being a junior nurse on a liardwith a vast
variety of experiences. However, it was clear from learners' conver-
sations to the researcher after the rating questionnaires were completed
that they had other views on the teaching and learning on the ward. For
instance one nurse said tlyou found yourself contradicting yourself filling
the questionnaire in. You see there may be 'very much' to learn on the
ward, but you may not learn anything because the ward sister doesn't teach
you anything. II

On two wards, the ward work load was felt to inhibit learning.
Elizabeth and Nao~i (female surgical/gynaecological and female orthopaedic)
had the widest discrepancies between perceived opportunities and what was
learnt, and approximately a third of the learners on these two wards
commented spontaneously that there was a heavy work load or staff shortage
and, therefore, there was no time to teach (ra.ble5, APpendix 6). "I
would have learnt much more but it was very busy and often short of trained
staff," was a typical comment. This is a reason which is commonly put
forward by ward staff generally, for there being inadequate ward teaching,
but in this study these were the only two wards where a high percentage of
learners perceived this as the reason for inadequate teaching. Grace
(female geriatric), Ursula (male and female geriatric) and William (wale
surgical) were the only other wards where over 17 per cent of learners
commented on "heavy workload/staff Shortage/being too busy or having no
time." (Appendix 6, Table 6).

\Uth the exception of questions 2 (about ccneurtante ) and 7 (about
clinical teachers) there was a broad relationship between the responses to
question 6 and the other questions, in the sense that the six 'low ranked'
wards and eight 'high ranked' wards remained in the upper and lower order.
The relationship between questions is readily detected by comparing the
charts in Appendix 4.
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l'lardsisters on the eight top ranked wards (ranked on responses to
question 6) received. a higher rating for ward teaching when mean scores
were cdculated for question 4 than the six on the lower ranked wards.
The ward sisters with the highest scores (Appendix 6 question 4) were those on
Charlotte (female surgical), i'lilliam(ma.lesurgical), Herton (ophthalmic),
Neville (male medical), Heaton (male orthopaedic) and Frederick (male,
female and children's ~NT). The ~ROCT for questions 6 and 4 gave a score
of 0.77 indicating a high positive correlation (Significance level 0.01)
which suggests that there is a relationship between what nurses believe they
learn on the wards and the teaching carried out by the ward sister.

There' was also a relationship between the rankings of the ward sisters'
teaching ani the responses to question 1 (nurses perception of what there was
to learn. (SROCT 0.67 Significance level 0.01). The sisters on the eight
top ranked wards in the rank order derived from responses to question 1,
were in the top rank order for teaching, with the exception of the sister
on Elizabeth who was ranked tenth (and the ward seventh), and the sister on
Heaton was ranked. third (and the ward ninth).

However, a word of caution also need.s to be introduced since the wording
of the question relating to the teaching by the ward sister could have worked
against the sisters in the lower rank order, Le. if learners had said that
there was 'hardly anything' to learn on a ward, it might have inhibited them
from responding that the ward sister taught 'very many things'. It might
have been better, in retrospect, to have phrased the question about ward sister's
teaching in terms of 'interest in teaching' rather than amount.

But it was possible to cross-check these data, because in their comments
on factors that were 'good for learning' many learners referred to the teaching
by the ward sister. There was a relationship between the two rank orders
on ward. sister's teaching. (SROCT score 0.793 significance level 0.01) (Table 7).
The low ranking of five out of six sisters was confirmed. (Ursula, l'iaomi,
Peter, Grace and Irena).
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TABLE Z COMPARISON OF RAL~K OnlJl!:nS l"urt g,Ug::h'iul~ 4 (WAlill S,lli'!'l!afS'

TEACHmG2. PERCENTAGE OF coUr·::!EN'lS ON WARD SIS'!'ERS' TEACHING

AND ~OESTION 1 1 AMJUNT TO LEAlm l

Rank order Bank order from Percentage of Rank Ordertlaro cuestion 4 learners' comments comments on cuestion 1waro on waro sister's ward sister's amount tosister's teaching. teaching. learn) •teaching.

Charlotte 1 6 )1 1
Neville 2 5 )) 5
Heaton ) 1 67 9

Eerton 4 ) 50 8

Frederick 5 8 20 5
iiilliam 6 2 5+ 5
vlendy 7 4 )6 2
Simon 8 8 20 )

Ursula 9 10 17 12
Elizabeth 10 7 2) 7
Naomi 11 10 17 11
Peter 12 14 0 14
Grace I) 12 8 1)

Irena 14 13 4 10

~Jhen compar'Ing the three sets of data (question 1; what learners
perceived there was to learn, question 4; ward sisters' teachi~and oomments
on ward. sisters' teaching) it was interesting to note that five wards
consistently remained in the lower order of six (Table 7). These were
the UfO geriatrio wards (Graoe and Ursula), and two wards which were described
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by someof the learners in the wazUsas being 'like geriatric wards'

(Naomiand Irena) and Peter (lBediatric). These were the wards on

whichworkdone by somelearners was described as monotonous/boring/

repetitive/l:asic nursing. These data suggest either that ward sisters

on wards where the work is of a repetitive nature, do not teach as much

as ward sisters on wards where there is a greater variety, or that the

teaching carried out ~ sisters on wards where the work is· of a repetitive

nature, is not perceived as 'teaching' or an important lBrt of their

training by the learners.

The percentages of nurses commentingfavourably or unfavourably

on the ward sisters' teaching were high whenit is rememberedtha.t the

learners could commenton anything which was 'good' or 'not so gooi' for

learning, suggesting that learners saw the ward sister as, or expected

her to be, a key teacher in the ward. (The sister on Heatonward (male

orthopaedic) was mentionedas 'teaching' or being 'interested in teaching'

~ over 60 per cent of learners).

But there were other teachers in the ward. Table 1 Appendix6
shows that 47 per cent of learners on Frederick (ENT)and 40 per cent on

Charlotte (female surgery) indicated that 'everyone/staff (i. e. including

ward sister and staff nurses) taught or was willing to teach'. On the

eight high ranked wards (ranked on what nurses learnt - question 6) a

higher percentage of respondents commentedthat 'everyone' taught, than

on the six lower ranked wards.

Whenthese data were analysed USingthe ward.sister's teaching as

the reference point, there was a high correlation (score 0.835 SROCT,
significance level 0.01) between the rank orders for teaching by ward

sisters (question 4) and the rank order produced on the percentage of

nurses in each ward, commentingthat 'everyone/staff taught or willing to

teach' - whichwere independent of the rating questionnaire.
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Four wards (Charlotte (female surgical), Nerton (ophthalmic),
:reville (male medical) and. Heaton (male orthopaedic) re::-ainedin the
top six of the three rank orders (Table 8). The six ::'olierranked wards
also remained constant (except that Elizabeth moved into seventh place on
one :ranking, above Frederick and Simon). The lower ranked wards were Ursula
(male and female geriatric), 3lizabeth (female surgery and gynaecology),
Iaomi (female orthopaedich Peter (paediatric), Grace (fe;.alegeriatric)
and Irena (female medical). Appendix 6 Table 2 shows 'staff who did not
or were not willing to teach' and the highest percentage of responses of
this nature were on Grace (31 per cent), Irena (20 per cent) and Peter (14
:?er cent). These three wards also had the highest percentage of nurses
saying that the ward sister did not teach: Grace (23 per cent), Irena (28
per cent) and. Peter (27 per cent).

These data suggest that the teaching in the ward is an activity of
the ward sister. It seemed that on wards where the ward sister was teaching
or rTas interested in teaching, that other qualified staff Here also teaching
and demonstrating interest in teaching; whilst on wards where the ward
sister did not teach or show an interest in teaching, other qualified staff
tended not to teach or show an interest in teaching.

Learners clearly had expectations that trained menbers of staff would
teach, but on some wards these expectations appeared not to have been met.
:fuen commenting on factors that were good for learning, the teachers most
mentioned by the learners were the trained nurses and doctors. Only a
~inority of learners referred to the teaching done by the senior students.
(Tables 1 and 2 Appendix 6 ).

Supervision of new procedures (Appendix 4 Question 5) appeared to be

better on the eight high ranked wards (ward sister's teaching and amount
learnt). 3Jcceptionally high scores were achi.eved by ~lend.y(paediatric),
:.erton (ophthalmic) , Heaton (male orthopaedic) and Frederick (ENr), which is
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TABLE 8. COMPARISON OF RANK ORDERS RELATnlG TO WARD SISTb'RS' rl'EACHING

AND TEACHING .BY QUAL!? lED STAFF

Rank order Rank order
learners' comments

question 4 on ward sister's
teaching

Rank order
qualified staff

teaching
Percentage comment~

on staff
teaching

Charlotte 1 6 3 44

Neville 2 5 5 3J
Heaton 3 1 4 37
Ir.erton 4 3 1 67
Frederick 5 8 2 47
~Iilliam 6 2 7 25
~~endy 7 4 7 25
Simon 8 8 6 30
Ursula 9 10 11 7
Elizabeth 10 7 13 6

Naomi 11 10 9 22
Peter 12 14 11 7
Grace 13 12 14 0
Irena 14 13 10 16

not surprising since all these wards were specialised units in which new

unique procedures were taught. However, Naomi and Elizabeth wards were
also specialised units on which a high score could have been expected,but
they were also the wards which the nurses believed had heavy workloads which

prevented teaching. The scores for this question were generally higher for

all wards. nurses on Ursula (male and f'ena.Legeriatric) and Grace (female
geriatric) had some difficulty responding to this question explaining that
there were few new procedures to learn. 75 per cent of nurses on ;lendy ward
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also commented favourably on the strict system of teaching new procedures
(Appendix 6, Table 4). Learners were not allowed to do any specialist
procedures until they had been taught, supervised and their skills assessed
ani approved.

It was anticipated when designing the rating questionnaires, that
responses to the questions on teaching by clinical teachers and consultants,
would not follow the trend of the other responses. However, there was a
moderate positive relationship in the rank orders from question 2 (consultants'
interest in teaching) and question 4 (wari sister's teaching), (score 0.578
SROCT, Significance level 0.05). The tHO wards on which consultants received
the highest rating (Frederick and I·.erton)were both highly specialised. 'I'he

consultants on William ward and their rela~ionship with the patient, were
guarded by the sister, (she made this explicit), so this could account for
the low score on this ward.

Clinical teachers taught mast frequently on Charlotte (female surgery),
Simon (male surgery), Neville (male medical) and Ursula (male and female
geriatric). Nurses on Ursula were particularly appreciative of the clinical
teacher, J4 per cent mentioning her teaChing in their comments. (Appendix 6
Table 6). A second year student made this comment of Ursula ward "Not
everyone would gain from working here, but I felt that I did. Realised
that there was more to geriatric nursing than I thought originally. The
clinical tutors were very helpful and taught me a great deal." 13 per cent,
16 per cent and 14 per cent of nurses on Elizabeth, Naomi and Peter, which
were all low rated, said that they would have liked more contact with the
clinical teacher.

Responses to question 8 (Appendix 4) showed that the highest rated
wards when compared with others were Heaton, 3imon, Charlotte and ~jilliar.l.
These were all surgical wards, and all but Charlotte were rralewaros • Heaton
was ninth ranked on learner's perception of what there was to learn (question 1
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but was consistently in the top three places for teaching/interest in
teaching by the ward sister and other qualified staff. Simon was ranked
third for question 1 and was a high technology ward. It appeared in the
mid-rank order for teaching and interest in teaching. Charlotte Nas a
female surgical liard, ranked first for question 1, and high for teaching
and interest in teaching by l'lardsister and qualified staff. Hilliam was
also a male surgical ward with reasonably high ranking for teaching by the
ward sister and qualified staff.

These four wards were also the wards on which learners liked working
the most. (Question 9). For both questions the eight high ranked wards
lell'ainedin the upper order. Irena (female Iiledical),Haom (f'emale orthopaedic
Peter (paediatric) and Grace (female geriatric) emerged as the four least
popular wards, and the four wards l-lhichcompared least favourably with others.
Although patients tended to be elderly and ferrale on three out of the four
wards, the only common characteristic which emerged was that all four wards
were persistently ranked low for teaching by the ward sister and other qualifie:
staff.

OVerall, it appeared that learners liked working on wards on which
there was a variety of work and, comparing speciality with speciality, they
preferred wards on which the patients were male.

Further analysis of nurses' comments provided tentative reasons for
answers to the specific questions on the questionnaire. Four wards were
conmented on for having heavy workloads/staff shortages/no time. (Appendix 6

Table 6). These were Elizabeth (43 per cent), Naomi (42 per cent), Ursula
(27 per cent) ani Grace (23 per cent). However, as already mentioned, this
was only offered as a reason for inadequate teaching in ~lizabeth (33 per cent)
and Naomi (31 per cent). There were no comments from nurses on any of these
four wards which indicated that there was spare time which could have been
used for teaching (Appendix 6 Table 5).
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Nurses on Wendy (25 per cent) and Peter (27 per cent) indicated that
spare time was available on these two wards but that it was not used for
teaching or learning. (Appendix 6 '!'able5). In addition to these comments
concerning lack of teaching due to heavy workload, ani slBre time not being
used for teaching, over 25 per cent of nurses on Elizabeth (27 per cent),
Irena (32 per cent), Naomi (25 per cent), Peter (J4 per cent) and Grace (54

per cent) indicated that teaching on these wards was infrequent or inadequate
or that there was no interest in teaching learners. These five wards had
the highest percentages of negative comments on teaching recorded against
them which tended to confirm the low ranking. Ward sisters on these five
wards were given the lowest rating by learners on question 4. Ursula had
fewer negative comments on teaching recorded than either Wendy (lBediatric)
or William (male surgical) due, it seemed, to frequent visits from a clinical
teacher who was seen as a key figure in the ward by a third of the learners.

Learners on Ursula also seemed to be keenly aware of their patient's
needs. There were more comments expressing dissatisfaction with patient
care from learners on Ursula than on any other wam. (Apperxlix 6 Table 7).

The categorisation was made to distinguish between factors within and without
the ward staff's control. 30 per cent of comments concerned factors within
the ward staff's control and 22 per cent concerned facilities such as over-
crowding, lack of occupational therapists and equipment, which were external
factors. The nurses in this geriatric unit were aware of the patients as
people rather than 'work objects'. They commented on the need for patients
to be spoken to and 'made interested in life once again', and clearly wanted
changes made which would benefit the patients.

"The staff didn't really care what happened as long as the patients were
washed, dressed and sat out. The patients were treated as vegetables
rather than humans." "Not enough was done to interest the patients.
When ideas were suggested by the students of ways t~ improve things
there was always some reason why it could not be done."

The interesting question regarding Ursula was "Who moved away from the
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traditional 'disease model' and madethe learners aware of patients as people"

The answerwouldsee. to be the clinical teacher and the ward sister. for

the foraer was seen as an important teacher in the ward and it seemedfro.

learner's cOlDJllentsthat the sister operated a system of 'total patient care'

with each learner responsible for the tot&l care of 4 or S patients as

opposed to carrying out a series of disjointed tasks. These, of course,

can only be tentatiTe conclusions.

Six waxds were described as 'well organised' by over 20 per cent of the

nurses - these were Heaton (48 per cent). Simon (33 per cent), Williaa (2S

per cent). Wendy(2S per cent), Neyille (21 per cent) &D1 Charlotte (20 per

cent). Elizabeth am. NaoRiwere described by 27 and 19 per cent of the learn-

ers as 'not well organised' - these were the wards with the heaTYwork loads.

The meaningwhich learners attached to the concept 'well organised' was not

well defined. For 1nst&nce, Simonhad a workbook in which 1f&B prescribed

the workfor each learner on a job basis. The sister on Charlotte, however,

prescribed the care for each patient, but expected learners to observe the

patients and decide for the.. elves which job was to have priority. Th.

meaningwhich learners attached to the concept 'well organised' 1f&B therefore

uncertain; it could refer to the style of management,the job allocation or

to a ri8id routine.

28 per cent ot the learners on Charlotte .ade faTour.able commentsabout

the responsibility they were given in carrying out tatient care. att on 10.

rated Peter 27 per cent ot the learners were critical of the absence ot

responsibility.

'Staff relationships/ward atmosphere' were mentioned.by many nurses in

both faTourable and unfavourable context. Theyappeared to be p.rticularly

illPortant to learners whodid not like a ward, so data from these learners

were analysed separately and. are discussed later. (p 106). Four wards -.
Charlotte (female surgical), Neville (male medical), Heaton (male orthopaedic)

and Frederick (ENT)were described by over 33 per cent of the learners as

having 'good staff relationships/ward atmosphere'. (Table 9). Heatonwas.
mentioned by S9 per cent of learners. These findings appeared to the
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TABLE 9 P1!.:RCENTAGb:OF L~RilliR;.j ~Ol·J.~.a~,£INGON STAFF llliLATIONJHI.H3
AND WARD AThCJ:;;PHEllli

N.
Percentage of comments
on good staff relation-
ships/ward atmosphere

Percentage of comments
on poor staff relation-
ships/ward atmosphere •.

Charlotte 25 )) 8

Hendy 16 6 )1
William 24 21 8

Simon )0 24 0
Neville 24 46 I)

Heaton 27 59 4
Frederick 15 40 7

Elizabeth )0 20 10
Irena 25 12 )6
Ursula 41 29 5
Naomi )6 14 19
Peter 15 17 20
Grace I) 2) 0

researcher to be findings of great importance, for apart from I'jerton
which was excluded from the analysis of comments because of the small
sample, all the wards, which were consistently in the top five positions
in the rankings for ward sister's teaching (question 4) and teaching by
other qualified staff (see Table 10) emerged in the top four places for
'good staff relationships and ward atmosphere', suggesting that there was

.a difference in the behaviour of the permanent staff in wards where the
ward sister and qualified staff taught and showed an interest in teaching,
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and those that did not. The same comments made by the learners could
not be categorised in both 'teaching am interest in teaching' and 'staff
relationships' so there was no error in the coding procedure which could
account for this relationship. There was a positive correlation between
the rank orders from question 4 (ward sister's teaching) and the rank
order from learners' comments on 'good staff relationshilS/ward atmosphere'
(Score 0.698 SnOGT Significance level 0.01).

\iards least mentioned in a favourable context were Wendy (paediatric)
and Irena (female medical). These two wards also had the highest percent-
age of learners (31 per cent and 36 per cent respectively) commenting
unfavourably on 'staff relationships and ward atmosphere' (Table 9).
The unfavourable staff relationships on Wendy did not appear to have
affected the job teaching since i'lendyreceived an extremely high rating
for one aspect of this - the supervision of new procedures.

Irena on the other hand appeared consistently in the lower ranking
for ward sister's teaching and 'teaching or interest in teaching' by the
other qualified staff and it emerged as a ward on which learners' needs
were not met.

The 'staff relationships ani ward atmosphere' appeared to be independent
of the type of ward and work activities.

Table 10 showing the rank orders of the ward sister's teaching (calcul-
ated on question 4 which was independent of the comments) ani the rank order
calculated on comments concerning 'good staff relationships/ward atmosphere',
for the first time Grace ward moves up. (At interview the sister said that
she liked to keep the atmosphere 'light') The other geriatric ward Ursula
also received a moderately high ranking.
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TABLJ:t; 10 COUPARISON OF RANK ORDERS RELA1'lNG TO WARD SL.S'l'ERS I TEACHlNG.

"STAFF REL.NJ.'IONSHIPSjWARD ATlvDSPHERE" AND TEACHrnG BY WARD S'l'AFP

Ward
Rank order ward

sisters' teaching
(question 4)

Rank order from
learners' comments
on'good staff re-
lationships/ward

atmosphere

.Rank order from
learners 'comments
on qualified staff

teaching.

Charlotte 1 4 2
Neville 2 2 4

Heaton 3 1 3
Frederick 4 3 1
William 5 8 6

Wendy 6 13 6

Simon 7 6 5

Ursula 8 5 10
Elizabeth 9 9 12
Naomi 10 10 8

Peter 11 10 10
Grace 12 7 13
Irena 13 12 9

There was a moderate relationship between the rank order for question
9 (liking the ward.) am the rank ord.er from comments on 'good staff relation_
ships/ward atmosphere'. (SROCr test 0.64. Significance level 0.05).
However, learners who did not like working on wards related their dislike
to 'poor staff relationships and ward atmosphere ' and a disinterest in
their needs as learners.
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Learners who did not like working on a ward.

327 rating questionnaires were completed and in only 27 of these
had nurses made the response, III did not like working on this ward."
(8 per cent). During the card sorting, it became apparent that nurses
were not making this response because they did not like the hard work
or the monotonous repetitive work. They explained their dislike of
a ward in terms of 'staff relationships and ward atmosphere'.

6 nurses (22 per cent) described the work that they did as 'not
interesting, boring or repetitive', whilst only 1 (4 per cent) described
it as 'interesting or varied'. 3 nurses (11 per cent) who all came
from the same ward, commented on the 'lack of responsibility'. 7
nurses (26 per cent) commented on the 'heavy workload or staff Shortages'.

However, analysis of the comments on 'ward atmosphere and staff
relationships' confirmed that these were one of the main reasons for
nurses disliking a ward. 20 nurses (74 per cent) complained of poor
staff relationships. It was also interesting to fini that 23 (85 per
cent) also complained of inadequate teaching or disinterest in teaching
learners. Only 4 nurses (15 per cent) linked the inadequate teaching
or disinterest in teaching learners to the staff Shortages.

The comments of these nurses suggested that what nurses learn on a
ward is affected by the attitude of permanent staff towards them. In
one ward in particular, these seemed to be an unhelpful attitude towards
the learners, which seemed to indicate that the learners were perceived as
'workers' rather than 'learners'.

One nurse commented, "At the time of being on the ward, there were
too many trained staff, therefore, there was an urrlercurrent and et times
it was unpleasant for student and pupil nurses. The trained staff only
seemed keen to get the work done and not to help or teach the training nurses'-
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Another nurse said, "The sister on this ward did not lecture us.
The trained staff on this ward at that time did not bother with us first
years. Nost of the time they were in the office when you needed them.
When there was a new procedure, you always had to manage yourself or ask
a third year nurse. The clinical teacher was helpful with US first years".

Another nurse had obviously considered giving up nursing. "I think
this ward was dreadful in every way. I don't think I have one good point
to say about it. The staff never seemed interested in teaching us anything,
only being sarcastic, snappy •••• I was very depressed all the time I was
on the ward. There were many interesting things to learn but we had to
do everything ourselves. I didn't like to ask questions especially to
one member of staff for fear of being snapped at ••••• I seriously thought
I should never have started nursing in the first place."

These three cornnents were typical of those of many of the nurses on
this particular ward. The majority of nurses commenting were in their
first year. Un other wards there was a convergence of the two categories
(poor staff relationships and lack of teaching). There was less hostility
towards learners and what could best be expressed as complete disinterest
in the nurse either as a 'worker' or a 'learner'.

"I would have enjoyed working on the ward but one was usually left to
get on l'lith things and was rarely shown how to do things.... The sister and
staff nurses were very 'clicky' and did not like being disturbed and they
could not be bothered. I found I lost interest because of a lot of little
things", wrote one learner.

other nurses commented in similar vein. "une of my reasons for disliking
this ward so much was because no one had any time for the first year nurse.
They seemed to think our duty was just to fetch bed-pans'and to do pressure

areas. The sister and staff nurses were rarely found in the wards and

nothing was organised. You had to find things ani do things to the best of
your ability without any tuition."
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"This ward was very busy for nine tenths of the time and learning was

qui te diffioul t for mebeing my first ward. Understaming, help and

enoouxagementwas little, being so nelf to nursing. II

"Somemoresenior nurses take advantage of us (newnurses). Sister

appeared to be ..,ery busy all the tille and wedid not get muohteaohing

from her."

These oommentsfrom learners whodid not like the wards aholf how the

learners were prevented. from seeking assistanoe by the response they

anticipated they would get. Contrast these oommentswith those from

learners on wards whiohwere desoribed as having a 'good ward atmosphere'.

"The sister on the wardwas always very 18tient am always seemed

to have lots of time for any queries or worries I had."
"I really liked this ward. The sisters and other qualified staff

were really helpful and patient ••••• It really had a great atmosphere

am you were never scared to ask for help. A really first class ward

am staff. II

"I loved working on this ward very muohindeed. Everybodywas very

helpful and there was always somebodyto help or advise on anything that

you weren't sure about."

"If you ever had a problem sister MaS always willing to listen to

you and try to help you."

These data suggest that there are ward learning environments where

teaohing is given in an atmosphere in whioh the learner feels free to

seek help and knowledge; and there are also wards where there is a llinillum

of teaching; and where this is accompaniedby poor staff relationships,

the learner does not feel that she can ask questions or seek help.
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The Ferception of Junior and Senior Learners.

Since the sample of learners included fewer senior students compared
with other groups, it was necessary to compare scores from the differing
groulS of learners to catect any trends which may have been more apparent
if the sample had been more balanced. Appendix 5 shows the mean scores
for each ward for learners of differing years. It is difficult to draw
any firm conclusions because of the sll&ll su~sampl8B ll.ltthere was a
surprisingly high level of agreement between the various groups. However,
on Frederick ward there appeared to be a marked difference in the perception
of the learners. The second and third year learners believed that there
was more to learn and felt tha.t they had learnt and were taught more by

the ward sister than the more junior nurses had. Comments by first year

nurses, indicated that they believed that they did not learn IlUch because.
unlike the more senior students, they were not allowed to take part in much
of the specialist work. 27 per cent of nurses on ~erick ward said that
they did not have the opportunity to watch or perform a variety of jobs.
The hierarchical allocation of jobs meant that junior nurses repeatedly
did the same type of work.

Table 11 shows the results of the Spearman's rank order correlation
tests for all the questions in the questionnaire, when the rank orders
produced from the responses of first year students and pupils were compared.
It can be seen that there was positive correlation for all the rank orders,
the level of Significance being 0.01 for all except three questions,
su~esting that there were similarities in the socialisation of the first
year students and first year pupils.

Table 12 shows the results of the Spearman's rank order correlation
tests on the rank orders produced from the responses of ~irst year students
and second and thil:d year students. In this case there was posi tive
correlation at the 0.01 level of significance on two key questions;
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question 4 (perception of the ward sister's teachi~) and question J

(perception of the benefit other learners wouldgain fro. workiQgon

the ward~ There was thus, a significant level of correlation in the

responses of all the learners on the teachiQg carried out by the wam

sisters am what was, in effect, an assessment of the ward as a workiQg/

learnin« environment.

It is interestin« to note that there was no significant correlation

in the rank orders reaultin! from the responses to question 2 (consultants'

interest in teaching learners), question 5 (supervision of newprocedures),

question 8 (comparison of wards) am question 9 (likiQg wards) sUSSestiDS

that there _y be important differences in the perception and experiences

of junior and senior students. However,it must be stressed. that so_

of the ward samples were yery small for specific sub-groups and results

must, therefore, be treated. with caution. Whenstudying the charts in

Appendix5 the reader is, therefore, &d,yisedto not~ the sample size,

especially whenthere is marked discrepancy in results.
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TABLE 11. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RESPONSES FROM FIRST YEAR STUDENTS

AND FIRST YEAR PUPILS.

Question rho level of
Significance

Q.1. There was very IlUch (hardly al\Ything)
to learn on this ward +0.6,52 0.0,5

Q.2. Some consultants were very interested
(the consultants were definitely not
interested) in teaching nurses. +0.6,'36 0.0.5

Q.J. I think all (not many) learners would
benefit from working on this ward. +0.&5 0.01

Q.4. The ward sister taught me many things
(hardly taught me anything). +0.782 0.01

Q.5. There was always someone (rarely anyone)
to supervise new procedures. +0.757 0.01

Q.6. I learnt very Iluch (little) on this ward +0.77 0.01

Q.7. Clinical teachers taught frequently
(never taught) on this ward. 0.01

Q.8. This is the best (one of the worst)
wards I have worked on. 0.01

Q.9. I liked (did not like)working on this ward +0.689 0.05
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TABLE12. THERELATIONSHIPBETWEENRESPONSESFROMFIRST YEAR
STUDENTSAND SECONDAND THIRDYEAR STUDENTS.

Question rho Level of
significance .

Q.l. There was very much (hard.ly anything) to

learn on this waxd +0.622 0.05

Q.2. Some consultants were very interested (the
consultants were definitely not interested)

in teachi~ nurses +0.259 N.S.

Q.3. I think all (not many) leamers would benefit

from working on this ward +0.741 0.01

Q.4. The ward. sister taught me very many things
(hardly taught me anything) +0.86 0.01

Q.5. There was always someone (rarely anyone)
to supervise new procedures +0.189 N.S.

Q.6. I learnt very IIUch (little) on this vaxd +0.703 0.05

Q.7. Clinical teachers taught frequently (never
taught) on this ward.. +0.923 0.01

Q.8. This is the best (one of the worst)wards I

have worked on. +0.336 N.S.

Q.9. I liked (did not like) working on this ward. +0.392 N.S.

N.S •• - Not significant at 0.05. level.
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Summaryof FiDdinss

The ratin« questionnaire responses enabled.wards to be ranked..

Characteristics which tended to place wards in the hisher rank oDder

wereI

Variety of patients with different diseases;

Variety of tasks and techniques;

High turnover of patients;

Teachi~ by the waDdsister;

Teachin« by all staffr

Goodstaff relationships and wam atmosphere.

It will be reae.bared that in Cha.pter4 a working hypothesis was

formulated that -

Thosewams in which learners learn a lot are those Mams in

which sisters makea conscious effort to maketeachiQ! a reality.

Data froa the first sta&e of the research gaye tentative support to this

hypotheSiS, enabli~ it to be carried forward.to the second s~e. The

resul ts also led to moredetailed working hypotheses, soae of which inforaed.

the second stage. ( Theycould also fora the lasis of future studies into

nurse education in the waDd).

Workin«HyPOtheses.

1. Nurses' perception of what there is to learn on the wa:rd follows a

'disease, task/technique' model, with waDdson which there is a

good variety of diseases and techniques in the high rank order, and
those on which there is a limited numberof diseases &Dd techniques,

in the lower rank order.

2. Nurses' perception of learning opportunities on a ward.is related to

the tumover of patients in the waDd; nurses perceive that there is

moreto learn on waDdswhere patient stay is short.
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J. Aheavy workload is a factor which mayinhibit ward teaching.

4. There is a relationship betweennurses' perception of what they learn

on a ward and the teaching done by the ward sister.

5. There is a relationship between the variety of diseases on a ward and

the teaching done b,y the ward sister.

6. There is a relationship bet.weent.he teaching done by t.he wam sist.er

and the teaching carried. out by other qualified staff IIl8mbers.

7. There is more job teachin« and supervision of workactivities on warda
where specialist techniques are practised, t.han on warda where techniques

and nursing practices are of a general nature.

8. There is a relationship bet.weenthe teachin! done b,y the ward sister

and the teaching done by consultants.

9. Basic nursing activities are perceived. as 'work' rather than 'learning'

activities.

10. Nurses like working on wards which have good staff relationshipl a.Di

ward atmosphere, and where there is an interest in teaching learners.

»:I.lewards are more popular than femaJ.ewaJ:ds,am sl1r!ical wards are

morepopular than medical and. geriatric wards.

11. Poor staff relationships and inadequate teaching are the two main

rea.sons for learners' dislike of wards.

12. There is a relationship between the teaching b,y the ward sister and

the interactions betweenpermanent staff and learners which demonstrate

an interest in the leamers and their learning needs. Learners perceive

that there is a good ward atmosphere on wards where the wa.rd sister

teaches.

13. On wards where the concept of 'total patient care' is practised,

learners do not perceive the patient as a 'work object'.
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GHAPrER SEY.8N

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD WARD UARNING ~VIRONl'1,b;NTI

AN IDEAL TYPE CONSTRUCT.cm F1WI'~ lliARNERS' OPINION:3

The comments that learners made on what was 'good.for learning' and
'not so good for learning' implicitly or explicitly identified the needs
of individual learners, and demonstrated ways in which perceived needs
were met, on the one hand, and left unsatisfied, on the other. The
characteristics of an 'ideal' ward learning environment were derived entirely
from these comments.

cards from within specific categories (e.g. staff relationships and
ward atmosphere) from all 14 wards (see Appendix 6) were collected and re-
sorted and the characteristics of an ideal type derived from the sub-categories
which emerged. (In the interests of clarity the characteristics are listed
under three main headings in this chapter, followed by a discussion and
presentation of supporting data).

A good ward learning environment is seen as a ward in which the needs
of learners are met. Some characteristics, such as a good variety of patients
with different diseases and a high turnover of patients, which give rise to
a variety of work activities that are perceived as 'interesting', are outside
the control of the ward sister and will not be discussed here, but others
clearly fall within her sphere of influence.

The characteristics of a good ward learning environment are associated
with three main types of activity which the ward sister can undertake to
change a working environment to a learning environment. the prOVision of a
ward atmosphere which is conducive to learning, formal teaching and the
provision of learning opportunities.
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The Provision of a Ward Atmosphere which is Conducive to Learning

A ward atmosphere which is conducive to learning is created by the
ward sister and other permanent ward staff who are under her control.
hlSsentially, it originates from the relationships that develop between
the trained nurses who are permanently assigned to the ward and the transient
learner/workers, and the measures that are taken by the trained nurses to
reduce the social distance between the two groups; but it also encompasses
relationships between staff and patients.

The characteristics of a ward atmosphere which is conducive to
learning can be summarised as followsl

The sister and trained nurses
show an interest in the learner when she starts on the ward.
ensure good learner/staff relationships

- are approachable, available, pleasant, yet strict.
promote good staff/patient relationships and quality of care.
give support and help to learners generally.
invite questions and give answers.
help and encourage the learner in her work.
work as a team.

Underlying many of the learners' comments was the insecurity and
anxiety that studentsand pupilS experienced during their ward asSignments.
There was an expectation that, when they felt the need for help and support,
the sister and trained. nurses would be available to assist them. The
anxiety was particularly marked when they started work on a new ward.

"When I got on the ward for the first time there was Someone
qualified to explain to me what to do and wlmt not to do •••••
I consider this very necessary for I had no idea and, in fact,
I could have done more harm than good."
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But the needs of newly arrived learners were not always met, and one
first year student who had previously worked on medical, surgical and
geriatric wards, experienced what could be described as a state of 'anomie'
in the sense that she did not know what the norms were in the new environment.

"When I first started, there I was on my own. Nobody told me or
helped me on my first day there. It was the worst day of my life."

And a nurse on her first ward found little support
"Understanding help and encouragement was little being so new to
nursing. "

\ihether or not learners subsequently sought or received help appeared
to depend on the 'availability' and 'approachability' of the sister and
trained nurses. Learners were particularly sensitive to the behaviour
of the sister, feeling that her attitude towards them affected what they
learnt, and also their work.

"The sisters were like friends and we had a great time. You can
ask them anything and they would be ready to help".
"The relationship between sisters and nurses was very good as
nurses learnt more when they felt they could approach the sister."
"There was a good student/sister relationship on this ward and this
contributed to the friendly atmosphere and thus one felt more
conducive to working well and thoroughly."

But on some wards the sister's behaviour and lack of approachability
appeared to inhibit learning.

"The atmosphere produced by an extremely domineering and stubborn
sister was wrong for learning and working."
"The sister's attitude made it difficult for anyone to ask her
about the ward at first. But once used to her ways she helped
a lot. But I think it shouldn't be - to have to break through a
barrier and once your face doesn't fit being nasty to you or your

friends."
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"I didn't mind working when the sister wasn't there. She made
everyone nervous •••• If the ward had a different sister I probably
wouldn't mind working there again."

Learners welcomed friendly relationships between the two groups,
but some did not want discipline to be abandoned to the detrl ment of
patients. The relationships on one ward were described approvingly
as 'pleasant, yet strict', but a learner on another ward felt that "there
was a relaxed attitude and this encouraged bad habits ." Nurses expressed
disapproval when they encountered what they believed were poor standards
of care.

"I found nursing care was poor. hy impression was that they are
slapdash and although very busy I feel that there are certain things
one has to do for the sake of the patient and to cut down the risk
of infection."

The trained nurses, particularly the sister, were the nurses who
determined the standard of care on a ward, and their relationships with
the patients were also noted by the learners.

"The atmosphere was good and stimulated your interest in the
patients."
"The sister really made sure all her patients got the best
attention and nursing care, and that practical procedures were
done properly."
"Tender loving care ani personal contact was encouraged."
"The sisters took a keen interest in all patients and were very
kind to them."

Demonstrating an awareness of patient's emotional needs, learners
were critical of some staff/patient relationships and of attitudes which
prevented patients approaching the sister or trained nurses.
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"You were never allowed to sit down to talk to patients. The
sister said that it was not the nurse's job to become involved
with I8tients' emotional problema and talking only encouraged them."
"'fhesister did not have a friendly approach to the patients. The
patients were very frightened of the sister and would not confide
in her, they knew she was efficient but they never could talk to
her as a person, but I don't think she realised this."
"The staff nurse had a very abrupt manner to patients and students."

Thus, the atmosphere on the ideal ward is one in which learners feel
that some consideration is given to their own needs and those of the patients;
a ward in which, to quote one learner, the "sister is dedicated towards the
patients and nursing staff."

On some wards the trained nurses seem to be readily available to
suppor t the learners am. it was clear that learners felt tha.t they could
approach them for assistance.

"The trained staff on this ward were very helpful. Sister was
excellent if you were worried about anything."
"The nursing staff helped to make the pupils feel confident."

In such an environment, learners felt that they could ask questions without
fear of ridicule or rejection.

"Whenever we asked a question we were always given such a detailed
answer which was so helpful."

But learners on other wards were less fortunate and found themselves
segregated from the trained nurses who tended to remain in the office.

"::>isterstayed in her office most of the time."
"The sister and staff nurses were rarely found on the wards."
"The sister was rarely available to answer questions."
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Whilst the office door could create a physical barrier between the
trained and learner nurses, there were other less tangible barriers which
inhibited learners and learning.

"Staff nurses tended to be aloof."
"If you asked a question of certain staff, they laughed at you.
I didn't learn because I was afraid to ask."
"Whenever I asked a question I was told to look it up."

Learners felt a need for help in their role as 'worker', with an
interest being shown in them as individuals and not only as the means of
getting the work done. This did not always happen.

"Nobody was really interested in the nurse's work or in the nurse
as an individual."
"One can lose interest as your work is very rarely praised and
little encouragement is given."
"I learnt a lot by my mistakes on this ward, whereas on other wards
I was left alone most of the time and did not know whether I was
correct or incorrect in what I did."

Positive help and correction of mistakes were welcomed. But when
criticism was given in what a learner believed was an unhelpful manner,
this could cause tension.

It If new nurses did anything wrong instead of showing them the
correct way, she would report them to sister."
"As a result of the tension on the ward, I lost confideme in
myself. The staff was very critical and it put me off."
"The senior staff were not very helpful at all, unless you rarely
happen to work with them. And then you would only get shouted
at and told never to do a Ithing' wrong again. II
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Ideally learners wished to work in an atmosphere which was free of
tension; what one learner termed a 'team atmosphere'. Typically learners
commented that the "ward sister and staff were a pleasure to work with" or
"All the staff got on well together." Paradoxically, in a situation Which
could have favoured increased teaching - a surfeit of trained nurses -
learners reported increased tensions.

"The trained staff worked against one another, so as a student
you were pulled two ways."
"Too many bosses could end up-in conflict of instructions."
"Also, there were in my opinion, too many trained staff which
often caused an atmosphere as they all wanted to be in charge."

Being part of a team, meant that learners were treated with respect
and accepted by the members of staff who worked permanently on the ward.

"The atmosphere on the ward waS very good. I found everyone
helpful and cheerful and the days were often hectic, but everyone
was treated with the same respect whether you were a first year or
a third year."

Exclusion from the 'team' or club of permanent staff meant that
learners felt that they were "treated second rate to permanent staff -
irrespective of status."

Thus the keynote of a ward atmosphere which is conducive to learning
is 'teamwork', for such a term includes comradeship and mutual assistance,
and precludes the segregation of the permanent staff from the learners.
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Formal Teaching

Formal teaching on the ward includes all those activities in
which skills or knowledge are transmitted from someone who can be

identified as a teacher, to the learners. The teaching described by
the learners could be divided into two types which were described by
Bendall (1973)1 "'non-job teaching' - discussion of the patient's diagnosis,
treatment and needs outside the immediacy of the routine," and "'job
instruction' - instruction as to some detail of the job currently being
done" (p, 37).

The characteristics which are concerned with the formal teaching
on the ideal ward area

All trained nurses on the ward teach regularly.
'Outsiders' teach regularly, i.e. doctors and clinical teachers.
Senior students teach.
Trained staff assess learners.
Non-job teaching comprises lectures and diSCUSsions about patients.
There is a. programme of job instruction.
Sister maintains good communication with the staff and learners.
Trained nurses teach during the drug round.
Trained nurses teach 'by example'.
Sister initiates teaching.

Two essential features of the teaching on the ideal ward are first
that there is a variety of trained teachers and second that teaching is a
frequent occurrence and is included in the ward routine.

Learners' comments Showed that they expected the sister and trained
nurses on the ward to teach, rut on wards where teaching was given low
priority by permanent staff, teaching was irregular and' often initiated
by learners.
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"I would have liked the sisters to go around the patients with
you arrl give lectures, but one is left alone to get on with it."
"I did not really think that the trained nurses thought it their
,jobto teach new students."
"I don't think the sister and staff nurses really pushed nurses
hard enough to learn, i.e. they don't particularly give lectures
daily, only when it is necessary or when there is time."
"No one seemed to want to teach you unless you asked."

In contrast, on wards where the sister gave teaching high priority,
specific times were set aside and teaming was given regularly.

"The staff nurses and sister on this ward always gave ua at least
three lectures a week. The topics they chose were interesting and
valuable in the understanding of or-thopaedIce ."
"It was a very good ward to work on. \~ealways had lectures on
different diseases arrl that brightened most of us."

Learners were appreciative of the teaclung they received from the
clinical teachers and doctors, particularly when it was done on a regular
tasis. These trained members of staff were 'outsiders' in the sense that
they worked in other areas of the hospital and visited wards intermittently.

"We always had lectures from the doctors am consultants which I
like because I learn a lot from them."
"The consultants are very keen to discuss the patients' condition
and the doctors show you how to do procedures."
"The clinical teacher also was most encouraging and I learnt a
lot more about drugs and looking after very ill people."
"A clinical tutor carne every Wednesday and was quite helpful in
making one realise that the old ladies needed love'and affection
and care upon lifting and toiletting. II
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A variety of teachers meant that the learners were taught more
frequently than if they had had to rely on a sole teacher. Tutors and
clinical teachers were missed particularly on wards where the permanent
staff did not teach, but infrequent visits meant that learners had little
contact with them during a ward allocation.

"I never had a lecture on this ward and never saw a tutor except
for my assessment."
"The clinical teacher was excellent but I only worked with her
twice during my stay."

In addition to the statutory assessments, Some teachers in the ward

also assessed learners informally to ensure that they understood. what had
been taught.

"The consultants were interested in us too.
and made sure we understood."
"I found it helpful at visiting times. we were allowed to go into

Asked US questions

the treatment room and have tests on different things in the ward
or we could diScuss one particular patient and his treatment."
"The qualified staff were interested in teaching juniors. Their
method of teaching was good, i.e. if ever there was an unconscious
patient on the ward the staff nurse would first explain the nursing
care of this patient and a few days later she got us to write about
it. This was done with various conditions concerning the patients."

In addition to the trained members of staff, senior students also
taught. One learner felt that they were more approachable than the trained
nurses.

"At the time I worked on this ward, there were several finalists,
some of whom were very enthusiastic about teaching new students."
"Third year students showed junior students new procedures which in

my case helped a lot as one felt better able to question other students
.rather than qualified staff."
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As with the non-job teaching - the lectures and discussions - the
job instruction given by the sister and staff nurses, clinical teacher
and doctors also took place regularly according to a planned programme.

"It is a relief to go there and find that everything is taught
simply from the beginning and is supervised to a proper programme
of work."
"Sister and staf'f nurses are always teaching because they think
it is essential for us to learn before we put it into practice. II

liThesister never allows you' to do new procedures before she is
confident that you axe competent."

It was lack of supervision or teaching rather than the supervision
that caused tension and anxiety.

"Sometimes you are asked to do something you have never done
before and are expected to get on and do it with no supervision."
"The only thing I disapproved of was the way you were just given
an injection to draw up and give it. You were always left entirely
on your own and no-one checked that you drew up the correct amount.
If it was a D.D.A. (Dangerous Drug Act) you just signed the book
and went ani gave. I think they should have been more strict on
this kind of thing."

Some learners found that they were unable to undertake a variety of
duties because they had not been taught how to do specialist work, and
were, therefore, restricted to simple duties.

"Each new thing was first to be shown and expl.a.inedto you. Second
you do it under supervision and third you are watched doing it yourself.
But because of this stipulation sometimes you missed out on learning,
i.e. when the ward was short staffed. Those who,were competent and
quick did all the specialist procedures - and one only has so much
time on each ward."
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Learners were anxious not to make mistakes which would affect the
patients and considered good communication between sister and learners to
be essential. They required a free flow of both 'knowledge' and 'information'.
and therefore welcomed comprehensive ward reports from the sister or nurse
in charge. (Knowledge being defined as 'facts which derive from a body
of nursing, medical or related theory', and information being defined as
'facts which are concerned with ~ to day activities'.)

"The sister always explained new cases during report which was of
a great help."
"One knows what is going on all the time ••
between sister ani junior nurses."

Sometimes, learners did not receive a report and were, therefore,
deprived of both knowledge and information or they received what they felt

Good communication

were inadequate reports.
"Often scanty reports lead to mistakes in nursing and treatment.
Students told only what they 'ought to know' ."
"We never got a report all day."
"Students not always informed of patient's condition, change of
medicine, etc."

Trained nurses on some wards passed on knowledge about drugs during
the drug round and learners took the opportunity to ask questions.

"The nurse administering drugs took a junior nurse and taught her
on the drug round."
"Students usually did one drug round a day with a member of the
service staff enabling them to answer any questions."

However, on other wards the drug round was a high status activity in
which learners did not always participate.

"I wasn't given the chance to give many drugs out."
"I never did a medicine round unless I grabbed the trolley first."
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There was some evidence to show that the sister and trained nurses
set an example to the learners even though they may not have been actively
teaching: what could be termed 'teaching by example'. It was clear
that the learners noted how the trained nurses approached and related to
the patients (p. 118), and it seemed that learners could also benefit by
working with trained nurses and watching them as they administered care.

"The sister showed a very good. example to nurses by her care and
attention to geriatric patients."
"The sister set an example by working alongside nurses on the ward."
"I found the trained :J~Ns of more value in Simple bed-side nursing
than ::lRNs."

But some sisters and trained nurses restricted their activities to
issuing instructions and working away from the bedside.

"Once introduced to the ward, the sister gave uS an instruction
of what she wanted done in her ward and the way to treat patients.
After that we hardly saw her to teach us."
"The sisters hardly came out on to the wards."

Ideally, learners not only wanted the trained nurses to work with
them and teach them how to do the work, they also wanted them to pass on
knowledge and explain why the work was done in a particular way.

"The sister would explain and show you all the practical
procedures."
"They hardly ever explain why certain procedures are carried

out. "

The sister's teaching role extended beyond the actual teaching she
gave, for she was instrumental in encouraging other members of staff to
teach. She could be particularly helpful in persuading consultants and
doctors to pass on their specialised knowledge. This was important since
learners felt unable to approach consultants, and relied on the sister to
enUst their help.
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"Consul tants always gave lectures to US most afternoons and. the
ward sister WO'..lldask him if he didn't."
"The sister is interested in teaching us.
doctor to lecture us."
"Sister encouraged the registrar and housemen to lecture us."

She sometimes got a

"The consultants could have been encouraged more to help student
nurses about the signs and symptoms of diseases."

Sisters also encouraged the learners themselves to teach their peers.
"The ward sister always picked out one nurse and told that person
to talk about a disease to the rest of us."
"Teaching was encouraged. Often lectures from students taking
their finals."

These data suggested that it is the sister who determines the place
of teaching in the rank order of priorities. In the ideal ward, the
sister ensures that teaching is carried out by according it a place in
the routine and. enlisting the services of a variety of teachers. ~he
is an 'initiator of teaching', as well as a teacher.
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Provision of Learning Opportunities through the Ward organisation.

The sister is the manager in the ward and through the ward organisation
is able to provide learning opportunities for the learners who work on her
ward.

Characteristics of the learning opportunities which are provided
through the ward organisation arel

Everybody works.
Sister and trained nurses give learners the opportunity to watch

or perform new procedures.
Sister accords teaching and learning activities a place in the

routine.
Sister allows learners to go on doctors' rounds.
Sister gives learners the opportunity to read case notes and

text books.
Sister gives learners responsibility.

The ward sister controls the permanent trained nurses and auxiliaries,
and learners who work on the ward, and is able to create a learning environ-
ment by placing learners in work situations, which satisfy their learning
needs. Of key importance is the way she allocates the work, far traditionally
work in hospital wards has been allocated on a hierarchical basis with
learners doing the bulk of the routine work and trained nurses doing the
more technical tasks, but learners in the first stage of this study did not
feel that this type of work allocation was good for learning.

It was evident that learners wanted the trained nurses not only to

share the workload, rut also to give them an opportunity to participate in
work which was usually monopolised by the trained nurses.

"Everybody contributed to working out the workload and not just
the less senior nursing staff."
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"The qualified staffal10wed one to do procedures one hadn't done
before."
"You did most of the treatment necessary for each patient on your
side of the ward, So that if dressings, removal of stitches, etc.,
needed to be done no one else boltyou did it."
";'lhenany new procedures were undertaken students were always given
the oIrportunity to watch and help if they wanted to."

It seemed that on some wards the trained nurses left most of the work
to the learners.

"It always seemed to be the same nurses who had to do 12 big heavy
baths every morning a lot of the time while other nurses messed
around for the rest of the time."
"I didn't care for this ward as the senior staff were not really
prepared to do any of the work."

A lack of variety in the work, appeared to inhibit learning and trained
nurses on some wards either did not arrange for learners to share the
technical work, or expected them to repeat the same type of task throughout
a span of duty.

"Perhaps instead of one nurse doing observations every day of the
week she could be given a variety of jobs."
"The thing I didn't like was that you were always doing the same
things - 1.e. bed-pans. while the more senior nurses had more variety."
"I found that you didn't gain IlUlchexperience with dressings and
drugs."
"'There was a lot to learn on this ward if you had the time rut you

were usually kept busy and the senior staff did most of the responsible
work and you didn't have time to watch."
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Thus, it was not necessarily the inherent nature of the work on
the ward, but the method of job allocation, that prevented learners from
working in situations which they felt contriauted to their education.
It was within the power of the sister to incorporate teaching and learning
opportunities into the routine through an anti-hierarchical system of job
allocation. It was this action which turned a working environment into
a learning environment for it brought trained nurses,who could be regaJ:ded
as potential teachers, into contact with the learners, and introduced
learners to work which they felt enhanced their learning. Some sisters
brought learners into contact l-dth other potential teachers by !i1a.king
provision for learners to go on the doctor's rounds.

"You were allowed on the doctors' rounds and were taught by them."
"Sister always insisted that we went on the consultants' rO;J.nds
so that we knew what was happening to the patients."
"\fealways went on the consul.tant+s rounds and he explained the
operations to the nurses."

But on other wards, either learners were not allowed to accompany
the doctors, or consultants did not take any action to satisfy their learning

needs.
"Not allowed on the doctors' rounds which could have been beneficial."
"On consultants' rounds all students attended but they were not
directly for the stuients of nursing but for medical students only.
The waJ:d stood still whilst the round took place - compared to other
wards when consultants' rounds were hardly noticed ani work carried
on as usual."
"The consultants didn't teach nucn on rounds - only to the doctors."
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The activities which occurred on wards when the work was done gives
some indication of how the trained nurses perceived the role of the learner.
On wards where the sister gave the needs of learners high priority, trained
nurses taught the learners and provided them with an opportunity to read
case notes and text books.

"I'iostafternoons during visiting, we had lectures."
"Lectures were given most weekends."
"Books ani notes were always available. Time was never wasted
or mis-used."
"The sister and trained staff were always keen to help by allowing
us to read the patients' notes at any time."

But some sisters saw the student and. pupil nurses only as workers
and either took no action to satisfy their learning needs or attempted to
extend their worker role.

"The routine for teaching was lax. There were plenty of opportunities
for lectures bu t we only had a few."
"There was plenty to learn and many qualified staff.
periods were not used to their full advantage."
"i>/ewere never allowed to sit and study during quiet periods like
nost "lards. Sometimes we had to do non-nursing duties."

The slack

"Too nru.chemphasis on cleaning when a lecture could have been

given."
"Notes and books were not readily available, particularly notes,
which is a shame as these can be extremely helpfu1."

Learners appreciated having some discretion in their work and felt
that this gave them confidence and contributed to an understanding of

nursing.
"You tend to be given responsibility but not excessive to the

extent that you cannot cope."
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"Students given a lot of responsibility which helped to give
confidence."
"Free thinking allowed - even encouraged. Responsible for total
care of patients."
"'lliesister on this ward believed in making nurses think for
themselves.
to be done.

She didn't l'Jritea work book but expected the work
I think she got the best out of her nurses."

"Being left in charge helped in understanding what went into
ward management and how to deal with different situations, e.g.
last offices, which taught me what forms to fill in and how to
deal with relatives."

Only one learner made a comment to suggest that she had felt anxious
at being given increased responsibility and she was a learner on her first
ward.

"Only one thing, I thought it was not a good idea leaving a
begirmer on the ward when the sister goes for a break."

~~t more experienced learners complained of the lack of responsibility
on sornewards.

"fiiyresponsibilities on this ward were NIL."

"One was not given the chance to use one's initiative.
did not feel as if I had gained during my time there."

These data strongly suggest that learners see the ward sister as the

Thus I

key figure in the ward who creates the learning environment. The sister's
influence on learning extends beyond the teaching that she does, for she is
able to initiate teaching and through her ward organisation place learners
in situations in which they learn. Ine ideal environment is anti-
hierarchical and the trained and learner nurses work as a team.
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CHAPTER 8

THE WARDSISTER' S PERCEPl'ION OF HER ROLE

Ward sisters and learners often have different frames of reference
and there is not always concordance of view on what occurs on the ward.
It was, therefore, of some importance to interview ward. sisters in charge
of wards rated. by learners in order to obtain their opinion of wam
acti vities and to ascertain how they perceived. their role, and satisfied
the needs of conflicting groups - p:Ltients, learners and dootors. Sisters
were also able to provide data about the working environment (nursing and
medical activities, staffing, routine and job allocation) which complemented
data given by learners and helped to shape the observation stage of the study.

One of the ethical problems of conducting a small scale study of this
nature is that publication of results may cause distress to those involved
especially if findings are regarded as unfavourable. ~ven though pseudonyms
are used, those involved are able to identify themselves. It was felt that
interviews with all senior ward sisters on rated. wards could enable data from
individual wards to be interpreted on a wider basis.

Sample of Sisters.

The sample comprised senior wam sisters on warda used for the training
of student and pupil nurses. Ward sisters who had been in post for less
than 18 months were excluded since they would have had less time to establish
their own style of management which would reflect their priorities.

At the commencement of the research, the population of senior ward
sisters on training wards in the hospitals (excluding theatres and depu-tments
where there were no in-patients) was 16. Two sisters were excluded because
they had only recently been appointed and their wards were not rated. Of

the remaining 14 sisters, one left within a few weeks of the commencement
of the study, one was absent because of illness and a third could not find
time to be interviewed, but subsequently participated in the observation stage.
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Thus 11 out of 13 senior ward sisters with over eighteen monthsexperience

on training wards in the hospitals were included in the sample (~.6 per

cent) - this was a 68.8 per cent sample of senior ward sisters on training

wards.

Data Collection

Semi-structured interviews were preferred to unstructured, informal

interviews because less time was needed for analysis and there was greater

comparability. An interview schedule was deSigned and pre-tested in

another hospital (questions are listed in Appendix3). Ambiguous

questions were rephraSed, and topics and questions ordered to achieve

maximumresponse; less threatening topics such as ward, patients and work

were discussed first, and topics such as teaching, learning am the ward

sister's role were left until the end of the interview by which time good

rapport had been established. Four dJ:a.ftswere prepared before the final

schedule was ready for use. Responses to questions on the ward.and work

were pre-coded.in omer to shorten the interview and facili tate analysis,

rut somequestions were open-endedso that no data was lost by limiting

responses.

Informal approaches were madeto ward sisters individually to see

whether they wouldagree to be interviewed. An explanation was given

that the study was concerned with hownurses learnt on the wards. but

sisters were not informed at any stage that they were to be a major focus

of the research, since it was felt that this could influence both what

they said in the first stage, ani what they did in the second ob3ervation

stage, thus invalidating the findings. Sisters were told during the

course of the interview that it was intended to observe in somewards at

a later date, and all agreed in principle to co-operate. Onesister,

whoseward was not sub3equently used for ob3ervation, forecast a sudden

increase in teaching on wards on which observations were to be carried out.
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It was stressed that appointments wouldbe madeat any time to suit

the sister and that the interview wouldlast at least an hour. In

practice the interviews took betweenIt and 2t hours due largely to

the willingness of the sisters to respond fully to the questions. ~t

the researcher was reprimandedby one sister for taking morethan the

allotted time.

Noquestions of a personal nature were included. The viewwas

taken that because of the small sample, questions relating to age ani

educational qualifications wouldnot allow any firm conclusions to be

drawnand were, therefore, an unnecessary intrusion into the privacy

of the respondents. The only personal characteristics to be given

any consideration was the length of time the sister had been in post.

Result.s and Analysis

The sisters' experience in their pzesent post ranged from 21 to

24 years; 5 respondents (45 per cent) had been senior sisters in the

samepost for over eleven years. Themajority of wards had between

21 ani 30 beds; one had 18 and the largest 35. At the time of the

interviews manybeds were emptybecause doctors had gone on strike.

Eachward had a nucleus of permanentstaff, and learners were

allocated to the wards for periods of 1+ to 12 weeks. Nosister felt

that this period was 'too long'. Theadequacy of the allocation period

dependedon a variety of factors such as the turnover of patients, the

type of nursing and specialist techniques carried out on the ward ani

the seniority and intelligence of the learner nurse. Sisters felt

that nurses needed time to settle downand.adjust to the different type

of work.

"It takes time to settle downa.rr:i time to absorb technical

knowledge. It depends on the girl, someadjust, but others

take a couple of weeks. It's not a popular ward because it's

heavy, but once they're here theY'mhappy. Theyfear it

because it's heavy."
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"It's too short if it's under eight weeks, they have to get

their feet under them and it takes about two weeks. The

bright ones fit in straight away, but the turnover of patients

is so great."

Sisters were well aware of what learners thought about the work on

their particular ward and about the learning opportunities. There was

general agreement between the sister's assessment of what there was to

learn on the ward am the assessments madeby learners whocompleted. the

rating questionnaires.

All the sisters felt that the majority of student and pupil nurses

found the work on their ward interesting and some, at least, explained

this 'interest' in the sametask/technique terms of the learners.

"Wehave such a cross section - not all the samething. The

turnover is So quick, so manypeople. Theymeet operations which

are so different. They open their eyes and adapt to newsituations."

"Sometimesthey maysay they haven't enough to do as at the moment.

Sometimeswith third years if we have three or four there's not

enoughwork for them. If it's quiet it's just basic nursiDg, no

monitor or interesting cases. Onemale nurse hated it after surgery

because it wasn't busy but he learnt a lot later and_,sa1dhe enjoyed

it. He said he hadn't knownthere was so mUChto learn here."

other sisters on wards which had been low rated knewthat learners arrived.

with low learning expectations.

"On the whole they're mors interested than they think they're

going to be. They comewith the idea that they're going to be

bored. Mostaren't but the odd one goes awaywith the idea that

it's boring."
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Whatwas surprising was the waysisters described the learning

opportunities on the ward in terms which placed the patients psychological

and special needs uppermost, but whenasked to namethe six most important

things they expected nurses to learn, specific procedures and techniques

were the items most mentioned (Tables 13 and. 14). In assessing learning

opportunities 6 sisters (55 per cent) mentionedthe psychological needs

of IBtients.

"Psychologically it is traumatic for mastectomyIBtients a.ai
those with colostomies and ileostomies. Howto live with them."

"The IBtients theDSelves, for instance, menwith heart attacks -

mentally it affects their outlook and therefore it's important

hownurses talk to patients."

other sisters talked of the 'traumatic effect of hospitalisation'

and of the "basic things patients will want to know- howthey're going

to be cared for afterwards. so patients are not petrified.." Both

paed.iatric sisters referred to special needs of the children. The

needs of the elderly were mentionedand one sister Showedher awareness

of learners' preferences.

"Somegeriatric patients maybe put to one side by nurses -

especially if they are busy. A poor old ma.nma.ybe ignored -

so wehave to get the girls to treat them the sameas everyone

else."
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TABLE 13

FACTORS CONSIDERED BY SISTERS WHEN ASKED TO ASSESS THE
ANOUN'l'TO LEARN ON THE WARD

N - 11 No. %.
PSychological needs of :patients with variety of
conditions or in a specialist unit. 6 55
Special needs of patients in the ward 5 45

Specialist techniques/know1edge not relevant
to other wards 5 45

How to talk to patients 4 36
Basic care given 3 27
Prevention of cross infection/aseptic techniques 2 19
Administrative work 2 19
Safety of patients 2 19
Subjects not taught in school 2 19
Variety of diseases/treatments for different
consultants 2 19
Nedicines given 1 9

TABLE 14

WHAT SISTERS EXPECTED ALL NURSES TO LEARN WHILST WORKING
ON Tm; WARD

N - 11 No. %.
Specific procedures/skillS
Basic care/hygiene and prevention of pressure sores
Theory of specialist care/diseases
PBycho1Qgica1 needs of patients/good nurse-patient
relationship
Discipline/rules of the ward

Rehabilitation of patients
Safety of patients
Importance of adequate diet
Where everything kept
How to talk to visitors, keeping records

8
6.
4

73
55
36

4
:3
3
2

2
2

2

36
27
27
19
19
19
19
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TheemphaSison the acquisition of physical skills reflected the

priority given to the nurse's worker role. Whilst 8 (three quarters of

the sisters) expected.nurses to becomecompetent in practical skills, only

4 (a third) expected them to learn nursing theory. OVerhalf expected

learners to becomeproficient in carrying out basic nursing care.

Theworkon most of the wards was described as 'equally basic and

technical' • To 10 of the sisters (91 per cent) 'tasic nursing referred.

to repetitive tasks such as bed-'taths, oral toilet and treatment of pressure

areas whichwere commonto every ward and every patient. These' everyday

tasks' wereusually performedwithout the aid of specialist equipment

whichdistinguished the technical tasks. 'l3asic nursing' included a

'frequency' element so that in somesisters' mindstechnical activities

such as dressings became'basic' by virtue of their frequent repetition.

Ten (91 per cent) of the sisters said that the bulk of the workon

the wards concerned the hygiene of the patients - 'tasic nursing; and the

major!ty also regarded this as the most essential work that was done on the

ward. Specialist treatments such as dressings were mentioned, as forming

the bulk of the work, by 8 sisters (73 per cent) but only 2 (19 per cent)

said that it was the most essential. (Tables 1.5 and 16) Thus to the

sister the most essential workwas the basic, repetitive workwhich satisfied

the need.sof the patients, but to learners particularly on low rated wards,

this was the workwhich somehad considered to be irrelevant to their

training (Appendix6 Table 6).

Lookingforward to the ol:servation stage of the study it was, therefore,

important to ascertain the learner's role during the basic work. Was she

a learner or a worker? Whatwas taught? Whatdid she learn?
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TABLE 15

ACTIVITIES FORMING THE BULK OF THE WORK ON THE WARDS
N - 11 No. %.

Washing, ba.thing, oral hygiene 10. 91
Specialist treatments, e.g. dressings, traction 8. 7J
Pre and. post operative care 5. 45
Bed-making 4. 36
Taking temperature, pulse and respimtion, and

recording blood. pressure J. 27
Medicine rounds 2. 19
Care of pressure areas 2. 19
Toiletting 2. 19
Mobilising patients, getting patients up 2. 19
Feeding 1. 9
Being with patient 1. 9

TABIE 16

THE MOST ESSENTIAL WARD WORK

N - 11 No.
Patient care/good nursing care, Le. total care
nourishment, pressure areas, hygiene
Patient comfort - attending to individual
physical am mental needs J. 27
Supervision of patient J. 27
Specialist treatments 2. 19
Mobility 1. 9
Feeding l. 9
All essential 1. 9

The workload fluctuated during the day am all sisters except one
said that the busiest periods were in the morning - two mentioned evenings.
There was general agreement that the 'slack' periods were in the afternoons,
when there was less work to do and more staff on duty because of an overlap

of shifts.
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Theworkon the wardwas usually allocated by the sister or person

in charge. Four sisters said that the routine wasmoreor less the same

every day. "It has been decreed, for at least five years", said one

sister, ani another whohad at one time unsuccessfully tried to change

the routine on her ward commented"It's automatic". However4 sisters

varied the allocation of work to give nurses a changeand on others the

routine and allocation of workvaried with the changes in workand staffing.

on five wa.rds(45 per cent) there was an element of hierarchical job

allocation with specific jobs being done by junior or senior nuzsee,

Three sisters (all on high rated wards) stressed that trained am learner

nurses workedtogether doing all types of work, but the responses of 5

sisters (45 per cent) suggested that trained nurses only workedwith

learners during special procedures or whenthe nurse was new. Two

sisters used the term 'teamwork' whentalking about the allocation of

workon their ward rut this did not relate to the learners' ward.rating,

for one was the highest rated ward and the other a low rated geriatric ward
on which the sister also operated a system of 'total ];l&tientcare'.

Lookingforward to the observation stage of the research, it wa.s

clear that the organisation of the work- what staff membersdid and. with

whomthey worked- wa.s a factor to be considered whendescribing the ward

learning environment. Aworkinghypothesis was formulated that 'trained

staff teach during specialist activities' on the basis of the following

results.

1. rata from sisters' interviews suggested that on half the lIa1'ds

trained staff workedwith learners during specialist rather than

basic activities.

2. It was said that both sisters and trained nurses taught by demon-

stration ani supervision whilst workingwith learners.
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3. The ma,jority of sisters said that nurses learnt how to nurse
patients with particular conditions as they worked under the
guidance of senior nurses.

Asked specifically about their teaohing activities, 7 sisters (64

per cent) replied that they were involved in teaohing 'more than onoe
a day'. Sisters not only taught themselves but initiated teaching by
others and gave learners an opportunity to learn qy allowing them to
read books, and partioipate in speoific aotivities. Demonstration and
supervision of praotical prooedures f1gured prominently in the responses,
sinoe it was mentioned as a teaohing method by 9 sisters (82 per cent)
(Table 17).

TABLE 17

TEACHING ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY THE SISTER

N'" 11 No. %.
Demonstration and supervision 9 82

Provision of learning opportunities 7 64

Group teaohing/leotures 6 .5.5

Initiating teaohing by others 6 .5.5

Teaohing by example/whilst worldng 5 45
Report :3 27

ASking/enoouraging questions 1 9

Assessments 1 9

Teaohing rounds 1 9
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The subjects taught by sisters included skills and practical procedures

9 (82 per cent), }atient care &Di diseases 8 (73 :per cent), theory behind

practice 6 (.5.5 per cent), drugs J (27 per cent), and anatomyand physiology

2 (19 per cent). Although over half the sisters said that they were

involved in group teaching sessions, somewere reluctant to participate

in them.

"I feel inarticulate and unable to get across to nurses in a

formal way."

The commentsof somesisters suggested that feelings of insecurity

ani doubts about their knowledgeand teaching ability mayhave prevented

them from taking up opportunities to teach in more formal group situations.

However,one sister on a very high rated ward, whodid not like teaching,

said that it madeno difference to the amountthat she did "I still do my

best". But others clearly did not like teaching awayfromworksituations

and preferred others to do the formal teaching.

"I'd rather the SRNor SENtaught. As you get older, you get

out of date. Some"numbersevens' ~on't knowas muchas the pupils."

"I don't mind. teaching in the actual situation, talking and.telling,

for instance on medic al rounds. But lecturing nuzsee, no, I lack

confidence in knowledgeand the wayto put it over."

"I find. it difficult to get going, nurses are very bright. Some-

times I feel intimidated. SometimesI'm in a nervous state and

have to force myself. I like doing bedside numing. Sometimes

it's difficult to get started, therefore I maynot do as muchas I

abould , but nurses say I give marvellO'..tslectures, but I get nervous

about it. Howdo I start? Whatshall I say?

In contrast 6 sisters (.55 per cent) enjoyed teaching and felt that

this affected the amountthey did, and it is interesting to note that .5

of these sisters camefrom wards which had been highly rated by the learners.
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3 out of 4 sisters on wards which had been low xated felt insecure in

their teaching role save only for the teaching they gave whilst working

with nurses in the w~.

Teaching, for most waxd sisters, meant a regenexation process

through which nurses mirrored their ownimage. Responses from 9 sisters

(82 per cent) whowere asked what they meant by teaching Showed.that they

were committedto handing downto the newgenexation of nurses their own

skills and knowledge.

"Passing on my knowledge, practically and theoretically, six at

a time, maybe less or a few more, or at the bedside just one or

two."

"Passing myknowledgeon to student nurses and.makingthemgood

nurses for patient care - not administration."

"Transferring knowledgefrom experience to a nurse. I try to

teach so that she knowseverything I do, so she will be as ba.d.

or as good as I am."

"Handingdownto the younger generation all the knowledgeI've

gained over the years."

Confirmatory data that most of the learning about nursing patients

with particular conditions, took place at the bedside rather than in

'lectures' is shownin Table 18. All sisters expected nurses to learn

howto nurse patients with the type of conditions which occurred in their

ward, and the majority 8 (73 per cent) said that this was achieved when

senior nurses taught or gave guidance as they workedwith the nurses,

and 2 sisters (19 per cent) said that nurses learnt by workingwith a

senior. Theyalso learnt by nursing the patients 3 (27 per cent),

from lectures 2 (19 per cent), reports 2 (19 per cent) having written

details and text-books available and by doing 'total patient care'.
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TABLE18

WAySINWHICHNURSES LEARN Ho\iTONUltJE PATIENTSWITH
PARTICULARCONDrrIONd

N - 11 no. %

Senior nurses teach as they go round/

give guidance/demonstrate/supervise 8 73

Nurses learn from patients/seeing how

patients are nursed 3 27

Byworking with a senior 2 19

Lectures 2 19

Reports 2 19

Written details 1 9

Reading text-books 1 9

Exampleof senior people 1 9

Total patient care 1 9

The sisters did not see themselves as the sole teacher in the ward.

Askedabout other ward.teachers. all the sisters said that other members

of the trained staff taught. 6 (55 per cent) mentioned student and pupil

nurses. 4 ()6 per cent) mentioned the clinical teachers and two named

doctors. Whenasked what these teachers did 4 sisters responded "The

same as I do." Nine sisters (82 per cent) said that the other ward

teachers taught skills. and also mentioned were patient care and diseases

7 (64 per cent), 'theory of nursing practice' 4 ()6 per cent), ,anatomy

am. physiology', 'trolley settings' and 'drugs' which were each namedby

2 sisters (19 per cent).

Only 5 sisters (45 per cent) felt that they should have the major

responsibility for seeing that nurses learnt in the wards. Six (55 per

cent) felt that the responsibility should be shared with other trained staff.

Onesister whoseward had been low mted by learners quite definitely did

not want the sole responsibility because she felt out of touch with learners'

traini~ needs.
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"You'vegot to face the fact, that whenyou are older as I am,

you can't tell what they're having in lectures. A youngperson

whohas just finished knows."

On mostwards, the bulk of the work- and by implication, the

supervision and demonstration whilst working - took place in the mornings.

However,the most frequent activities said to occur during the slack

afternoon periods were 'teaching sessions', whichwere mentionedby 10

sisters (91 per cent), but qualified by 3 sisters with the caveat

'if there is time'.

Thus the student or pupil nurse was a 'worker' in the morning, and

a 'learner' in the afternoon. But there was somereason to believe that

the 'learner' role had been imposedfrom outadde, since 5 sisters volunteered

the information that the General Nursing Council had forced an end to

'split duty' working. Sisters were deprived of workers in the morning

and evening periods whenthey needed themam had a surfeit of learners

in the afternoon whowere also forbidden to 'clean' - this was described

as a 'great bone of contention' by one sister. This issue morethan any

other highlighted the perception of the student and pupil nurses as

primarily 'workers'.

Paradoxically, the alleged action of the General Nursing Council was

said to have interfered with ward teaching. Somesisters argued that

they were deprived of workers in the morningand.this inhibited teaching

and.learning because workcould not always be postponed to the afternoon

whenthere was a surfeit of workers, which meant that there was less time

to teach nurses whilst they workedduring the mornings. It appeared.that

an enforced change madeto benefit learners had disturbed a social order

geared to work, and the sisters did not like it, although they justified

their dislike by reference to its bad effect on teaching.
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"I would teach them more, but pressure of workam shortage of

staff maystop me. TheGNCbrought an end.to split duties so

y~ can't reorganise the day - you can't leave a patient until

2 p.m. whenthey need a blanket lath. With eight on in the morning

you can teach themmore.II

ttl don't like the end.of split duties - there's a great bllge in

the afternoon. Weaim to do the dreSSings in the afternoon, but

consultants want to see them in the morning. I would like more

nurses in the morning- split duties satisfy the patients more

because nowthere's a bulge in the afternoon and weneed more in

the morning."

The conversations about the em of split duty working also gave some

indication of the sister's perception of the needs of the learners in

relation to the other two groups makingcalls on her time and.attention.

pa.tients and doctors. Whatemergedhere, and in the responses to other

questions about the ward sister's work, was that the needs of the learner

camebelow those of patients and doctors.

Askedabout their five most important activities, 9 sisters (82 per

cent) mentioned.'supervising patients/patient comfort', and the samenumber

listed 'reporting to doctors/doctors' rounds. 7 (64 per cent) mentioned

'teaching learners' (Table 19). However,sisters were not always able

to carry out the activities which they felt were important, because of

conflicting demandson their time. Onesister whohad been without a

ward clerk for several monthshad found that muchof her time had been

taken up with -admiSSions, discharges am answering the telephone."

Sisters were asked which activities took up the most time - supervising

patient care was mentionedby 5 sisters (45 per cent), reporting to doctors

by :3 (27 per cent), and only one mentioned teaching learners (rut this was

not later confirmed during olservations). (Table 20).
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TABLE 19

ACTIVITIES NAMEDBY WARDSISTERS AS BEING THEIR FIVE KOST
INPORTANT ACTIVITIES

N - 11

Supervising patients/ensuring care carried out/
p:s.tientcomfort
Reporting to doctors/carrying out their orders/
doctors' rounds.
Teaching learners
Communication of information/1i~ng with other
dep:Lrtments
Attending to emotional needs of patients/talking
to patients and relatives
Administration/ward organisation
Supervising/assisting nurses
Creating a light atmosphere
Teaching by example
Assessments/examinations
Practical work

no.

9

9

7

6

5

J

2

2

1

1

1

%

55

45

27

19
19
9

9

9

TABLE 2.Q
SISTER ACTIVITIES SAID TO TAKE UP THE MOOTTIEE

No.
Supervising patient care 5

JReporting to doctors
Communication of information 2

Attending to emotional needs of
p:s.tients
Supervising/assisting nurses

2

1

1Teaching learners
Administration/ward organisation 1

%.
45

27

19

19
9

9

9
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The amount and type of nursing care given by sisters varied from
ward to ward; J (27 per cent) maintained that they were 'part of the
workforce' but others said that what they did depended on staffing - they
did more when there were fewer nurses on the ward. Nine sisters (82 per
cent) said that they did special procedures, 5 (45 per cent) did drug
rounds, 4 did basic care and 2 said that they did 'everything'.

But whilst most sisters could, and. did, delegate nursing care and
teaching activities, no sister delegated the consultant's rounds to any
other staff member when she, herself was on duty, and there were examples
of sisters making special arrangements in order to be on hand when the
consultant needed them. Facilities for other doctors varied with rank.

With the exception of one sister on a geriatric ward, the sisters
assisted medical staff or were involved in doctors' roundS, more than once
a day. Sistem monitored entry to the 'H8.m and. when doctors appeared
arranged for a nurse of comparable rank to accompany them.

"I expect to be told if anyone important comes in, for instance a
doctor ••••• I would send a junior nurse with a doctor - only a
junior doctor, not a consultant.
go with a consultant."

Another sister explained that junior nurses could not go with consultants

I wouldn't let a junior nurse

on her ward because they could not elicit information.

"The consultants are reserved so you have to question, otherwise
you'd never find out. A little nurse wouldn't be able to do that
and relatives need to know."

Doctors were accorded respect according to their place in the medical
hierarchy, so that the only contact - and therefore communication - between
learners and. doctors, who were potential teachers, was with the sister's
permission.
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"Theward.sister or junior sister go on consultants' rounds.

Trained staff see Registra re} Housemen•••• go on their own

unless there is anything special."

In the event of two doctors appearing simultaneously the rank and

status of the doctor determined the sister's action.

"Thenext most senior nurse wouldgo with one doctor. It

depends on the ord.er of importance of the doctors. I go with

the consultants. If there are two consultants at once, I

acknowledgethe second and stay with the first."

Thus the consultant was given high priority and had first call on

the sister's time. The only rare occasions sisters could recall delegating

a consultant's round was whenthey had been with another consultant, and

on one ward, a student doing a statutory assessmen~had taken a round.

Sisters rearranged off-duty or lunch times to ensure their availability.

"The junior sister and I vary our lunch times so that one of us

is always there to ensure continuity. I feel it wouldbe rude to

leave a written message."

The importance the sister attached to the consultant's and doctor's

rounds wasto do both with the sister's place in the nursing hierarchy and

also with her role as intermediary in the communicationnetwork. As a

key person in the ward the sister negotiated betweenthe various groups -

doctors, piotients, relatives and learners. In the face of changes in

junior medical staff she ensured.continuity of care by communicatingthe

consultant's wishes to junior doctors and interpreting his wishes whenhe

was not present.

"I've grownup with the surgeons and knowthe intravenous regimes.

I go with the housemenand they write the charts as they go round•••
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"The registrars comemost days - they change quickly and.rely

on meto say what the consultant likes.. This weekthe registrar

said 'Ryles tube up to-day'. I ignore that and leave it. The

consultant does not know, but approves - I don't tell the registrar

'I told you so'."

Sisters did not always carry out the wishes of junior doctors and

negotiated with newdoctors. Another sister said

"Woundsalways had infections whenI came. I always put dressings

on and don't get infections - E.Coli. The newdoctor doesn't like

dressings but I think I've won."

Whilst ward sisters had somepowerover junior doctors they were

clearly under the control of the consultants and responded to his wishes.

Onesister had attempted to delegate one consultant's rowxi, but her

presence on the ward on the day of interview, in omer that she could

take the round, whenshe should have been keeping another appointment,

suggested that her attempt had failed - the consultant expected her to be

available and she madeherself available.

III do the rounds if I'm there. I Should really be on a study

day to-day but consultant X was mad because I wasn't here last

week•••• I'd been on night duty, so wasn't on duty. The consultant

was very angry. I left a student to do the other consultant' s

round two weeksago, because I felt they were deperning on metoo

much."

The overwhelmingimpression given from these interviews was that all

the sisters felt a strong sense of commitmenttowards their patients,

whoseneeds camebefore those of the learners, but ultimately they were

dominatedby the consultants - the wishes of the consultant were given

top priority.
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Whilst it was rare for a learner to be in sole charge of a
consultant's round, on 7 wards (64 per cent) they were allowed to
go on rounds, sometimes at the express wish of the consultant. The
majority of these sisters, who were on both high and low zated wards,
felt that nurses had good opportunities to leam.

"Yes, definitely they learn. They understand more about the
patients because of the questions they ask and the replies.
They remember more if they go on the round."
"Ies, rut doctors sometimes talk above them so I ask the
doctors to explain the X-zays."
"He explains a lot..... and likes the nurses to take an interest."

Of the 4 sisters who did not allow learners to go on rounds, none
believed that learners benefited, remarking that the conversation was

'too technical' or that they were 'pushed to the back'. Only one said
that nurses were too busy working on the ward. However, one consultant
on a high zated ward had substituted ward lectures which he felt were of
more value than ward rounds. ('rheseward lectures were mentioned
favourably by learners who rated the wards). Seven sisters from both
high and low rated wards described how they negotiated on behalf of
learners, in order to get doctors to teach and several commented that
doctors would teach more if they were asked. They also acted as inter-
mediaries by asking questions since some learners 'were afraid to ask' -
whilst nurses might question junior doctors they would not question
consultants.

A consequence of the sister'S key role in the communication pattern
was that they were subjected to frequent interruptions and 5 sisters (45

per cent) said that these interruptions prevented them doing what they
wanted to. other factors which affected the way they did their work
were staffing (the number and quality) mentioned by 6 sisters (55 per cent),
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and the workload mentioned ~ 2 (19 per cent). Three sisters, on both

high ani low rated wards, would have liked more time for teaching.

However, commentsmadeby other sisters suggested. that it was not only

'time' that prevented teaching but the sister's order of priorities, and

learners came below doctors.

"I en,joy teaching but I get tied up with other things - doctors'

rounds, relatives, sorting out the bed situation."

"If there's nomund I would go with students."

There were manycommentsto indicate that where there was a conflict,

teaching was the activity that was sacrificed, and this is not surprising

since 8 of the sisters (73 per cent) had had no instruction on howthey

were to carry out the teaching component of their role. Nationally and

locally, emphasiS has been placed on the sister's managementrole, and.

all except one of the sisters had been on a managementcourse. In

contrast, only one sister had been on a teaching course, and two had

received some instruction on teaching methods whilst on a managementcourse.

Ten sisters (91 per cent) were satisfied. with liaison between school

and ward and 5 drew attention to the good relationships which had been

established through the clinical teachers. One sister felt that without

them they could be 'very segregated.'. Three sisters who received no

visits from clinical teachers, regretted. this and would have welcomed

more contact. In particular, a sister who had expressed. doubts about

her ownteaching ability and whose ward had been low rated by learners,

felt that clinical teachers could inform them of what was taught in the

school.

"Weshould· have a clinical tutor. If she came to the ward we

could ask if we were teaching nurses correctly - we would know

what was taught in the school. viecould ask the clinical tutor.

Wemaybe undoing all the good that is done in the school."
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Sisters did not have a coherent plan of the school training
programme, nor of a learner's previous training, but this lack of
information did not cause them concern. Some sisters liked to start
afresh or carried out an entirely new type of nursing which was not
practised on other wards. However, it was interesting to note that
all the sisters on the high rated wards kept some form of list or record
of some items that were to be learnt or had been learnt, and in some
cases, sisters actually produced lists or books for the researcher to
see. In contrast, no sister in the lower rated wards indicated that
she kept such a list or record - learning objectives were vague and
nurses were told what to learn whilst they worked together. One
remarked "I don't exactly put it down in black and whin. I tell them
at the time". Another said, "when I get third years, I expect them to
know - I ask them if there's anything. If nurses are in their first
or second ward I would. tell them what they could. learn."

Most sisters expected learners to have a basic knowledge, and asked
about nursing skills as the need to do particular work activities arose.
Sisters interest in a nurse's previous training appeared to be more
concernei with determining the skills of the workforce, rather than
ensuring the continuity or progress of an educational programme.

"My expectancy of them depends on knowing which wards they have
worked on. If we have a diabetic, I can get a nurse to look
after the chart and draw up th~sulin if she has been on a
medical ward."

"If nurses are junior I may ask them. If they are senior I
expect a wide experience. It might help to know "'hichwards
they have worked on •••• with a diabetic it helps to know if they
have been on a medical ward."
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There were a few subjects which sisters felt were better taught
in the school; 8 sisters (73 per cent) mentioned anatomy and physiology,
and other subjects were theory of diseases and practice 3 (27 per cent),
basic care 2 (19 per cent) and drug dosages, cardiac arrest procedures
ethics and trolley settings which were each mentioned by one sister.
But the majority of sisters 10 (91 per cent) firmly believed that
learners could only learn by doing the work, as opposed to being super-
numary.

"They learn by approaching the patients - patients like having
their own nurse and not just a nurse passing through. Nurses
learn how to approach."

"You can read a book and think you know it. You know better if
you've nursed a patient - even better if you've been the patient.
You need to handle a patient ...

"You need to be in the situation to be confident of doing things."

These data show that the ward sisters subscribed to the widely held
belief 'that nurses learn as they work'. But the root question carried
forward to the second stage was "What precisely do nurses learn as they
work?" For it was by no means certain from these interviews that
learner nurses learnt during every type of work activity.

The aspect of the ward sister's role that sisters found enjoyable
was the contact with the patient, and not the teaching role or assisting
doctors; they were there to satisfy the needs of the patient. When
asked if they liked being a ward sister, 9 (82 per cent) indicated that
they enjoyed being with the patients or in the nursing situation - and
only one mentioned teaching.
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"I find it satisfying, I just enjoy it; I don't know why.
I like looking after patients, doing my best, and it's nice
hearing the over 70's saying "I wouldn't be afraid of coming
lack." I wouldn't like just being an administrator."

"I love the old men - love the patients. I love it ••••
I'm interested in people - what makes them tick. The lower
down the scale the better they cope - relatives with head
scarves and •fags " after an old man has had both legs off
ask "when can we have him home?"

"The ward.sister is the only one nursing patients. Patients
discuss problems with me. The sister is the only thing patients
can hang on to. They miss the Matrons - they like the uniform
and feel safer."

SUMMARY

Freed from the demands c£ consultants, it seemed clear that
sisters would give their time to patients rather than learners, because
this was the aspect of their role that they found most satisfying, this
was their chosen role, whilst for most ward sisters the teaching role
had been imposed. The leazner nurse was perceived as a 'worker' who
satisfied the needs of patients, rather than a 'learner' who needed
to be placed in situations which would satisfy individual learning needs.

Sisters described learning opportunities in terms which placed the
patients' psychological and special needs uppermost, but when asked
what learners were expected to learn, special procedures and techniques
were the items most frequently mentioned.

Consultants had first call on the sister's time; whilst nursing
care and teaching activities were delegated, no sister delegated the
consultant's rounds.
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The majority of sisters believed that learners could only learn
nursing by doing the work, which infers that nurses learn as they work.

Working hypothesis for Stage 2

Trained staff teach during specialist activities.
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CHAPTER NINE

RESEARCH DESIGN s STAGE TWO

The results of the first stage laid the foundations for the second
stage. A variety of working hypothesises were formulated (see pages
113 and 114) and these served three purposes - to identify extraneous
variables, to guide the overall research plan and to highlight areas
requiring further investigation. The characteristics of a ward learning
environment were set out in a working model {Figure 1). It was clear that
some environmental variables such as ward layout and size, and social
variables such as age, education or intelligence of sisters and learners,
could not be controlled or taken into account, but that others would have
to be either controlled or monitored, because data from learners indicated
that they could have a profound effect on ward teaching and learning.

It can be seen from the model, that the ward work and working environ-
ment are determined by the ward size and layout, which sets limits on the
number of patients which can be accommodated in the ward, the type of
patients, diseases from which they are suffering, nursing and medical
procedures associated with diagnosis and care, and turnover of patients.

'I'heworkers in the ward are the permanent staff, and student and
pupil nurses who are transient workers since they stay for a limited period
on wards to which they are allocated. The number of learners on a ward
depends on the number of nurses in training, wastage rates, the system of
training and method of allocation to wards.

The characteristics of the work and the working environment, the
quality of ward staff (i.e. the ratio of trained to untrained workers)
and staffing levels are largely outside the control of the ward sister.
l'hey are not completely outside her control, however, since a vociferous
ward sister may be able to gain improvements in both facilities and staffing.
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Figure 1
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Within the control of the waxd sister, is her behaviour to create
a working environment which is also a learning environment. The
characteristics which fall within the sister's influence, are the formal
teaching, the provision of learning opportunities, which are a product
of the ward organisation (style of management of 18tient care, work
routine and method of job allocation) and the ward atmosphere and staff
relationshiJS •

Three princi181 working hypotheses contrihlted to the research
design I

1. Those wards in which learners learn a lot are those wards in
which sisters make a conscious effort to make teaching a reality.

2. Trained nurses teach during specialist activities.
J. Student and pupil nurses learn during some work activities.

There were, therefore, two main areas on which the research f'ccuseds
teaching am learning, and ward sister activities. It was assumed that
there were differences in the teaching and learning that took place on .
different wards, and that when the factors which fell outside the sphere
of influence of the ward sister were controlled, the differences would be
related in some way, to ward sister activities.

The objectives of the second stage were as foilowsl
1. To identify and describe teaching/learning situations in 'good'

and 'less good' wards.

2. To identify and describe activities undertaken by the ward sister
which could account for differences in ward learning environments.

Selection of Wards

Of the initial 14 wards that were rated by learners in Stage One,
11 were under the management of the same senior sister and were still
being used as training wards for student and lUpil nurses. In order to
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control the type of work which occurred on the ward, it was decided

to select pairs of wards of similar speciality - each pair to comprise

a 'good' and 'less good' ward (determined by the learners'mting in

Stage One). Highly specialised warda could not be matched and, in

fact, only three pairs of warda satisfied the selection criteria.

Although the wards were all under the sa.meDistrict l<la.na.gementand

School of Nursing, they were situated in two different hospitals. It

was not possible to match pairs for sex of patients except in the case

of the surgical wards.

The three pairs of wards were Charlotte and Elizabeth wards, which

were both female surgical wards, Heaton and Naomi, which were male and.

female orthopaedic wards res pacti vely, and Neville and Irena, which

were male and. female medical wards. The orthopaedic wards were both

in st. Anne's hospital, the two medical wards were in St. Joan's, and

one surgical ward was in St. Anne's and the other in st. JOM'S.

Preliminary approaches were made to the six ward sisters to see if

they were willing to participate in the second stage. Five sisters had

been intervieWed in the previous year ani were aware that an observation

stage was planned. The earlier explanation that the study was concerned

with hownurses learn on the wards, was repeated, rut at no stage were

the sisters informed that their ownactivities or those of the other

trained staff memberswould be observed. Such knowledge could have

precipitated an u:rsurge of teaching activities or led to an abnormal

pattern of ward organisation. All the sisters, with varying degrees

of enthusiasm, agreed to assist.
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WardWorkload

Results from the first stage suggested that there were at least

two wards (Elizabeth and Naomi) on which the workload had. affected the

amount of teaching and learning that occurred; it was therefore necessary

to take this variable into account. It was not possible, nor indeed

desirable, to interfere with the workload on the ward, since it changes

constantly and it is assumed that nurses learn under all circumstances.

The workload on each ward is derived from the patients whoare

receiving care, therefore by measuring the dependency of each patient

it is possible to calculate a WorkLoad. Index for each ward.. The system

used in this study was the dependency system developed by Barr and his

team at the OXford.R.H.B. (1967)which uses three main criteria for

allocating patients to care groups - the level of illness, combination

of physical and mental capacity and complexity of care. (I-iulligan 1973)
Using this system it was possible to allocate patients to one of five

care groups which ranged from ' Self care' - Group 1 to •Intensive care' -

Group 5 (Appendices 7 and 8). Patients in each care group were given

a score equivalent to the care group number, and the ward.workload index

was derived from the total of the scores.

The information necessary to assess the dependency of each patient

was not readily available to an outsider So the assistance of the sister

or a memberof ward staff was needed.

In designing the patient dependency form, attention was paid to

the time sisters would need to complete the form. The :Barr team f ound

that approximately 10 to 15 minutes were needed to complete forms for an

average size ward. After pre-testing forms for both individual patients

and all the patients in the ward, it was decided to use separate forms

for each patient, which were modelled on the one used by Barr (APpendix 9).
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One form could be used for up to 10 days, which would cover the planned
five morning and afternoon· observation periods, each form could be

completed quickly and it was possible to record other patient data
(e.g. age, diagnosis and day since admission) on the same form, since
it was felt that these patient characteristics impinged on the research
area.

In the week prior to the commencement of observations on each ward,
the sister was given samples of forms to fill in, together with instructions
for completion (Appendix 10) and a list of care groups, so that she was

aware of the importance of the recordings. No problems were encountered
and the practice period gave sisters time to familiarise themselves with
the system. The sister on Elizabeth ward had very little time to practice,
however, because when observations were due to begin on other wards, the
doctors once again went on strike and would deal only with emergencies,
and Elizabeth was one of the few wards to be relatively unaffected.
Contrary to well laid plans, the observation stage, therefore, commenced
on the one ward which had a reputation for being extremely busy. 'the
intention had been to commence observations on a 'quiet' ward so that
observer expertise could be acquired under peaceful circumstances.

All the forms were kept on a ring binder on each ward, together with
instructions for completion. It was a simple matter for sisters or the
researcher to place new forms at the front of the folder as patients were
admitted and Jl9moveforms of discharged 18tients to the back. The sisters
were extremely helpful with what must have been a tiresome chore and on
several occasions, forms were already completed when the researcher
arrived on the ward at the commencement of the observation session.
Even on very busy wards, sisters tried as requested, to complete the
forms immediately prior to or after the observation times, but this was
not always possible. Therefore, there were a few occasions when sisters
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were observed completing forms when they would normally be doing other
activities, aM in this respect the research did distort the ward
organisation. It was on the wards where the workload was high that
the difficulties associated with completion were most apparent, but it
was in respect of these wards that the measurement of the workload was
particularly necessary. Even so, the time spent on completion was

rarely more than 1,5 minutes in relation to each seSSion, so the distorting
effect was minimal, and it must be stressed that most sisters completed
the forms outside observation times.

The workload index - a number calculated on the dependency score of
each patient - allowed comparisons to be made between wards am to show
variations on the same ward at different times. However, such a calculatior
ignored the number of workers available to do the work - obviously the
fewer workers there are to do the work, the wsier each worker will be:

Lelean (1973) developed a more sensitive indicator of 'busyness' by taking
the number of nurse hours into account. With some modifications, a
similar technique was used to calculate the workload per nurse per hour
for each morning or afternoon session (Appendix 11). Put simply, this
was the workload index divided by the average number of workers who were
available each hour to do the work.

The workload index and the workload per nurse per hour were calculated
.separately for each morning or afternoon session, even though they
occasionally took place on the same day. Work and staffing changed on
all wards, and during pre-testing on a surgical ward one morning, it was
noticed that nurses appeared to be looking for work although a high work-
load index had been calculated. The discrepancy between the high work-
load index and the observed conditions was due to the fact that several
patients, who were due to have an anaesthetic later in the day, were placed
in care group ,5,but during the morning they were fully self-reliant and,
therefore, in care group 1. Ideally, it would have been desirable to
monitor the workload every hour, but demands on the sister's and researcher's
time prevented this.
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Ward Staffing

The number and quality.of workers on the ward could not be controlled,

but details were recorded, both in order to calculate the workload per

nurse per hour, which has already been discussed, and to calculate the

ratio of learners to trained nurses. ThUS, if there were 4 learner

nurses and 3 trained nurses on duty during an observation session, the

ratio was 413. Whenthis was reduced in order to allow comparisons

to be made this became 1.33 1 1 (Le. 1.33 learners to 1 trained nurse).

Research Methods

Throughout the research, an 'open minded' approach was maintained,

and although working hypotheses directed the research to particular

areas, results were not pre-judged. Brown (1958) warns that "research

is hindered by failure to keep an open mind." (p. 27) The ward learning

environment was conceptualised as a dynamic concept in which separate

interactions between learners and others combined to create the whole,

and the methods were designed to reflect changes. The approach adheres

closely to the 'interactionist perspective' advocated by Denzin (1970 p.6)

lithe sociological imagination demands variability in the research

process. The process by which sociology is done should not be too

rigorous; an open mind is required. II

Using the term 'triangulation', Denzin argues that "multiple methods

must be used in every investigation, since no method is ever free of rival

casual factors •••• can ever completely satisfy the demands of interaction

theory, or can ever completely reveal all of the ~levant features of

empirical reality necessary for a theory's test or development." (p. 26).

other writers also argue for the use of more than one method so that

incoming data can be cross-checked. Stacey (1969) devotes a chapter to

the subject and states "whatever the main method used, other methods should
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be introduced as checks or supplements". (p. 67) Thus, in the study

as a whole, and in the second stage, more than one methodwas used. in

order to generate theory and to verify data from other sources.

Dual l\lethods I Observation and Interviewing.

At an early stage in the design process, a case was madefor

observing in the ward in order to identify teaching/learning situations

and aspects of ward organisation, because other researchers into nursing

had observed that nurses did not always do what they forecast they would

do in certain nursing situations (see p. 67/68). But1:his phenomenonis

not confined to nurses, for individuals are not always in a position to

predict behaviour in changing circumstances. Fox (1966) believes that

observation is "best suited. for behavioural description" (p. 203), and

Selltiz et al (1965) argue that the "greatest asset of observational

techniques is that they make it possible to record behaviour as it occurs.

All too manyresearch techniques depend entirely on people's retrospective

or anticipatory reports of their ownbehaviour •••• remote from the stresses

and. strains that influence what he does or says in the ordinary course of

events." (p. 20).

As far as teaching and learning in the ward is concerned, howis it

possible for the trained nurses to predict that they wUl always teach

nurses at particular times, or for nurses to say what they believe they

have learnt without taking account of the differing demands that are made

on them? All too often both trained and untrained nurses say that

there isn't time for teaching and learning, but howcan one evaluate the

concept 'time'; surely what they meanis that they did not teach or

learn because they were doing other things or giving priority to other

groups? It is, therefore, essential to collect data about events as

they happen - whilst the stresses and. strains are present, so that

conflicting demandscan be taken into account.
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Having madea decision to observe in wards, a central problem

concerned the degree of involvement there would be between the

researcher am. the researched.. There has been such discussion

in research literature on the role of the observer which has centred.

on the extent to which the observer is an 'observer' or ' pil.rtici pant.' •

Gold (1958 p. 217/223) describes four types of observer role ranging

from the 'complete observer' on the one hand to the'complete p:i.rticipant'

on the other, and in between these two extremes lie the 'observer as

participant' and. 'participant as observer'. The research activity

of the occupant, of the two extreme roles is not knownto those being

observed, but the researcher in the intermediate roles reveals the

fact that he is investigating but not necessarily the exact nature

of the activities. Leaving aside the ethical issues surrounding a

role in which one individual 'spies' on others without permission,

such as occurs when either of the two extreme roles is adopted, the

type of observer role depends on the degree to which the observer

need.s the assistance of the observed either in interpreting the meaning

of events or in providing data that cannot be observed. In this study

considerable assistance was required from learner nurses and insofar

as the researcher sought interviews with them about observed events,

the observer role was one of 'participant as observer'. However, the

research activities were highly structured and, therefore, the role

differed from that used by manysociologists for whom'participant

observer' means a relatively unstructured role which devet.cps over

several monthSrather than days. The activity was one of 'structured

lBrticip:l.nt observation' as opposed to 'unstructured p:l.rticipant

observation. '

A flexible observer role was adopted: flexible in the sense that

it allowed the researcher to probe situations which were felt to be
particularly relevant and to withdraw from the research scene in order
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to view the overall organisation of the ward. Since the researcher
was fully conversant with the nursing activities long participation
was not needed in order to learn the meaning of words or to acclimatise
to the hospital environment, but by the same token, it was necessary to
be able to witb:lraw from the scene in order to o1:serve activities,
which are taken for granted b,y those who are closely involved in them.
Bendall (1973) comments "A great deal goes on all the time in a hospital
ward, and until one is quite uninvolved it is not fully appreciated. It

(p. 35).

The system of observing the overall organisation of the ward by
sampling activities of workers on the ward, and making a more detailed
investigation of potential or observed teaching/learning situations, by
interviewing learners involved in observed activities, Which was eventually
adopted, had many of the advantages of 'participant observation' even
though it was more highly structured. Becker and Greer (in Filstead 1970)

argue that participant observation enables the researcher to see things
that would not be reported in interviews and. allows him to check distortions,
and both these advantages were achieved in this study without long involve-
ment in field work on individual wards.

Participant observation as understood by writers such as Becker and
Greer, or Glaser and Strauss (1965), was considered, but not adopted as
the method in this study for the following reasons. Firstly, the method
of sampling activities and events in order to develop theory, during
unstructured participant observation, is open to question, for the
reader is in no position to assess the relevance of the sample of events
and must depend almost entirely on the assurance of the observer that all
types of situations were investigated. Whilst such methods may be
suitable for a team of experienced researchers, there would inevitably
be doubts and criticism were this method to be used by a lone, relatively
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inexperienced researcher. Secondly, at the commencementof the second

stage the :researcher already had knowledgeof whichwards we:rehighly

regarded by learners and whichwere less highly regarded. There was,

therefore, a real danger that the well-known 'halo-effect' could lead

to 'favourable' data being collected in 'good' wards and unfavourable

data in 'less good' wards. A strict methodof sampling events meant

that observer bias was at least reduced, if not entirely eliminated.

There were manyoccasions whenthe researcher was able to verify the

commentsmadeby learners in the first stage, and it was with relief

that subjective observations could be backed up by systematic activity

sampling. For instance, there was an occasion whenlearners and
trained nurses on one wardwere found in two separate groups, and

learners were reluctant to disturb the trained nurses whohad. congregated

in the office. This discovery gave credence to a commentwhich had

been madeby a learner during the first stage - "The trained. staff are

'clicky' and stay in the office." Tenminute acti vi ty sampling showed

that this situation was not exceptional, but in an unstructured observation

session an isolated incident of similar nature could have been exaggerated

out of all proportion because of prior knowledgeabout the ward.

The central p.lrpoBeof the second.stage was to identify and describe

teaching/learning situations in the ward. Whatwas meant by teaching?

Whowas to determine the reality? Reliance on only one source of data

would create distortions, for whilst an outside observer could observe

or overhear overt teaching, she wouldbe unawareof teaching that was not

observable. Sisters, learners and other ward actors could describe

what they believed were teaching/learning situations but they would be

giving their perception of reality, and versions wouldnot necessarily

corres pond. It was for this reason that twomainmethodswere used to

collect data on teaching and learning. By interviewing learners about
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interactions which had been observed by the researcher it was possible

to reduce distortions and clarify discrepancies.

During pre-testing. it was found that reliance on learners as the

sole source of data on teaching and learning, was misplaced because

of their orientation towaros highly technical procedures. Whenasked

to record details of situations in which they had had an opportunity to

learn, the majority of incidents which learners recorded were highly

technical or unusual procedures such as carrying out 'camiac resuscitation'

Learners tended to ignore the more 'ominary' work, as the following

incident will illustrate.

During preliminary observations in a hospital which was not used in

the _in study, the researcher olserved a Senior Enrolled Nurse working

with a first year student. The researcher did not go behind the screens

rut was aware from conversations that the nurses were attending to the

pressure area care of a very ill patient, and could intermittently

overhear the Enrolled NUrse telling the student howto do some of the

care. Afterwards, the student was questioned and. asked if she had had

an opportunity to learn anything. She :replied "Not really". The

researcher asked the student whether the Enrolled Nurse had been telling

her howto do some of the care and. received the following reply. "Well,

she was telling mehowto put some cotton wool around. a small pressure

sore on his heel to relieve the pressure." On further questionning

the student said that she had not knownhowto do this prior to the

Enrolled Nurse telling and showing her,rut that she would not have

recorded that incident as being important for her education as a nurse,

adding as an afterthought, "but I suppose it was important for the patient.

I was thinking more about 'chest aspirations'. I haven't seen one of

those. "
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In a seoond inoident, a pupil nurse was asked to reoord situations

whenshe had. an opportunity to learn, and whilst indicating her willing-

ness to assist, said "I don't suppose there'll be anything because I

just get on with the work" - implying that 'work' gave her no opportunity

to leam. However, at the end of the two hour :period, although she had.

recorded no details of learning opportunities, she informed the researoher

"Since you asked me to look out for them, there have been so manythings

to leam, that I haven't had time to put anything down." Clearly, the

researoh technique itself had so ohanged the outlook of the respondent

as to makethe data (had it been recorded) invalid.

Even though learners could not be used as sole informants their

perception of their work was of interest in itself. Likert (1959)

argues "an individual's reaction to any situation is always a funotion

not of the absolute character of the interaction, but of his perception

of it. It js howhe sees things that counts, not objeotive reality"

(p. 161). The learners' descriptions of situations in whioh they were

involved, obtained during interviews conducted shortly after the events

had been observed, whilst providing data on teaching whioh could be cross-

ohecked against the researcher'S observations, also gave some indication

of the 'learning oonditions' - of the learners' awareness that there was

something to learn or diSCOVerin the surroundings. But it was important

to realise that in colleoting suoh data, the leamers' state of awareness

should not be changed (as happened.to the pupil nurse). However, by &skint

learners about observed events, inferences could be drawn about learning

conditions. It was not possible to ask a learner a direot question -

"Whatdo you expeot to learn during this situation"? for such a question

would alert the respondent to the possibility that there was something

to leam.
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~rners were used as informants about teaching or learning since
it was assumed that some teaching was not readily observable and the
very nature of learning is internal and invisible. Gagne (1974) warns
that "the learner's own reports are not generally considered to be good
sources of knowledge about learning" (p. 8) since learners are not aware
of the internal processes. Nevertheless, it was found during the pre-
testing that learners were able to report conversations and describe
things which they had seen, done or overheard and give some indication
of the way activities in which they were involved related to their
education. No person, other than the learner, could do this, for each
learner followed a different programme of training, visiting different
wards and undergoing varying experiences.

Data Collection Techniques

The data collection techniques that were finally evolved were
compromise solutions to innumerable problems which were encountered
during the pre-testing period. The intention was to collect the maximum
amount of relevant data on teaching and learning and waDi organisation
with the minimum of disruption of ward staff. The methods and techniques
had to be economical as to research resources and capable of being used
in wards with fluctuating workloads. It must be said in passing that
continuous observation either of potential teachers, such as ward sisters
or staff nurses. or of imi vidual learners, was a wasteful use of researcher
time (and embarrassing to those being observed) because there could be
long periods when there was no teaching and little work, and therefore

no positive data.

The observation schedule (Appendix 12) was deSigned to identify
'overt' teaching situations and 'potential teaching' situations (learner
working with trained person) so that they could be probed in depth.
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Activity sampling at 10 minute intervals gave an overview of the ward,
yielding data on activities performed by ward sisters and other qualified
staff members - (what they were doing and. with whom they were interacting).
Even if there was no overt teaching, the trained staff/learner activities
were of particular interest because of the commonly held assumption that
teaching occurs on these occasions.

Two systems of categorisation were used for recording nursing
activities I one used 'Basic, Technical, Informational, Relational and
Non-nursing' categories ani was modelled on systems used by Goddard (1963)
am Bendall (1973), and the other, which was used for sister activities
only was developed from one suggested by Inman (1975) (Appendix 13).

Activities were recorded on the Staff Activity Sheet (Appendix 14).
Categories of learner activities (i.e. what they were doing) were not
recorded because of heavy demands on researcher time, but companions
(i.e. who the learner was with) or the fact that the learner was alone
were recorded, and overt teaching noted. An original intention to record
the presence of doctors, consultants and trained nurses not attached to
the ward, who were alone on the ward had. to be abandoned during observatioru:
on the first ward since it was physically impossible to observe too many

things. When doctors, consultants and others were with a member of the
ward staff their presence was automatically recorded. (A special
recording box had been included because on one of the pilot wards a
consultant was regularly seen in one of the wa:r:dsunaccompanied by the
sister. This was a most unusual occurrence, but a similar situation
was not observed in the main study.)
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Interviews with Learners

On each ward a sample of learner activities were the subject of
further investigation; learners being interviewed about activities
in which they were involved (Appendix 15). One purpose of these
interviews was to provide data on the quality and nature of the teaching
and learning, but in eliciting this information the terms 'teaching'
and 'learning' were never used by the researcher. Learners were
asked "Were you ~, or did you ~, or §.!!. anything that you felt
was important for your education?" The three components of the
question were asked separately, and the learners prompted So that
anything that they had experienced could be identified. The word
'important' had no special meaning and was used as a first step to
encourage the learner to describe aspects of the activity which she
felt were concerned with her education. Responses were recorded and
categories of teaching and learning developed from them.

Where appropriate, data were recorded about teachers and teaching
initiators, and some aspects of ward organisation probed. When observed
in a 'work' activity learners were asked to assess their ability by
selecting one of four scales printed on a card.

1. I feel fully competent and do not need further practice.
2. I feel competent but would like further practice.
J. I feel fairly competent but would like to be supervised,

(i.e. have someone to watch and help if necessary).
4. I do not really feel competent and would like some more teaching

and supe~~ision.

Operationally a commonsense approach was used to identify work
situations which were originally defined as "activities requiring
mental or physical effort, directly or indirectly to satisfy the needs

of patients". A learner was only asked to assess her competence in a
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particular activity if such a request was reasonable. For instance,
it was considered inappropriate to ask a learner who was sitting with
a group of learners, who were talking together, to assess her competence
when subsequent interview revealed a 1social 1 topic, but it was reason-
able when she was talking to patients.
were basic or technical activities.

The bulk of the work activities

A brief questionnaire was also given to the sample of students
and pupils to find out whom they questioned in order to elicit different
types of information (Apperxlix 16).

Sampling Learner Activities

The method of sampling learner activities was strictly adhered to
in order to allow valid comparisons to be made between wards. There
were certain advantages to be gained by having only one observer (the
researcher) in all the wa:rds, for instance - any ol:server bias in the
interpretation of categories was the same on all wards. Nevertheless,
there was a danger that as the research progressed the order of priority
for selecting activities could be forgotten or insidiously altered.
To prevent this, the Observation Schedule (APpendix 12) was attached
to the clipper board which was carried by the researcher, and the
instructions contained thereon were re-read at the commencement of
each observation session.

Purposive sampling of learner interactions was used, so that the
maximum number of teaching situationa occurring on each ward was
included. Overt teaching situations were sampled. first am in the
al:sence of overt teaching by any member of staff (whether sister,
doctor, learner, etc.) priority was given to a learner working with
a trained. person and thereafter to learners working with other learners
or untrained. members of staff. The sample of cases on each ward,
therefore, reflected both the teaching that actually occurred on the
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ward and the time learners spent with various groups. (For a further
discussion of the effect of this method of sampling, see Appendix 19).
Where more than one activity of the same type could be selected,
selection was made on the basis of the learner's place on a rota.
The researcher could only select an activity according to the order
of priority laid down in the schedule. Where learners were working
alone, the researcher could choose whether or not to sample an activity,
and to a large extent, the decision was made in the light of the number
of interviews with learners that were outstanding.

At the commencement of each 10 minute interval, data were recorded
on the Staff Activity Sheet, and attention was then turned to a specific
learner activity. It was rare to fim more than one overt teaching
situation or more than one activity in which a trained person was working
with a learner, so sele.ction of the appropriate activity presented few
problems.

Once the learner activity had been selected, known details such as
date or nurse number were recorded on the Activity Sheet (Appendix 15)
and an Activity Number allocated to the incident. A brief description
of the activity ~ made so that details could be related to the learner
in order to facilitate identification of the incident. The researcher
then waited for a suitable opportunity between activities to interview
learners about what had occurred. All the learners had been told
personally how the interviewing would affect them and were aware that
the sister knew that they would be talking periodically with the researcher
and had consented to this. All the learners on every ward consented to
help. At the briefing they were also told to advise the researcher if
it was not convenient to be detained for the three to five minutes the
interview took.
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In practice, the interviews were usually recorded within half an
hour of the observation time, but when wards were very busy it became
increasingly difficult to obtain interviews. However, there were
only two occasions when interviews could not be obtained - in one case
the learner could not recall the incident (making an empty bed) and. on
the other the learner went off duty and subsequently started night duty.

On one ward which had a very high workload, the system of interviewing
learners undoubtedly placed a strain on senior learners, for the time
needed for the interview stole the precious minutes between jobs when
the student was collecting her thoughts to decide what to do next.
Problems were encountered when one senior student who had originally
co-operated in the research began to avoid the researcher. There
appeared to be a real risk that the whole research could be placed in
jeopardy, so the learner was approached informally to determine the
nature of any problem and to see if any difficulties could be resolved.
The ensuing conversation must remain a private concern of the researcher and
the learner, but the result of this meeting was that the learner hence-
forward gave considerable help to the researcher am outstanding inter-
views were completed. In a gesture of friendship, the learner offered
a cup of tea which was accepted, but in the meantime a pupil who was due
to be interviewed, went off-duty and could not be contacted for three
days. Fortunately, the interview concerned a ward assessment and the
learner had no difficulty in recalling the detailS of the incident.
This was the longest period of time between observation and interview.

When wards were very busy in the morning sessions, the strategy for
obtaining interviews was subsequently changed and sometimes learners were
not approached until the end of the observation session. No further
proble~s were experienced, but it was clear that this method of observation
ani interviewing could not have been tolerated on wards with very high
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workloads for more than the five morning and five afternoon periods.

Neither would it have been possible to use more than one observer in

order to collect a larger sample of activities, because demands on

learners would have been excessive.

Observation Times.

Observations commencedat the end of July 1976 and were completed

early in December of that year. certain specifications were made to

ensure that all wards were observed under comparable circumstances.

Observations only took place when the senior ward sister was on duty

and periods when key membersof the trained staff were on holiday were

avoided - but no adjustments could be made for absence due to sickness.

Drawing largely on the data from sisters I interviews which had

indicated that the heavy work periods were in the mornings, and slack

periods in the afternoons, observations were conducted on five mornings

between 9 a.m. and 12 noon, in order to detect the maximumamount of

teaching which took place during work, and five afternoons between Z p.m.

and 4 p.m. in order to detect any teaching situations occurring when

work demands were lighter. There had been no consensus of opinion about

evenings or weekends so these periods were not used. In o:rder to observe

the maxiDUlmrange of ward acti vi ties (. e.g. doctors I rounds, 'operation'

days) it was intended to observe on each of the five days of the week

(Mondayto Friday). This was not possible on two waJ:d.sas the sisters

regularly had the same off-duty, so mornings or afternoons with a similar

time-table of activities were substituted.

Since the period of observation was limited, attempts were made to

assess the validity of recordings. To this end, each memberof the

nursing staff was asked to complete a short questionnaire at the em of

each session, so that marked variations in the ward routine, work or

staffing could be noted (Appendices 17 and 18). The data collection
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period varied from 2 - 6 weeks depending on the availability of the
ward sister.

Sample of Learner Nurses

The sample of student and pupil nurses who were interviewed in
respect of observed activities comprised learners who were working on
the six wards at the time of the observations. Two students and one
pupil were encountered on two wards because they had completed their
allocation on one ward and commenced work on a second ward which was
also being used for the observation stage. Two students from the
Introductory Course were unexpectedly encountered on one ward -
having been allocated to the ward for one day. Since some activities
in which they were involved satisfied the criteria for selection, they
were interviewed about the observed activities.

TABLE 21
STUDENT AND PUPIL LEARNERS IN TRAINIm I OR AWAITIlG

RESULTS - NOYENBER1976 AND SAfilPLE OF ~RS IN STAGE 2.

Type of learner. Number in training or Number in
awaiting results. sample.

Students 139 44 31.7

Pupils .58 11 19.0
Students and pupils
excluding Introductory 197 55 27.9
Course

Students in Introd-
uctory Course 19 2 10 •.5

In November 1976 there were 197 students and pupils (excluding those
in Introductory Course) in training or awaiting results of examina.tions ,
who were allocated to work on wards and departments. A 27.9 per cent
sample of these students and pupils took part in the second stage :
11 pupils and 44 students (Table 21).
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TABIE22

NUJ.'iBERANDGRADEOFLEARNERSIN THESAf'.tPLEOFSIX \iAROO

iiard Speciality Rating Student Student Student Student Pupil Pupil
year 3. year 2. year 1. I.C. year 2. year 1 ..

Neville Medical High 5 1 4 0 1 0

Irena. Nedica.l Low 3 2 3 0 2 0

Elizabeth Surgical/ Low 3 3 1 0 1 2
Gynaecology

Charlotte Surgical High 1 1 3 0 4 0

Naomi Orthopaedic Low 2 5 2 0 1 1

Heaton Orthopaedic High 1 4 2 2 0 0

There were variations in the sample of learners on the different

wards. The learners on the two medical wards tended to be more senior

than learners on the two orthoIBedic wards (TabLe 22), ani there were

more senior students on Elizabeth ward compared to Charlotte.

Seven students and 6 pupils had completed rating questionnaires

in the first stage of the research rut only two of these learners were

working on a ward which they had previously rated.

THE RESEARCH ROLE - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE OBSERVER
AND THE OBSERVED

Careful consideration was given to the type of research role that

should be adopted, am a number of decisions had to be made before the

actual observations took place - such as what to wear, whomto help,

what nursing work to do and. under what circumstances. All were

concerned in some way with the central issue of the relationship

between the observer and the observed. Howmuch, and. what type of

rapport must be established, in order to collect the required data?

To what extent will the observer be noticed and how will this affect

the observations?
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Since the learners were going to be involved. in frequent conver-
s~tions with the researcher it was inevitable that her presence would
be noticed. There was, therefore, no point in attempting to adopt any
kind of 'aloof', 'fly on the wall' role such as had been used by Lelean
(1973) • The assistance of the learners, and co-operation of the trained.
staff, were essential for a successful outcome in terms of adequate,
relevant data, so all decisions were made with the objective of
establishing good %apport and relationships.

Conscious efforts were made to reduce any hostility between the
researcher and ward staff. A friendly, non-threatening approach was
adopted from the moment the first, tentative contact was made with the
ward sister and. a white coat was worn during ol:servations so that the
researcher would be more readily accepted by patients and available to
give limited help to nurses should a suitable opportunity present itself.
It was felt that occasional assistance, for instance in making an empty
bed, might help to counteract any irritation that might arise due to
nurses being taken from their work. In practice very little was done
and the researcher only intervened to assist when help was obviously
needed and there was no other person available. Lengthy involvement
was not possible because of the strict obJervation schedule, but the type
of help that could be given, included assisting an elderly patient who
urgently needed to get to the toilet, helping a patient who was coughing
and, occasionally, answering the telephone. Research demands always
took priority and care was taken to see that nothing was done to distort
what was being observed, particularly at the commencement of a ten minute
activity sample period which occurred on the hour and at ten minute
intervals thereafter.
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The research created a lot of interest and questions put by patients
and members of the staff were answered as truthfully as possible without
disclosing the exact nature of observations and recordings. Opinions
were often expressed about various topics connected with nurse education
in general, and in relation to particular wards, but the researcher
avoided doing anything to indicate alliance with specific groups, viz.
trained staff or learners. Inevitably more time was spent with learners
because of the interviews with them, but there were opportunities to
engage in informal conversations with the sister and trained nurses whilst
preparing lists prior to or after the actual observation sessions. Except
for four or five occasions, lunch was usually taken in the canteen used for
junior staff members rather than with sisters and more senior nurses.

On five out of the six wards, the researcher also accepted the sister's
invitation to have coffee with her. Since it was not possible to leave
the ward, such offers were accepted on the understanding that the researcher
would have to leave after a few minutes in order to continue a strict
observation schedule. On the sixth ward, the ward sister left the ward
to have coffee, and the researcher was sustained by a thoughtful Asian
domestic, who on noticing that no coffee break was taken, informed the
researcher that a cup of coffee awaited her in the kitchen. During the
afternoons, cups of tea were accepted from all who offered them - it was
not unknown for the researcher hastily to consume tea with the sister only
to be offered another cup by learners. Offers were always accepted, for
hospitality extended and accepted, seemed symbolic of group membership.
However, on one ward the researcher withdrew from a situation in which
trained and learner nurses were about to enjoy a special lunch, which had

been prepared by a Chinese student, because she felt tha.t she was intruding.
Some time later the student advised the researcher that part of the feast
had been set aside for her. This gesture was welcomed, particularly
because it was only the second day of observation on this ward.
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Writers such as Denzin (1970 pp. 191 - 192), Pearsall (1971) and.
Schwartz (1971) have described the various stages through which an
observer I8sses I the initial phase in which the observer is regarded
with some suspicion to the final phase in which there is acceptance and.
rapport. In this study the first phase was surprisingly short with
evidence of 'belonging' becoming apl8rent after two or three days.

The outward signs varied from ward to ward, from being included in a
'sweep' to receiving chocolates and wine which were distributed in
hierarchic order (the researcher being included above the learners with
the sister and staff nurse!)

The researcher's presence was ignored insofar as ward activities
were concerned. The most graphic evidence of this was seen on one
ward at the beginning of afternoon observations. Just as the activity
recordings were being made to show that all the learners were gathered
together in the centre of the ward, the pattern of activity suddenly
changed and every nurse appeared at the bedside of a different patient.
A few seconds later, a senior nurse administrator arrived on the ward,
confirming the fact that 'front stage' behaviour was not being presented
during observations.

Suspicion was notable for its absence, but whether it would have
been increased if the trained staff had known of the acti vity sampling
cannot be known - although one sister did remark "I hope it's the nurses
you're watching and not me." To which the reply was given, "I'm

,

interested in a variety of things, htt am looking mainly at the learners. II

Paradoxically, the sister who appeared to be most aware and suspicious
of the researcher was the one who eventually emerged as the organiser
of the 'ideal' ward. Cynics may conclude that ward organisation was
altered to increase the amount of teaching but the 'validity checks'
showed that no 'unusual' teaching activities occurred on this or any
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of the ward.s. There was some possibility that knowledge of the
research subject ('how nuzees learn in the ward') would result in
an increase in teaching - the well known 'Hawthorne effect' in which
those being observed increase their job performance (see Roethlisberger
R.F.J., and Dickson \~.J., 1939), blt if this was so, it was probLble
that the effect would be the same in all wards, because all sisters
and members of the ward staff received the same information. What
might be concluded, is that the teaching that was discovered was the
maximum rather than the minimum. Certainly an explanation of 'how
nurses learn' implied an interest in teaching and therefore the teachers.

Most of the notes required for the research (e.g. duty rotas,
Kardex) were kept in the sister's office so much of the administration
associated with the research was done in the office before and after
each observation session. Completed sheets and spare copies of the
various data recording sheets were kept in folders in a brief case which
remained in the office. There were certain advantages in this since
it afforded the researcher a legitimate excuse if access to the office
was needed in order to record activities. However, on one ward, the
ward. clerk gave a clear indication that the office would be 'out of
bounds' at the conclusion of the consultant's round by suggesting that
the brief case be removed if it was likely to be needed.

On most wards the problem was generally one of avoiding participation
rather than gaining access to prohibited areas. Invitations from one sister
to don a mask and watch nurses perform particular skills had to be politely
rejected because they would have interfered with other observations. It
was also contrary to planned policy not to intrude on the patients' privacy
by going behind screens, nor to put nurses under the undue strain of
prolonged observations. Sufficient preliminary data could be obtained
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for learner interviews by making brief ol:Gervations and remaining within

'earshot'. An assurance given to learners that their behaviour was not

being 'assessed' undoubtedly led to a lessening of tension, and the

neutral, friendly role contributed to the establishment of good relation-

shilS·
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CHAmR TEN

WARD DATA
The Patients

The assistance of the ward sister was sought in the collection of
data on I8tients in the ward, for each observation period,so that the
ward workload could be calculated and the type of patient ascertained.
The work on the ward derives from the I8tient so a record was required
of the age of patients, length of time they had been in the ward and the
type of diseases from which they suffered.

Age of Fa.tients

The median age and upper and lower quartiles (Ql and QJ) were
calculated for each observation session, and for the overall observation
period on each ward. The median was preferred to the mean since it was
found that the latter could be distorted b.y a few extremely high or low
values. The median age indicated that whilst observations were in
progress, there was an equal number of patients with ages above and
below the middle value, whilst the upper and lower quartiles showed that
a quarter of the patients were older or younger respectively, than the
given age. (Table 23).

TABIE 2J
Sex and Age of Patients on Six Wards

Ward Sex Speciality N. JvIedianage Upper luartile Lower luartile(years ) (years (years
Neville Ya.le Medical .50 64.8 71..5 56 •.5
Irena. Femle Nedical 37 68.0 76.0 44.8
Elizabeth Femle Surgical/ 95 49.3 59.3 J2.0

gynaecology

Charlotte Female Surgical 64 49.5 67.0 JO.O
Naomi Female Orthopaedic 52 77.5 ~.O 62.0

Heaton ra,le Orthopaedic 67 :1+.0 .65.5 30.8
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The median ages of the patients varied considerably from 49.3
years on Elizabeth ward to 77.5 years on Naomi. The surgical and
medical wards were reasonably well-matched, but there were wide
variations between the two orthopaedic wards. 39.3 per cent of the
female orthopaedic patients suffered from fractured femur and 81.3 per
cent were above 77.5 years of age. In contrast only 23.4 per cent of
the male orthopaedic patients suffered from fractured femur and only
59 per cent of these were over 77.5 years.

Day since Admission

The actual length of stay of the patients, determined by the
dates of admission and discharge were not readily available, so for
each observation session, the number of days since admission was
recorded for each patient. Thus a ward with a high turnover of patients
had more patients on days 1 and 2, whilst wards with a low turnover had.

patients who had been in hospital for several weeks.

TABLE 24
Number of Lays since admission for each ward.

\~ard Speciality. N. Median day since Upper quartile Lower
admission quartile

Neville ~ia.lemedical 50 8.5 25.8 5.8
Irena Female medical 37 13.0 29.3 6.0
Eliza.beth Female surgical/ 95 4.8 12.0 2.0

gynaecology
Charlotte Female surgical 64 5.0 7.5 2.5
Na.omi Female orthopaedic .52 13.0 24.0 6.0
Heaton ~ra.leorthopaedic 67 10.5 23.0 3.5
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As with the pltients' ages, there were variations between wards but

they were less marked (Table 24). These figures show that as far as

patients' ages and 'day since admission' were concerned, there were more

similarities between Naomi (female orthopaedic) and Irena (female medical)

than there were between Naomiand the other orthopaedic ward (Heaton).

There is a relationship between the rank orders for the two variables

- median age of pltients am 'day since admission' (Spearman rank correlation

coefficient 0.929, level of significance 0.05), the older the patients,

the longer the period. since admission to the ward.

The Ward ~iorkloa.d

The workload was calculated for each morning or afternoon observation

session by assigning patients to care groups 1 to 5 according to their

dependency (Chapter 9 pp 163-5). Each pltient was given a score equivalent

to the care group number and the total workload index comprised the sum of

these scores.

The amount of work, as denoted by the workload index, was related to

the number of nurses and auxiliaries working on the ward during the obser-

vation session, in order to obtain a measure of the 'busyness' of the ward.

Since the morning and afternoon sessions spanned three and two hours respect-

ively, it was necessary to calculate the number of nurses on duty per hour

and to divide the workload index by this figure, in order to obtain the

workl oa.d per nurse per hour (Appendix 11). Untrained, voluntary workers

such as schoolboys and girls, were not included on the staff rota, and

mealtimes and time spent off the ward for coffee breaks or doing work not

connected with the ward, were excluded from the calculations. The workload

per nurse per hour, was roughly equivalent to the 'units per nurse' mentioned

by f1Ulligan (1973 p. 31).
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Tables 25 and. 26 show that there were minimal variations in the

workload indices for the morning and afternoon periods which ranged from

110 to 36 in the morning and 117 to 36 in the afternoon. But the work-

load per nurse per hour figures were generally higher in the morning

because more staff were on duty in the afternoons due to an overlap

in shifts with the consequence that each nurse had less work to do.

The median workload per nurse per hour was 12.48 in the morning

and 9.46 in the afternoon. In order to give some meaning to these

figures, commentsmade by members of staff and patients, (informa.lly to

the researcher, to each other or recorded on the sheets to assess

'typicality' of working conditions - Appendix 17), and recordings from

the researcher's field notes were analysed and matched with the appropriate

workload per nurse per hour figure. There appeared to be four degrees of

'busyness' both in the morning and the afternoon (Table 27), and although

the ward workloads varied on the same ward and between wards, quali ta ti ve

data from a variety of sources showed that there was general agreement

in the opinions that were expressed at different levels of workload per

nurse per hour (Appendix 20). For instance, during a session on a medical

ward for which the workload per nurse per hour was 4.91 there was general

agreement that the ward was 'quiet' and tha.t there were 'more staff than

usual' and observations suggested that there were too manynurses to do

the work. Four nurses arrived to do the same bed bath and other nurses

appeared to be uncomfortable because they had no work to do - whenasked

by another student if she was doing anything, a student replied, "No,

I'm keeping out of the way."
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TABLE 25.

Nornigg ~Iorkload :EerNurse ~r Hour
(9 a.m. to 12 noon)

Wari Day of Workload Nurses per \'iorkloadper Rankobservation index hour nurse per hour

Elizabeth 4 110 5.45 20.18 1
Naomi 19 80 4.55 17.58 2
Charlotte 28 77 4.55 16.92 J
Elizabeth 5 90 5.45 16.5 4
Naomi 16 83 5.43 15.29 5Elizabeth 3 89 5.89 15.1 6
Naomi 18 81 5.43 14.92 7
Heaton 23 80 5.55 14.41 8
Heaton 20 90 6.27 14.35 9Irena 37 65 4•.56 14.25 10
Elizabeth 1 79 5•.56 14.2 11.5
Elizabeth 2 90 6.34 14.2 11.5
Heaton 13 65 4.77 13.63 13
Naomi 11 59 4.55 13.00 14
Naomi 10 64 5.13 12.48 15

Nedian
Heaton 12 61 4.89 12.47 16
Heaton 24 77 6.43 11.98 17Charlotte 25 65 5.55 11.71 18
Neville 33 51 4.67 10.92 19
Irena 40 59 5.45 10.83 20
Charlotte 22 59 5.83 10.12 21
Charlotte 21 .56 5.55 10.09 22.5Irena 36 55 5.45 10.09 22.5Neville 32 51 5.56 9.17 24
Neville 43 41 4•.56 8.99 25
Charlotte 27 49 5.55 8.83 26
Irena 39 53 6.34 8.36 27Irena 42 46 6.34 7.26 28Neville 35 37 5.45 6.79 29Neville 38 36 7.34 4.9 30
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TABLE 26
Afternoon workload per Nurse per Hour

2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Ward. Day of Workload Nurses per \'/orkloadper Rank

observation index hour nurse per hour

Elizabeth 4 113 7.25 15.59 1
Naomi 15 73 5.00 14.6 2
Elizabeth 7 117 8.00 14.0 3
Charlotte 24 flA. 6.25 13.44 4
Naomi 16 B3 6.51 12.7.5 .5
Naomi 14 81 6.38 12.7 6
Naomi 9 67 5.63 11.9 7
Elizabeth 8 79 6.66 11.86 8
Heaton 22 74 6.83 10.B3 9
Charlotte 26 70 6.23 10.57 10
Heaton 29 75 7.5 10.00 11
Heaton 30 69 7.00 9.86 12
Naomi 17 70 7.25 9.66 13
Heaton 13 63 6.63 9.5 14
Irena 37 64 6.75 9.48 1.5

Hedian

Elizabeth 6 91 9.63 9.4.5 16
Heaton 23 75 8.00 9.38 17
Elizabeth 2 95 10.5 9.00 18
Irena J6 5.5 7.00 7.91 19
Neville J4 48 6.25 7.68 20
Irena. 39 55 7.5 7.33 21
Charlotte 25 .58 8.00 7.25 22
Irena 40 62 8.63 7.19 23
Neville 33 .55 8.00 6.88 24
Neville 32 57 8.63. 6.61 25
Charlotte 21 .56 9.00 6.22 26
Charlotte 27 51 B.88 .5.75 27
Irena 41 47 8•.5 .5•.53 28
Neville 35 38 9.44 4.03 29
Neville 38 J6 9.5 3.79 30
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TABLE 27

Levels of activity in relation to the workload per
nurse per hour. (See Appendix 2.0)

NORNIUG (9 a.m. to 12 noon)

Workload per nurse" per hour Category of actiyity

4.9 up to 10.0
10 " II 12.5

Quiet
Optimum (Work level tolerable)
Busy
Very busy (becoming increasingly

intolerable) •

12.5 II II 15.0
1.5.0" It 20.18

AFTERNOON (2 p.m. to 4 p.m.)

Up to 4.0 Too quiet
4.0 up to 9.0
9.0 up to 13.0

13.0 up to 16.0

Quiet
Optimum (work level tolerable)
Busy

The optimum workload in the morning ranged from 10.0 to 12.5
units per nurse per hour, and. in the cfternoon from 9.0 to 13.0. At
this level there appeared to be an adequate number of nurses to do the
work and an absence of 'pressure'. One sister commented "I enjoyed
myself. Had time to teach the nurses. We had more staff - it was
quieter all round." Above 15.0 units per nurse per hour, nurses were
observed going straight from one job to another, and both sisters and
nurses were seen to be involved in two or three major jobs simultaneously -
for instance, a staff nurse was seen leaving a patient whose wound she
was dressing in order to take another patient to the operating theatre.

Elizabeth (female surgical/gynaecology) and Naomi (female orthopaedic)
were the two busiest wards, both in the morning and the afternoon. (These
were the two wards about which learners in stage One had made a high percent-
age of spontaneous comments indicating that the wares had heavy workloads).

For all the sessions there was a workload per nurse per hour above the

median.
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In describing the categories of activity it seemed applicable to
use the terms 'tolerable' and 'intolerable' because there were times
when nurses were busy but in control of events insofar as they could
select which patient to care for first. For instance, one student said,
"Nrs. X felt uncomfortable and her bed hadn't been done so we did her
first. It's always like this on this ward. - do what is most urgent
first". But there were times when nurses were under pressure to do
more than one urgent job simultaneously, with the result that one patient's
care had to be suspended in order for care to be given to another. When
the morning workload per nurse per hour rose above 15 units it seemed that
working conditions became increasingly intolerable.

Comparing wards of similar speciality, the ward in each pair which
had been low rated in stage One had a higher median and mean workload per
nurse per hour than the high rated one. On Charlotte ward (female surgical)
most of the sessions fell in the 'quiet' and 'optimum' categories during
the mornings, whilst on low rated Elizabeth ward, the ward was 'busy' or
'very busy' for all the morning sessions. Similarly, in the afternoons,
there were no 'quiet' sessions on Elizabeth compared to three on Charlotte
(Table 28). The workload on Elizabeth was consistently higher than all
the other wards, since there were more patients, many of whom fell into
care group .5 on operation days. The workload was intensified. because a
number of 'day eases' were admitted (patients admitted, operated on and
discharged on the same day), and there appeared to be no extra staffing
allocation to alleviate the extra workload which reached intolerable levels.

The medical wards were less busy than either the surgical or
orthopaedic wards, both in the mornings and the afternoons. ~eville
(male medieal) was exceptionally quiet in comparison with the other wards,
with four out of the five morning sessions in the 'quiet' category. The
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TABLE 28

Level of activit:! and mean workload Eer nurse ~r hour
on six wards I durinti1jfive morniEeas and afternoons

Iviornipg(9 a.m. to 12 noon) No. observation sessions in each category

Ward Speciality WLNH Quiet OIltinlUm Busy Very busy
mean 4.9-10 10-12.5 12.5-15 15-20.2

Elizabeth Fem.surg/gynae • 16.1 0 0 2 3
Charlotte Fem.surgical 11.5 1 3 0 1
Neville ~1a.le medical 8.2 4 1 0 0
Irena Fem.medical 10.2 2 2 1 0
Naomi Fem.orthopaedic 14.7 0 1 2 2

Heaton Lale orthopaedic 13.4 0 2 3 0

Afternoon (2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Ward Specia.lity WLNH Too quiet Quiet Optimum Busy

mean Under 4 4 - 9 9 - 13 13 - 16

Elizabeth Fem.surg/gynae 12.0 0 0 3 2
Charlotte Fem.surgical 8.7 0 3 1 1
Neville Nale medical 5.8 1 4 0 0
Irena. Fem.medical 7.5 0 4 1 0

Naomi Fem.orthopaedic 12.3 0 0 4 1
Heaton Vale orthopaedic 9.9 0 0 5 0
WLNH = Work Load per Nurse per Hour.

workload per nurse per hour on Heaton (I'ale orthopaedic) did not vary to
extremes but Naomi (female orthopaedic) was 'very busy' for two morning
observation sessions and was the busiest ward in the afternoon mainly because
there were fewer nurses to do the work rather than the workload itself being
excessively high.
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Ratio of Trained Staff to Learners

The ratio of trained staff to learner nurses was calculated for
each morning or afternoon session during which observations were made.
Obviously the more trained nurses there were compared to learner nurses,
the greater the probability for a learner to be working or communicating
with a trained nurse.

The code and grade of each nurse on duty was recorded on the 'Daily
record of staff and workload' sheet at the commencement of each observation
session, and the number of learner nurses to 1 trained nurse calculated.
Thus, if there were J learner nurses to 2 trained nurses, the ratio was
312 which, when reduced became 1.5:l.By reducing the figures in this way
it was possible to compaze wards to see how many learners were on duty in
relation to each trained nurse, during the morning and afternoon periods.

(Table 29).

TABLE 29
Comnarison of wards to show the ratio of learner nurses

to trained nurses

I'loming (9 a.m. to 12 noon) Neville Irena Elizabeth Charlotte Naomi Heaton

Ratio range of learners 1.0- 1..5- 1.3- 0.7- 0.3- 0.5-
to 1 trained nurse 1.5 4.0 5.0 3.0 5.0 2.0

l/;eanratio of learners
to 1 trained nurse 1.3 2.2 2.3 1.4 3.1 1.2

Afternoon (2 p.m. to 4 p.m.)
Ratio range of learners 1.0- 1.7- 0.8- 1.3- 2.5- 1.0-
to 1 trained nurse 2.5 2.3 4.5 3.0 5.0 2.5
Nean ratio of learners
to 1 trained nurse 1.8 2.0 2.0 1.7 3.4 1.4

Ward rating by learners
in Stage 1 High Low Low High Low High
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Heaton (male orthopaedic), Charlotte (female surgical) and Neville
(male medical) wards had. fewer learners to each trained nurse during both
morning and afternoon periods. (Learners in Stage One had rated these
wards more highly than the other wardSof similar speciality, i.e. Naomi,
Elizabeth and Irena). However, during the afternoons, the difference in
quality of staffing was less marked on the two surgical wards, but on
Naomi ward there were over J learners to each trained nurse. Heaton
had the most favourable, and Naomi the least favourable, ratio of learners
to trained nurses, of all the wards.

These data show that on the three higher ranked wards in each pair
(Charlott.e, Neville and Heaton) the quality of staffing would tend to
make more trained nurses available for teaching - although it does not
necessarily follow that because more trained nurses are available, that
they do the teaching on a ward. But in the case of Naomi ward, even
though the sister and trained nurses might spend more time with learners,
than the staff on Heaton or other wards, the learners would be able to
spend less time with trained nurses simply because there were fewer trained
nurses on duty with them. The point to be borne in mind, is that given
the will, the trained nurses on Heaton ward had a better opportunity to
emerge as the ward teachers, than their colleagues on Naomi.

The Six Wards - Summary of Ward Data
rv:edical\iards - Neville and Irena wards.

The two medical wards, Neville and Irena, were both situated in
st. Joan's hospital, were of similar design with 22 beds and the average
numbers of patients during observat rcn sessions l'lere18.9 on Neville
(male medical) and 20.5 on Irena (female medical).
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The patients on Irena ward. were slightly older than 'those on Neville
and had been in hospital for a longer period. 'rhe median ages were 68

years on Irena and 64.8 years on Neville, and the median day since admission
13.0 and 8.5 respectively.

Neville had the lowest workload per nurse :perhour of all the wards
both during the morning and the afternoon sessions, and Irena the second
lowest.

There were more permanent trained nurses on lieville ward than on
Irena: 1 senior sister, 1 junior sister, 1 staff nurse and 2 Enrolled
nurses on the former, and 1 senior sister and 2 staff nurses on the latter.
There were fewer learners to 1 trained nurse on l~eville, the high rated
ward of the pair.

Surgical ~'1ard.s- .ti;lizabeth and Charlotte ,lards.

Elizabeth, a female surgical and gynaecological ward, was in St. Joan's
hospital, whilst Charlotte, a female surgical ward, was in St. Anne's. The
wards were of similar basic design, but Elizabeth had. 35 beds compared to
27 on Charlotte - the extra beds being accommodated in an annexe off the
main ward. There was an invisible demarcation line on Elizabeth ward. which
separated the surgical from the gynaecological patients. \'1hilstobservations
were in progress, the average number of patients being treated were JO.2
on Elizabeth and 22.8 on Charlotte.

The wards were well-matched since the patients were from similar age
groups (median ages being 49.3 and 49.5) and stayed in hospital for shorter
:periods than those on the other wards (median day since admission being 4.8

on Elizabeth and 5 on Charlotte.)

Elizabeth was notable for the exceptionally high workload per nurse
per hour in relation to the other wards, including Charlotte.
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The permanent trained nurses on the duty rota were of similar grades -
each ward having 1 senior sister, I junior sister, 2 staff nurses and 1
Enrolled nurse. Charlotte ward also had a part-time Enrolled nurse, and
Elizabeth ward received the temporary help of trained nurses from a central
pool. There were fewer learners to 1 trained nurse on Charlotte, but as
on the medical wards, the differences in the ratios were less marked in the
afternoons.

Orthomedic Ivards - Naomi and. Heaton Wards.

The two orthopaedic wards, Naomi and Heaton, were both in St. Anne's
hospital, were of similar structure and design and accommodated 23 patients.
During observations the average numbers of patients on the two wards were
21.6 on Naomi and 20.7 on Heaton.

Apart from being under the control of the same consultant specialists,
the patients on the two wards were not well-matched, since those on Heaton
(male orthopaedic) were considerably younger than those on Naomi (female
orthopaedic). Nedian ages were :J+ on the former and 77.5 years on the
latter ward. Eatients on Heaton had not been in the ward as long as
those on Naomi (10 •.5 days compared to 13 days)

The differences in the workload per nurse per hour were more marked
in the afternoon than in the morning.

The permanent trained staff on Naomi comprised 1 senior sister, 1
part-time junior sister, I staff nurse and. 1 Enrolled nurse (who was on
holiday during part of the observation period), whilst on Heaton ward
there was 1 senior sister, 1 staff nurse, 1 Enrolled nurse and 1 part-time
Enrolled nurse. However, of the six wards, Heaton ward had the most
favourable, and Naomi the least favourable, ratio of learners to I trained
nurse during the observation sessions, and there were twice as many learners
to 1 trained nurse on Naomi ward in comparison to Heaton.
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CP.API'ER ELEVEN

LEARN.l!iRNURSES AT vi uRK

Learner nurses are placed in the ward as 'worker /learners'. They
are expected to do the work on the assumption that continual practice in a
variety of work activities increases their competence. how competent did
learner nurses feel in the work they were doing? Did they feel that they
were 'workers' in the full sense of the word or did they feel that they were
'learners' who needed practice or supervision or teaching?

Observations were made on 56 learners in six wards and a total of
571 activities were explored (for categories see Appendix 13). Of these
459 were 'work' activities and with the exception of one 'non-nursing' and
9 'informational' or 'relational', they were 'basic' or 'technical' activities.
Readers are reminded that the method of sampling activities was designed to
include the maximum number of 'overt teaching' and work situations • In all
the tables that follow the unit of analysis is an activity.

In respect of the work activities, learners were asked to select one
of four statements which they felt applied to a particular work activity in
which they had been observed.
1. I feel fully competent and do not need further practice.
2. I feel competent but would like further practice.
3. I feel fairly competent but would like to be supervised

(i.e. have someone to watch and help if necessary).
4. I do not really feel competent and would like more teaching and

supervision.

The results showed that, as il.ras the physical perfom.a.nce of the
work was concerned, two thirds of the work activities were being done by
learners who felt fully competent in that activity (67.1 per cent); in
22 per cent learners said they needed practice; in 7.4 per cent learners

wanted supervision and in only 3.5 per cent learners said they required

teaChing.
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Having assessed a work activity, learners were asked why they
selected a particular scale for it ('!'able30). 64 per cent of the
learners who felt 'fully competent' indicated that the work was 'routine'
or that they did it daily or often. 'Thefollowing comments are typical
of the responses:

"I do it every day - two or three times or more."
"It's a daily activity, there's nothing to learn."
"It's a daily occurrence and.there's nothing unusual about him."
"I don't need to see the card. It's the same as before, I do it
every day."
"A routine case, no sores - completely routine."

TABLE 30
Reasons given bI learner nurses for Elaciag a work activit~

on a seale

Assessment of competence Seale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4
Fully Need Need Need
competent. practice. supervision. teaching.

Number of activities 308 101 )4 16
% % % %

Reasons for assessment
Routine/repetitive work 64.0 2.0 0 0
Previous long experience 15.2 6.9 2.9 0

Easy work 11.7 2.0 0 0

Learning continues 0 12.9 0 0

Variation in patients 0 18.8 0 0
Infrequent work 0.3 18.8 26.5 50.0
Uncertain of ability 0.3 19.8 35.3 3l.3
Fear of mistakes 0 3.0 20.6 18.8
No reason/other 8.4 15.9 14.7 0
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Learners gave a variety of reasons for needing further practice in
anyone activity. 12.9 per cent said either that there was 'always something
to learn' or indicated that it would ba 'big-headed' to say that they were
fully competent. In 18.8 per cent of cases learners felt that they needed
further practice because of the patient.

"I need pmctice lifting people different ways - with different
disabilities. "
"Sometimes she's not steady - she's a difficult patient."
"I don't feel confidant enough to put patients with 'Pin and. Plate'
back to bed. It

"She's different every day - alters from day to day. I take

her carefully as I find her - sometimes she's difficult."

Thus straightforward or routine work became a learning situation in
which tha learner needed practice, because a patient was perceived as being
'different' in soma way.

The need for teaching or supervision generally arose because work
was infrequent, because the learner felt uncertain about her abilities or
because ehe was fearful of making mistakes. (Table 30).

ItI would like to have someone there in case I do something wrong. n

"I need more practice passing the tube. It may go into the lungs
so I want someone there to sea that it is in the right placa. It

"At my stage I don't feel at all competent. I've seen it rut I
need soma supervision and halp. I definitely need Someone there
all the time - for the patients sake."
"I'm quite scared of giving medicines. I like someone more senior
to go with me."

However, fearful or insecure learners were in a minority and such
sentiments were expressed in only 2.3 per cent of the work activities.

The learners' feeling of competence was related to the frequency

they performed the various tasks - the more they did the work the more
com~etent they felt. (Table 31).
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TABLE 31.

L~arners' feeling of competence in relation to the frequency
of·task performance

Number of activities Very often Quite often Not very of't e;
269 113 77
% r %iO

Scale 1 Fully competent 82.9 !J+.9 29.9
Scale 2 Need practice 14.9 35.4 27.3
Scale 3 Need supervision 1.9 6.2 28.6
Scale 4 Need teaching 0.4 3.5 14.3

In 82.9 per cent of the repetitive work (work performed 'very often')
learners felt 'fully competent' and did not need further practice. But
they also felt 'fully competent' in almost a thixd of the infrequent

activities.

When talking about their work many learners used the terms 'routine',
'everyday', 'ordinary' and 'basic' synonymously. \~ork which was done
everyday, on all wards,was the basic work and because it was the basic
work learners felt fully competent doing it.

"All these things are just basic aren't they?"
"r've had. plenty of practice on other wards - it's basic."

Thus, in the majority of basic work activities e#.8 per cent of
nurses felt fully competent, b~t in over half the technical activities
they needed either practice, supervision or teaching. (Table 32).
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TABLE 32
Learners' feeling of competence in basic and technical work.

Number of activities. Basic work
256
%

Technical work.
l~

Scale 1 Fully competent 84.8

13.3
Scale 3 Need supervision 1.2

0.8

44.8
32.5
15..5
7.2

Scale 2 Need practice

Scale 4 Need teaching

~'1henthese data were analysed by ward, no marked differences were
fouId; learners on all wards felt noze competent doing basic rather than
technical work. On the two medical wards (Neville and Irena), no teaching
or supervision was felt to be needed during basic work, and in only 6.1
per cent of these activities on Neville and 2.1 per cent on Irena did
learners say that they needed the practice. This is rather surprising
since the sample of cases on both wards included activities being done by
learners, on their first ward, who w~~ld have had little previous experience.

It seemed that learners were socialised to believe that it was the
technical rather than the basic work that was important for their education.
In 84 per cent of 194 technical activities, the learner participating in
the activity felt that it was important for her education, compared to
only 42.4 per cent of the 2.56 basic activities.

It was clear that the learners on all wards felt that the basic
work could be readily mastered after two or three performances and there-
after it became routine work because of its frequent repetition. It
became, as one nurse explained, 'second nature', and it was not unusual
to find learners in their first or second week on a new ward, referring to

such work as ',justroutine'. Some indication of the speed of the
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socialisation can be gleaned from the remarks of a student in her third
week on her first ward. Referring to a 'liver biopsy' trolley she
was helping to assemble, she said she needed teaching, and explained
that it was important to be doing it, "It's not something you do every
day - some things become automatic." Thus, in a space of two weeks,
tr~s learner inferred that she did some work automatically. without
thinking about it.

Daily activities were labelled 'routine', were performed automatically
and were perceived as having no part in the learners' education unless they
were rendered 'unusual' in some respect. The type of patient in the ward
appeared to affect the learners' perception of the work. Learners were
asked "Are you doing anything that you feel is important for your education?"
',ihenresponses relating to l::a.sicnursing activities were analysed, a relation-
ship was found between the length of time the patients had been in the ward
and the percentage of basic activities that were believed to be important
for nurse education. (~ROCT 0.843. significance level 0.05).

The longer patients had been in the ward. the less likely were
learners to feel that the basic work was important for their education.

(Table 33).

TABT_;2 3~
Relationship between learners' perception of basic nursing

work and patient stay in hospital

Ward Speciality Basic work activities felt to Fatient stay
be important for education Median day since

admission
N % Rank Zb Rank

Neville Eedical 33 57.6 3 8.5 3
Irena. Nedical 47 21.3 6 13.0 5.5
Elizabeth Surgical 31 58.1 2 4.8 1
Charlotte Surgical 35 62.9 1 5.0 2
Naomi Orthopaedic 63 41.3 4 13.0 5.5
Heaton orthopaedic 48 29.2 5 10.5 4

N c number of activities
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The patients on the two surgical wards were in hospital for shorter
periods than patients on the other wards, and learners doing approxirrAtely
60 per cent of the basic work activities felt that they were important.
It appeared that on the surgical wards, basic work was less likely to be
performed 'autoratically' because of the variety of patients with a variety
of surgical coniitions •

Jifferences in the patient stay partly explains the ~arked variations
in the responses of learners on the two medical wards, heville and Irena.
Learners on both medical wards felt fully competent in the perfor~Ance of
over 90 per cent of the basic work activities, b~t whilst learners on
Neville felt that 51.6 per cent of these activities .iereimportant for
their education, the corresponding figure for Irena ward was only 21.3 per
cent. There was a higher turnover of patients on l;eville where the
patients 'median' day since a~uission was 8.5 compared with 13 on Irena.

However, the length of patient stay does not explain the variation
in the responses of learners on the two orthopaedic wards, l~aomiand.
}ieaton. The resul ts from Heaton ward are surprising for it was more
highly rated than Naomi, by the learners in Stage 1, the patients stay
was shorter (the median 'day since admission' being 10.5 compared to 13
for naomi) and yet the percentage of bas le activities which learners felt
were important for their education was °12.1 per cent less than Naomi's.
(Naomi 41.3 per cent, Heaton 29.2 per cent).

Patient variables do not account for the difference in responses
from learners on Irena (female medical) and liaomi (female orthopaedic),
for although there are warked similarities in the type of patient in these
two wards (age, sex and patient stay - cbapt.er 10) twice as nany basic
activities on l;a,omiwere felt to be important for education compared to
those on Irena (41.3 per cent compared to 21.3 per cent).
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'lhus,although patient stay is a variable it is not the only one.
The percentage of basic activities felt to be important for education on
P.eaton and Irena wards are low when compared with the other wards and it
will be argued later that the learner's attitude to work was rooted in
the style of management of the ward sister and in the organisation of
the work. (';hapter 13).

Learners' perception of the technical work which was relevant to
their education was not related to the type of patient (SRCOT 0.586, not
significant), but this type of work was felt to be very important for the
learners' education. A high percentage (71.1 - 92.5 per cent) of
technical activities which were sampled on the six wards were said to be
important for the education of the learners who were engaged in them, and
on all wards the percentage was substantially higher than the corresponding
figures relating to basic activities. In other words, technical activities
were to do with education,and basic activities were perceived as 'work.'

It is also interesting to find that there is a relationship between
the perception of the first sample of learners (in ~tage 1) of what they
felt they had learnt on the wards, and the percentage of technical work
activities which the second sample of learners believed were important
for their education (SRCOT 0.886, level of significance 0.05) suggesting
that it was the technical rather than the basic work that determined the
learners' assessment of ward learning situations (Table 34). (The
relationship with the basic work activities is not significant.)
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TABI3 J4

".lardranking according to leamers' perception of technical
work activities felt to be important for education and an
assessment by learners of what they had learnt on wards.
(-r'Wosamples of leamers).

:-Iard Speciality Technical work activities Ranking accorlingfelt to be important for to ~tage 1 learners'education assessment of learning.
N = >6 Rank

Neville rledica.l 41 87.8 3 2
Irena hedica.l 38 71.1 6 5

Elizabeth Surgical 45 82.2 4 4

Charlotte Surgical 40 92.5 1 1
Naomi Orthop!l.edic 24 79.2 5 6

Heaton Orthop!l.edic 24 91.7 2 J
N = number of activities.

When the lBirs of wards are compared, the ward in each pair which was
more highly rated in Stage I (Neville, Charlotte and Heaton) achieves a
higher ranking in the order produced from the percentage of technical
activities felt to be important for education. Furthermore, these three
wards occupy the first three places in both rank orders. Charlotte ward
is ranked I in both rank orders and also had the highest percentage of
basic activities which were felt to be important for education. The
seeming importance of technical work to the detriment of basic work on
Heaton is the probable explanation for its previous high rating. Irena
ward which was low rated by learners in Stage One is ranked 6 both for
technical and basic work felt to be important for education.
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Jo&ny learners described howthey benefited from the work they

were doing whilst others remarked only that it was important for their

education and. gave no explanation. A second year pupil whowas taking

a lBtient to theatre said that she was 'getting the experience' but

others were more specific, especially in respect of technical work.

"Yes, I was trying to reassure the patient whenshe was having

blood taken •••• I felt as if I was helping her. It's important

for the patient, rut important to be doing it." (First year student)

"Youhave to do this and learn as you go a.long• Checking is

vitally important." (First year student checking Controlled Drug.)

"I was reassuring the patient and helping her and not forcing

her to hold it. I enjoy doing that kind of work." (.second year

student helping a pupil nurse to give an enerra).

"I have been packing with Easol. ••• It's a challenge to pack

something - I use metal forceps rather than plastic forceps."

(First year student packing an anal wound).

Learners were less inclined to explain howbasic work becameimportant

but a minority referred to the patient's needs.

"I had to makesure that the patient was sitting safely"

(Second year pupil assisting patient to a chair).

"She's old and mayfall. I must learn howto hold her so that

she won't fall". (First year pupil assisting patient to commode).

"It brings you into contact with the patients' daily needs."

(Second year student giving out meals).

However,despite the 'patient centred t approach of a minority of

learners, basic work was felt by nurses at all stages of training to be

less important for their education than technical work. OVer90 per

cent of the technical activities undertaken by first and second year learners,

and 64.3 per cent of those done by third year learners, were felt to be

important for their education. Regarding the basic work, apart from that
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done by nurses from Introductory Courses whohad not yet been assigned.

to warde as 'workers', or on their first WIU'd, less than ha.lf these

activities were felt to be important. (Table 35 and Figure 2).
TABLE 35

Percen~e of basic and technical workactivities felt to be

important for educa tiODby nurses at va.r;yiPft sta«es of training.

Introductory First wa1'd Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Course

No. of nurses
involved 2 6 % 11 % 23 % 13

Basic activities 100 (3) 6).2 (19) 3~.4(68)48.1(106) ~.4(61)

Technical
activities 100 (4) 96.4 (28) 95.5(44) 90.9(66) 64.3(70)

Numberof activities for each sub group shownin brackets.

N.B. Very sll&l1aample of cases for 'Introductory Course' aDl

relatively s_l1 saaple for 'First W&rd'.

Whenanswe~ the question. "Are you doing anyt~ that you feel is

important for your education as anum.?", any senior nurses indicated that

the basic work they _re doing wouldhave been important were they on their

first ward or in their first year, as the followiDg responses will illustrate.

"No, not really. The first ti_ it might have been, but not

after three years." (ThiDi year student washing an incontinent

patient. )

"If I was more junior, or in ay first surgical ward, yes. As I

aa now, no - in ay third year." (Third year student getting patient

out of ·bed).
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However, the first year nurses did not generally regard this type
of work as having any relevance to their education. Fewer first year
nurses (other than those on their first ward) than second and third year
nurses indicated that the basic activity they were doing was important
for their education. Figure 2 and Table 35 show that after the first
ward there was a sharp drop in the percentage of activities felt to be

important (32.4 per cent). The corresponding percentages of positive
responses from second and third year learners were 48.1 and 34.4 per cent
respectively.

Furthermore, the explanations which many learners gave indicated
that they were unlikely to be seeking learning opportunities, for they
regarded this type of routine work as a 'job to be done', rather tran a
learning situation, as these comments illustrate.

"No, I was just interested in getting her back to bed."
(First year student).
"No value for my education, it's just a job that needs doing."
(First year student emptying urinals).
"To begin with it was. I've done it So many times, now it's
,justa job." (First year student doing pressure area care).
"Not really, I was just carrying on with the work. It's not
really adding to my education - not really anything new". (First
year student bed-bathing an elderly patient because tI.3hewas the
only one left and I automatically did it.")
"On anybody, it's something you just do". (First year student
doing pressure area care.

The comments and responses of the second and third. year nurses
indicated a similar approach to the work. But although the basic work
was not usually seen to be an important part of the learners' education,
many were eager to acknowledge that it was important for the pa tient•
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Figure 2 Percentage of basic and technical work activities felt to
be important for education by nurses at varying stages

of training
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The work they were doing did not satisfy their needs as learners, but
as workers they were satisfying the needs of the patients.

(First year pupil giving a drink to a patient). "No , it's a
job of work - it's important for the patient."
(Third year student giving mouth washes) "It's not important
for my education, but it's very important for the patient. It
gets neglected on other wards - it's the only ward doing it

regularly.
(Third year student attending to pressure areas). "I know what
I'm doing, it's important for the pLtient not for me."
(Second year student attending to pressure areas) "I know it's
important for 1'!rS •••• Not really for my training - I know about
pressure sores and so on.
(Third year student) "The questions are not really applicable
to senior nurses like me. There's not much to learn after

eighteen monthS. Lots of things you do are important for the
patient but not for education."

The bulk of the basic, repetitive tasks were perceived as 'work'
whilst the unusual or technical activities were an important part of

training or education. Learning expectations varied according to the

job. A first year student who was bed bathing a patient ecplained that
it was not important for her education, and gave some indication of the
type of activities that were.

"No, it was very straightforward - we don't do dressings or
anything in the morning •••• It's ,justhard work in the mornings."

There were innumerable comments from junior learners to confirm the

importance of technical work. "Yes, doing it was important -
catheterization is something different", said a student on her first

ward. But as students became more senior there was less certainty about
the relevance of the work and some had difficulty in responding.
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"It's difficult, because I've done it so many times. I xray
not be re-educating myself any more. I may be re-ed~cating
myself as I remind myself - but I don't think so. I must
not get complacent, because I may miss something. II (Third.yea.r
student taking blood pressure).

Some technical work had been done so often that to a minority of
nurses it too became a purely work activity since nothing unusual or
different had been encountered.
gave a typical response.

III was not doing something I didn't already know.

A second year student giving out medicines

I didn't
learn anything I didn't know. I ,justgave out medicines."

~~t other senior learners were alert to unusual experiences. A third
year student explained. that taking a patient to theatre had been important

for her.
"Every time I go down, something different happens."

There were variations in the responses from individual nurses, and
also between wards, but what must be stressed is that nurses at varying
stages of training, on every ward gave replies which Showed that a higher
percentage of technical than basic activities were felt to be important for
education. The trend was consistently present despite small sub-samples

Two wards, Irena and. Heaton, were identified earlier for having a low
~rcentage of basic activities which were felt to be important for education.
Comparing the results of Irena with Neville (the more highly rated medical
ward), fewer basic activities being done by learners at each stage of training
on Irena were felt to be important for education. It was startling to find
that no basic activities being done by third year learners on Irena were felt
to be relevant to education (18 activities) compared to 62.5 per cent of the
16 activities on Neville ward. Whilst on neville ward, the trend was for
the basic work to appear more relevant as the seniority of the learner increased

on Irena the reverse happened and there was an undercurrent of dissatisfaction.
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One third year student, when asked how often she did a specific basic
activity, replied, "Too often".

Comparing the two orthopaedic wards, the percentages of basic
activities felt to be important for education by learners at each stage
of training on Naomi were consistently twice as high as the corresponding
percentages recorded for Heaton ward; an unexpected finding in view of
Naomi's previous low rating.

Nurses in the sample had varying periods of experience in the wards
on which observations were made. Data were analysed to see whether the
learners' perception of their work changed over time - did the work appear
less relevant the longer learners worked in a particular ward? The
results are shown on Table J6 and Figure 3. A higher percentage of
technical than basic activities were felt to be important for education by
all groups of learners. 88.2 per cent for learners with one or two weeks
experience, ~.6 per cent for learners in weeks three to six inclusive,
and 78.9 per cent for learners who had worked on the ward for over seven
weeks.

The corresponding percentages for the basic activities were lower,
and the longer nurses had worked in the ward the less they responded that
the basic work they were doing was important for them. Although 66.1per
cent of the basic activities done by newcomers were seen to be important,
less than a quarter (24.4 per cent) of the basic activities done by nurses
who had been on the ward for over seven weeks, were felt to be concerned
with their education.

Despite the smallness of some numbers, when data from the sub-samples
of learner nurses with differing periods of experience on the six wards were
analysed separately, the percentages of technical activities felt to be

important for education were higher for all groups than those for basic
activities, with the exception of the new-comers on Irena. (the sub-sample

was only 3). Of particular interest were the low percentages of basic
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Percentage of basic and technical work activities felt to
be important for education by nurses with varying periods
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TABLE J6
Percentage of basic and technical work activities felt to
be important for education by nurses with varying periods

of ward experience.

Weeks 1 and. 2 /leeks 3, 4, 5. 6 Over 7 weeks
% % %

Basic activities 66.1 43.1 (116) 24.4 (186)

Technical activities 88.2 &4-.6 (104 ) 78.9 (57)

(Number of activities for each sub-group shown in brackets)

activities, undertaken by learners with over seven weeks experience on
Irena (low rated medical) and Heaton (high ra.ted orthopaedic), which were
felt to be relevant to education (12.5 per cent - 32 activities and 8.0
per cent - 25 activities respectively). In contrast, on ~aomi (the other
orthopaedic ward on which patients stayed on the ward as long as those on
Heaton and Irena) the learners seemed to find the basic work almost as
important for their education, as the technical work.

overall, these results suggested. that it was during the technical
work, rather than the tasic work that learner nurses expected to learn.
Nurses often expressed surprise at being asked whether the basic or repetitive
work they were doing was important for their education. A third year student
pointed out the seeming irrelevance of the researcher's questions.

"I don't think your questions are suitable for third year nurses.
You should ask about theory and setting up trolleys and special
procedures - not .justabout ordinary work. You should have been
here two weeks ago, we had a pa tient on dia.lysis."

,/henasked how often there were patients 'on dia.lysis· in the ward,
she replied, "Not very often, they come in spates, two or three times a
year". other third year students also stated or implied that questions
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about routine work were 'irrelevant for senior nurses', and a first year
student explained her own dilemma of how to equate the performance of a
task which had become 'automatic' to her education.

"I suppose learning is reinforced every time we do something,
but on some wards you fall into the routine and don't think
about it."

However, she had a clear idea of what she believed was relevant, for she
later drew the researcher's attention to a technical activity she had been
doing, after observations had ceased.

"You should ask about what I've just been doing. I've seen
someone put on traction."

It was apparent from informal conversations with both trained and
learner nurses, that they believed that the most appropriate times to
observe educational opportunities were the occasions when something 'out
of the routine' occurred.

"A month ago there were patients on ventilators and peritoneal
dialysis." (Second year stUdent).
"You Should have been here at the weekend. Ivewere extremely busy
and had a lot of emergencies." (Trained nurse on surgical ward).
"Oh, you should have been here early in the week, and last week
when I was on holiday - we've had 'cardiac arrests' and 'haematemisis' -
been really busy". (Trained nurse on me:iical ward).
"You should have been here yesterday. We had a man with oesophageal
varices and he bled and bled and bled - and he died and the day before
that a man arrested." (Second year student).
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It will be recalled that a minority of work activities did not
fall into the basic or technical categories. Although data from these
activities cannot be quantified there are some interesting features to
note. The one non-nursing activity was a routine cleaning job which
was 'routine on _"'riday'. The first year learner said that it was not
important for her education because it was "cleaning - nothing special,"
and she felt 'fully competent' because the task was "easy" and she "did
it at home." The response was, therefore, similar to many given in
connection with a basic activity.

Six learners were observed talking to patients and all said that it
was important for their education. Three felt 'fully competent' talking
to patients and three 'needed practice'. Three learners said that they
were talking to patients because the "work was finished" or "there was
nothing else to do", but whatever the reason for the encounter it appeared
that patients were taking the opportunity to remove uncertainties about
their illnesses or to seek reassurance.

"z,;r. B. was worried about 2 per cent sugar in his urine and

when it dropped he wanted to know why."
"The doctor hadjust taken some blood and he felt nervous. It's
very important, if you don't know the temperament of the patients
you can't do the work. These are some of the best patients in the
ward and are easy to talk to."

But not all p:Ltients were easy to talk to. Two learners expressed
doubts about what they should say to patients. A third year student who
had been asked a question by a patient, indicated her strategy.

"If I can answer simply I do, otherwise I refer the question to
staff n~rse or sister. It's a bit difficult because only as you
get more senior can you answer questions. 1rained staff do it
so you don't get as much practice as baths and bedpans and so on."
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A pupil had also experienced problems about what to say to

patients. Recalling an incident in which she had been co~£orting
a weeping patient she explained

"I can comfort a patient but I don't really know what to say.
Another patient was upset because she had lost a baby. She
wanted to know if they did tests and I wasn't sure."

Not all learners talked only to the convalescent patients. At
least one senior student was observed talking to a dying patient in
preference to doing her own studying in a quiet session and she was
also observed talking to an elderly patient whom she had earlier been

helping to walk. Remarking that the patient was well mentally she
commented that it was important for the patient,

"I get plenty of practice ani I like doing it. II

Two first year students were observed writing the Kariex and both
experienced difficulty in communicating information.

"I asked the staff nurse what I should do for some of the difficult

things and she told me. So far it is my first time and I want

more practice."

It appeared that the learners' involvement in routine work could
inhibit an awareness of what was occurring jn the ward.

"The staff nurse reminded me about a lot of things that had

happened. You are so busy doing bedbaths that you mi.assome

things. I want someone there to remind me. I don'~ want to

miss out something important. You need higher authority because
you don't always know what is going on.II

other 'informational' and 'relational' activities could. not be

classified as work acti vities. On all wards, between 80 ani 100 per
cent of the 60 informational activities were described as 'being important
for the learners' education - an expected finding bearing in rr~nd that the
method of sampling activities was designed to include teaching activities,
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and the formal teaching sessions were included in this classification.
(Activities in which groups of learners were talking together were also
sam~led, although conversations could not always be overheard.)

The majority of the informational and relational activities were
sampled during the afternoon periods, when mainly due to the overlap of
shifts more staff were on duty, with the consequence that there was a fall
in the workload per nurse per hour. un all except Naomi ward, there were
occasions when either formal teaching sessions took place on the wards
or learners congregated around a table or a bed to discuss topics with
each other. In the absence of overt teaching many of these latter activities
were recorded as 'relational' and the subsequent interviews with the learners
revealed what took place. only Neville and Heaton wards had more than
three relational activities in the sample. 68.8 per cent of the 16
activities on Neville and 61.5 per cent of the 13 activities on Heaton were
felt to be important for the learners' education. In other words, the
topics being discussed were not always of an educational nature, and some
learners found difficulty in assuming a 'learner' role in the centre of a

ward full of patients.
"I was half listening to what the student and S~N were saying
about assessment and about the kind of questions asked. I'm
not really doing anything for my education - it's a bit helpful
but not all that helpful. It seems so boring - a lot of staff
on and not much to do. I keep meaning to bring one of my own
books. II (Student on first ward).
"It's not important for my education. I could have studied -
it's up to us. You get to know the girls you're working with
and that's important." (Third.year student)

Another first year student preferred not to join in discussions because
"most of the discussions go over rayhead."

However, learners concerned in many of the informational and relational
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activities were able to identify items of educational importance which
they had seen or heard - (these are discussed in Chapter 12).

SUmmary

rata discussed in this chapter support ~iorking Hypothesis 9 (p.114-)
which was formulated at the end of Stage One. "Basic nursing activities
are perceived as 'work' rather than 'learning' activities."

There seemed to be a consensus of opinion on the type of work that
was important for education - na~ely the technical work. 8'+ per cent of
technical activities were being done by learners who felt that it was
important to be doing this type of work, ani in over half the activities,
the learners felt that they needed the practice, supervision or teaching.
In contrast, the majority of the routine, repetitive basic nursing activities
(8'+.8 per cent) were being done by learners who felt fully competent (and
therefore did not need the practice), and only 42.4 per cent of these
activities were felt to be necessary for the individual's education. AS

far as the physical practice was concerned, the nurses were 'learners' when
doing most of the technical work, and 'workers' when doing the bulk of the
basic work.

It does not necessarily follow that because learner nurses felt fully
competent in the practical exposition of routine basic nursing work that
nothing else of educational ~mportance would be noted. However, it will
be demonstrated in the succeeding chapter that although the sample of cases
comprised a higher percentage of basic activities, the work activities
during which teaching occurred, or in which learners saw or heard something
of educational importance, were more likely to be of a technical nature.
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CHAPl'ER TT/IELYE

TEACHING AND LEARNING IN HOSPITAL ~ARDS

The empirical data for this chapter is mainly drawn from two sources -
10 minute activity sampling, and interviews with 56 learners about 52~

activities observed on six wards (see chapter 9 and Appendices 12 and 19).
The reader should note that in most of the tables referring to teaching
and learning the unit of analysis is an 'activity'.

The sample of learner activities contained only a srrall percentage of
activities in which a learner nurse was alone, since an assumption was made
that teaching was an activity involving two key people; one who could be
identified as a teacher and one a learner. Lone learner activities were
only sampled when other types of activity were unavailable and when time

permitted. Since the method of sampling this type of activity varied from
ward to ward, data from these cases is not included in tables and discussions
in this chapter unless specifically mentioned.

A key objective of the observation stage of the research was to describe
the teaching/learning situations occurring on six different wards. All
categories of teaching and learning emerged fr9m the data and are discussed
in some detail on pages 224 - 233. It was clear that teaching and learning
varied at different times and under different circumstances. Some of the

variables were outside the control of the ward sister; thus teaching and
learning varied with the type of work (pp 237/8 ), the frequency of job
performance (pp 239 - 240),the experience and stage of training of the
learner nurse (pp 241-245) and the member of staff with whom the learner
worked or associated (pp 246 - 247). However, variations in teaching and
learning on wards of the same type could, in part, be eXplained by factors
which fell within the control of the ward sister; her style of leadership,
ward organisation and orientation to her role (Jhapter 13).
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Categories of Teaching and Learning

In order to identify teaching/learning situations, learners on six
wards were asked about their experiences during specific activities -
"were you told, or did you see anything which you felt was important for
your education?". The terms 'teaching' and 'learning' were never used
by the researcher since learners' perception of these concepts could differ
widely, but learners often used these words when giving their replies.
In each case an effort was made to find out the nature of any conversation
which had occurred.

It is im~ortant to note at this stage, that no attempt was rrade to
assess the quality or effectiveness of any teaChing/learning situation,
but insofar as learners were able to repeat knowledge which they had heard
or overheard, describe skills which they had observed, or demonstrate an
awareness of patients' feelings, it was reasonable to conclude that some
teaching or learning had occurred.

Responses showed that there were three types of situation - those
in which there was no teaching or learning, teaching situations and learning
opportunities. In the first type of situation learners were unable to
describe anything which they had seen or heard which they felt was important
for their education; in the second type it was clear that knowledgeor
skills had been transmitted from someone who could be identified as teacher;

and in the third type learners had an opportunity to experience something
which they felt was important for their education, but no teacher was
identified.

Learners' responses to the question "~lere you told or did you see
anything which you felt was important for your education?" yielded data
on the nature of their experiences. Learners sometimes reported several
types of experience in one activity and initially one negative and nine
positive preliminary categories of educational experience were produced.
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(Table )7). These were later reduced to form categories which were
exclusive to one activity; no teaching or learning, job teaching, and
non-job teaching, and learning opportunity.

TABLE 37
Responses from Learners to the question "i'lereyou told or did you
see anything which you felt was important for your education?"

Speciality Med
Neville Irena :cl:lizabethCharlotte Naomi Heaton All

11ards
Qrth Orth

No. of activities 95
%

Categories of teach-
ing and learning
No teaching or
learning 29.8 58.9
l.Job teaching 'how' 22.) 24.2
2.Job teaching 'why' 14.9 11.6
).Nursing theory 27.7 14.7

(not job related)
4.Social background 1.1. 1.1

of patient
5.Fatient's reaction

to illness, & 7.4 0
feelings

6.Results of 8.5 2.1
previous ere

7.Signs and symptoms 16.0 ).2
of disease

8.Nursing knowledge 2.2 2.1
(no teacher)

9.other -.e.g discuss- 5.) 0
ing assessments

Surg
77
%

28.6
22.1
15.6
2).4

10.4

15.6

1).0

7.8

1.3

7.8

Surg
e6
%

36.0
2).)

18.6
2).)

2.3

2.3

7.0

9.3

o

1.2

80
%

92
Cl;0

524
%

47.5 44.6 41.2
15.0 26.1 22.)
6.3 13.1 13.4

12.5 21.8 20.8

5.0 0 ).1

5.0 2.2 5.2

7.5 7.6 7.4

12.5 2.2 8.4

o 0 1.0

o 2.2 2.9

N.B. tore than one category emerged in some activities, therefore total
more than 100%

In the situations in which learners neither saw nor heard anything
which they felt to be important for their education (41.2 per cent of 524
activities) it was evident that they felt that nothing was transmitted to them
which in any way contributed to their existing skills or state of knowledge;
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either they saw or heard nothing, or what they experienced was not new to
them. Typical responses were:

"I've seen it all before."
"I saw a type of drainage, but it wasn't important for my
education at this stage."
"No, it was just another back round. we knew what we were
going to find anyway."

Job teaching was defined as "the transmission of knowledge or
skills related to a job currently being done, from someone identified
as a teacher to a learner". Job teaching is, therefore, comparable in
some ways to 'job instruction' defined by Bendall (1973 p. 37) "instruction
as to some detail of the job currently being done" but it includes a
'covert' element. Job teaching did not necessarily involve any 'active I
participation from the person identified as the teacher. Thus, in some
situations, learners reported things which they had seen, or overheard
even though there was no overt or active transmission of knowledge or
overt demonstration. In other words, the teacher was a 'passive' participant
of the interaction; the teaching was 'by example'. The distinction
between 'active' and 'passive' teaching will be discussed later (pp 233 - 236)

Job teaching had two dimensions - job 'how' and job 'why'. Learners
described what they had seen or heard, thus during some interactions the
teaching they received was concerned onlywith the physical performance of
a job but on other occasions they received knowledge to help them to under-
stand why the job was done in a particular way. Typical examples of job
Ihowl teaching were:

"She corrected me when I did wrong - opening the dressing pack out".
"She was showing me how to put a drug into the I.V. drip."
(Intravenous infUSion).
"I was watching the technician take blood and saw how she held
her arm straight."

The job 'why' teaching generally involved Some kind of explanation;
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"I was told about the pre-aed ,; and what time it would. take
effect". (reference to an injection given prior to an operation.)
"She told uS about the drugs from two syringes and about oxygen.
I d.idn't quite understand; I was seeing something I hadn't seen
before."
"You have to give it deeply because of the staining. I will be
expected to give it when I am trained, therefore it's important
for my education."
"I didn't know they had parotitis from dirty mouths."

Juring some activities learners were taught both 'how' and 'why' to
do a job.

"How to lay the trolley and Why different things l-lereneeded.
The doctor told uS that blood usually clots quickly."
"She told me why the patient was on Isogel and antiseptic for the
bowel and went through the procedure as we were doing the drug round."

Job 'how' teaching appeared to be very similar on all wards, ranging
from 26.1 per cent of activities which were sampled on Heaton ward, to 15.0
per cent on Naomi. (Table 37). On every ward there was more job 'how'
teaching than job 'why' teaching, suggesting that the emphasis in training
was placed on producing competent technicians who were capable of doing the
work.

The teaching of nursing theory which was not related to the perforrrance
of a particular job,generally took place during the quieter afternoon periods,
when it was the practice for learners to congregate for discussions, but
nursing theory was also transmitted during doctors' rounds and. less frequently
during activities such as bed-making, when the conversation did not relate
to the job currently being done. Responses from learners show how much
of the theory was 'disease' centred.
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"Yes, I was told about asthma and emphya&ma. rela.ting to the
patient. I could see the X-rays."
"You learn a lot discussing like this. \';ewere talking about
diabetes and also about hepatitis. You bring up new points."
"I asked about congestive cardiac failure and she explained."
"I heard him explain about the abiominal pain being due to an
infection in the uterus - to the patient."
"Yes, described the patient's lump so we could see it - also about

J.V.T.". (Deep Vein Thrombosis).

There was transmission of nursing theory during 20.8 per cent of the
524 activities but there were marked differences between wards which may in
part explain the previous high or low rating of wards by learners in Stage One.
At first sight the teaching on the two surgical wards , 8lizabeth and
Charlotte, appears to be similar (Table 37, itemS 1, 2 and J).

it is shown later (pp.257-258) that the differences between the two wards
lay not in the teaching but in the teachers. But on the medical and
orthopaedic wards, there was more teaching of theory, both about the work
that was being done and unrelated to the work, on the high rated.ward in
each pair (Neville and Heaton) compared to the low rated ward which could
account for a previous high r.ating.

_In 2.9 per cent of the activities nurses exchanged nursing knowledge
which was not directly concerned with the patients. Invariably, this

centred on the statutory assessments and examinations which caused some
apprehension amongst future participants.

Learning opportunities were defined as "situations in which learners
become aware thro~gh sight, hearing or other senses, of experiences which
contribute to their education. They can be distinguished from teaching

"situations by the absence of an identifiable teacher. The learners' awarenes~
is an essential element of a learning opportunity. Learners in this study
were able to report seeing or hearing things which they felt were important
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for their education whilst they were engaged in carrying out patient care.
In 3.1 per cent of the activities learners found out details of the patient's
social background.

"The patient told me about her social background.
baby four months old."
"The J;B.tientgave me her social backgzound ,"

She has a

It was also evident that on some occasions learners became aware of
patients' reaction to illness, and of their feelings, whilst talking to
them as they carried out physical care.

"It's important for the patient's morale. The patient was
upset. If someone is talking to you it cheers you up •••••
she talks about the baby now - it helps her. I would be upSet
in her place."
"She was in a lot of pain and it was painful to move. She
had pa.in."
nI marvel at the way she accepts her illness."
"You have to readjust to the patient's moods. She's different
every day."
"The patient swore and said we were hurting him."

However, this awareness of the patient as an individual with feelings
varied between the wards. Although the overall percentage of this type
of learning opportunity waS low (5.2 per cent) there was a relatively lugh
percentage (15.6 per cent) on Elizabeth ward (low rated surgical). (Table
37). r~ost of the learners on this ward, at Some stage, demonstrated
awareness of the patient's feelings and one explanation for the difference
in the learners' perception appears to be that the sister on Elizabeth ward
operated a system of 'total patient care', in which learners did all the
care for a patient. Learners viewed the system favourably and felt that
they knew more about their patients.
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"We do 'total :pa.tient care' on this ward.. I prefer it because
you know exactly what each patient on your side has. You learn
better and ~t to know the patient over longer periods of time.
It's better than on other wards when you may be put down for the
same thing all the time- it can get boring."

In 7.4 per cent of the 524 activities learners reported seeing the
results of previous care.
the healing of wounds.

Typically this type of response was related to

"You can see how it heals over."
"The wound. had changed drastically since yesterday - there was a
small hole yesterday and to-day half the suture line was gaping."

"I noticed that the wound needed more packing - it had widened."

Learners also gave responses in 8.4 per cent of the activities
indicating that they had had an opportunity to learn about the signs and
symptoms of disease.

"I didn't see anything, but one patient had a very fast pulse -
highest I had. come across."
"The patient said she was losing weight. It's a thing you just
hold in your mind and maybe relate to later."
"I saw he had difficulty in breathing and felt giddy."

~part from these learning opportunities, there were also occasions on
which learners reported that they had observed signs and symptoms of
disease but that what they had seen was not important for their education -
usually because they had been observed on previous occasions. ;;)ince
learners~re usually adamant about the irrelevance of an activity, these
were not categorised as learning opportunities.)

There was a minority of cases (1.0 per cent) in which learners had
an opportunity to learn by reading case notes and books. Where no teacher
could be identified, they satisfied the criteria for being classified as
a learning opportunity.
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"One patient had a mastectomy and I wasn't sure and looked it
up in my book •••••• if I know what patients have had done, I can
approach them and know what to say."
"The others are a bit more advanced than me - it's a bit above
me. I was reading about diabetes. It helps to be able to read
about pat.Lenta in the ward.."

However, there were almost as many responses to show that learners
had some reservations about reading in full view of patients and in the
com~y of others.

"I was reading about monitoring. I like to sit and read, rut
can't concentrate with others talking. On another ward, we had
a little study room. It's difficult in an open ward. The grades
are difficult." (Reference, no doubt, to learners different stages
of training.)
"I didn't do any work because I couldn't concentrate. I can't

nl °t' °t"work very well u ass ~ s qu~e •
"The books are not exactly interesting - a bit far above me.
To be honest sometimes I don't study if I don't feel like it."

These nine categories of teaching and learning were useful for
demonstrating the detailed nature cl the learning experiences on the six
wards. But in order to facilitate further analysis they were reduced to
form categories which were exclusive to one activity: job teaching which
included both 'how' and 'why' job teaching, 'non-job teaching' and 'learning
op~ortunity'. Any teaching which occurred during an activity took priority
over a learning opportunity, so the amalganation of categories meant that
some learning opportunities no longer appeared in the figures.

The teaching and learning identified in the sample of cases on the
six wards is shown in Table 38. The reader is reminded that, because of
the purposive sampling of teaching and potential'teaching situations, the
exclusion of lone nurse activities, and the fact that the observations took
place under conditions which would probably favour an increase in teaching,
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(namely when the ward sister was on duty and trained nurses were not on
holiday) the percentages of teaching and learning activities almost
certainly exceeds the maximum that would be found in a random sample in
any ward. In other words, the reader should not aSSume that, for
example, there would have been job-teaching in 20.0 per cent of all activitie~
on ~jaomi ward.. Nevertheless, it demonstrates the similarities and
differences between the six wards, since activities were sampled under
similar circums tances •
TABLE 38

Comparison of teaching and learning on six wards
Neville Irena Elizabeth Charlotte l-laomi Heaton

Number of activities 94 95 77 86 80 92
% /0 ib ;6 5& "t1°

Categories of teaching
and learning.
No teaching or learning

29.8 58.9 28.6 36.0 47.5 44.6opportunity
Job teaching 26.6 24.2 26.0 24.4 20.0 27.2
Non-job teaching 24 •.5 11.6 20.8 24.4 12.5 20.7

Learning opportunity 19.1 5.3 24.7 15.1 20.0 7.6

Non-job teaching was comparable with that defined by Bendall (1973 p.37
as "discussion of patient's diagnosis, treatment and needs outside the
immediacy of the routine", with an additional proviso "or unrelated to
the job currently being done." Some transmission cC nursing theory which
was not related to the performance of a job, did not appear in the non-job
teaching percentages because job teaching occurring during the same activity
took priority. This did not amount to more than 3.4 per cent for any ward.
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The non-Job teaching on Irena (low rated medical) and Naomi (low
rated orthopaedic) wards was considerably less than that occurring on the
other wards: job teaching was similar on all wards, b~t the percentage
of learning opportunities on Irena and heat on (high rated orthopaedic)
wards were remarkably low (as they were in Table 37). On these two
wards a rigid routine and system of task allocation appearei to inhibit
the learners' powers of discovery and contribute to an automatic job

performance.

Active and rassive Teaching

Close examination of comments learners made about the activities
in which they were involved revealed two distinct types of teaching
situation which will hereafter be referred to as 'active' and 'passive'

teaching. The distinction concerned the behaviour of the teacher.
Active teaching is defined as overt demonstration of a skill,
or transmission of knowledge, from someone identifiable as a
teacher to someone identifiable as a learner. The teacher

specifies by word. or deed that which is being transmitted.

Passive teachi~ is the covert transmission of a skill or knowledge
between two persons, one of whom is a learner who is aware that
something is being transmitted, and the other a passive teacher,
who does not specify that which is being transmitted. This type
of teaching is wholly dependent on the learner being aware that
there is something to be learnt from the passive teacher.

It is arguable whether passive teaching should be labelled a teach-
situation, but insofar as a person is present to act as a 'model' or a
so~rce of knowledge, the interaction differs from a learning opportunity,
in which no person can be identified as a teacher.

Both types of teaching were recognised during basic and technical
activi ties - in t he former there was 83.3 per cent active teaching and
16.7 per cent passive teaching (approxiroately 4:1), and in the latter the~
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Has 90.1 per cent active teaching to 0.9 per cent passive teaching
(approximately 9:1) .rhus, in the two types of activities lihich
formed. the bulk of the work, only a small percentage Has passive or
'by example'. In other words, the vast r.ajority of teachers positively
demonstrated the skill or transmitted the knowledge.

':'hefollmdng examples of active teaching during technical Hark
illustrate the positive involvement of the teacher.

"She taught me a lot d'.ll'ingthe dressing - what to look for
and why a haematoma had formed." (Jecond year pupil with senior
sister).
"Staff nurse told me how to take out the redivac. She told me
l'1hereI l'1entwrong. I didn't know hON to take it out before.
I didn't do it very well." (,;;;,eCOndyear pupil with staff nurse).
"She told me l'lbat the drugs were for." (First year student Hith
staff nurse.)
"Sister explainel about strict asepsis ani to tell the pa.t Lerrtto
stop breathing when you take the tubes out." (Second year student
watching sister remove chest tubes)
"She told me there was a certain way to do it because the p:l.tient
was thin. I've given intramuscular injections but not sub-
cutaneous like this. It felt different because she uas thin,
if you understand me." (First year student giving injection with

staff nurse).
"She told me wha.t he had had and how to nurse him. ")hetold me
about the new roller and plaster." (Second year student assisting

sister who lias putting patient from theatre lack to bed.)

In the majority of the active teaching interactions, there was verbal
communication between teacher and learner, but when passive teaching took
nlace verbal exnlanations were absent.. .
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"I saw the technique of it - I haven't seen it often and nON
it's imprinted on my mind. I wasn't really told anything."
(First year student assisting sister and staff nurse to give
an olive on enema).
"I just saw the actual technique." (First year student assisting
student with aseptic dressing).
"She removed the sutures and gave a bladder washout. It was
the second one I'd seen, so seeing another ~..as important and
ho~fully I'll be able to do it next time. I wasn't told anything."
(Second year student assisting first year pupil).
"I haven't seen that set. They were regulating it. It fills and
empties like a paediatric drip - same principle." (Third year
student watching staff nurse ani ~nrolled nurae ,)

The above examples are typical of the passive teaching that occ~rrei
during technical work. The passive teacher did not wake explicit either
prior to or during the actual interaction that a skill was being demonstrated,
but the learner was aware of being in a learning situation and prepared for
discovery. OccaB ionally teaching was both 'active' and 'passive'.

"J heard how much sterile water was put in the baloon and watched
the sterile techniques. ffbeSEN told me the gel was lubricant and
freezing." (Learner on first ward watching male catherization).

There was less teaching during the basic work but when active teaching
took place the learner was able to describe the teacher's active involvement.
The teaching did not always relate to the job being done.

"I was told to keep the legs straight while we lifted because it

would dislocate." (i3econdyear student putting patient oo.ckto
bed with SEN).

"·.~ewere trying to get her out ani she screamed. Sister came and.
said we needed three people." (First year student getting elderly
patient out of bed with another student).
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"I was told about the differences between osteo and rheumatoid
arthritis. Sister asked me what the difference was and I didn't
know, so she told me while we were doing the bed." (First year
student making empty bed with sister).
"The auxiliary told me they had used a zimmer frame to take his
weight when they got him out and.it had helped." (Second year
student assisting auxiliary to get patient out of bed).
"The student pointed out the healing of the wound - he's to have
a dry dressing now." (Student on first ward. bathing patient with
second year student).

In active teaching the communication was directly between the teacher
and the learner, but in passive teaching the communication was directed at
a third. person rather than the learner, so that the learner overheard. or
watched an interaction in which her learner role had not been made explicit
by the passive teacher.

"She told the patient to take deep breaths and a few steps."
(Second year pupil with junior Sister, assisting patient from
the toilet).
"Sister came and asked her to lift her leg and told her the use
may not come back. I didn't realise that, so I did learn something."
(Second year student washing patient with aUXiliary).
"I was there when the houseman explained to Ers... • what she had.

had done - it was interesting - and what to expect for her recovery."
(Second year student with third year student bathing patient - a
doctor arrived to talk to the patient.)
"The junior sister encouraged the patient to help herself a lot.
This will help us all in the future - watching the junior sister
was important." (Third year student with junior sister getting
patient out of bed. )
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.lork,Teaching ani Learning.

It was shown in Chapter 11 that the type of work which learners
felt was important for their education and in which they needed practice,
teaching or supervision, was more likely to be technical rather than basic.
The purpose now is to ascertain the type of work activity during which
teaching and learning occurred.

Although there were more basic than technical cases in the overall
sample of learner activities (45.8 per cent basic and 35.3 per cent
technical) two thirds of all the job teaching which came to light took
place during technical activities. Sep3.rate analysis of 238 basd c and
185 technical activities revealed that the percentage of job teaching during
tecrillicalactivities was three tilliesthe percentage in basic activities;
48.1 per cent in the technical and 16.4 per cent in the basic (Table 39).
There were slightly more learning opportunities in basic activities; 18.5
per cent basic and 13.5 per cent technical. Non-job teaching occurring
during basic and technical activities is partly due to the inclusion of
doctors' rounds in this category, but in all cases the knowledge that was
transmitted did not concern the 'how' or 'why' of job performance.
was no teaching or learning in 61.0 per cent of the basic activities
compared to only 27.6 per cent of the technical activities.

There

TABLE 30•
Teaching and Learning during basic and technical activities

(All wards).

Number of No teaching Job teaching !{on-job Leazni.ng
activities or learning teaching opportun

d ,6 e1 ",0 ,0 10

Basic activities 238 61.0 16.4 4.2 18.5
Technical activities 185 27.6 48.1 10.8 13.5
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These data on teaching and learning show that learners involved
in almost two thirds of the basic activities were fulfilling a 'worker'
role, for no teaching or learning took place, and when doing the bulk of
the basic work learners said that they felt fully corr.petentand did not
need further practice (see Chapter 11). Student and pupil nurses
were more likely to be 'learners' when doing technical work for teaching
or learning occurred in approximately two thirds of the activities of
this nature, ani it was in this type of work tlat they felt that they
needed either teaching, superviSion or practice.

It was evident from learners' responses and corr~ents that teaching
and learning was related to the frequency of job perf'oznance and that
one of the wAin reasons for the absence of teaching ani learning, partic-
ularly when doing basic work, was that it was a 'routine' or daily
occurrence - many learners did not feel that they were doing anything
important for their education and consequently their learning expectations
were low.

"She's been in a long time now. I do it every day. I wasn't
told anything." (First year student helping sister to get
patient out of bed.)

Analysis of l~ repetitive basic activities showed that there was
no teaching or learning in two thirds of these activities. (Table 40).
There was the lowest percentage of teaching (16.5 per cent) in basic
activities which were done 'very often', and the highest percentage of
teaching (80 per cent) in -technicalwork which had been done 'not very

often' •
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TABIB 40

Teaching and Learning during basic and technical activities
in relation to frequency of task performance

11'requencyof task performance

1\"0. of activities
Very often.

194
d
IQ

Quite often/not very oft,
44
/'iJ

Basic activities l'

Teaching 16.5 )4.0

Learning opportunity 16.5 30.0·

No teaching or learning 67.0 36.4

No. of activities

Very often. Quite often. Hot very
often.

52 63 70
-r ~~ia ,7

Technical activities;
Teaching 48.1 58.7

12.7
28.6

80.0

Learning opportunity
No teaching or learning

8.6

1l.4

* There were only 7 basic activities which had been performed 'not very often' -
therefore the "twocategories ''lerecombined.

The three most common reasons for work having been done infrequently
appeared to be either that the learner was junior, new to the ward or that
the task itself was infrequently done, and undez these circumstances teaching
took place (Only 7 of the infrequent activities were tasic, cOfllp3.redto 70

technical) •

The following incidents , concerning infrequent technical activities,

are typical:
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"I have to learn to get them ready for theatre as soon as possible -
Ne're expected to do it on other waris. Jister said 'Vlhatshe was
doing as she did it - a lot is common sense, but it Has helpful
to have her say what she wasioing." (First year student in first

week on liarl).
"I took stitches out. Just doing it was important. 1 haven't
done it before. She told me as I Hent along - to cut the stitch
so that the knot diin't go through." (First year pupi.Lin first
week, narking with third year student).
"I think the students on here la it quite often, b..ltit's only
my second week. I've done dressings on other wards. ':;.'hisis
an uncommon type of suture. Sister told me how it NOUl.:l have to be

removed. Doing the dressing itself, she told me what to do."

(3econd year pupil).
"Staff nurse tali ua what to do if she arrested - we know -.rhatto
do. I've only seen one arrest. It was helpful to go through Hhat
we would have to do." ('l'hirdyear student in twelfthweek on ward,

watching monitor.)

Variations in teaching and learning cannot be wholly explained by the
frequency of task performance, for teaching took place in almost half the
repetitive technical activities, and there were learning opportunities in

a quazt.er (Table 40).

The teaching which took place whilst learners were engaged in basic
and. technical activities appeared. to be related both to the stage of training
and the time spent on the ward, but there was consistently a higher percentage
of teaching d'll'ingtechnical activities ('l'ables41 and 42 and Figures 4 and 5).

This was so on every wari except for one instance when the sub-sample of
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of activities was only three. On Irena ward, the percentage of teaching
which took p~ace during basic activities never exceeded 12.5 per cent,
no matter how long the learner had been on the ward or her stage of

training.

'T'ABL31+1.
'reaching and Learning during basic and technical activities

in relation to stage of training (All wards)

First ward Year 1 Year 2 Year J
no. of activities 29 59 93 57

---,J /0 ,~ ;0

Basic activities:
Teaching 1+2.9 20.6 16.5 15.8
Learning opportunity 0 7.9 27.8 22.8
No teaching or learning 57.1 71A 55.7 61.1+

no. of activities 31 40 50 64
/~ ~."3 ,~ ,0

Technical activities:
Teaching 83.9 70.0 64.0 48.4
Learning opportunity 6.5 12.5 14.0 17.2
No teaching or learning 9.7 17.5 22.0 Y+.4

The learners' expectations of teaching were modest for having been
shown how to do a task they did not expect much more instruction.

"I wasn't told anything because I was told last time •••
I've seen it once and done it once so I feel competent."
(Student in fourth week on first ward, shaving :ratient.)

The third year students had low expectations of being taught and

received less teaching during basic and technical activities than any other

group.
"It's experience that counts. Training is necessary, it's up
to you what youio with it. It's ilPto us what you learn. At
my stage, you don't always need Someone standing over yo~ saying
'look at this and what about that'. (Third year student in first
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of activities was only three. Un Irena ward, the percentage of teachir~
which took p:ace during basic activities never exceeded 12.5 ;er cent,
no matter how long the learner had been on the ward or her stage of

training.

TABL3:41.
Teaching and Learning during basic and technical activities

in relation to stage of training (All wards)

First ward. Year 1 Year 2 Year J
no. of activities 29 59 93 57

--f,:" /0 ,~ /0

Basic activities:
Teaching 42.9 20.6 16.5 15.8
Learning opportunity 0 7.9 27.8 22.8
lioteaching or learning .57.1 71.4 .5.5.7 61A

no. of activities 31 40 .50 64
~~ ;~ "

,0

Technical activities:
Teaching 83.9 70.0 64.0 48.4
Learning opportunity 6 •.5 12 •.5 14.0 17.2
No teaching or learning 9.7 17.5 22.0 34.4

The learners' expectations of teaching were modest for having been
shown how to do a task they did not expect much more instruction.

"I wasn't told anything because I was told last time •••
I've seen it once and done it once so I feel competent."
(~tudent in fourth week on first ward, shaving patient.)

The third year students had low expectations of being taught and

received less teaching during lasic and technical activities than any other

group.
"It's experience that counts. Training is necessary, it's up
to you what youio with it. It's up to us what you learn. At
my stage, yO'J.don't always need someone standing over YO.l saying
'look at this and what about that'. (Third year st'.J.dentin first
week, getting patient back to bed).
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Figure 4 Teaching and learning during basic and technical activitie~
in relation to stage of training.
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Supervision and teaching was almost universally welcomed by the
students and pupils, and although a minority indicated that teaching which
they had received had been superfluous because they 'already knew' there
was no suggestion that supervision had caused 'tension'.

Learners on their first ward were taught in 42.9 per cent of the
basic activities and thereafter, depending on the ward, teaching in this
type of activity fell to 20.6 per cent and below (Table 41 and Figure 4).
Teaching during technical activities ranged from 83.9 per cent for learners
on their first ward down to 48.4 per cent for third year students. ~ven
though second ani third year learners received little teaching whilst doing
basic work they still took the opportunity to learn about the patients in
about a quarter of the activities. Charlotte ward was exceptional since
either teaching or learning was reported in three quarters of the basic
activities in which second ani third year learners were involved. Third

year learners on the two surgical wards (Charlotte and ~lizabeth) reported
learning opportunities in a third of the technical activities, so even
though they were taught less because many of the activities had been ione
frequently. due to the nature of the work in surgical wards, the constant
changes in patients and wounds appeared to create more learning opportunities.
Second and third year learners on Irena received the least teaching of all
the groupS whilst doing both basic and technical work and they were aware of

few learning opportunities.

Both the teaching and learning opportunities which occurred during
basic activities decreased the longer the learner stayed in the ward (fable

42 and Figure 5). This was so on nearly every ward.

Analysis of the sample of basic activities from all the wards shows
that the percentage of teaching decreased from 26 per cent when learners
;-Terein their first two weeks to 14.6 per cent when they had been in the
ward for over seven weeks. The percentage of learning opportunities also
decreased from 32 per cent to 13.5 per cent, but the teaching and learning
that occurred during technical activities did not vary much, and there was
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TABLE 42
Teaching and Learning :luring basic and technical activities

in relation to time spent on ward •

.ieeks1 and 2 ..eeks 3,4,5,6, Over 7 vleeks
110. of activities 50

%
99 89

Basic activities:

Learning opportunity
26.0
32.0
42.0

21.2

No teaching or learning
17.2
61.6

14.6
13.5

~eaching

71.9

No. of activities 40 81 64
Cf' % .'
/0 i:J

Tecp~ical activities:
Teaching 65.0 65.4 59.4

Learning opportunity 10.0 17.3 10.9

No teaching or learning 25.0 17.3 29.7

only a slight fall to 59.4 per cent in respect of activities in which the
participants were learners with over seven weeks experience on the ward.

These data show how the teaching and learning in the wards varied not
o~ly with the nature of the activity but also with the learner. Thus a

junior nurse entering a new ward was likely to be taught in a very high
percentage of the technical activities in which she participated. In
contrast, a third year student with over seven weeks experience was likely
to be involved in a low percentage of teaching/learning situations whilst
doing repetitive basic \·lork. Bat the teaching also varied uith the work

companion.
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Teaching and learning during basic and technical activities
in relation to time spent on ward.
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TABLE 43.

COIlIBrlson of the teaching aal learning during laBic arx1
technical activities when learners were with trained and

untrained. .work companions (All wards).

Type of Number No teaching Job Non-job Learning
activity. of cases. or learning. teaching. teaChing. opportunity.

% % % %

r..rner with
trained staff I

Basic 92 56.6 23.9 5.4 14.1

Technical 128 28.1 .51.6 13.3 7.0

Learner with
untrained. staff I

Basic 146

Technical 51

63.7

30.0
11.6

40.4

).4
5.)

21.2

24.6

There was some support for Hypothesis 2 "Trained DUrses teach during

specialist activities". In the fimt place, trained staff were involved

in more technical tlan basic activities - this was confirmed in the ten

minute activity sa.pling, and reflected in the size of the sub-samples of

basic and technical activities. Whena learner was with a trained member

of staff the sample sizes were Basic 92 aal Technical 128, rut the corresponciil'lf

numbers when a learner was with an untrained. person were 146 Basic and 51

Technical. ('lable 4). Secondly, there was a higher percentage of teaching

during technical activities, as trained staff not only taught more during

technical activities but were more frequently involved in them.

There was a higher percen~e of teaching during both 1:asic ani

technical activities when the learner was with a trained person; job

teaching taking place in over half the technical activities (51.6 per cent)

am in approxi_tely a quarter of the tasic activities (23.9). The lowest
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percentage of job teaching (11.6 per cent) occurred when learners were
doing basic work with the untrained. (Table 4). This was so on nearly eve"
wa~i. Exceptionally, theIe was a higher percentage of teaching during
technical activities when learners on Irena were with the Qntrained (70.6
per cent - 17 activities) than with the trained (4).8 per cent - 16 activities
and the percentage of teaching during basic activities on this ward was very
low regardless of work companion. There was a marginally higher percentage
of teaching d~ring basic activities when learners on neaton were with the

untrained.

Overt and Covert Teaching

Although there was more teaching when the learner was with a trained
person,it did not necessarily followthat teaching would always take place
whenever the work companion was trained, for in some cases the learner
was perceived only as a worker. This is best illustrated by two separate

incidents recorded on a meiical ward.

On two occasions, thirteen days apart, learners were observed in a
'potential teaching situation' for in each case they were assisting the

sister with a drug round. However, observations suggested, and subsequent
interviews confirmed, that in each instance, the learner had fulfilled a
worker role by being the transporter of medicine from trolley to patient.

Questioned about the first incident, the second year student in her
second week on the ward, felt that she needed further practice in giving
out drugs, but no teaching or learning was noted, and she was not told

anything.
"I wasn It doing something I didn It already know. I didn't learn
anything I didn It know. I ,justgave out medicines."

In the second incident, the student in the fifth week of her first
ward felt that she was doing something important for her education, but
remarked
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II ./ewere in a rush, so I wasn't told anything to-day..... I
watch what is given, but they do it so quickly and i ';9t left
behind. The amount is difficult to get used to."

hoxever , on another medical ward, the learners tfere ~Jerceivedas
Leazner's whilst doing this technical work.
drJ.g ra~nd into a teaching situation.

U;3taffnurse asked me about drugs and I asked. I can always
ask if I want to knoW'. I was told abo'.ltthe sieleeffects."
(First year student in tenth week on ward).

The staff nurse turned the

The sample of {potential teaching 'by example' aituat.Lons (i.e.
learner in work situation with trained person) on each Hard Nere analysed.
ilhen the sample includ.ed the overt teaching sit<lations, it .lasfound.too t
teaching had occrrred during 52 - 65 per cent of all the occasions that
learners worked with a trained.person, on all ~...ards except Lrena , ....here the
figure was 32.4 per cent. Jhen all the overt teaching situations \lere
excluded -(these ~nged from 5 on Irena to 15 on ~harlotte), analysis
revealed that teaching had occurred on 35 - 55 per cent of the occasions
that learners were working with a trained person on all warls except Irena,
when teaching occurred on only 20.7 per cent of the occasions. (,';"able44).
Thus, even though teaching had not been observed it had occurreci in between
a fifth and a half of the activities, indicating that work sbiies Hhich
record. on~y overt teaching may not be wholly reliable.

Analysis of 419 activities of all types (basic, technical, infor~ational
and relational) in which a learner nurse was working with, or in the presence
of, another member of staff, and in I'l'hichno overt teaching was recorded,
showed that teaching had, in fact, taken place in 30.6 per cent of these cases.
There had also been opportunities to learn in a further 17.7 per cent (Table 45).

In the 47 activities in which the learner was alone, learning opportunities
had presented. themselves in 46.8 per cent of the activities.
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TABLE 44

Teaching and learning reported by learners during learner/trained
work activities in which no overt teaching had been observed, on

six wards.

Ward .,peciality ~o. of activities j:eaching reported .Learning
by learners opportunity

i& %

Neville M. Med 25 44.0 24.0

.u:ena F• Med 29 20.7 0
!.

Elizabeth It'• Surg/uynae 22 ;)+.6 13.6
C;ha.rlotte ~.. ';)urg 35 34.3 17.1

naomi F. Ortho 26 34.6 19.2
Heaton M. Ortho 26 42.3 3.8

TABIE 45
Teaching and learning during activities in which no overt teaching

had been recorded by the observer

Number of No teaching Job Non-job Learning
activities. or 1earning • teaching. teaching. opportunity.

% % % %

Leamer with
staff member 419 .51.8 11..5 19.1 17.7
Lone learners 47 48.9 2.1 2.1 46.8

These figures would appear to support the assumption that student and
pupil nurses learn whilst they are in the wards, even though the teaching is
not overt, but as:far as the work is concerned one must add the caveat 'during
technical activities'. It was apparent to an independent observer that
there was more teaching during technical work and the sample of overt teaching
activities contained four times more technical than basic activities (48113).
AnalysiS of basic and technical activities in which there was no overt

teaching also confirmed that there was considerably more teaching during
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technical work. '!here was covert teaching in 44.5 per cent of the 137

technical activities compared to only 16 per cent of the 225 basic activities.
However, learning opportunities were Similar - 19.6 per cent basic and 16.8
per cent technical. These data highlight the need for a more effective
method of measuring ward/teaching and learning, which also takes account of
the covert teaching.

There was more teaching and learning during technical work on every ward
although the differences were less marked on Charlotte ward (high rated surgica
(Figure 6). Comparing the two medical wards, there was a higher percentage
of teaching and learning in both types of activity on high rated Neville.
On Irena, priority was given to technical work and the percentages of job
teaching during technical and basic work were the highest and lowest respect-
ively of all the wards. It was clear that when doing basic work on this
ward, learners were perceived ani perceived themselves, purely as workers,
ani there was little teaching or learning, whether learners were with the
trained or the untrained. Irena ward was the only ward in which the
percentage of teaching activities during technical work was higher when
learners were with the untrained rather than the trained. Very few learning
opportunities were recorded on this ward, and. learners appeared to do the
work, unaware that there was anything else to be learnt other than the
physical performance of the job they were doing. The patient was rarely
mentioned, as was the case on Neville.

In many respects the teaching and learning on the two surgical wards

appear to be similar, and it is not until attention is paid to the work
companion that the differences can be determined. On both ~rds there was
less teaching when learners were with the untrained, but there was a higher
percentage of learning opportunities due in pIort to the nature of the work.
However, when learners on high rated Charlotte worked with a trained person
during basic activities job teaching was relatively high and occurred on a
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Teaching and learning during basic and technical activities on

six wards
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thil:d of these occasions, compared. to a fifth of those on Elizabeth. The
trained staff on Elizabeth gave priority to teaching technical work and it
took place in 60 per cent of these activities compared to 41.9 per cent on
Charlotte.

On the two orthopaedic wards, when learners worked with trained nurses,
there was teaching in a quarter of the basic activities and two thirds of the
technical activities. There was very little teaching when learners on
Naomi (low rated ward) did basic work together, but they took the opportunity
to learn about their patients during this type of work, unlike the learners
on Heaton who, irrespective of the work companion, appeared to notice little
about their patients that they felt contributed to their education.

However, the differences in the teaching and learning, during basic
and technical activities, demonstrated in Figure 6, do not appear sufficiently
marked. to explain the previous high or low rating. Only two features link
the three high rated wards - higher percentage of job teaching during 'tasic
activities ani a higher percentage of non-job teaching in technical activities,
which is attributable to the teaching on doctors' rounds. But there were
important differences between wards of the same type, and these were
concerned more with the teachers than the teaching, and with the activities
in which learners were involved when the work was done.

Ward Teachers and Teaching Initiators

Data from both sisters and learners in Stage One tended to suggest that
there is a variety of teachers in the ward. situation. Analysis of the 524

activities which were probed in depth identified a teacher in 4).7 per cent
of the cases, and supported this finding. No dominant group assumed the
role of teacher ani the type of teacher varied from ward to ward.

The teacher was the person from whom knowledge and skills emanated
(the method of interviewing learners was not appropriate for detecting
transfer of attitudes). It was also possible in most cases to identify
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the'teaching initiator', who by a request, question or directive, initiated
the teaching or the situation in which teaching subsequently occurred. The
teacher and teaching initiator were not necessarily the same person. For
instance, a third year student was identified as the teacher in one inter-
action, since she was explaining to two junior students how to set up a
trolley for a technical procedure. But the senior student indicated that
the sister had initiated the session "Sister asked me to do it. She
mentioned earlier, if I did it, to show them. It In another formal group
teaching situation, a doctor lecturing nurses was identified as the teacher,
but the clinical teacher had initiated the session by enlisting the services
of the doctor and ensuring that learners were released from the ward.

During the 238 basic nursing activities there was a variety of teachers
to do the teaching as the need arose. What little teaching emerged was
almost equally divided between senior sisters (5.9 per cent), other trained
nurses such as junior sister, staff nurses and Enrolled nurses (5.9 per cent)
and the untrained, of whom the majority were learners (6.7 per cent.)
Teaching during technical activities was similarly divided between various
~ff members - senior sisters (16.2 per cent), other trained nurses (15.1
per cent), learners (13.5 per cent), clinical teachers (3.2 per cent) and
doctors and consultants (7.0 per cent).

All grades of staff, irrespective of status, were found in more teaching
situations in technical rather than basic activities - for trained nurses on
the wards the :ra.tio was 2 technical to 1 basic and for the untrained the
ratio was 3 technical to 2 basic. Medical staff and the clinical teacher

taught during predominantly technical activities.

Analysis of the informational and relational activities, which were
mainly sampled when the work was done, identified the leamers as the teacher
in over a third of the activities (senior sister 12.1 per cent; other
trained nurses 15.2 per cent; learners 33.3 per cent, clinical teachers
2 per cent; consultants and doctors 6.1 per cent). But there were

variations between wards.
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The samplef: of learner activities on the six wards reflected. the

association patterns on the wards, but was slightly biased towards work

activities involving learners and tr.ained membersof staff (see Appendices

12 and 19). The purposive sampling of overt teaching and potential

teaching situations, and random sampling of other types of activities,

meant that any staff memberswho were teaching would emerge in the sample

of activities.

A straight forward comparison of the samples of learner activities

on the six wards highlighted the similarities and differences and. revealed

a variety of teachers, but provided no reason for the previous high or low

rating of the wards. Despite the fact that observations were confined

to times when the sister was on duty only the sisters on Charlotte (high

rated surgical) and Naomi (low rated orthopaedic) appeared to figure

prominently as teachers. OnCharlotte and Neville (high rated medical)

and Elizabeth (low rated surgical) there was a higher percentage of trained

teachers of all types, but on Heaton (high rated orthopaedic) and Irena

(low rated medical) the learners were found to be the teachers in more

situations than the trained nurses. (Table 46).

The sister on Charlotte ward.which had been exceptionally high rated

in Stage One, ini tia ted over half the teaching incidents which were discovered

on that ward (Table 46). She was the only sister ol:served participating in

all types of teaching situations including formal teaching sessions. On

all the other wards, except Naomion which there was a muchlower percentage

of teaching activities, the learners initiated more teaching than the sister

and her trained subordina tes.

The teachers on the six wards, emerged from those with whomthe

learners worked or associated; therefore in order to find out the approximate

amount of time learners spent in teaching si tua tiona with various groups,

the learner/trained and learner/untrained activities were analysed separately

to ascertain the percentage of cases in which teaching occurred. OVer64
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TABLE 46

Teachers and teaching initiators on six wards
Ward Teachers

Wards. No. No Sister SRN/SEN Learners/ Clinical Doctor Con- Pat-
acts. teaching. untrained. teacher. sultant.ient

% % % % % % % %

Nerille 94 47.9 3.2 17.0 17.0 2.1 6.4 6.4
(M.Med)
Irena 95 64.2 5.3 5.3 22.1 0 2.1 1.1
(F.Med)
Elizabeth 77 51.9 9.1 9.1 15.6 7.8 5.2 0 1.3
(F. Surg)
Charlotte 86 51.2 19.8 19.8 3.6 0 1.2 4.7
(F.Surg)
Naomi 80 72.5 17.5 6.3 J.8 0 0 0
(F.Ortho)
Heaton 92 .56.5 10.9 7.6 21.8 0 0 2.2
(M.Ortho)
All wards ,524 .57.4 10.7 10.9 14.7 1.5 2.5 1.9 0.4

Teaching Initiators

Wards No. No Sister SRN/SEN Learners/ Clinical Doctor Con- Pat-
acts. teaching. untrained.teacherj sultant. ient.

school
% % % % % % % %

Neville ~ 47.9 4.3 11.7 27.7 6.4 0 2.1 0
Irena 95 64.2 10.5 4.2 17.9 3.3 0 0 0
Elizabeth 77 51.9 5.2 3.9 22.1 9.1 5.2 0 2.6
Charlotte 86 51.2 25.6 11.6 4.7 0 1.2 4.7 1.2
Naomi 80 72.5 12.5 6.3 8.6 0 0 0 0
Heaton 92 .56.5 13.0 5.4 21.7 2.2 0 0 1.1
All wards .524 57.4 11.5 7.; 17.5 3.7 0.8 1.1 0.8

per cent of the learner/trained staff activities ol:served aId recorded at 10
minute intervals on each ward, was sampled (i.e. one learner involved in the
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activity was interviewed to ascertain what had occurred). Analysis of
the sub-sample of these activities showed that teaching had occurred on
over half the occasions that trained nursing or medical staff were with
the learners, on all wards except Irena. On Irena (low rated medical ward)
teaching occurred on a third of the occasions learners and trained staff
were together (Table 47).
TABLE 47

Analysis of the sub-sample of learner/trained staff activities
to shalf the percentage of teaching situations on six wards.

Ward Speciality. Rating. No. of learner/ Percentage oftrained staff teaching
activities in situations.sub-sample.

Neville M. Nedical High 52 65.4
Irena F. JvIedical Low 39 3J.J
Elizabeth F. Surg/gynae Low 41 61.0
Charlotte F. Surge High (:J+ 51.9
Naomi F.Ortho. Low 40 56.4
Heaton M. Ortho. High J4 .52.9

The time that learners spent in teaching situations with the trained
staff would depend on the amount of time they spent with them, as the
following example will demonstrate.

Learners with trained staff 20 per cent of time.
Teaching occurs on 50 per cent of these occasions.

i.e. 50
x 20 = 10 per cent

100
Therefore learners in teaching situation with trained staff
10 per cent of time.

It is, therefore, possible to calculate the approximate amount of time
that learners on each ward spent in teaching situations with trained nursing
or medical staff (Table 48). It is suggested that these figures are more
reliable than those obtained by work studies for they take account of covert
a:; we..V ::s ol/e.('~ h",-ck'I"~
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TABLE 48.

Estimate of time spent by learners on six wards in teaching situations
with trained nursing and medical staff.

Ward Speciality Time spent by learners Percentage of Es timated tin-,
with trained staff* teaching situ- in teaching

ations in sub- si tuations.
sample.

N % % %

Neville M.Med. 498 31.7 65.4 20.7
Irena F. Med. 565 16.5 33.3 5.5
Elizabeth F.Surg/gynae 564 17.2 61.0 10.5
Charlotte F. Surge 449 31.0 57.9 18.0
Naomi F. Ortho. 513 15.2 .56.4 8.6
Heaton M. Ortho 367 13.1 52.9 6.9
* 10 minute activity sampling.

The time learners spent in teaching situations with the trained staff

varied between wards. Comparing the two medical wards, 1earners on high

rated Neville spent twice as muchtime with the trained staff and were twice

as likely to be taught by them. Thus, it is estimated that learners on

Neville spent 20.7 per cent of their time in teaching situations with trained

nurses or doctors compared to only 5.5 per cent on Irena. Neither sister

was heavily engaged in teaching but whilst other trained nurses on Neville

undertook a teaching role this did not occur on Irena to any great extent.

During the 'slack' period in the afternoons the trained nurses on Neville

joined in the discussions with the learners, but on Irena the senior students

led the discussions and. the trained nurses rarely 18rticipated.

On the two surgical wards, there was teaching during approximately 60
per cent of the occasions when learners were with the trained staff, but

learners on Charlotte spent nearly twice as much time with the trained nurses

am doctors. They spent an estimated. 18.0 per cent of their time in teaching

activities with the trained staff compared to 10.5 per cent on Elizabeth.
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Furthermore, it was the sister and the permanent trained nurses on
Charlotte who did the teaching, whilst on Elizabeth ward it was often the
temporary trained nurses from the central 'pool' or the clinical teacher.
In the afternoons on Charlotte, learners were regularly joined by members
of the trained staff who taught them, but on Elizabeth when there was an
opportunity for learners to study (which was less frequent because of a
heavy workload) they were not joined by the permanent trained nurses.
The permanent trained nurses spent only 23.3 per cent of their time with
learners compared to the temporary nurses' 44.4 per cent.

It is estimated that the learners on the high rated medical and.
surgical wards (Neville and Charlotte) spent more time in teaching situ-
ations with the trained staff, and it is suggested that this factor alone
is sufficient to justify the former high rating of the wards. But the
figures for the two orthopaedic wards are similar, and therefore puzzling.
Learners on high rated Heaton spent an estimated 6.9 per cent of their time
in teaching situations with the trained staff - the second lowest figure
which is inconsistent with the previous high l.'8.ting • In the afternoons,
when the work ~ done and learners had an opportunity to study, the sister
spent no time at all with the learners, al¥i the trained nurses only 11.3

per cent - the lowest of all the wards.

But on the adjoining female orthopaedic ward, Naomi, the afternoon
workload was the highest of all the wards, and learners continued to work
into the afternoon. No formal teaching sessions or discussions were
observed on this ward, and on the one quiet afternoon, learners were asked
to clean out cupboards. The trained nurses spent the most time with
learners in the afternoons but the ratio of trained to learner nurses was
the least favourable of all the wards, So although the sister and trained
nurses spent a high percentage of their time with learners (in relation to
the other wards), learners did not spend an exceptionally high percentage

of their time with the trained. Circumstances which fell largely outside
the control of the ward sister (viz. workload and low ratio of trained to
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learner nurses) meant that learners on l~aomihad less opportunity of
being taught by trained nurses than their colleagues on heaton.

Using similar calculations estimates of the time learners spent
in teaching situations with untrained staff, who were mainly student an.

pupil nurses but occasionally auxiliaries, liere obtained (Table 49).
Teaching occurred during this type of activity on between a half and a
quarter of the occasions learners were with the untrained, on all liardS

except Naomi. On this ward teaching was reported in only 7.5 per cent
of cases - considerably less than the 56.4 per cent reported when they

were with trained staff.
TABLJi: 49.

Estimate of time spent by learners on six wards in teaching
situations with untrained. staff learners auxiliaries.

liard No. of activities Percentage of 'Time spent by ~stimated ti::
in sub-sample teaching situ- learners with in teaching
learner/untrained. ations ~ sub- untrained* situations .

sample.
56 N 10 ;6

Neville 42 33.4 498 34.7 11.6
Irena 56 41.1 565 1+6.5 19.1
Elizabeth J6 32.3 564 31.9 10.3
Charlotte 22 26.4 449 21.6 5.7
Naomi 40 7.5 513 40.0 3.0
Heaton 58 44.8 367 66.8 30.0
* 10 minute activity sampling. No trained person present.

xx Sub-sample of learner activities probed in depth.

On all wards except Irena, learners were more likely to be taught
when they were with the trained than with the untrained. ;ihenpercent-
ages of estirrated time spent in teaching situations with other untrained
staff are compared, there are marked differences between wards - the
percentages ranging from a very low J.O per cent on ~aomi to an except-

ionally high 30.0 per cent on Heaton.
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TABLE 50

Comparison of estimated time learners on six wards spent
in teaching situations with trained and untrained staff.

Ward Speciality Teaching situ- Teaching situ- Total teaching
ations with ations with situa.tions with
trained staff. untrained staff. all staff members.

(see table 48). (see table 49).
% % %

Neville ~I.Medical 20.7 11.6 32.3

Irena F.l-iedical 5.5 19.1 24.6

Elizabeth F.Surgical 10.5 10.3 20.8

Charlotte F.Surgical 18.0 5.7 23.7

Naomi F.Orthopaedic 8.6 J.O 11.6

Heaton M.Orthopaedic 6.9 30.0 36.9

Estimtes of the total time that leamers spent in situations in
which teaching was given b.Y all types of teachers, would appear to justify
the ratings which were given to wards b.Y learners in the first stage of the
research. A crucial difference between the high and low ra.ted wards was

that learners on the high rated ward. in each pair spent more time in teaching
situations th&n learners on the low rated wards. Even though much of the
teaching on Heaton was done by the learners themselves, they spent three
times more time in teaching situations than their peers on Naomi. But
learners on the high rated medical ani surgical wams (Neville am Charlotte)
were also involved in more teaching activities with the trained and fewer
with the untrained, than those on the low rated wards (Irena and Elizabeth).

(Table 50).

Clinical Teacher

In the study as a whole, the clinical teacher did not emerge as a key

teacher in the ward situation. Only one clinical teacher, who visited
three of the wards, wa.s encountered, and no clinical teacher visited the
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other three wards - including Charlotte ward, which was eventually identified
as an 'ideal' ward for teaching and learning. During ob3ervations on Neville
and Irena wards, ward staff expressed regret that scheduled weekly visits by
the clinical teacher had had to be cancelled because of other demands on
the clinical teacher's time.

The clinical teacher was frequently involved in conducting statutory
ward assessments and this encroached on teaching time, but she was also
observed on an unscheduled visit to one ward showing a new non-teaching
member of staff a.round the hospital, suggesting that administrative staff
gave such duties priority over ward teaching.

One clinical teacher, whose services were shared between four wards,
was unable to make much impact on the overall ward teaching, rut on Elizabeth,
the low rated surgical ward, the clinical teacher appeared to do more
teaching in one day than the other trained nurses on the ward. did in five
days, and. she als 0 ini tiated more teaching. But pl.radoxica.lly, on the one
ward where the excessive workload probably made her presence necessary,
planned teaching sit~ations and ward assessments were observed being
cancelled because of the work load.

Consultants and Doctors.

Members of the medical staff visited wards intermittently, and were
identified as the teacher in a small minority of the cases. They initiated
slightly less teaching than they actually did, and it was often left to
others to engage their services. Learners were able to initiate teaching
by aSking them questions. A student on her first ward, watched a houseman
examine a patient, and when she had finished approached her to ask a question.
She later explained
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"Doctor was examining the patient and I didn't know why she did
something. She's young and friendly and yesterday she did bone
marrow and I helped her, and she was very nice and not abrupt
because I was new. Doctor asked the p3.tient to put, his hands out
in front of him. I asked her why. It's to see if he has high
carbon dioxide because he's twitchy."

As in this case, students and pupils felt able to question junior
doctors. Assisting doctors diminished the social distance between
learner and doctor, but they would not question consultants who were felt
to be more remote and unapproachable.

Doctors' rounds afforded an opportunity for consultants to teach and
impart information. On all the wards on which 1earners went on the rounds,
the learners were generally able to relay something which had been seen or
heard which they felt was important far their education.

"Going over pa.tients' condi tiona, doctors discuss things that we
don't usually hear of. If (Third year student).
"Listening in as you go around - all of it you're learning."
(First year student).

Thus the rounds gave learners access to privileged knowledge and information
possessed by doctors: but sometimes they were not able to hear what was
being said.

"You can't hear what Dr ••••• says. He doesn't address himself
to us or sister - it's all a secret. If (Second year student).

Whether or not learners accompanied consultants on the round depended
on the consultant and the sister. Some consultants actively encouraged the
learners to go on the round and taught them; others made no objection if
the learners joined in but did not involve them in the proceedings, am others
expressed a wish that the learners should not go. But observations in the
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medical and orthopaedic wards showed that the sister also had some
control over who went on the rounds. One of the medical consultants
actively discouraged learners from going on his round, and the other,
believing tha.t rounds were of limited value for learners, gave ward
lectures instead. However, the students ani pupils on high rated
Neville did go on his rounds explaining, "Sister told US to go •••••
Dr •••• doesn't mind if there are not too many" or "If we're not busy,
we can join in. I just joined in."

But on Irena ward, the sister excluded learners from the same
consultant's round and the students and pupils continued with the work.
"We keep out of the way," said a first year student, and a third year
student who had been on the ward for 10 weeks confirmed her worker role.

"I've never been invited on any of them. We're expected to
get on with the work. We may sometimes be able to stand within
earshot ••••• I haven't been to the consultant's ward lectures.
Going on the rounds would be most helpful."

On Naomi, the low rated orthopaedic ward, only the sister accompanied
the consultants and doctors on their rounds, whilst the learners continued
with the work. Meanwhile, on the adjacent Heaton ward, the work time-
table was pushed forward so that all members of the nursing staff, including
the auxiliaries, could attend: but apart from the sister, the nurses were
not actively involved. But the rounds removed uncertainty, for learners
were able to overhear knowleige and information which was exchanged between
doctors, consultants and the sister.

"Patients are to move about and do exercises. They (consultants)
have never talked to me. But it's very important to know what is
going on." (Second year student).

In contrast to all the other consultants observed in the second stage
of the study, the consultant on Charlotte actively taught the learners and
regularly included them in his conversations. A trained nurse confirmed
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his active teaching role, saying, "Mr•••• always teaches on his round-

but all the nurses try to hide behind each other because he pulls one out

to ask questions."

verified. this.

nThe consultant was telling me about varicose veins and asked me

about CS011. Mr ••• always asks learners." (second year pupil in

firs t week). (csoa - chronic serous otitis media).

Observation of the round and interviews with learners

"Wedo go on the rounds, but Mr •••• is the only one whoreally

teaches. The patient came in two weeks ago for a biopsy. He was

saying about microscopic examination. He's a little high powered,

but it is very important. It helps with exa~ and things. with

the other patient he showed the lump when she lifted her arm."

(Third year student).

Thus the consultant on Charlotte undertook an active teaching role,

and his teaching became the focal point for further teaching initiated by

the sister and carried out by trained and learner membersof the ward staff.

"Youwere allan the round", she exclained., "What must we specially note

about Nrs••• ? Whatabout nursing care? Have you elevated the foot of the

bed?•• •• Go to lunch and. think about it." later in the day, a first and

third year leamer were observed explaining the care of a patient with breast

cancer to a group of learners and trained nurses, and this was followed by

a discussion led. by the junior sister about the paychological care and needs

of the patient. Charlotte ward was unique, for it was the only ward on

which a tea.mof teachers emerged..

Leamers on Elizabeth, the low rated surgical ward, did not atteni the

rounds, which on this ward were more frequent due to the ward.being both a

surgical am. a specialist ward.

Leamers' attendance on the doctors' rounds seemed to be a reliable

indicator of the sister's perception of the learner's role, for on all the

wards, with the possible exception of Neville, learners had to postpone the
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work in oX'derto attend the round. By their action, all the sisters on

the high rated wards demonstrated to the learners that they were perceived.

as learners as well as workers; the sisters on Charlotte and Heaton suspended

work activities, and the sister on Neville, which had a very low workload,

allowed the nurses to attend, although the consultant had at one time decided

aga.inst it. It could be argued that the workloads on Elizabeth (low rated

surgical) and Naomi (low rated orthopaedic) which were higher than all the

other wards, prevented the learners from accompanying the consultants, rut

this reason could not be given for Irena. Whatmattered to the learners

in the real situation when the doctors' rounds were in progress was that

they felt that they were 'learners' on the three high rated wards, and

'workem' on the three low mted wards.

The Learners

It has already been estimated that the student and pupil nurses on

somewards did JQoreteaching than the trained staff, and in 76 cases (out

of 524, ) a learner was identified as the teacher. Teaching was done by

third year students in 43 cases rut learners appeared to accept a. teaching

role early in their training, and. were prepared. to pass on newly acquired

skills and knowledge after remarkably short periods of time. A student in

her third week on her first ward, wa.a asked by a senior student to aspirate

a Ryles tube - a job she had done for the first time the previous day. It

helped her to describe the procedure to a schoolgirl helper.

"The PLtient said that she felt the tube JQoreafter the last

aspiration. I tested it and it was in the stomach. I explained

to the schoolgirl what I was doing and this helped me to feel

confident. I saw the type of aspiration."

Although the student felt competent, she needed more practice.

"It's a simple job. The tu~ is in the stomach. I can't

endanger life, otherwise I wouldn't have done it on myown."
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In 4 per cent of the 524 cases, the learner respondent was identified

as the teacher, and almost without exception felt that teaching wa.san

important IBrt of her training, and that she herself benefited . Typically

a second year student said, "I told her about blood pressure. I don't

expect her to remember, bltit helps to put what I'm doing into words."

And a third year student ob3erved in a group discussion commented,"It

refreshes your memoryto teach someone. I've done ita. lot since I came

on here."

In addition to teaching, learne:rs also initiated a high percentage

of the teaching, both on their ownbehalf and on behalf of other learners I

negotiating their way into work situations which they felt would further

their training, and organising non-job teaching on wards on which the

trained numes demonstrated no interest in teaching.

Learners were able to initiate teaching by questioning other members

of staff, and data from specific questionnaires on questioning, from

ol:servations, informal conversations and from interviews with learners

about current events, suggested that, although learners intimated that

membersof the trained staff were best qualified to answer their questions,

the people they asked in reality were those whowere most readily available.

The reader will recall that short questionnaires, on whomlearners

would question in order to elicit certain types of knowledge, were given

to learners working in wards at the time of observations (Appendix 16).

But before giving details of the results of these questionnaires, it should

be made clear that the data obtained by this method seemed to conflict with

data from other sources to the extent that the researcher had to consider

the possibility that, in naming certain membersof staff as those whomthey

usually questioned, learners were selecting the people whomthey would like

to ask or ought to ask rather than those whomthey actually asked in the

real situation.
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What learners said they would do did not always correspond with
observed events and, in addition, learners seemed to be very reluctant
to make responses in these questionnaires which would appear disloyal
towards the ward staff. One student was reluctant to fill in the
questionnaire because she did not feel that she could name the sister
as a. person whom she usually questioned, because she had not had much
contact with her whilst she had been on duty. She delayed completion
for two weeks, but still felt unable to name the sister, and on discussing
this omission with another learner explained that she did not work with her;
whereupon the other student replied that she didn't either am had "only
p.lt the sister down for one thing."

But what was of more importance was that when a group of learners
were trying to_find the answer to a question that had been uppermost in
their minds since the previous week (when they had apparently unsuccessfully
questioned the staff nurse), no one suggested that they should go and ask
the sister, who was alone in the office. Furthermore, although learners
named specific people in the pre-coded responses, their selection did not
always correspond with comments they made about why they selected certain
people, nor with information given in informal conversations nor with data
obtained in interviews about their activities. One student, who responded
that she would question the sister or a student about nursing theory, had
earlier told the researcher that the "trained staff seem remote" ani that
she "hardly ever spoke to the sister" and it therefore seemed unlikely
that the sister would be the person who was "usually questioned." Another
student on her first ward also indicated on the questionnaire that she
would usually question the sister, staff nurse or SEN, but when interviewed.
about an activity in which the junior sister was explaining about the
collection of blood specimens, she said that she had not understood what
was said and added, "1 won't question if 1 think they're busy - normally
I would ask someone more junior than a junior sister. Most nurses know
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more than I do," But she had not named a student on the questionnaire,
ani had not questioned the sister even though the ward was exceptionally
quiet.

The results of the questionnaires must, therefore, be considered in
the light of other data. The questionnaires were completed by 53 learners
(93 per cent of those encountered on the wards). Those who did not
:pa.rticipate were new arrivals on the l6rds. ~'/hilstthere may have been
some doubt about whom nurses questioned, data on those who were not
questioned were consistent.

Learners would not usually question consultants because they were
'too busy' or unapproachable or in the company of the sister.

"l'ianygive the impression that we're too inferior to bother about."
"There's no close relationship between them and ourselves, the students.
They tend to treat us as insignificant members of the nursing
profession."

Neither would learners usually question auxiliaries and junior nurses
because they lacked knowledge, but subject to these exceptions, learners
generally felt able to approach any member of the ward staff who they felt
could help them; only 3 of the 53 learner respondents said that they would
not usually ask the sister for any of the three reasons - one first year

nurse said that she felt 'tense and frightened', another first year nurse
commented that she did not work with her and a third year student indicated
that the sister 'strayed off the point.'

A high percentage of the learners named the sister and staff nurse,
commenting "they're more likely to know" or "they are more senior". 83

per cent of the respondents Baid that they questioned the staff nurse about
practical aspects of nursing (how to do a. particular job) and frequently
made comments which suggested that the staff nurse knew the sister's likes

and dislikes.
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TABLE 51.

Members of staff whom learners would usually question

"Aho, on this ward, do you usually ask when you want to find out how to
do a particular job?"
Consultant.Doctor.Sister.Staff Nurse.SEN.Auxiliary.Student.?upil. No. of

% %

9.4
%

67.9
% %

respondents.
% %

o 83.0 .,52.8 1.9 30.2 11.3 53
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"Who, on this ward, do you usually ask when you want to find out why a
job is done in a particular way?"
Consultant.Doctor.Sister.Staff Nurse.SEN. Auxiliary.Student.Pupil.

% % %

75.5
% % % %

No. of
respond-
ents.

o

%

7.5 58.5 1.9 17.0 5.7 53
--~---------------------------------------------------------------------------
"Who, on this ward, do you usually ask if you want to find out about the
disease a patient may be suffering from, or some other aspect of nursing
theory?
Consultant.Doctor.Sister.Staff Nurse.SEN. Auxiliary.Student.Pupil.

% % % %

69.8
% % %

24.5
%

9.4

No. of
respond-
ents.

o 30.2 81.1 o 53

Source - ~estionnaires completed by 93% of learners in wards during
observa tion period (7% were new to ward).

"They not only know how to do it but how the sister or doctor likes
it done."

67.9 per cent named the sister and JO.2 per cent would ask students (Table 51).
But it seemed from the explanatory comments that learners asked whoever, in
a more senior position, was available.

" .I am usually working w1th a senior student and they aren't so
busy as the trained staff."
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"Because she's more in the ward than the sister who is busy
with doctors (etc)".
"Because she is more on the ward than the sister ani I feel it is
more her work to instruct •••• rather than bother the sister who
has more office work to do."

Regarding questions about nursing theory, a higher percentage (81.1
per cent) said that they would usually ask the sister, 69.8 per cent named
the staff ~e and JO.2 per cent said that they would usually question
doctors. Table 51 shows that for all questions a majority of the learnem
would question trained nurses and only a minority would question learners.
The trend of responses did not vary much between wards, except that on
Charlotte ward. (high rated surgical), no respond.ent said that they would
usually question another learner for any reason - an interesting finding,
in the light of the activity sampling which showed that the trained staff
on this ward were readily available during work, and. engaged in teaching
sessions during the afternoons.

Because of conflicting data, the learner activity sheets from the
six wards were scrutinised to ascertain whom learners had questioned during
observations. From the 524 learner activities which were probed in depth,
39 questioning incidents,which had either been observed or subsequently
reported by learners, came to light. (Questions sought knowledge about
the 'how'and 'why' of job performance and about nursing theory). The results
were interesting for they showed that learners had questioned their peers
more than any other group (Table 52).

TABIE s Members of the ward staff questioned by learners
(Source - 39 incidents observed during 524 learner activities)

Senior Junior Sister SEN Student Pupil Doctor Physiotherapist Auxilia.rie
sister staff nurse

% % % % % % % %

23.1 15.4 5.1 46.2 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6
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In 18 (46.2 per cent) of the 'questioning incidents', learners had

questioned student nurses - a muchhigher percentage than would have been

expected in the light of the data presented in Table 51, in which the

highest percentage of learners responding that they would usually question

students was JO.2 per cent.

It seems that in completing the questionnaires, the commentswhich

learners made in explaining why they would question various membersof the

ward staff, were probably a more accuxate description of the reality,whilst

the responses naming those questioned, were an expression of the ideal. It

is interesting to note that 24.5 per cent of the respondents (to the quest-

ionnaires) qualified their answers in terms of 'availability', e.g. a student

naming the staff nurse and SEN as the persons she would usually ask,

qualified her answer with "the first available person whom I have confidence

in to answer this", and "the first one to have a little time to spare".

Therefore, those who actually taught this learner in response to her

questions, would be those whowere most available.

Question and answer interactions are one aspect of ward teaching and

learning, and these results probably have wider implications, for it maybe

that those whomlearners would prefer or expect to do the ward teaching

(viz. the sisters and txained nurses) are not necessarily 'available' or

'at hand', and therefore when teaching is needed, those most :eadily

available (viz. other learners) do the teaching.

SuDlJl&rY

There were important differences in the teaching and learning that

occurred on the six wards, for on the high xated wards, there waSmore

teaching of theory, both about work that was being done and unrelated to

the work, and on two of the high rated wards (Neville and Charlotte) there

was more teaching by trained membersof the staff than by the untrained.

(It was also evident that the sister's teaching role extended beyond the

actual teaching that she did, ani in the succeeding chapter it will be

shown that only the sister on Charlotte positively organised her ward to

sat1sfy the varying needs of the learners.)
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Twomain working hypotheses were supported:

HZ "Trained. nurses teach during specialist activities" (see p 248)

HJ "Student ani pupil nurses learn during some work activities."

On the b:Lsis of ciata discussed in this chapter it was possible to

alter HJ in the following ways

"Student and pupil nurses learn during some work activities,

but learning varies with the type of work, frequency of job performance,

experience and stage of training of the learner, the work companion and

the ward."
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Following a search of the literat-ure a hypothesis Has

f ormul ated:

"Those wards in which learners learn a lot are those Hards

in which sisters make a consc i ous effort to make teaching

a reality."

In tje light of the results of the first stage, which su~portel

the hy~othesis, three wards in which learners felt that they had 'learn:
a loti were paired with wards of similar specialities, in which learner::::

fe"!.tthey had learnt less (high and 1011 rat-ed wards), in order to high-

Li.zht,differences in liard.activities during observations. The researcho

focused on two rrain areas - teaching and learning, ani ward sister

activities. The objectives were twofold. - firstly to identify and

describe teaching and. learning in high and low rated wards, and
secondly to identify and describe activities undertaken by the ward

sister which could account for differences in the ward learning

environmen t •

The results discussed in Chapters 11 and 12 show that there were

differences in the teaching and learning on the six wards, but that

these differences were not always consistent with a previous high or

low rating. It was estimated that learners on the three high rated

wards (Charlotte - fema.Ie surgical, Heville - male medical, and Heaton -

male orthopaedic) spent more time in teaching situations than those on

the low rated wards (.8lizabeth, Irena and i~aomi) (p. 259). it was also

estimated that learners on Charlotte and Neville spent more time in

teaching situations with the trained rather than the untrained, but

this was not so on Heaton which was also high rated. ..:.,earning

opportunities reported by learners who were interviewed abo~t their

activities varied between waris - learners on neaton and Irena reported
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fewer learning o~~ortunities than learners on other wards, whilst
learners on Elizabeth seemed to be more acutely aware of their patients
as individ!.lals(~. 225). Eaving demonstrated differences in the
teaching and learning on the six wards, the purpose now is to account
for them with particular reference to those activities which fall under
the control of the ward sister.

Although the sisters in the study could not control the type of
patients admitted to their wards, nor the number and type of workers,
there were certain aspects of the ward environment which did fall within

their control. Each sister was the undisputed manager of patient care
and controlled the activities in which learners and other members of the
ward staff participated, but there were variations in the way the sister2
managed the wards. Sisters varied not only in their style of leader-
shi~, b.lt in their orientation towards doctors, patients and learners,
and it will be argued here that the teaching and learning that occarred
in each ward was a function of the ward sister - in other words, her
actions directly affected the teaching and learning. It was found that
on some wards activities which the sister initiated subsequently became
teaching/learning situations for the learners who participated in them,
but on other wards, the sister's actions resulted in little teaching or

learning •

Table 53 shows how the various activities, about which learners
were interviewed, were initiated, and ':Lable5+ shaHS the percentage of
these activities that resulted in teaching or learning. (Data are
comparable in so far as the samples of cases were obtained under similar
circumstances over five mornings and five afternoons on each of the six
wards - see Chapter 9 and Appendices 12 and 19). It can be seen that
the sisters on Irena (female medical), Charlotte (female surgical), Naomi
(female orthopaedic) ani heaton (male orthopaedic) directly initiated
between 20 and 38 per cent of the various activities in the samples, but
the sisters on ~lizabeth (female surgical) and lieville (male medical)
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initiated under 11 per cent (Table 53). The sister on Irena appeared to
be responsible for little teaciung or learning, for less than 40 per cen :
of the activities that were directly initiated by her resulted in either
teaching or learning. B~t on Charlotte ward (which had been exceptiona~
highly rated by learner~ in the first stage of the research) a very high
90.9 per cent of the activities initiated by the sister resulted in
teaching or learning.

It seems reasonable to infer from these data that when the sister 0

Irena intervened to direct a learner to participate in a particular
activity, it was not usually done with a view to placing the learners in
a teaching/learning situation. On the other hand, the high percentage of
teaching or learning which resulted from the intervention of the Sisters
on Charlotte and lieaton tends to suggest that they initiated activities to

satisfy particular learning needs. The activities which the sister on
Elizabeth initiated all resulted in teaching or learning but their
infrequency suggests that they would have made little impact on the
overall teaching or learning.

Tables 53 and 54 also show how a relatively high percentage of ward
activities in the samples were initiated indirectly by the sister via the
'routine' or general instructions. Approximately 40 to 45 per cent of
these activities resulted in teaching or learning except on Irena where
the percentage was much lower (28.9 per cent), and on Elizabeth ward wher€
the percentage was much higher (68.4 per cent).

The small percentage of activities in the samples initiated by
junior sisters, staff nurses or Bnrolled nurses (whilst the sister was on
duty) were similar on all wards ranging from 9.8 per cent on Heaton to
18.6 per cent on Charlotte. Approximately half these activities
resulted in teaching or learning on all wards except Neville. On this
ward almost all the activities initiated by supporting trained staff
resulted in teaching or learning, and the learners themselves appeared
to playa much greater part in securing a place in teaching/learning

situations.
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These data demonstrate not only that the sisters directly or
indirectly controlled a majority of the learners' activities, but
also highlight the variations in teaching or learning that resulted
from their intervention.

TABU '5}

Percentage of activities initiated by various means on six wards

Neville Irena Elizabeth Charlotte riaomi, heatc
N.hed. F.hed. F. Jurg. F. ::)urg.F.urth.h.ar:.

No. of activities 94- 95 77 86 80 92
5h ;0 iO c~ .'1,0 ,'0 /0

Initiated by sister by
directive or request 10.6 29.5 7.8 .38.4 25.0 19.

General instructions
or routine under
sister's control 40.4 4J.0 .31.4 47.5 64.1

Initiated by junior
sister, staff nurse
or SEN 11.7 12.6 11.7 18.6 15.0 9.3

Learner informant
initiated own
participation 20.2 .3.2 7.8 4.7 6 •.3 0

Initiated by other
learners and untrained
staff, or patients. 4 ..3 1.3.7 10.4

Clinical teacher or
doctor 5..3 0 11.7

Other 7.4 1.1 1..3

.3.5 5.0 6.5

1.2 0 0

2..3 1 ..3 G

:Note: For percentage of activities which resulted in teaching or
learning see Table 54

Table excLudes lone learner activities.
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TABLE $

Percentage of activities initiated under each head which resulted
in teaching or learning

Neville Irena ~lizabeth Charlotte i:laomi Heat o.H.I''led. F.hed. F •.;)urg. l4' .Surg. F. Jrth.n. Ort.
No. of activities 9+ 95 77 86 8j 92

Initiated by sister
by directive or
request n= 10 28 6 33 2') 18

Percentage res~lting in
teaching or learning 7-J. O}~ 39.3;~ 100.Ojb 9').9/6 60. O/~ 88.

General instr~ctions or
zoutdne under sister's
control n"" 38 38 38 27 38 59
Percentage resulting in
teaching or 1earning 44.7% 28.9;0 68.4/6 44.4;.1 36.8,<1 44. -

Initiated by junior
Sister, staff nurse
or i:lEli n= 11 12 9 16 12 9

Percentage resulting
in teaching or
learning 91.0% 50. cYtG 44.470 5).0;6 5'J.o;" 44.'+

Learner informant
initiated own
participation n= 19 3 6 4 5 0

Percentage resulting
in teaching or
learning 84.2% 100.0% 66.7ib 75.Jj~ 100.O;b ---

Initiated by other
learners and untrained
staff,or patient n= 4 13 8 3 4 6

Percentage resulting
in teaching or learning 75·0jb 38.5;G 62.5/0 66.7/0 25. 'JiJ 83.

Clinical teacher
or doctor n= 5 U 9 1 0 0

Percentage resulting in
teaching or learning 80 .0~~6 -- 77.8/0 1:;0.0/6

!Jote: The size of some sLlb-samples is small since the~ercentage of
activities initiated by various means differed from wari to ward.(Jee Table 53).
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The Organization ofl"ork Activities

The sisters on the six wards had been in post for bet.ueen 5
ani 17 years ani on all wards, It was appazent. that l'I'i thin t.he frame-
work of the routine all learners knew what the sister expectei of them.
Theiegree of rO'ltinisation varied from Hard to ward, holta r.a.jor
similarity was that basic repetitive work was more highly ro~tinisei
than the technical work.

I'ii'..lchwas been written about routinisation of hospital work as a
means of getting the work done and relieving anxiety when there is a
constant changeover of staff and patients (Abel-Jrnith 196), l·.enzies
196o, Katz and nahn 1966, Davies 1976), and in this st~dy learners
were observed proceeding from job to job with minimal communication
and consultation. Data from learners who were interviewed d10lring
observations show that they were able to do this because instr.lctions
about work - particularly basic work - were incorporated into the
routine.

~isters who were interviewed in the first stage said that the
bulk of the work on all the waris was basic nursing (such as bed-baths
and care of pressure areas) but this could not be verified during
observations. The intense nature of the observation/interviewing
schedule meant that the type of activities in Which all types of ward
staff were engaged in, could not be recorded on the 10 minute activity
sampling sheets, beca~se there was not sufficient time for one observer
to observe and record everything. (;onsequently it was not possible to
quantify basic and technical activities on each ward or, s.lbsequently,
to estimate the percentage of the learner's work that was routinised.
However, the strong impreSSion was gained, particularly on the



ortho-paedic and medical wards, that the bulk of the work tl1at
learners were doing in the mornings was of a basic nat'J.re,Hith
n'J.rsesmoving from one patient to another to wash, bath or other-
wise atteni to £lis corr.fort. In the f:i'lrgicalwards, basic work
was interspersed with technical activities, as wounds were dressed
and patients taken to and from the operating theatre.

Although the learner activities that were probed in dept.h
were not selected by random sampling, they were representative of
the type of activities occurring on the wardS, and yielded important
data both on teaching and learning, and as~ects of ~ard organisation.
In order to find out how and from whom learners received their orders,
learners were specifically asked the reason why they engaged in
particular activities. AnalySiS of the responses from those inter-
viewed Showed that on each ward there was a ro~tine for allocating
the majority of basic activities (over 6)per cent) and a minority
of the technical activities,so t~~t learners did not need constantly
to seek advice on what to do or how to do it.;~hilst the majority
of the basic activities were distributed via the 'ro~tine' or
'general instructions' both trained nurses and the learners themselves
appeared more ready to intervene in the distribution of technical tasks.
','Iith the exception of Elizabeth ward a high percentage of the technical
activities that were included in the sam~le were iniivid'J.allyallocated.

(Table 55).
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TAB"LE 22

Reasons learners on six wards gave for engaging in basic
and technical work activities. (dource - interviews with
learners about observeJ. activities.)

Basic Activities
Neville Irena ~lizabeth ~harlotte l~aomi neat.on

Speciality h.hed. F.i·jed.}I'.Surg. li'.Surg. F. Ortho d'h Ortho
No. of activities 33 47 31 35 63 47

% % ~ I,.;.!
I~ %/0

Initiated by sister
by directive or
request 9.1 17.0 6 ..5 11.4 22.2 4.3

iiorkbook/routine/
42.6 19.4next patient 21.2 22.9 l.5.9 .51.1

"\forkneeded doing" 39.4 17.0 2.5.8 40.0 11.1 25.5
Allocated to group
of patients or one

16.1side of ward. 0 0 2.9 38.1 2.1
All general instr~ct-
ions under sister's
control 60.6 59.5 61.3 65.8 65.1 78.7

Initiated by junior
sister, staff nurse
or SEN 18.2 8.5 16.1 22.9 6.3 8.5

Learner informant
initiated own
participation 6.1 o 3.2 0 0 0

Initiated by learners,
untrained staff or
patients 6.1 14.9 12.9 0 6.3 8.5

(Negotiation or
freedom to do
s~cific activity 6.1 0 3.2 0 0 () )

(cont.)
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TABLE 55 (cont••••

Reasons learners on six wards gave for engaging in basic
and technical work activities. (Jource - interviews witn
learners about observed activities.)

~echnical activities
Neville Irena ~lizabeth

F' •hed• F.durg •Speciality
No. of activities 38

% jo

~harlotte
F.Surg.

!~aomi Heat-on
F.Orth.h.Orth.

36 22 22
,

,0 /0

Initiated by sister
by directive or
request 23.5 50.0 8.9 38.9 36.4 50.0

.Jorkbook!roiltine!
next patient 17.6 5.3
"..lork needed doing" 14.7 2.6
Allocated to group
of patients or one
one side of ward 0 0
All general instrilct-
ions under sister's
control 32.3 7.9

8.9
24.4

13.3

46.6

2.8
1l.1 4.5 13.2

2.8

16.7 18.2 18.2

Initiated by .junior
sister, staff nurse
or SE~f 8.8 18.4 ll.l 25.0 31.8 22.7

::.earnerinforma.nt
initiated own
participation 26.5 7.9 8.9 8.3 13.6 '-'

Initiated by learners,
untrained staff or
patients 5·9 10.5

Initiated by clinical
teacher or doctor 2.9 o

,
v'other 0 5·3

1l.1

13.3

o

(Negotiation or freedom
to do specific activity33.3 12.1 15.9

8.3 o 9.1

2.8 o v

o

25.0 16.7 9.1 )
!lOTI: I Table includes lone learners and excludes doctors'rounis.
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Although learners had little freedom on which basic activities
to do, on some wards they were able to engage in negotiations to do or
watch technical activities such as dr:.lgro~nds or dressings which they
felt were ap~opriate to their learning needs. It sho~ld be noted, in
passing, that no learner on any liardasked to -perform a basic activity
in order to satisfy a learning need - these activities were not felt to
be -particularly im'portant for the learners' educat.Lon (see uhaptez'11).
However, there l'lereimportant differences in the responses from the six
wards which gave some insight into the sister's style of leadership.

The sister's style of leadership.

\'ihilstt.neresearch was in progress it was observed that the
styles of the sisters were different. In particu.lar, it was observed.
that sisters differed in one important aspect of leadership - the method

of order-giving. ~ome sisters gave direct instructions, others invited
discussion and allowed discretion. 'Ihe styles of leadership were
observed to be similar to those describei by \'Ihiteand Lippitt (1972)
following an investigation into leadershit> styles in a boys' club. They
i:ientified three types whicn fell within the normal range of leadership -
autocratic, democratic and laissez-faire. (see earlier discussion p. 48).

Their typology provided a starting point for data analysis, but
it was necessary to make some modifications because this research was
conducted in hospital wards where activities have traditionally been

•
dominated by hierarchy and routine, and not in a boys' club. 'i'heleaders
in the \'Ihiteand Lippitt study served the needs of only one group, but the
ward sister serves two client groups - patients and learners (and, it
could be argued that, depending on her orientation, she also serves a
third group - consultants). It was fO:.lndthat an attempt to describe
an the differences inf4ard sister behaviour in terms of a.ltocratic,
democratic or laissez-faire leadershit> styles prod~ced iistortions.
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For instance, ',Jhiteand Lip.tlittd.escribed how t.aeaut.ocr'at.Lc leaier
rema.ined aloof from the gro'lp except when demonstradng. i.owever , in

this study, a sister could be autocratic in the sense tnat she dicta~ed
work tasks and companions, although she did not remain aloof from the
group whilst giving patient care. In order to provide an accurate
analysis, it was necessary to relate the time the sister spent with
learners to the time she spent with other groups. It was also inl"[)ortant
to consider whether or not a sister was demonstrating an activity for the
benefit of a learner (i.e. fulfilling a teaching role) or giving care
for the benefit of a patient, without demonstrating. Therefore, the
time the sister spent with learners was not used as one of the criteria
for determining leadership style, and data were analysed separately to
describe the sister's teaching role.

;lhiteand Lippitt described key activities which ,iereuniertaken
by each type of leader to organise subordinates. The a.J.tocraticleader
determined all policies, dictated activities one step at a time and
dictated work tasks and companions. ::hedemocratic leader encouraged
group decisions and allowed group members to choose work and partners.
The laissez-faire leader left the gro~p members to make their own
decisions and.did not intervene to determine tasks and companions.
Sisters were classified as autocratic, democratic or laissez-faire on
the l:asis of order-giving USing data presented in Table 55. I'heaedata
show how learners on the six wards received orders or instructions to
participate in basic and technical activities. In principle, the key
activities undertaken by the three types of sister were similar to those
described by White and ~ippitt - the autocratic sister dictated activities
and companions to a greater extent than the ott~r types; the democratic
sister gave subordinates some discretion in the work that they did.but
specified that seniors should work \-li th juniors; and the laissez-faire
sister left the learners to determine tasks and companions and. intervened.
less than the other two ty.pes of sister._;_he classification of the
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sisters was as follows: - the sisters on Irena. (female medical), ,,;aomi
(female orthopaedic) and Eeaton (male orthopaedic) were autocratic leaders
the sisters on Neville (male medical), and ~harlotte (female surgical)
were democratic leaders; and the sister on ~lizabeth ward (fewale
surgical and gynaecology) was a laissez-faire leader.

Autocratic leadership

'Iheresults of the interviews with learners about why they
engaged in particular ward activities suggested that the main features
of autocratic leadership were rules and a rigid. routine, which implicitly
communicated to the workers,who were predominantly learners, what, when
and how various types of activity were to be done. Table 55 shows how
the technical activities on Irena, Naomi and Heaton wards were allocated
by directive rather than negotiation: on Irena and Heaton wards the
sisters initiated 50 per cent of the technical activities which were
the subject of interview. Nurses were generally told what to do as
opposed to being given some discretion. There were no recorded instances
of learners being asked whether or not they would like to do something,
on either Heaton or Irena wards, and only one on Naomi. Instructions
were given, and learners conformed. 'Ihesisters likes and dislikes were
enforced as if they were rules. In contrast to the boys in the White and
LiP'lJittstudy who, under an autocratic leader, experienced uncert.ainty
about future steps, learners who worked under an autocratic sister knew
precisely what was expected of them.

,Ihilstlearners on all wards made responses which demonstrated
that a high percentage of the basic activities were allocated through
what might be termed 'general instr~ctions', the nuance of the COmEents
from learners on Irena (female medical) and Heaton (male orthopaedic)
suggested the rO:1tines on these two wards differed fundamentally from
those on other wards - there was a 'rigidity' which was not present on
the other wards. lhere was a system of 'task allocation' of work and
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learners conveyed the notion that certain things were always done a~
certain times or in certain ways. Of the basic activities, 42.6 per
cent on Irena and 51.1 :per cent on neaton were prescribed either in a
work book or via the routine - this was mucn higher than on the other
wards. (~able.55).

Learners on Naomi (female orthopaedic) did not talk about the
routine in the same terms, or as often, as the learners on Irena or
Heaton, and explained in 38.1 per cent of the basic activities, that
they were assigned to 'one side of the ward' with a particular partner,
by the sister. The sister usually wrote a work list, but sometimes
gave instructions verbally. Since the sister also spent a higher
percentage of her time than the other sisters giving d.irect care to
patients, she was frequently in the ward and, tnerefore, in a position
to give individual instructions about basic care. ~he gave direct
orders about 22.2 per cent of the basic activities which were the subject
of interview. ('lable55).

Democratic leadershi2.

Democratic leadership was typified by teamwork, negotiation and
a more flexible routine. Both democratic sisters - those on Charlotte
(female surgical) and Neville (male medical) - prescribed the care for
patients in a book or nursing Kardex. Having specified that trained
nurses should work with learners, they gave nurses some discretion as
to which work would receive priority and by whom it would be performed.
\~hen asked why they were doing basic activities, learners involved in 4J

per cent of the cases on both wards responded that 'the work needed doing'
rather than that it was 'routine', thus conveying a more flexible approacn.
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Learners had freedom to participate in over a third of the technical
activities on Heville and a quarter of those on lJharlotte (Table 55).
Although the sister on Charlotte and the other trained nurses initiated
a high percentage of the technical activities, they often 'invited'
rather than 'commanded', viz. "Sister asked who would like to do it",
rather than "Sister told me".

Laissez-faire leadershi-o.

~issez-faire leadership was typified by 'non-intervention'.
There was evidence to suggest that the sister on Elizabeth ward (female
surgical and gynaecology) was a laissez-faire leader. Table 55 shows
how only 8.9 per cent of the technical activities on this ward were
initiated by the sister - a low percentage in comparison with other
wards - whilst a much higher percentage was initiated through 'general

instructions '• ~he sister on Blizabeth ward prescribed the care for
each patient in a book in much the same way as the sister on charlotte,
~~t whereas the democratic sister assigned teams of trained and learner
nurses to share the work, the laissez-faire sister left the learners
to get on with the work without determining tasks or companions. The
sister believed in a system of 'total patient care' - a system in which
all the care that a patient needed at a particular time was given by the
same nurse(s), as opposed to 'task allocation' in which care was broken
up into a series of tasks done by different nurses. ~~t because the
sister did not assign trained nurses to work with them, it was the
learners who were usually left to do the bulk of the repetitive work,

either alone or with other learners. They had to make their own

decisions about work companions and priorities.
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The sister's orientation

Because of the complexity of the ward sister's role, it Has
not possible to explain all the differences in the ward environment
in terms of autocratic, democratic or laissez-faire leadership. 'rhe
style of leadership outlined so far was based on the methods used by
the sisters to give orders to the learners about the work they were to
do. But it Has also necessary to consider the orientation of the
sister in terms of how she spent her time and to l'fhomshe gave priority.

In performing her duties, the ''fardsister is involved with
patients, doctors and learners. che has to divide her time between
the various groups and when there are conflicting der.ands m~st give
her attention to one gro~p in preference to another. It is worth
noting at the outset, that of the sisters who were intervieHed in the
first stage, no sister delegated the consultant's round to anyone else
when she was on duty, but most delegated teaching or patient care on
some occasions. From this can be inferred the prirracy of service to
consultants in the hierarchy of tasks which the sisters had to do.

Bendall (1973) suggested that "the Hard sister's orientation
could be used as one measure of the environment" (p. 38). ~he felt that
there were two extremes - one who gave patients first priority and
another who gave doctors first priority. Juring observations it was
observed that sisters varied in the time and attention they devoted to
doctors and patients in relation to other groups. But a third type
was observed - one who appeared to give priority to administration.

Sisters were classified on orientation according to how they
spent their time, as doctor, patient or administration orientated.
Data from 10 minute activity sampling provides the basis for the
classification, but accoun~ is also taken of qualitative data which
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was collected during key events. The orientation is inferred
from what the sister did in reality uhen faced with conflicting
demands, rather than from what she might have preferred to do in
ideal circumstances. Ine sisters' activities are set out in Table
::P using categories adapted from those suggested by Jnman (1975 p. 107).
Other tables have also been consulted to take accoLlnt of other factors
which are not immediately apparent from this table alone.

1be classification of the sisters on orientation was as
followsl - the sisters on Neville (male medical). Irena (female
medical) and 81izabeth (female surgical and gynaecology) were doctor
orientated: those on Charlotte (female surgical) and i~omi (female
orthopaedic) were ];Rtient orientated and the sister on Eeaton (male
orthopaedic) was administration orientated. ('l'able56).
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TABLE 56
Senior sister activities during five mornings (9 a.m. to 12 noon
and five afternoons (2 p.m. to 4 p.m.) - 10 minute activity

samvling

Categories adapted from Inman (1975 p. 107).

;~·ard Neville Irena. ~lizabeth (;ha.r1otte Haomi heaton

Speciality N.Ned. Ii' .Ned. I!'.~urg/gyn.F.~urg. F. Orth.l1.Orth

Sister activity 142N= 150 150 14) 146 1)9
% /0 10 /0 'j; 10

Rounds or talking
to doctors 21.8 16.0 24.7 11.9 10.3 7.2

viorking on Kardex,
files, case notes 14.1 18.7or office work 12.0 9.8 19.9 24.5

Nedicine round 8.5 ).J J.J 0 1.4 2.2

Instructions or
other talk to
nurses and other
staff 27.5 22.0 2J.3 22.4 18.5 18.0

Talking to 5.6 8.0 1).3 8.2patients 10.5 10.1

Assisting 4.9 28.8 15.8patients 12.7 12.7 17.5

Talking on 1.) 4.9 6.2telephone 0 1.3 2.9

Talking to 5.6 4.7 0.6 8.4visitors 2.7 5.8

other (meal break,
unit meeting, off
ward.). 12.0 13·3 8.7 14.7 4.1 13.7

Orientation Doctor Doctor Doctor .Patient :?a.tient.Admin
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Doctor orientation

St. Joan's hospital hai, at one time, been under the management,
of a se:r;arateAdministrator and. I'Ja tron, from ;jt.Anne's, and. whether or
not traditions peculiar to this hospital persisted, which contributed
to the orientation of the sisters there, is not altogether clear, b~t
it is interesting to note that the sisters on Neville, Irena and
Elizabeth wards were all 'doctor orientated'. They spent more time
than the other sisters in 'rounds or talking to doctors', and less
time 'assisting patients' - i.e. participating in basic and technical
activities with :r;atients. Crable ~).

A learner in the first stage of the research r4d commented on
the high place accorded the consultants at the hospital - "they thought
they were gcxis", and there was some evidence that whatever they thought
of themselves some sisters treated them with deference and gave them
immedia te callan their time. 'l'heconsul tant 's place at the top of
the hierarchy appeared to be acknowledged, not only by the sisters,
but also by more senior nurse administrators. Un one occasion a

consultant arrived as a nursing officer and was about to start a round
with the ward sister. The sister left the nursing officer, who with-
drew from the ward, remarking to the researcher, "If it was a more
junior doctor, I wa~ld hold my ground - as it is, I shall retire
gracefully." Neanwhile the sister, lihohad collected books and
papers from the office, ran into the ward after the consultant.

It could be arg~ed that the time the sisters on the two medical
wards (Neville and Irena) spent on rOJ.nis, was due to the nature of the
speciality, but the fact remains that the sister on Neville dii not
spend as much time with :r;atients,d.espite - or pernaps becailse of -
a very low work load, and when a round on Irena.was cancelled, the
sister did not give her time to either patients or learners. It is
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also possible that the sister on Elizabeth wari s~ent more time on
'rounds and talking to doctors' because both 'surgical and gynaecological
medical 'teams' visited the ward. This may well be a valii point, b~t

,!;it should be noted that the sister on the other surgical ward (Charlotte ~,!

delegated the maximum amount of administrative work to the ward clerk,
with the result that she had more time to 'give' to patients and
learners in the afternoons. Clerks on both wards were employed for
sirr~lar periods, but the one on Charlotte was allowed to do a wider
range of administrative work than the one on ~lizabeth. 'rhe morning
activities of the sister on Elizabeth were very similar to those of
the sister on Charlotte, but in the afternoons she spent 21.7 per cent
of her time on 'office work' as opposed to 5.7 per cent spent by the
sister on Charlotte, and when she was engaged in office duties, she was
often joined by trained nurses and junior doctors who talked to her
whilst she worked, so the time she spent with doctors was higher than
the 24.7 per cent shown in Table 56.
Patient orientation

T.'lesisters on Charlotte (female surgical) and ~aomi (female
orthopaedic) were patient orientated, and on more than one occasion
forcibly expressed their commitment to the patients. The sister on
Naomi spent 28.8 per cent of her time directly assisting the patients
on her ward - this was far more than any other sister (Table 56). her
priorities can best be summarised in the comment she made when it
appeared that there were going to be further demands on her time
which would take her away from her patients - "All I want to do is
to look after my patients."

Similarly, the sister on Charlotte, who spent the second highest
~ercentage of her time assisting or talking to the ~tients, at one time
expressed the view - "If we give good pa.tient care, t!la. t's everything ..•
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talking to the patient, gaining the confidence of the patient - that's
nursing. Jead stop. Ever:rthing for the patient." ':'hesetwo sisters
also spent the most time doing basic ani technical work with the learners
(Table 57).

:'ABL;:;52

Percentage of time spent by senior sisters in basic ani
technical activities with the learners (10 minute activity
samn1ing on five mornings and five afternoons).

,lard. Neville Irena ~lizabeth Charlotte Naomi Eeaton
No. of activities 142 150 150 143 146 139

Sister with learner
in basic or tech-
nical activity
(excl. doctors'

4.2}0 10.0,6 16 .47~ 5.8;0rounds) 5.3% 11.2;"Z.

Both patient orientated sisters thought highly of their ward
clerks. During the observation period on Naomi ward, the ward clerk
went on holiday - a fact of which the researcher was constantly reminded,
and there was a noticeable increase in the time the sister spent in
office work, particularly in the afternoons. But as soon as the ward.
clerk returned, the sister returned to giving direct care to the patients.
Learner nurses found working with the sister confirmed that this was a
'usual 'occurrence. '..he sister on Charlotte ward spent the least time
on administration - due no doubt to the active delegation of a wide
variety of administrative duties to her ward clerk.
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Administration orientation

Although the sister on Eeaton (male orthopaedic) attended to
the needs of both doctors and patients it could not be said that she
was orientated towards either group. However, by her own choice,
she was the only sister who did not have a ward clerk. Consequently,
she spent more time in administration than a.ny other sister. A quarter
of her time was spent in office work (24.5 per cent ) (Table 56). In
the mornings she spent 10 per cent more time in office work than the
other sisters. On the basis of these data she was classified as
administration orientated.

TABLE 58

Classification of sisters on leadership style and
orientation

Orientation Leadersnip style

Autocratic Jemocratic Laissez-faire

Doctor 1 2 J

Patient 4 5 6

Administration 7 8 9

The classification ol'the sisters on style of leadership and
orientation was thus generated from the data. (~alitative data
supported the classifications and ~re introduced in the discussion of
individual wards in the latter part of this chapter). There are nine
possible types (Table 58). The reader will note that all the sisters
in the second stage of the study received a different classification,

as fonows:
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Irena: Autocratic/doctor orientated.
Jemocratic/doctor orienta~ed.
Laissez-faire/doctor orientated.
Democratic/~atient orientated.
Aut.ocratic/:!_:la.tient orienta ted.
Autocratic/adIT~nistration orientated.

Neville:
E1.izabeth:
Charlotte:
Naomi:
:,eaton:

Jince this aspect of the research is essentially exploratory
they ~..lstbe regarded as a first step towards an understanding of the
complex nature of tne ward. sister's role. The style of leadership
which has been oatlined is concerned primarily with the methods used
by the sister to organise her Horkforce to do the work 'l'l'hichderives
from the patients. It is suggested that, under an autocratic leader
the learners and other workers have little discretion in their 'tlorkand
do what the sister or her inunediate subordinates tell them to do, vlhilst
under democratic or laissez-faire leadership, the learners have more
discretion. Since the needs of the learners ~..lstbe satisfied con-
currently with those of the patients, it is inevitable that the style
of leadership impinges on the way learners' needs are defined. TI1erefore
to some extent the needs of learners under autocratic leadership are
defined by the sister; under democratic leadership learners are able
to enter into negotiations with trained nurses in order to define their
own needs: but under laissez-faire leaQership they are able to negotiate
their needs mainly in conjunction with other learners with whom they work.

\/ith the possible exception of l!.:lizabeth ward, where the workl cad
and turnover of patients were often exceptionally high (see chapter 10,)

there was ample evidence to suggest that the way the sister spent her
time was a produce of her own preferences and priori ties. ,iithin
certain limitations, tne sister dii what she dii because it was what
she wanted to do. .tach sister had :ler own routine, and when oppor-tunit.Lo.
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presented themselves to do something different - for instance -
when a doctor~s round or operating session was cancelled, she did not
pursue activities, or associate with groups which were outside her

routine. \-Ihatwas abundantly clear was that a sister who d.Ld not
normally take part in teaching sessions, did not suddenly gather the
learners about her in order to teach them, when patients or doctors
temporarily had no need of her services. ~espite the high priority
which some sisters had accorded teaching during interviews in the
first stage of the research, with the exception of the sister on
Charlotte ward, teaching learners - particularly away from the job -
was observed to be very low down in the order of priorities.

The sister's teaching role.

Data from which the conclusions for this section are drawn,

were qualitative rather than quantitative. The activities of the
sisters were sampled at 10 minute intervals on each ward, and the
majority of the activities in which the sister was working with, or
in the presence of, a learner nurse, were the subject of interview
in order to find out the nature of any conversation or demonstration.
Observations took place during five mornings and five afternoons in
order to sample the type of activities occurring at 'busy' and 'slack'
periods. Ward report sessions were not usually observed since these
were given prior to obServations and during the lunch break. Data

from informal conversations or incidents which contributed to an under-
standing of the sister's teaching role were recorded in field notes so
that incoming data from other sources could be cross-checked. An
attempt was made to look beyond the teaching which the sister actually
did, and to describe other activities which she undertook to change a
working environment to a learning environment. In .spite of methods
which were designed positively to seek out data on the sister's teaching
activities, data from some wards was sparse.
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Since the ward sister fulfills a dual role as manager of patien:
care and teacher, it is inevitable that activities concerned with each
role impinge upon the other. un the one hand the sister is involved
with the student and pupil nurses, in the type of interactions which
occur in any work situation between a leader and subordinate worker,
and on the other, she is involved in activities which are designed to
satisfy the needs of a learner. These include not only the teaching
which she herself does, b~t also teaching and learning situations which
she initiates. .lJhilst the sister's teaching role is closely related
to her style of leadership and orientation towards the various groups,
data from a variety of sources suggest that some facets of the teaching
role function independently.

Juring observations there appeared to be wide variations in
the way each sister fulfilled her teaching role, and it is suggested
that what the sister did was dependent on her perception of student and
pupil n~rses - whether they were 'learners' who also worked, or 'transien
workers' who needed to learn how to do the work that had to be done on
a particular ward.

It is helpful to consider the teaching role as having two
dimensions at oppOSing ends of a continuum - active and passive. The
sister who perceives the student or pupil nurse as a 'learner' client
with special educational needs, actively pursues a teaching role, and
the sister who perceives the learner as a 'worker' who serves the
patient client, engages in no extra activities other than those which
are necessary to equip any worker with skills to do the work. Thus,
as far as teaching is concerned, the former role is essentially an
'active' role and the latter a 'passive' role.
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Figure 7 summarises the main features of the sister's teaching
role and identifies the key differences between the active and passive
roles. There are four main facets to the teaching role - job teaching,
non-job teaching, the initiation of teaching by others, and the provision
of opportunities for the students or pupilS to learn.

Because of statutory training requirements all sisters in charge
of wards to which learners are allocated are periodically faced with
the problem of introducing new student and p~pil nurses to the type of
work occurring on their particular ward. As leader of the work force
the sister is inevitably involved in ensuring that the learner-worker
is able to do Nork which has not previously been encountered. Job
teaching or delegation of ,jobteaching to other ward staff is, therefore,
obligatory,in the sense that the consequence of not doing it means that
workers may be unable to do work which has to be done.

Whether the sister fulfills an active or passive role, job
teaching is part of it, but the key difference between the two roles
turns on the teaching of theory. The sister in the passive role - if
she teaches at all - teaches a minimum of theory both whilst working with
learners, and away from the job. But in an active role the sister
teaches the theory behind the job by explaining why things are being
done and why they are being done in a particular way.

Observation of sister activities at ten minute intervals showed
that overt teaching by the six sisters was negligible, varying from 0
per cent on the two medical wards to 4.9 per cent on ~harlotte. (Table 5S:

This was consistent with previous work studies which showed that sisters
did little teaching (Goddard 1963, rdnistry of Health 1968, ~cottish
Home and Health Department 1969).
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Figure 7 The sister's teaching role

ACTIVE ROLE

Sister perceives student or pupil
nurse as 'learner' with educ-
ational needs

ACTIVITIES URDERTAKEN BY SISTER

A. Engages in active job teachine
- 'how' and 'why"'

B. Engages in active non-job
teaching

c:. Accords teaching a place in
the routine and initiates job
and non-job teaching

D. Releases learners from work
to attend learning situations
e.g. doctors t rounds, and
non-repetitive activities

Sister perceives student or
pupil nurse as 'worker' with a
need to learn work skills

ACTIV'ITDS UNDERTAKEN BY SISTER

E. Does little teaching or
engages in job teaching
- mainly 'howI according to
priorities

F. Leaves non-job teaching to
others e.g. learners , clinical
teacher. Does non-job teaching
in response to questions

G. !nitiates job teaching

H. Provides opportunity to learn
when the work is done
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However, in this study, it was possible to calculate the
amount of time spent in covert as well as overt teaching, because, in
the majority of cases in which a sister was observed with a student
or pupil nurse during 10 minute activity sampling, the learner was
subsequently interviewed to find out what had occurred. In some cases
they described teaching which had not been observed. Activity
sampling showed that Sisters spent between 8.0 per cent and 24.7 per
cent of their time with the learners but activities representing
between 1.4 and 5.4 per cent of this time were not the subject of
interview (Table 59). on all the wardS, the covert teaChing was
equal to, or more than, the overt teaching, varying from only 1.3 per
cent on Irena ward to 8.4 per cent on Charlotte. Thus the time spent
in overt and covert teaching by the six sisters ranged from 1.3 per
cent on Irena to 13.3 per cent on Charlotte. In addition to the
teaching they actually did, the sisters on Neville, Charlotte and
Heaton were also present when others (usually the consultants) did
some teaching. The time the sister spent in teaching situations,
therefore, varied from only 1.3 per cent on Irena to 17.5 per cent on
Charlotte. It was difficult to draw any conclusions about the
differences in teaching from these figures alone because the proportions
of time spent in teaching by the sisters on all the wards except
Charlotte were so low - less than 10 per cent.

The time the sisters spent in teaching was, in effect, the time
they devoted to satisfying the needs of learners in their wards. When
the time spent in overt and covert teaching was compared to other sister
activities, it was found that the sister on ~harlotte ward.was the only
sister who spent more time in teaching, than in 'rounds or talking to
doctors' or in administration ('lable60). The only firm conclusion
that could be drawn was that the sister on \,;harlottegave teaching
learners a higher priority than the other sisters did.
suggested that she actively pursued a teaching role.

These figures
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TABIE 59

overt and covert teaching by sisters on six wards during
five mornings and.five afternoons. (Data source - 10 minute
activity sampling and interviews with learners about observed

activities )

Neville Irena Elizabeth Oharlotte
N.Med. F .11.ed. F'•.:iurg. F .Surg.

l~ =
Time spent by

sister with

142

learners n- 19
13.4%

150 1.9:) 143

Naomi heaton
F.Orth.liuOrth.
146 139

25 12
16.71; 8.0%

35
24.5}0

36 12
24.7% 8.6%

Sister/learner
activities not
investigated by
learner interview 4.2% 4.7% 2.7% 2.1% 5.4% 1.4%

Sister/learner
activities
investigated but
no teaching found 2.1% 4.9% 10.9.% 0

Teaching by others
in sister's
presence 4 .9"/0 o o 4.2% o

overt teaching
by sister 0 o z.cs 4.9% 3.4%

covert teaching
by sister 2.1% 1.3% 2.0% 8.4% 4.fffo 4.3%

overt and covert
teaching by
sister 2.1% 1.3",1. 4 0,1v .;0 13.3% 8.2% 5.7/b

Time spent teaching
and in teaching
situations 7.0% 8.2~~ 7 .ll~
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TABLE 60

Time spent by sisters in 'rounds/talking to doctors',
administration and teaching. (10 minute activity samoling).

i-lard Neville Irena .ri:lizabethCharlotte Naomi lieaton
Speciality Ivl.hed. F.hed. F.Surg. F' • .::iurg. F. Orth.l...orth

N= 142 1.50 1.50 14J 146 IJ9
% /6 1;6 % i'o %

Rounds/talking
to doctors 21.8 16.0 24.7 11.9 10.J 7.2

Working on Kardex,
files, office work 14.1 18.7 12.0 9.8 19.9 24..5

OVert and covert
teaching ref.
table 59 2.1 1.J 4.0 13.3 8.2 .5.7

Analysis of data from a variety of sources showed that the type
of teaching activities undertaken by the six sisters varied considerably
and it proved possible to allocate sisters a place on an active/passive
teaching role continuum. The sister on Charlotte was the only sister
to satisfy all the criteria of the active role, shown in Figure 7; the
sist.er on Heaton was actively inclined; the sisters on &omi, Eliza.beth
and. Neville were passively inclined and the sister on Irena undertook
all the activities associated with the passive role. (Figure 8).

In order to find out what type of teaching the sisters did when
with the learners, viz. job 'how', job 'why' or non-job, all the cases
involving the sisters were reviewed. The number of relevant activities
ranged from 8 on Elizabeth to 32 on Charlotte. It was estimated that the
sister on Charlotte spent 13.3 per cent of her time in teaching, and data
from all sources (learner interviews, field notes compiled during
observa tiona ani informal conversations) confirmed that she engaged in
all types of teaching. 'rabl e 61 shows how most of the job teaching took
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Figure 8

Teaching Roles of the ...asters on Jix -:lards

Active Role Actively Inclined l~ssively Inclinei iassive Role

Charlotte Heaton l\ao:ni,.u,;Uzabeth,!;eville. Irena
EF' iFH .!).c;iGH ..:.FGE

8.2/~ 4.0/.1 2.1) 1.};i113.3%

AB.cGH
5.7%

ABeD

Note: The letters refer to the activities undertaken by the sister,
in F'igure 7, and the numbers to the percentage of time spent
in overt and covert teaching.

TABLE 61

Type of teaching done by sisters on six wards.
(rata. source - interviews with learners about
observed sisterLlearner activities}.

Neville Irena Hilizabeth ~harlotte i{aomi Heaton
M.I';ed. F.hed. F.8urg. F'.Surg. F.orth.L.Orth

No. of activities 12 21 8 32 28 11

Basic activities
n= 1 11 1 3 14 1

No teaching 1 8 0 1 7 0

Job 'how' 0 3 0 1 5 1

Job 'why' 0 1 (l-non job) 1 (l-non job) 1
Teaching by

(1)another
Technical activities

n= 10 8 5 19 9 10

No teaching 2 7 0 5 4 1

Job 'how' 2 1 J 10 5 6

Job 'why' 1 0 4 7 1 5 (2 no:
job)

Teaching by
(6) (5) (2)another

lnfona. tional/
Relational n= 1 2 2 10 5 0

No teaching 0 1 1 J 2 I)

Non-job teaching 1 1 1 7 3 0
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place during technical rather than basic activities. Teaching methods
included demonstrations (individually and in groups) which were accompan-
ied by detailed explanations of specific techniques and underlying
principles. The sister was the only one observed in formal group
teaching situations and there was confirmation from a number of learners
that teaching was a regular occurrence. The sister was observed
initiating both job and non-job teaching by trained and learner nurses,
and on the day prior to observations commencing on the ward, was over-
heard questioning the staff nurse to ascertain whether a teaching session
had taken place the previous afternoon when the sister had been off duty.
No other sister was found to have initiated non-job teaching by other
members of the ward. staff during the period of observation. lhe sister
on Charlotte released learners from work in order to attend consultants'
rounds and organised demonstrations of non-repetitive techniques. The
sister on this ward was unique because she imposed a teaching role on
trained and learner nurses, and accorded teaching a place in the routine.
The active delegation of teaching to other members of the ward staff
ensured that teaching kept its place in the routine.

The sister on Heaton (high rated male orthopaedic ward) was the
only sister who could be described as 'actively inclined' but data on
Which this allocation was based were by no means conclusive. Data
from learners in the first stage of the study suggested that teaching
sessions given by the trained staff, particularly the sister, were a
regular feature of ward activities, but none were encountered.
Observations on the ward spanned six weeks and were interrupted by a
three weeks holiday taken by the sister, but learners allocated to the
ward for this period brought to the researcher's attention only one
teaching session which had been given during a weekend immediately
prior to the start of observations. However, a second year student
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who had been on the ward for 5 weeks before the sister went on holiday
said, "Sister often lectures if we're not busy", and a first year
student on Charlotte who had recently worked on Heaton informed the
researcher that "the staff (on Heaton) gave lectures". There was,
therefore, some reason for believing that the sister's own routine
which included non-job teaching had been disrupted by her holiday.
However. non-job teaching was not delegated to other members of the
trained staff who were on duty with the sister, so regular teaching
sessions lapsed when the sister did not take them.

With one exception, all the job teaching given by the sister
on Heaton occurred during technical activities, and included detailed
explanations and demonstrations (Table 61). Two non-job teaching
episodes were observed after the sister had returned from the operating
theatre with patients. On each occasion she subsequently gave an
account of what the patient had had done, to the nurse who had accompanie·
her. She also encouraged learners to attend doctors' rounds ani to
study on their own when the work was done in the afternoons. Trained
nurses were asked to teach during technical acti vities such as drug

rounds and giving injections.

The sister on Naomi (low rated female orthopaedic ward) was
typed as 'passively inclined' despite the estimate that she did more
teaching than her counterpart on Heaton ward. Almost all the job
teaching she did comprised advice on how the job should be done and
occurred during both basic and technical acti vities (Ta.ble 61). l'hlch
of the teaching that she did was 'patient centred' in the sense that
the sister ~ve advice on how learners Should give direct physical care -
such as giving more support to a patient's shoulders, telling the patient
to take a "lot of little steps", and, on hearing a patient scream,
instructing learners that they Should wait until an extra person was
available before getting a patient out of bed.
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or the four non-job teaching activities that were observed,
three followed questions from learners and the fourth took place
between jobs whilst the sister was working with a first year student -
according to another learner this was not unusual. Although no formal
teaching sessions were observed the researcher was told of one lecture
on the ward, rut there were no other data to suggest that this was a
regular event. The sister did not directly initiate either job or
non-job teaching by any other member of the ward staff, neither were
learners released to go on doctors' rounds or given an opportunity to
study in the one quiet afternoon during the observation period. Thus
the sister's teaching role did not appear to extend beyond her own

teaching.

ihe sister on ~lizabeth (low rated female surgical/gynaecological
ward) spent 4.0 per cent of her time in teaching, ani what little job
teaching she did during the five mornings and afternoons took place
during technical activities and included teaching a pupil about drugs
on a drug round, explaining to a learner who was new to the ward how and
why to dress a patient's wound and, in response to a student's request
for instructions, ordering oxygen for a patient who had returned from
theatre. Two non-job teaching activities were observed - one took
place whilst she made an empty bed with a learner and the other was a
statutory assessment. The sister did not directly initiate any teaching
other than that in which she herself was involved and the activity
sampling showed that it was rare for any other member of the trained
staff to take a learner with her either on a drug round or to do a
dressing; they usually went alone or with another trained nurse.
Learners did not go on doctors' rounds but were allowed to study when
the work was done - an infrequent activity because of the heavy workload.
The sister on glizabeth was 'passively inclined'.
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The sister on l'leville(high rated male medical ward) was
'passively inclined' and spent only 2.1 per cent of her time teaching.
Only three teaching activities came to light during five morning and
five afternoons - she taught one learner on a drug round (but was
observed alone or with a trained member of staff on six), was a
'passive teacher', whilst a learner watched her giving an injection,
and briefly taught following a question. The sister acknowledged
her own limited teaching role at interview but indicated that her
immediate subordinate trained colleagues enjoyed and did teaching.
There was no direct evidence to suggest that the sister initiated
non-job teaching by trained nurses, but they were frequently observed
to join learners in the afternoons for discussions, rather than formal

.teaching sessions - although a learner who had been on the ward for
less than two weeks said that the ,junior sister had given one 'talk'.
The sister seemed content to leave the teaching to the clinical teacher
and colleagues, but was active in arranging for students (both junior
and senior) to attend non-repetitive activities and go on doctors'
rounds, and frequently initiated job teaching. \'ihetheror not activity
e, Figure 7 (Le. "Accords teaching a place in the routine and initiates
job and non-job teaching by trained and learner nurses"), should be
assigned to the sister on Neville is uncertain. Since the sister
openly acknowledged her limited teaching activities, it is highly
probable that other trained nurses took over the non-job teaching by
mutual arrangement.

The sister on Irena (low rated medical ward) fulfilled a 'passive
teaching role', am. spent only 1.3 per cent of her time in teaching.
She undertook all the activities associated with that role. Although
the sister was frequently involved with learners during basic and
technical activities she rarely taught them and the job teaching she
did centred on the transmission of brief instructions on how to do a job.
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She initiated teaching primarily on behalf of very junior learners
and allowed learners to study when the work was done.

The Learning Bnvironments on Six Wards

During observations it became increasingly clear that the
ward environment on Charlotte differed substantially from that of
other wards. The strong impression was formed tha.t this was a 'good'
ward learning environment, but how were the characteristics to be defined?
iihatwere the features that set this ward apart?

\fuilst research is in progress it is not always possible to
predict which issues are critical, but an open mind and accurate
recording of events which provide insight into ward activities,
means that qualitative data is available at the analytical stage
of the research to assist in the interpretation of quantitative data.
It was possible to describe the learning environments on each of the
six wards and to highlight the critical factors which turned a
working environment into a learning environment, by drawing on
data from a variety of sources - including field notes.

The perceptual data. from learners in stage One identified three
wards as having 'good' learning environments, in so far as learners who
had worked on those wards (Charlotte, Neville and Heaton) felt that they
had learnt a lot in relation to what they felt there was to learn. In
Chapter 7 a good lard learning environment was seen as 'one in which the
needs of learners were metl and the characteristics were described.
It is necessary, at this point, to recall that the availability of
trained staff to learners,and good communication between the two groups
were characteristics of the ideal learning environment which was
constructed from learners I comments. Learners in Stage One had
expectations that trained members of staff would teach and when commenti~;
on factors that were 'good for learning' named trained nurses as teachers
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rather than other learners (pp. 96 - 7). Learners in the second
stage of the research also expected trained nurses to teach, and
when their expectations were not met, expressed dissatisfaction.

It has been demonstrated in this chapter that the way the
sister on Charlotte fulfilled her role was unique, but when the
characteristics of the sisters were juxtaposed against the estimates
of teaching and learning that occurred on the wards, the quantity of
teaching and learning on the two surgical wards did not appear to
differ. (Table 62). (But there may have been differences in quality _
this was not measured). The perception of learners towards basic
and technical activities was also similar on the two wards. However,
on Charlotte, the teachers were the trained rather than the untrained.
The crucial difference between the learning environments on the two
surgical wards turned on the availability of the trained staff to the
learners and on the communication of information and knowledge in the
wards; on Charlotte ward the trained staff were readily available and
communication was such that learners eXperienced no uncertainty and felt
part of a team. Learners on Charlotte felt that their needs were
satisfied whilst their peers in Elizabeth did not. Table 62 shows
that there were only two wards on which it was estimated that the
learners received more teaching from the trained rather than the
untrained staff - Charlotte and Neville (and this may well have affected
the quality of teaching). There were sufficient data from Charlotte
ward to conclude that trained staff were available as a direct result
of the sister's intervention. Data from Neville ward were less
conclusive, but it will be argued that the sister's democratic style
of leadership left room for negotiation; learners were, therefore,
able to define their own needs and take some action to ensure that they
were met. In short, democracy was 'good for learning'.
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TABLE 62

Teaching and learning on wards managed by sisters with different
styles of leadership. orientation and teaching roles.

Charlotte Elizabeth Neville Irena Heaton Naomi
F.Surg. F'.Surg. H.hed. F.I-ied. ill. Ortho. 1<' .arth

Rating High Low High Low High Low

Style of Demo- Iaissez- De no- Auto- Auto- Auto-leadership cratic faire cratic cratic cratic cratic
Orientation Fatient Doctor Doctor Doctor Admin. Patient
Teaching Active Passively Passively Passive Actively Passive}role inclined inclined inclined inclinE

Estimated
time spent
by 1earners 18.0%
in teaching
situations with
trained staff

10.5ib 20.7% 5.5/0 8.6/~

Estimated
time spent
by learners 5.7%
in teaching
situations with
untrained staff

10.3% 11.6,6 19.1% 30.0%

Total estima.ted
time spent by
learners in

20.8% 24.6i~ 36.9%teaching 23.7% 32.3/~ 11.6%
situations

Basic acti~itie~5 31 33 47 48 63
felt to be
important for

62.9% 58.1% 57.6% 21.3% 29.21; 4l.)1l1education
n= 40 45 41 38 24 24

Technical
activities
felt to be
important for

92.5% 82.2% 87.8% 7l.l~o 91.7% 79.2~:~education
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Before discussing the learning environments on individual wards,
it should be pointed out that the availability of trained staff to
learners was not related to the ratio of learners to trained nurses.
Table 63 shows that in the mornings, learners on the three wards with
the most favourable learner/trained nurse ratios spent the most time
with trained nurses. (Charlotte, Neville and Heaton) (SROCT 0.771.
Not significant at 0.5 per cent). In the afternoons there was no
relationship and learners on Heaton, which had the most favourable
ratio of learners/trained nurses, spent the least time with trained
nurses (SROCT-O.I). However, Naomi had the most unfavourable ratio
of learners to one trained nurse mornings and afternoons, and although
the sister and trained nurses spent the most time with learners in
the mornings, the ward was ranked fifth for the time learners spent
with the trained. In the afternoons, the sister and trained nurses
spent the most time with learners and despite the unfavourable ratio,
the ward was ranked third for the time learners spent with the trained.

Charlotte ifard - a good ward learning environment.

Charlotte ward (female surgical) was the most highly rated ward.
in the first stage of the ]l!searchand it was clear that the way the
sister managed the ward and balanced the needs of one group against
another, created an environment in which the needs of learners could
be satisfied - she made a conscious effort to make teaching a reality.

The sister was a democratic leader, patient orientated and
actively accepted a teaching role. The sister operated a system which
was anti-hierarchical in the sense that trained and learner nurses
worked together in all types of work - the sister converted her
ideology of teamwork into a reality.
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"The staff nurse or a senior student work with a ,juniorall along.
They work as a team - there is no demarcation of work for seniors
and juniors..... new nurses are told wha.t I expect of pa tient care
and treatment. We're all here to nurse patients however senior or
junior."

Activity sampling confirmed that the trained nurses worked
with junior and senior learners in all types of work including
repetitive work such as bed-baths and getting patients up as well
as technical work such as drugs and dressings. "There's usually
a junior and senior together", said a learner found doing a bed-tath
with an SEN. The trained nurses were available to the learners but
learners were also observable to the trained who exert control. A
staff nurse taking a first year nurse to give an injection to an ill,
emaciated patient discovered that two nurses had failed to give some
basd,c care. She rebuked the nurses but took the junior student to
change the bed.

The sister was patient orientated and concentrated on the needs
of patients rather than diseases. The sister did not give as much
direct care as the other patient orientated sister on Naomi ward, but
she was constantly in and out of the ward and, therefore, in the view
of the nurses, and in a position to give advice which related to
pa.tient 's needs. "·tiewere told specifically to alter the back rest
to see if she can breathe better."

But the sister's democratic style of leadership meant that some
attempt was made to satisfy the needs of all groups. When a consultant'.
round was in progress she aSked the patients to talk more quietly,
but consultants' needs did not dominate her activities. I~henshe was
supervising a learner who was doing a dressing, she did not leave the
pa tient or learner to accompany the consul tant on a round. The staff
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nurse went to assist the consultant who made no objection. "Forward.
men", he said, saluting the staff nurse, as they proceeded into the
ward.

~fuena theatre porter was left standing in the centre of the
ward, the sister called out to nurses on his behalf, "Nurses there's
a porter in the ward waiting for assistance - please don't ignore him" ••
But perhaps the most important aspect of the sister's style of leader-
ship and organisation was the way that both patients and learners were
able to enter into negotiations. That is not to say that no needs
were defined for them by the ward. sister, but their opinions were
invited and taken into consideration. The sister was observed attending
to some needs 'out of routine' - giving a drink to an oli lady who had

missed coffee whilst at X-ray, and wheeling an 80 year old lady in her
bed to see her husband who was in another ward. The third year student
accompanying her expressed her approval, "Sister asked me to help.
The patient wanted to see her husband..... It was a good idea to
let her go. She was very pleased to see her husband."

Learners were aware of the sister's wishes regarding patient
care. "Sister stresses the importance of total patient care",
explained a third year student after she had received a short unscheduled
report. Frequent and comprehensive communication between the sisters
and all members of the ward staff enabled all learners on the ward to
accept some responsibility for ward activities within the framework
laid down by the ward sister. Sisters on all the wards, except Elizabetl
gave routine reports, but in addition to these, the sister on Charlotte
gave short reports when additional information needed to be relayed.
It was this extra communication which produced the feeling of belonging
to a team. A third year student in her second week on the ward said,
after being present at one of these short report sessions: ".i!,Very
morning we have a report - this was an extra one - we seldom have it
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on other wards. It's very interesting because it involves the
whole team. You know what is going on. You feel like a team.
I think this should be done on all wards."

Learners regularly attended the consultant's rounds and were
taught by one consultant in particular, b~t they did not accompany the
Registrar. However, after one of his rounds Has completed, the sister
called the nurses together to go over what had occurred. A first year
student indicated that they did not usually have a report at that time,
adding 1I'.:eusually get tllOreports a day. It's i:nportant to keep up
to date I'lithwho nee:iswhat." The nurses were also called together to
discuss a new method of taking and recording temperatures, on which the
sister had been asked to give an opinion.

Good communication was the cornerstone of the sister's style
of leadership, which cemented the team. Information was freely
available and enabled the sister to give learners some responsibility
for the order of work. Their actions were not rule-governed. The
way she organised the work was flexible to conditions - there Nas an
element of task allocation and sometimes she allocated patients to
groups of nurses, but generally teams of junior and senior nurses did
the work according to the needs of patients and the availability of
workers. Only one learner referred to 'time' in relation to a routine
activity. Comments referring to 'routine activities' conveyed the
element of flexibility. "I just did it". "I was available". "I
volunteered to take over." A third year student volunteered to take
an elderly patient to theatre. The sister acknowledged the offer and
as she put the patient on the trolley said "Alright my love? l~urse••••
will hold your hand ••••• Let's wipe your poorly eye." Afterwards the
learner explained, "I asked Sister if she would like me to go because
the patient is old and poorly.1I
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six wards.
Availability of sister and trained nurses to learners on

Data Source

Lorning 9 a.m. - 12 noon

Time spent by
sister with N=
learners

Neville Irena Elizabeth Gharlotte l'IaomiHeat.on
h. hed • F.Led. F. 0urg . F •"::;urg • F'. Orth 0.1,:. orth

90
13.3>~

Afternoon 2 2.m. - 4 p.m.

Time spent by
permanent N= 126
trained nurses
(excl. sister) 27.8>6
with learners
Time spent by
learners N= 306 306
with all
trained nurses 17.3jo 14.770

Time Spent by
sister with N=
learners

Time spent by
permanent N=
trained nurses
(excl. sister )
with learners
Time spent by
learners N=
with all
trained nurses

90
18.9)1,

26.0% 24.1;;

330

10 .6/6
(3.3*)

90
21.1/~

126

253
26.1>0

i'Hhed. F.hed. F .Surg'. F.3urg.

53
28.3;;

118

247

* Clinical Teacher sole trained nurse present.

18 126

288 188

Neville Irena Eliza beth Charlotte Naomi heaton

117

37.6%

285
35.1;6
(10.2*)

60
13.3/>1

60
6.7%

78 60

20.5% 23.3%

316 324

15.1%
(3.4*)

F. urth.:;.'i.Ot'th.

56
23.2%

49
o

29 80
48.J% 1l.3jo

268 205

16.876
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Learners at all stages of training were in the company of traineJ.
nurses for approximately a quarter of their time in the mornings ani a
third of their time in the afternoons, and spent just over 40 per cent
of their time on their own. (Table 63). 'lhesister and staff nurses
were often overheard correcting the learners. une learner appeared
to be experiencing some difficulty and was heard to say, "It's not my
day to-day". The staff nurse gave advice, "You find it difficult to
twist it ••••• Use the other gauze on top of the drain. You don't want
a gamgee pad over the stitches, you want it over the drain." This
teaching and close supervision was appreciated by the student, "She
criticised me and instructed me as I went along. It was helpful."
There were many instances to show that this was not an unusual occurrence

on this ward.

Evidence that the needs of new learners were met came to light
when a student volunteered the information, "I started on Satur.iay.
They were very good, I wasn't left alone. I worked with two nurses
this morning." Because of the sister's active teaching role, many of
the learners' needs were met by the sister.

The sister initiated teaching sessions by learners and these
took priority over other duties. On one occasion she was 'acting up'done
(i.e. carrying out administrative duties normally/by a nursing officer)
but she listened to the learners who were teaching, before delegating
the supervision to a junior sister. However, the needs of learners
were set against those of the patients. During the consul tant 's teaching
round, some account was taken of the patient's feelings, for learners and
doctors remained outside the screens whilst an intimate examination was
carried out.

Learners negotiated their way into situations which they felt
would satisfy their needs - often at the sister's invitation. But when

more than one learner wanted to do a particular activity a democratic
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decision was reached. ~ister asked about the dressings. ".~eboth
wanted to do them, but I had done them quite often so I stood down
for Nurse •••••"

The sister on Charlotte seemed to be a classic example of the
democratic leader described by ~ihiteand Lippitt (1972). Her
philosophy of 'teamwork' gave rise to an anti-hierarchical system
which seemed to satisfy the needs of both junior and senior learners.
Learners appeared to be contented.Jh all the five mornings and after-
noons, only one mildly critical comment was noted when a learner
felt that it would be better to have work assigned in a work book.
Learners expressed satisfaction about patient care and one student
compared it favourably with the care given on another surgical ward.
The order on this ward was a 'negotiated order' and it is suggested
that control was effective because the learners, who were also the
workers, were observable to the trained nurses.

Elizabeth ',;ard.

In the first stage of the research the learners on Elizabeth
ward (female surgical and gynaecological) felt that they did not learn
as much as there was to learn on the ward, and frequently commented on
the exceptionally high workload on the ward. During observations the
workload per nurse per hour was found to be the highest in the mornings
and the second highest in the afternoons (Ghapter 10), and learners who
had worked on other wards described it as the busiest they had worked on.
A senior nurse administrator confirmed that it was busy with "so many
operations" and a theatre porter who could find no nurse to assist him
with a patient said to the researcher, "This ward is the busiest in the
hospital. It's terrible •••• it's bad all the time.
wouldn't you with surgery and 'gynae' together?".

You'd expect it
Plans had, in fact,

been set in motion to separate the gynaecology and surgery specialities
which many people in the hospital felt added to the difficulties in the
ward.
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The heavy workload dominated all ward activities - the sister
has been described as 'laissez-faire' (the reader is reminded that
this refers to one type of normal leadership), and there is reason
to argue that this style of leadership may have developed because of
the relentless pressures Which had been a feature of the ward for rrany
years. wbat the sister did, therefore, should be viewed in the
knowledge that the workload was high ani the sister was observed
cutting short her lunch break in order to carry out her own personal
load.

The sister characteristics which were determined on what the
sister did as opposed to what she would like to have done, were
laissez-faire leadership, orientation towards doctors ani a passively
inclined teaching role. Once the sister had prescribed patient care
in a book, the learners made the decision as to who would do the work,
but there was some evidence that when the staff nurse or Enrolled nurses
were on duty, unlike the sister they did allocate work and assign
partners •

Apart from the heavy workload, the prominent features of the
learning environment on ~lizabeth were the poor communication due to
infrequent reports, and the extent to which the permanent trained nurses
were unavailable. A number of writers have suggested that lack of
information causes uncertainty and leads to anxiety in patients.
(Cartwright 1964, Waitzkin and otoekle 1976, Hayward. 1975). On
Elizabeth ward it seemed that the sister's style of leadership, which
gave communication of information low priority, created uncertainty
which caused tensions amongst learners.
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On most wards, there was a set time for reports - first thing
in the morning and during the lunch break after the nurses who were
working late came on duty. Nurses on Elizabeth ward had a short
report in the morning but rarely had a report at mid-day, except
sometimes when the staff nurse was on duty. The only report that was
observed during observations was when a second year student was doing
her ward management assessment; a statutory requirement.(Eut there was
one occasion when the sister, having instructed the learners to go to
await a report, did not give it because she was completing patient
dependency forms for the research). However, on days when research
was not in progress, no report was given, and this was described by
learners as 'usual' and confirmed by a first year student on naomi,
who had recently worked on Elizabeth, "You were lucky to get a report.
Sometimes you didn't get one for two days." Learners required
information about the patients' diagnoses for this gave them a
paradigm for work. "I~ehave had seven new patients to-day and one
day case, who has been and gone without us knowing her history - and
no report," remarked a third year student. And another learner
pointed to the problems caused by a high turnover of patients. "It's
wrong if we don't have a report, especially after two days off - all
the patients have changed." ;:)omedays later, the learners resolved
their anxieties by going to the sister to request a report, which waS
then given.

Difficulties due to poor communication seemed to be exacerbated
by the way work was organised on the concept of 'total patient care' in
which those doing the work did all tasks that were needed for one patient
at the same time, as opposed to a system of task allocation. Observation:
on other wards confirmed that with the latter system those doing the
work could proceed with a minimum of communication doing the same type
of task for each patient on a list, and as there was usually a temporal
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element in the system, nurses also knew the order of tasks. On
Elizabeth ward learners had to orier the work, but the Registered
Nurses, who knew what was going on, did not usually work with the
learners dOing the 'total pa.tient care', for most of the patients,
as they did on Charlotte. lhey spent half their time alone, and
when they did work with learners it was usually to do technical work
such as drugs, injections or taking patients to theatre - jobs that
were assigned to them through national or hospital policies.
T~earners, especially senior students, therefore had the responsibility
for seeing that the care was done without the information which they
felt was necessary for the fulfilment of their 'worker' role, and this

created anxiety. But despite difficulties they preferred 'total
patient care' because they felt that they knew more about individual

pa.tients.

It seemed that under laissez-faire leadership in which the
sister did not intervene to control events, the trained nurses reverted
to a traditional model of nursing, in which they did the high status
activities and associated with their peers in the hierarchy, particularly
in the more quiet afternoons. Although the sister said that she told
nurses who were new to the ward, to ask questions and not to be afraid
to come into the office, it was found during observations that learners
wouli not go into the office when the sister was in there with other
trained nurses. Learners confirmed that they had been told that they
could read notes and study, and they were observed doing this if the
ward was quiet, but they would not disturb the trained nurses to fetch
notes if the office door was closed, and commented "no one seems to

bother."

Learners felt that their needs as 'workers' were not met, and
there were also comments - vol:mteered spontaneously, which showed that
they felt that their learning needs were not met. A pupil who had
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recently arrived to work on the ward, exptaf.ne.t that she had been left
to work alone on her third day on the ward. For the first two lays an
Enrolled Nurse had arranged for her to work with someone, but she was
not on duty on the third day. "I did not know \'Ihat pa tients needed.
and had to keep disturbing other nurses to ask what needed doing".

In the mornings, the learners on Elizabeth spent 10.6 per cent
of their time with trained nurses compared to 26.1 per cent by the
learners on Charlotte. Crable 63). cecond year learners spent only
3.2 per cent of their time rlith the trained (h" = 126) so had little
opportunity to watch them at work or to have their own work assessed,
The clinical teacher who visited the ward spent most of her time with
first year learners but was Lmpedad by the work pressures. "You can't
just get on rrith one ,job- the nurses keep darting about from one job
to another."
could learn.

1he heavy workload limited what the junior learners
A pupil on her first ward spent tlfOthirds of her time

in the mornings alone and was observed fUlfilling a 'worker' role
repeating work in lofhichshe felt fully competent. "I often see things
going on that I would like to watch but I'm usually too busy. ~ister
usually asks if I've Seen things but if I've watched once there isn't
usually an opportunity to watch again. If I ask I am a.LLowed to - I
want to see a drain taken out this afternoon." (~he was later seen
wa tching this). The junior nurses felt tha.t the sister was usually too
busy to teach them, but she was observed teaching on the rare occasions
she worked with them, suggesting that if freed from heavy work demands
she would do more teaching. However, no action was taken to turn the
'worker' role of senior students into a 'learner' role.

It was clear that the sister had little time for teaching, but
she did not delegate responsibility for teaching to other trained nurees ,
Learners expected trained nurses on the warU to give lectures but in
seven wee:tS none had been given. "You feel lost when you first, come
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because you're used to having teaching. It 0ince teaching was not
built into the routine learners initiated the teaching themselves and
negotiated with senior learners to teach. ~ome discussions which often
centred on assessments and patients in the ward were observed. \{hat
was interesting on this and other wards where the trained nurses did
not teach, was the way the learners assumed responsibility for getting
their own needs, and those of other learners, satisfied.

One key event confirmed the high priority accorded doctors
and the low priority given to the dissemination of information except
in 'ideal' circumstances. 'Ihe 'ideal' circumstances were observable
when Student Nurse Hitchen (pseudonym), a second year student, took
her ward management assessment. As the researcher arrived on the
ward at 12 noon to prepare for the afternoon observations, citudent
Hitchen l-rasencountered writing the kardex in the corridor. The
office was temporarily 'out of bounds' as the sister was in there
with a consultant and four doctors following a 'round'. Despite
being officially 'in crarge' Nurse Hitchin did not go on the round.

iVhenthe doctors vacated the office Student Hitchen went in
to complete the Kardex in preparation for the report which was
required by the assessor. At 12.30 p.m, Staff Nurse Harris - a
temporary nurse from the 'pool' arrived on duty and asked to see the
Kardex. bhe was ignored. She made the request again, explaining:
that she had been off-duty for two days and did not know anyone -
but without success. "She's doing her assessment", explained the
sister. Later Nurse Hitchen gave her report and passed her assessment.
She commented on the 'unrea.lity' of the situation. "I'm sure sister
knows more about my management ability than the assessor coming for
the exam. All the patients were on their best behaviour because
they had learnt I was doing an assessment and patients going home told
sister how good I'd been to them - a totally unreal situation. Also,
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I wasn't in the office first thing because three patients who had
had 'terminations' were in tears am. I spent half an hour going from
one to the other - not a normal situation. You get so nervous and
worked up about it.It ;~hatemerged from this conversation was that
Nurse Eitchen had put the emotional needs of the patients before her
own need to establish administrative order in the office. ~Ihether
this occurred because of the personal attributes of Nurse Hitchen or
because of the way learners on this ward were socialised to perceive
the needs of the individual, cannot be known. The sister operated a
'total patient care' system and the reader is reminded that learners
on this ward made more comments to shcv that they were aware of patients
as individuals. (pp. 232 - 4)

Learners on this ward did not display anxiety over their
involvement with patients. Anxiety may have been expected because
devices described by JI,enzies(1960) to 'depersonalise I the patient,
such as task assignment and rigid routine, were not observed on this
ward and. learners were allowed to use their discretion and had to think
about what they were doing rather than follow rules. 'ihetensions that
were observed amongst the learners appeared to be wholly related to the
heavy workload, poor communication and to the feeling that their learning
needs were not being met by trained nurses rather than to the absence
of devices to depersonalise the patient.

It seemed that the trained nurses, who it Should be remembered
were permanently assigned to the ward, escaped from some of the anxieties
caused by the heavy workload, by placing responsibility for the rump
of the work on to the learners. During slack periods they withdrew
to the office. ~he sister used these periods to sort out and read the
patients' notes and to reflect on the care she \~s giving.
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"After five or six days of being really busy you wonder whether you're
missing anything. You can't find. time to get to know the pa tients and
feel you should know them better. Not that I know of anything," she
hastened to add, "But you wonder". Data from all sources confirmed
that this ward was continually busy. .'hen the ward was unusually quiet
the sister did not use the time to teach the learners.
to expect Hat she should?

The sister on ~lizabeth ward took little action to make teaching

Is it reasonable

on this ward a reality and the learners did not feel that their needs
were satisfied.

Nevill e I'lard

Neville ward (male medical) had the lowest workload per nurse
per hour (Chapter 10), and there were occasions when there appeared to
be no work for the nurses to do mid-way through the normally busy morning
periods. The sister said that nurses were "rarely rushed off their feet"
and when the researcher asked one learner whether she had time to be

interviewed, adding" or are you rushed?", the learner replied, "Rushed?
Not on here." The highest workload per nurse per hour in the mornings
and afternoons on Neville was lower than any on Heaton, Naomi or Elizabeth,
but it seemed that similar numbers of workers were allocated to the ward,
whatever the workload.

The sister was democratic, doctor orientated and fulfilled a
passively inclined teaching role. The ward was highly rated by learners
in the first stage, and despite the sister's passively inclined teaching
role, the teaching and learning that was found on this ward compareJ
favourably with other wards. It is suggested that the sister's
democra tic style of leadership in which she invited learners to I8rt-
icipate in activities rather than commanded left the learners room to
negotiate or initiate their own learning situations. ?his was part-

icularly noticeable during doctors' rounis.
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At interview the sister said that learners did not go on rounds
and she did not feel they benefited unless they Here "really senior",
because they could be "very technical and mean nothing". Nevertheless,
as some rounds progressed learners gradually joined in, and it was clear
from the learners' comments that the sister allowed them to join in
provided there were "not too many" and the ward was "alright".
Usually the learners stayed at theback of the group but on one occasion
the consultant acknowledged their presence and taught them, Showed
X-rays and, on one occasion, asked if they wanted to feel 'surgical
emphysema' which one patient had. (Air which had leaked into tissues
around the neck could be felt under gentle pressure). A third year
student in her fourth week on the ward, was also observed joining the
round of a consultant who was said to object to learners going on his
round. ;:Ihesaid later, "I wanted to learn more about the patients
and joined in. It's the first time on his round."

Although the sister spent a fifth of her time on doctors' rounds
the needs of doctors were balanced against those of others - including
learners and patients. There was no noticeable increase in activity
prior to rounds and learners continued with whatever work they were
doing. Immediately prior to one round a third year student (who had
recently heard that she had failed her 'finals') was observed cutting
an old wan's hair and manicuring his nails. He had asked. the sister if

anyone could do it for him and the nurse volunteered because she "used
to cut (her) brother's hair". :::iheexplained, "It was important for
his morale. He must be feeling better to ask to have it do ne." As
the consultant appeared in the corridor, the nurses were admiring the
haircut and talking to the patient. And when the rourrl began the sister
and nurses exchanged smiles. :here was no tension.
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:he social distance between the sister and trained staff, and
learners and patients was such that they would joke together, and
some trained nurses joined the learners when the work was done.
Although the sister did not spend much time working with the learners
she arranged for trained nurses or senior students to work with juniors
so that they did bed-b3.ths as well as technical work. This was
'routine' • A student on another ward described the system on Neville
as 'total patient care' but an element of task allocation was observed.
A third year student who had been on the ward for six weeks said,
":[ehave a nursing Kardex so know the routine from that. We just
get on with the work ourselves but they like to have a ,juniorand

"senior working together. This was not always observed, however.
'.:.herewas one occasion when two trained nurses and two junior learners
returned from coffee - one trained nurse went to do dressings, another
did 'observations' and. the two juniors fetched the bath trolley.
Activity sampling showed that this hierarchical allocation of jobs
was less evident than on the other medical ward, Irena, and the
conclusion was reached that the system was anti-hierarchical.

'l"herewere data. to show that the sister and other trained
nurses attended to the needs of both junior and senior learners -
and also to those of a school boy from a local school. He was
introduced to the researcher by the sister who talked about his
personal b3.ckground, saying "ne has been here before and wants to

go into the Royal Na.vy ." He spent most of his time with a third.
year student and when the work was done joined the group of trained
and learner nurses in conversation.

The sister felt that too many third year students r~ been
allocated to the ward at one time, but initiated teaching situations

for the senior as well as junior students. THO third. year students

stayed in the X-ray department to Hatch specialist proceJ.ures. "Sister
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asked if we had seen it - we both hain't so went down. As we are
third years we were asked first •" Both students Here appreciative
of the teaching they had received t-lhilstthey were there ani it was
evident from data collected during other activities that the third
year students on this warl felt that they were 'learners' as well as
'workers' - over 60 per cent of 16 basic activities and 80 per cent
of 23 technical activities were felt to be important for the learner's
education. Comparative percentages for third year learners on Irena
were 0 per cent of 18 basic activities and 6 out of 15 technical
activities (40 per cent).

Although the clinical teacher was not observed in many teaching
situations on this l'lard, she fulfilled what appeared to be a key role
as an organiser of teaching, since she arranged for doctors to give
lectures about patients in the ward, and after they had been given,
discussed the teaching with learners to ensure that they had understood.
wha.t had been said. - learners felt tha t this was important. -../hilst

the senior students felt tha.t they benefited from the informal,
unstructured discussions which were observed in the afternoons, the
junior learners were less certain of their value. One complained of
being 'bored' because there was little to do. She clearly preferred
the formal teaching given by doctors or members of the trained staff.
"The junior sister once sat dOHn ani explained some things to us.

That was good."
war::!.

This was the only critical comment made of the

\ihite and Lippitt (1972) found that democracy was characterised
by more 'group mindedness' and friendliness. Trained nurses on Heville
were frequently observed with groups of learners ani the way the school
boy was welcomed into the group by the sister and other members of the
ward staff tended to confirm the 'friendliness' that was subjectively

observed. Although the sister on Neville was not actively involved in
teaching, her democratic style of leadership enabled teaching to become
a. rE"a,1i +y •
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Irena ;fard

':hesister on Irena wa.r::l(female medical) was autocratic,
doctor orientated and fulfilled a passive teaching role. 'ihe ward
was of particular interest because the order, following a traditional
model of nursing, was dominated by hierarchy and routine. '...he
learners in the first stage did not rate this wari very highly for
teaching and 1earning • 'lherewere frequent conunents that trained
nurses on the ward did little teaching and the findings of the
observa tion stage tended to confirm this. This was the only one
of the six wards where the learners were more likely to be t.aught
when they were with other learners than with trained nurses assigned
to the ward. The sister on this ward made little conscious effort
to make teaching a reality and her style of leadership and orientation
inhibited learning.

The sister on Irena ~rescribed work in a work book under a
system of 'task allocation' am nurses were often overheard referring
to 'aspirations'. 'baths', 'backs', 'teeth', and so on. Tasks were
distriblted on a hierarchical basis ani it was rare to observe a staff
nurse assisting with baths, bed-baths or pressure areas which formed
the bulk of the morning work. Basic tasks which were done at particular
times made up the routine. ifuenasked why they were ~oing a specific
basic activity, learners tended to respond that 'it was routine' -
they followed the rules.

"They're all weighed every 'luesday. Routine thing to-day."
"Always do pressure area rourrl at this time - just got the
trolley and did it."
"./ardroutine do it every morning with the teeth - just the
done thing."
"Given a list of baths and then do them."
"It's routine for Friday."
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And when a learner responded, on one occasion, "',Iework together
ourselves", the hierarchical pairing waS readily apparent - ~ister
with staff nurse; third year student ;.(ith second year pupil; ani
first year student with more junior second year pupil. often, when
third year students were found doing basic tasks, they indicated that
they would normally be doing other work such as 'admissions' or
'injections •• Nevertheless, because there were many basic tasks to
be done, they were observed doing them - "too often", as one senior
student put it. But, they neither Saw, hea.rd or felt that they were
doing anything that was important for their education during these
basic activities. Basic work was observed to be of low status and
waS delegated down the hierarchy. One second yea.rstudent found in
the sluice testing urines said, "Staff nurse asked me to do them as
soon as I came back from coffee. I always seem to get lumbered with
urines and bed-pans because I always seem t.obe around."

The sister and staff nurses were observed doing some basic
work with learners, but it was usually at peak work periods prior to
9.30 a.m. and immediately after 3 p.m. when patients were returned to
bed. Although the learners' work was reduced to a series of tasks
which were Ld.nked to specific times, it was interesting to observe that
the sister and one of the staff nurses gave and prescribed occasional
items of care 'out of routine' such as pushing a foot rest under a
patient's leg when it waS Slipping and, on observing a cup of cold tea.
by a Jatients bed, requesting bread and marmalade and a glass of milk
for the patient who had difficulty in communicating because she had had
a 'stroke'. 'Ihefew teaching encounters involving the sister were
brief exchanges directly concerning a patient, but they demonstrated
her personal concern. A second year pupil found supporting a patient
on a bed-pan said, "Sister told me to stay with her because she gets
giddy. I can't leave her." (The patient had earlier fallen out of
bed).
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However, despite the sister's concern for her patients, she
did little teaching and no 'passive' teaching was reported by the
learners who worked with her, and their comments suggested that they
were doing work - often in haste. A third year student assisting
t.hesister with a.drug round expla.ined that the practice was important,
but saw or heam nothing. "I didn't have time. iiegave them out
before the doctor's round." And on another occasion the learner
involved said, "The round is soon so we do them Slightly earlier
before the doctors come."

The sister spent long periods prep:!.ringfor the rounds, and
li'henthe rounds were in progress and during coffee afterwa.rds, every-
one was expected to keep their distance. 'rheatmosphere was noticeably
tense before a.ndduring the rounds. A student on her first ward was
rebuked for not starting baths sooner, "It's a bit difficult with
doctors coming round, but I hear that other wards don't treat doctors
in such awe". A senior student, eight weeks on the ward, independently
gave her view of events, "We're busy because sister is on. She likes
everything done before the round - usually we spread work out as we
can do it." A student was observei waiting to wheel a dressing trolley
through the ward but she would not do it whilst the round was in
progress. After only three weeks experience of the ward.she was able
10 comment knowingly about the consultant, "He won't speak to anyone
less than a thim year."

':heneeds of learners and patients came below those of doctors.
During one round a student on her first ward was observed giving
encouragement to a patient whilst she tried to walk. "Frame, feet,
Super. ", she a.d.vised,and then the session was brought to a. close when
another nurse signalled to her to be quiet.
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T~arners were excluded from doctors' roundS, cr~twhen a ro~nd
l-laScancel1ed one afternoon, neither the sister nor the two staff
nurses who were on duty gave their time to learners, although pres~mably
'time' would have been available, since the trained nJrses agreed that
it vrou'ld normally have taken a1l their time from 2 - 5 o'clock. Jne
described it as a 'dead afternoon'.

The main concessions to learners' needs centred on the
teaching of predominantly technical tasks and the provision of an
opport~nity to sit and study in the afternoon, when the work was done.
But it is arguable that this learning opportunity had been imposed
from outside by the General Hursing Council through the ending of
'split duty working' and the request that learners should not engage
in 'non-nursing' duties. rlhe problem created by a surfeit of workers
with no work to dOlcould be solved by allowing learners to study on

their own. '!hisallowed permanent staff freedom to pursue their otTn
activities. No member of the trained staff assumed a role of teacher
and it was rare for them to join learners in discussions. But
learners who were discussing together whilst trained staff were in the
office explained, ",Iejust decided we ought to talk about something
relevant becaus e we can't get into the office to get books. II Thus
trained staff were unavailable and learners spent 13.6 per cent of
their time in the afternoons (i:i= 316) with trained nurses compared
to 35.1 per cent spent by those on Neville (N= 285) (~able 63).

Senior learners undertook a teaching role but it seemed that
what they did satisfied their own needs rather than those of more
junior learners. Sllbjects were disease. rather than patient centred,
and focused towards examinations. A student on her first ward said,
":he others are a bit more advanced than me - it's a bit above me."
Another third year student who did not join in disc~ssions remarked,
..I didn 't do any work because I couldn't concentrate. I can't work
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well unless it's quiet". However, some learners felt that the
iiscussions lei by the senior students were helpf~l.

Responsibility for teaching during technical procedures was
given to senior students by the sister, and both they and the juniors
involved felt tha.t they benefited from such situations • But teaching
acti vities were not expected to interfere with the 'worker' role of
the senior students. one s~udent was asked to teach another learner
but was rebuked for allowing an intravenous infusion to run low,
despite the fact that at the time there were three trained nurses in
the ward. "1 can't do everything", she commented later.

~he order on Irena ward emphasised work rather than learning,
and learners tad to follow rules mom than learners on other wards.
They were able to negotiate some of their needs, but only within
boundaries which were clearly defined by the sister. The needs of
,juniorlearners were met by senior students insofar as technical
activities were concerned, but no provision appeared to have been
made to satisfy the needs of the senior students. 'J.heywere not
released from their working role to attend doctor~' rounds or lectures
or other situations which they felt could have helped them.

The sister defined the needs of patients and in her own terms
saw that they were satisfied by incorporating certain items of care,
such as 'teeth' - which some learners observed were often forgotten
on other wards - into the routine. The learners on this ward seemed
more intent on getting the work completed according to a timetable laid
down by the sister than on considering how the care they gave contributei
to their education. By following rules they didmuch of their work
automatically, witho'.ltthinking about it. '~heconclusion was reached
that teaching and learning 'tlereinhibi ted by the r'outdne task allocation,
ani the high priority accorded to ioctors.
conscd.ous effort to make teaching a reali ."y.

~he sister rradeno
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neaton ~jard.

Heaton ward (male orthopaedic) had a repLltation for being highly

organised and a staff nurse from another wari, on hearing that

observations were being conducted there said, "I bet you notice the

difference - absolute efficiency". '.he ward was highly ra ced by

learners in the first stage, but, when data on teaching and learning

were analysed, it was surprising to f'Lnd, that contrary to expectat.i.ons

trhd.chwere based on data from the first stage, the teaching ani learning

iuring certain types of activHy, "Waslow. '::_heconclusion was reached

that the sister's 'efficient organisation' of the ward.gave learners

so little d.Lsczet.Lon that they were able to do muchof their ;'fOrk

without thinking about it, with the consequence that they i-fere not

prepared for learning.

The sis·t-er was autccratdc , adminisc.ration orientated and ful-

filled an actively inclined teaching role. It was her explicit policy

not to give junior learners too nuch responsibility too soon and it

should be said that, in the achievement of this objective, she was

si~i.llarly sLlccessful. Learners were able to perform ~ch of their

work automatically because precise orders were communicatedvia the

routine. ~'he work was found to be highly routinised. A Ifeekly

workbookwas kept and some iiork was prescribed in a book used for

recording temperatures. ~'/henasked i'(hythey ;-feredoing a particular

job, learners'res:ponses showed cha t a very ndgn percentage of tast c

activities l-fere assdgned througn 'general Lnat.ruct.Lons ' - .51.1 per

cent via the routine laid downby the sister. ('~able .5.5).

Learners exhibited no uncertainty for they all knewwhat was to

be done. "It's just routine - you pick ie. up on tne first day. {au

knox what you have to do," said one student. "It's a set pat.tern

and you fall into it," said another. .!!Achmorning beis were s tri.;,rped

and sheet.s and blankets left neatly folded, in what appeared to be
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identical fashion, at the foot of the bed, as each patient was
l-lashed. ':'earnersexplained the routine. "It IS rou tine to do beds
after baths." As the day progressed the order of events emerged.

II ./ealways do backs at ·=.histime."
"I7.-'susually done ac this time. "'e're working late, therefore,

we don't do tilebacks because He Hill have to do them later on.
So we do the bottles and get patients back to bed."
"Routine. Back to bed at 3.J0 p.m. The old men go back
after visi7.ors."

There was task allocation of work but the rlegistered and
Enrolled nurses assisted learners with bed-baths, and other basic
activities. '.;.hesister joined learners in technical actd vities and
her wish that trained nurses took learners on dr~g rounds was incor-
porated into the routine. "Sister likes two nurses on the round - a
junior and a senior." 0 ~her 'likes' were also taken into account,
such as nurses going on doct,ors' rounds ("Sister likes US all to go
on it"), and.studying in the afternoon ("3ister likes us to do this -
it's interesting for us", and "I~eknow sister doesn't mind").

Immediately prior to the doctors' rounds, all members of the
ward staff were p:l.rticipantsin ensuring that everything was ready;
from the sister who waited with the notes and X-rays, the learners
and auxiliaries who attended the patierits, the physiotherapist who
altered her routine, to the ward domestic who anxiously cleaned the
floor muttering to herself about the coffee preparations. .ihenthe
consultants and their retinue arrived, everyone except the domestic
accompanied them. Learners were unanimous that it was important
to attend, for teaching and the communication of information.

"It's important to know what's going on."
"'1'0 see the Z-rays and the pla~es - we don't, often have

a chance to see the plates."
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l~ined nurses were available when ·~herewas work to do b~t
learners were conscious of being segregated from them during the
afternoons. "vie 're down here and they're up there. On' /..' wari
we had discussions on the pa.tients •••• but not on here," observed
one sr.udent. Activity sampling revealed that the sister spent no
time with the learners in the afternoon and the other trained nurses
spent only 11.3 per cent or'their time with them, which was the least
of all the wards. (Table 63).

In this well ordered regime, the sister defined the needs of
the learners and, on her own terms , satisfied them. But Some learners
did not feel that their needs were sa-cisfiei. "I feel I've missed
out on orthopaedics", explained a first year student who had been on
the ward for 10 weeks, "I snan't come back here, but I haven't been
able to tie the patient care together. I haven't had any Lecturea
on here. It's task orientated - the sameevery day." '.i.hislearner
had, however, been observed in discussions with other learners, but the
topics were unrelated to what 1-18.Soccurring on the ward and, on one
occasion, seemed to be satisfying the needs of a senior student who was
about to sit her 'finals'. She talked and asked questions about
'pericarditis' and 'rheuma.1.icfever'. "Ny 'finals' are coming up

soon so it helpS me. Sister approves •••• They ask questions. It's
mainly revision. 'l'his ward compare s very well with others. ~..e were
going over diseases and nursing patients - mainly medicine. I couldn't
teach orthopaedics." After the examination had been taken, the
discussions led by the student ceased.

On another afternoon learners l'leretrying to answer a question
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that had been received from 'the school'. It concerned 'anaemia',
and the junior learners could not understand a book they were reading
in order to answer the question. ",Iehave a question to do for the
school. Some of the books are hard to understand," said one of
the students, and another explained how she would like her learning
needs to be satisfied. "I would like to have a junior or a senior
sister to give talks - it would be of more benefit". :&<Itthose with
the knowledge did not ,join t~em. At the time three trained nurses
were on duty but they were in the office and learners did not feel
that they were available. "I :feel that the qualified staff keep
their distance on this ward", said a first year student - ":Jist-er
shuts the door of the of:fice, I haven't really spoken to her except
when I come on duty." '..hey also voiced the feeling experienced by
learners on other wards, that they were unable to look at notes or
X-rays when the trained nurses were in the office.

Learners on Heaton who had been present at a lecture given by
the sister made favourable comments about it, and it seems that other
learners based their expectations that they would be taught, on the
experiences of learners who had been involved in teaching sessions.
~hey apJeared to be more dissatisfied about the lack of teaching than
learners on either Irena or Naomi, which did not have a reputation for

teaching.

But the most important finding from Heaton ward was the low
percentage of basic activities which were felt to be important for
education, coupled with the low percentage of learning opportunities
that came to light. ~ask allocation, a rigid routine compriSing basic
tasks, and emphasis on techniques, appeared to inhibit learning during

routine work.
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1here were some data to show that the sister on Heaton
made some effort to make t.eaching a reality, but her style of
leadership created an environment which inhibited learning ani
prevent.ed learners from negotiating their own needs.

Naomi 'Ifard

Huch of the work that was done on Naomi ward (female orthoJ;aedic)
was repetitive basic nursing and learners arriving on the ward based
their expectatiomon the comments which learners who had previously
worked on the ward, and other nurses in the hospitals, had made. 'rhe

work on the ward had been described by one trained nurse as 'hard slog';
a staff nurse on another ward said that working on Naomi was a 'waste of
a trained nurse', and another venturei the suggestion that the ward
could be disconcinued as a T.raining ward because it waS 'getting just
like a geriat,ric ward'. .::iucl1views could, perhaps, explain the low
numbers of trained nurses working on this ward compared to others.
There were, therefore, two main points about the work on l'ia.omi; firstly,
it was considered to be 'hard work',and secondly, it was not the type
of work that learners in training were socialised to believe was
important for their education. A junior nurse working on T.heward
said, "It's hard work but not as bad as I had been led to believe.
'.lhenI told staff at the other hos pital that I was coming here they
said, "If you get r.heworst over, there's only the best to come."

rlhe workload in the morning was second. only to that on ~lizabeth
and the highest in ~he afternoons, but because of the doctor's strike
at the time of tne observations iT,was, according to the Sister,
'tighter chan normal". Learners still referred to it as 'hard work'.
Bearing in mind the nature of the work it was, therefore, of Lntezes t

,,0 fini that learners on "his ward responded that they lieredoing
something that lias Lnpoz cant for their educa don in a higher percentage
of basic ac~ivities in the sample, compared to ~heir peers on hea~on
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(t.he :1igh rated ward.) <-able 62). 'lney noced more about ...heir

pa~ients - their social background and. ~heir feelings.

.he sis ter on 1aomi ;.as au~ocra1.ic, pe.den 1, orienta ted. ani

fulfilled. a ];8Ssive ceachi.ng role. In t.he mornings I/hen mos... of ~~he

(-lork .las done she spent 36.7 per cent of her time assisting pa.:.ien,s

Hhich was a minimumof 15 :per cen c more than any o~her sister. Unlike·

any o:'her sister she spent almos:. as much time in basic nursing as she

d.id in »ecnrucat rr..lZ'sing. :B.ta from ac dvi ty sampling tenied to

confirm that she did ~.hat she said she wanted co do - namely, "I jus:.

want to nurse to the best. of myability."

Of nez pa. tien ts s.ie said, "All these old ladies are indi viduals -

~hey're all dears", and. She was constantly in ani out of tne ..azd,

giving ani sU'pervising care. \'jh1lst there was work to be done, ani

partic'.llarly as far as the pnysical bed-side care was concerned, the

sister on Naomi mde teaching a reality, des,Pite freqlent Lnt.ezrupt.Lons .

A junior nurse whowas working wi~h the sister said, "~is"er said what

she was doing as she did it. A lot is commonsense but it was helpf'.!l

'~o have her say what she was doing." ~he highlighted some of the

difficul ties which viere caused by frequent interrll:ptions. "I work

q'.lite often with sister. Sister can tell you more aboelt the

conditions than anyone else - often as we work. The disadvantage

is that she keeps leaving for the phone, messages, dcct.ors , ecc ,"

Since she.ia.s in the ward she ilas able to exert con .:.rol over other

nurses, and -patients looked to ller for support. As two j'.!nior rurses

were gecting one elderly patient Ollt. of bed, tne patient told. ~he

nurses, "I don' t ..hink YO.l~wo .-lill nanage. II " 'ile 've managed bef ore, "

repliei che student. B.lt tr.e sister arrived to assist the n,jrses.

"tou. 've come to rescue me," cried. the pa.:~iem:" ~nen tne sister was

in the ward, the learners were not allowed. to forget.. t.na t the pat.Lents

Here ind.ivid'lals with feelings, and t.his rra.y, in part, explain why
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learners on this ward noticed more about their patients during b?sic
work th'l.nlearners on Heaton - particularly learners wno had been on
the ward for more than seven weeks. When a patient called out in
pain the sister went immediately to find out what had ha-ppened, and
on another occasion, she reminded two learners that "011 1;leopleare
very sensitive to pain."

The permanent tr3ined nurses on Naomi were ClJ so 'P?ltient
orient?ted' and a.lthough they were fewer in number they spent more
time in basic nursing, than trained nurses on other wards. The
junior sister said, "I love geriatrics - women's orthopaedics you get
a lot of old ladies. I like it on here but it's not everyone's cup
of tea." Thus both the sister and the other trained nurses were
available to the learners when there WE.S work to be done; and 2.1tho~h
the sister was heard exhorting the learners to get the work finished,
and appeared anxious because the patients were not drinking, the learners
did not complain about the close supervision. They welcomed the
presence of the sisters in the ward.

The sister wrote a work list, which was a mixture of task and
p.'itientallocation - 'theatre cases t were alloca.ted to a special nurse.
Nurses working on tone side' carried out all the basic care needed for
a -p~tient and gave the patient a drink. Dressings were postponed until
the afternoon. It was not unusual to find nurses saying that they
were 'fully competent' in all the basic tasks about which they were
asked and that it was not important to be doing it for their education.
One first year pupil said that she would have said the same about every-
thing she had done one morning and did not know of anything that was
going on in the ward that she would have wanted io do or see. A second
year student said the same. The pupil explained, "I prefer surgery.
The higher turnover of patients on there. But I like the friendly

atmosnhere on here. You can ask the sisters anything and I like the
W=l.ythe sisters come on to the ward."
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Despite the unpopular nature of the work, five out of eleven
lea.mers volunteered the information that they liked working on Naomi.
Furthermore, it seemed that the personal interest in the patients
which we.sexhibited by the sisters was reflected in some of the
leamers. "I like working on here - the old ladies are real ch=ract.ere,
said a second year student in her third week. Another student who had
almost completed her nine weeks allocation said, "I've enjoyed being
on here and want to come back."

Although some care appeared to be given 'routinely' there were
other occasions when learners explained how they were trying to sa.tisfy
the needs of an individual. "She has come in for bilateral knee
replacements - she has painful arthritis. We were trying to get her
out without hurting hez ," One student had. learnt by her mistakes
and had become more acutely aware of a patient's particular needs.
"She kept crossing her leg over and saying she couldn't help it ••••
If I had noticed this before, she probably wouldn't have fallen."

Patients noticed the different care they were given. When
the researcher sat beside a 91 year old patient during a 'lull' one
morning, the patient remarked. that it was nice to have someone sitting
beside her. On being told briefly about the research she described
her experiences. "I'm not a coward, but I didn't know I would have
to bear so much pain. Some of the nurses are a bit rough. Some are
learners, you know.
gentle and kind."

As far as the sister was concemed, the patients took priority

But two of them do it beautifully, and are so

above administration, doctors and learners. A consultant from
another speciality said to the sister that he had come to see a
patient, "Just tell me where she is - I won't disturb you", and he
went unaccompanied to see the patient. On another occasion, a message
was given to a student on behalf of the sister, that she should attend
to a patient who had newly arrived on the ward. The student was with



a Registrar and did not leave immediately. The sister saw tha,t the

patient waR not being attended to and went to the student. "I'm with

the doctor", the stuient explained. The sister wavedher hand. as if

to indicate that he did not matter and instructed the nurse to get the

patient to bed.

Learners did not go on doctors' rounds. 'nley felt that the

ward was too busy. "It's bad enough trying to get the work done."

But they felt that it was helpful to go with doctors if an opportunity

presented itself. ''You get to know straight from the doctor what is

to happen - it's much clearer. They will explain," said the student

involved in the incident described above. Communicationappeared to

be sufficiently adequate to allow learners to do their work. They were

"always given a good report" and could ask questions but learners were

aware of deficiencies. One student knew that a patient was -an

osteomore and couldn't be rolled", but wanted to knowmore. "I will

read it up. I knownothing about what she has had done. If I did it

wrongly something could go wrong."

It was estimated that the learners on Naomispent less time in

teaching situations than learners on other wards, and this could be

explained in part by the heavy workload and ratio of trained staff to

learners. But when there was s:pa.re time which occurred on only one

afternoon, the time was not used for teaching. Furthermore, it was

the sister ..modecided ..mat should be done. The Enrolled nurse told

the sister, "There are quite a lot of us on this afternoon. Is there

anything special that you want doing?". Having confirmed that there

was nothing th~.t needed to be done for patients, the sister replied

th='lt "the lotion room or splint room could be tidied." There was a

'routine' for cleaning out lotion cupboards, for a student confirmed

that they were done 'every few weeks', but on this ward there was no

routine for teaching the nurses once the work was done - lectures and

discussions were infrequent occurrences.
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It seemed that the problems and conflicts in nurse education
were crystallised. on Naomi ward.. A first yea.r pupil in her second
week echoed the comments of learners from previous decades. "I
don't really learn much on here - it's backs and bed-uans. We
haven't got a chance to read notes or have little lectures as on
Charlotte. It's nobody's fault - it's just that kind of ward. It's
a friendly little ward and the sisters are nice, but I haven't had time
to look at notes since I came on here. The patients' names a.realL •••"
At this point she flung her arms into the air to demonstrate her
bewilderment. She knew how to do the physical work, but wanted someone
to give her understanding.

Since the sister and trained nurses on this ward were 'patient
orientated' they worked with the learners doing all types of work.
Therefore, when there was work to be done, the system was 'anti-

hierarchical •• But the sister's autocratic style of leadership and
passively inclined teaching role meant that learners were not involved
in discussions to define or negotiate their special learning needs
When temporarily freed from their 'worker' role.

Conclusions and summary

Data discussed in this chapter strongly suggest that an ideal
ward learning environment is one which has moved away from a traditional
model of nursing. Thus the sister is democratic rather than autocratic,
patient orientated rather than doctor or administration orientated, and
she sees the student or pupil nurses as 'learners' rather than 'workers'.
The order moves from one which is geared to getting the work done to
one which is geared to learning, for the two orders are not comp~tible.
It is suggested th~t a t~ditional model of nursing dominated by
hierarchy and routine inhibits teaching and learning, and by implication
a good learning environment inhibits work. Unless the sister takes
positive action to move away from the traditional model, the environment
remains a working environment in which teaching and learning are minimal.
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In an environment derived from a traditional model learners do not
feel that their needs are satisfied.

Although the sister is unable to control the ward workload,
ratio of trained st".ff to learners or the type of patient in the ward,
there "!re some cha:r:'l:l.cteristicswhich do fall within her control. She
is the key figure who has the opportunity to change l'lorTtinto learning
for she has the authority vested in tht'!office of ward sister to control
the work and the workers.

An ideal learning environment is seen as one in which the
needs of the learners a.re met. The sister is democratd,c, ptJ.tient
orientated and fulfil' an a.ctive teaching role by taking positive
action to make teaching a reality. Traditional devices to get the
work done such as a hierarchical system of task allocation and rigid
routine are abandoned in favour of an anti-hierarchical system sustained
by an ideology of teamwork in which the trained work with the untrained
doing all types of tasks which are allocated under a flexible system
which is responsive to the needs of patients, workers and learners.
There is frequent and comprehensive communication of information
which removes uncertainty and enables all workers and lee.mers to
participate in discussions and negotiations, which are key features of
the ideal learning environment. (Logically information would also be
available to patients, for care is responsive to their needs.)

Thua,' the ideal learning environment is characterized by
teamwork, negotiation and good communication. There is a team of
teachers, and trained nurses are available and approachable. Above
all the sister makes a conscious effort to make teaching a reality.

Data i:nthis chapter tend to support the hypothesis "Those waros
in which learners learn a lot are those wards in which sisters make ::>_

conscious effort to make teaching a reality."
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eRA P1'ER FOtl'R'l'ERN

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The findings of this study can only be generalised to the
wards that were studied. Nevertheless, the problems that were
identified were similar to those which have been highlighted by
others and reported by successive Working Parties and Committees
over a period spanning several decades. It is possible that the
reader may sense that some of the findings are observable in other
W;?,rdsin other hospitals.

In the past, the delegation of repetitive nursing work -
essentially the basic nursing - to learner nurses has been legitimised
on two counts - at a policy-making level it has been legitimised on
the grounds that learner nurses are able to learn as they work; and
at ward level repetitive work has been delegated to junior nurses in
the belief that such work is easy to do. The results suggest that
the type of work during which teaching and learning takes place is
technical rather than basic. It appears that nurses - even junior
nurses - find repetitive basic nursing easy to do, they feel fully
competent doing the majority of basic tasks and do not feel that the
physical performance of such work is important for their education -
but recognise that it is important for the patient.

Educationists argue that important pre-conditions to learning
are "an expectancy that there will be something to find out", (Bruner
1961 p. 24) and that learning conditions "must be carefully planned
before the learning situation is entered into by the student".
(Gagne 1970 p. 26) If this is right, in the light of the findings
of this research, there seems to be an urgent need for policy-makers
and nurse educationists to decide how, or if the performance of routine
basic work satisfies the learning needs of the student and pupil nurses
doing such work. Howfar does the learners' perception of such work
pre~re them for discovery? What are they expected to learn? What
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do they learn?

It is not the work of the researcher to answp.r such questions -
these are questions for the policy-makers - but the research has
uncovered aspects of the ward environment which appear to be inconsistent
with learning. It seems that <,. system which has traditionally
developed to get the work done, produces an environment which is the
antithesis of a learning environment. For on the one hand, a system
of task allocation,in which tasks are allocated to workers according
to a place in the hierarchy, takes trained nurses away from the learners
who are most in need of help; and on the other, routinisation of work
contributes to p.n ~utomatic job performance, which stifles a spirit
of enquiry, and must in some way a.ffact the quality of patient care.
If an acceptable quality of care is seen as a goal to which nurse
education is logically directed, nurse education cannot be viewed

in isolation.

Henderson (1966 p. 42) describes nursing care as follows,
'~e unique function of the nurse is to assist the individual, sick
or well, in the performance of those activities contributing to health
or its recovery (or to a peaceful death) that he would perform unaided
if he had the necessary strength, will or knowledge. And to do this
in such a way as to help him gain independence as rapidly as possible.
This part of her work, this part of her function she initiates and
controls; of this she is the master." The unique function of the
nurse is, therefore, concerned with observing and assessing needs of
patients and ensuring that those needs are satisfied. But there is
reason to believe that a system of training which follows a disease,
task/technique model and is pursued in wards where work is heavily
routinised, socialises nurses to overlook the needs of patients
occurring 'out of routine' - needs which may be apparent to someone
who has not been trained to nurse.
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Is it possible that frequent repetition of work may lead to
nurses doing work automatically without thinking about it? Is it
possible that the performance of work as a matter of routine relieves
the nurse of anxiety and responsibility to a point where she can
automatically proceed from one patient to another unaware of anything
in her environment Which is outside the routine? The answer to both
questions is, "Yes". Brown ~1973) quotes Maire de Biran (1803)
"In proportion as habit makes us execute them with more ease and
promptitude, it restrains our faculties and hinders them from being
extended outside the same circle." In other words, once a task can
be performed to the point where it becomes a habit, the performer need
not observe the object on which she performs except insofar as is
required by the task. A nurse can ta.kethe temperature of a patient
without thinking about tr.eneeds of the whole patient. Unless she
awakens her senses, she may see only the mouth, feel the pulse and
watch the rise and fall of the chest, counting automatically.

To illustrate this, it is necessary to recall an incident
which was observed during the pilot study. A second year student
was observed taking the temperature, pulse and respiration recordings
of an elderly patient, who was slipping out of her chair. The nurse
took the patient's temperature, and having finished the observations,
recorded the results, and continued tothe next patient, leaving the
patient otherwise unattended. A young girl of similar age, dressed
in a White coat, saw the patient's predicament, and called a nurse to
help her to lift the patient safely into her chair. Who was this young
person who recognised and attended to the patient's needs? A nurse?
An auxiliary, doctor, physiotherapist? No. A young volunteer from the
local technical college. She h~d not been treined to nurse.
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There is a sense in which the socialisation proc~sses through

which nurses pass, divert the learners attention aw?y from the patient.

other writers have observed that needs of patients which fall outside

the routine are ignored (McGhee1961, Bendall 1973)and LeLean(1973)

asked. whether "nurses were so busy trying to keep up with the routine

that anything which interrupted this was regarded as a nuisance?"

(1'. 110). Under some circumstances even the question "Howare you?"

becomes a routine question requiring a response of "fine, thank you",

for requests for something which is outside the routine, or the

'disease model' for a particular ward, seem not to be heard. Thus

it is not only repetition of tasks ,-(hich inhibit avarenees of patient's

needs, but the model of nursing which emphasises dise2.ses, techniques

and is dominated by the routine.

The results show that the educational needs of learners

appeared to be seen by both learners and trained nurses in terns of

technical competence and the wards Whichlearners preferred were

concerned with cure rather than care. Is nursing a series of technicc 1

tasks? McFarlane (1976) sees nursing as '~elping, assisting, serving,

caring, ''but says that "this is not the stereotype of the nursing function

held by the public or new recruits to nursing. They see the nurse

as someoneconcerned in curing, playing an ancillary role to that of

the doctor. The danger is, that the great talent of c~ring and helping

and assisting... maybe ••• given to others unskilled in the art and

science of caring, whilst we become technicians." (p, 190).

argues that "a great deal of disservice has been done,." by the

profession taking over words originally used by Goddard (1953) as

categories of quantitative measurement of the work of nurses, i.e.

Ibasic' and 'technical' and investing them with ;:>. qualitative meaning.

Weimply - 'ba.sic' is easy, 'technical' is difficult. 'Basic I is for

junior students, 'technical I for senior students and trained st:}ff",

and 'believes that "the division is an artificial one". (1'. 191)
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However, it seems that the problems surrounding 'basic' nnd
'technical' tasks arise from the intrinsic nature of the work ::tndnot
the label, and were present before Godda.rd'5 intervention. The
differences are something to do with "cleanness" of functions performed
(Hughes 1971 - see ea.rlier discussion pp. 9 - 10) and with the notion
that repetitive tasks, which do not involve the handling of technical
gadgets, are in reality found to be simple to do insofar as untrained
people are ab'l.eto do 'them. But, it is difficult to see how the quality
of care or degree of difficulty can be assessed, until such time as
nurses define nursing skills clearly and teach and assess those skills
in every type of situation, including be.sdc nursing. Hitherto, there
has been no objective assessment of learning during basic repetitive
work, therefore no one is CI.bleto say by any objective standazda what is
'ea.sy'or 'difficult'. But if it is right that some basic nursing work
is complex work, requiring the services of highly skilled nurses, it
must also be right for the highly skilled to do such work, and to transmit
those skills and the knowledge underpinning them, to those in training.
It cannot be right for junior to lead junior, the blind to lead the blind.

In this study, there were variations between l'lardSin the way
nursing work was divided up between senior and junior nurses, but on all
wards there was more teaching during technical rather than basic work.
The emphasis in teaching was on the 'unusual'. The staff's perception
of wh~t is to do with education, may well be rooted in the system of
nurse training, which requires that the learners who comprise the bulk
of the workforce should move at regular intervals to further their
education. The emphasis on practical skills reflects the reality of the
situation. It is in the interests of both sisters and Leamers that new
techniques are demonstmted at an early stage so thc..tanxieties arising
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from 'emergencies', in which learners are faced with unfamiliar ''Iork
which is inevitably of a technical nature, are reduced to a minimum;
hence the desire to seek out abnormal activities under controlled
conditions.

The order in the ward accommodates the learners who are
transient workers, and accommodates. to them; but the order stresses
work rather than learning. The sister 1s the person who establishes
order and it i3 not surprising th?-.t,in the face of constant changes
which periodically deprive her of part of her workforce, she should
resort to devices to maintain order. The paradox is that these
devices - routinisation of basic activities, role prescription,
disease centred care and a system of task allocation - should inhibit
teaching and learning, in the interests of which the frequent changes
were originally made.

Alaszewski (1977) who researched in a hospital for the
mentally handicapped, felt that the system of allocating learners to
wards created an "unstable environment for both patients and nurses"
which inhibited the evolution of ward teams, and resulted in a rigid
routine that probably decreased learning opportunities (p. 462).
Alaszewski sees a team and task allocation as diametrically opposed,
and argues that a 'team' in which "division of labour is produced by
interna.l negotiations within the group" requires as a precondition
"an established and relatively stable membership". (p.468).

Teamwork is frequently mentioned by the Committee on Nursing
(1972) and they see the learner working under controlled circumstances
as a member of a team. "students would contribute to the work of the
team whilst gaining experience in controlled situations under the super-
vision of nurse or midwife teachers and their clinical seniors on the
ward" • (p • 43). The findings of this research suggest that so long
as learners retain worker status, the ward environment can only become"



a leaming environment if leamers are integmted into the t~am of
:permanentworkers. :Butthey also confirm the findings of Alaszauski
(1977) insofar a.sa rigid routine and hierarchical system of task
~llocation was found to inhibit learning o~~ortunities.

The key to change is the ward sister. The findings from
Charlotte ward Show that where 'teamwork' is part of the sister's
philosophy and she takes positive action to integrate learners into
the team of permanent workers, and communicates freely with them,
teamwork can become a reality. The sister determines the norms
for a particular ward; others in the ward do lihatthe sister says
shall be done. The sister on Charlotte established a team despite
the changes brought aoout by the nurse training programme. Therefore,
Alasze1'1'ski(1977) is not entirely right when he says that a precondition
to a team is "an established and relatively stable membership", for
an alternative precondition to the establishment of a team is conscious
effort on the part of the sister to destroy the traditional order in
the ward with all that it implies - a rigid routine, system of task
allocation, role prescription with nurses of different grades doing
work according to a place in the hierarchy - and establishing a new
order. The new order is anti-hierarchical with all ward actors able
to enter into negotiations and exercise discretion in their work.
But the team comprises trained and leamer nurses lihoshare the work.

. Changes cannot be made lightly. WeId routines have evolved
over many years to cope with the stresses and anxieties which are an
intAgral fee.ture of nursing work. The advantages of having rigid
routines is that day-to-day minutia.e need not be a cause of anxiety;
the bulk of the work can be done with a minimum of communication ~nd

supervf sdon , However, the ddsadvarrtagas are th'ltthe patients become
work objects and the needs of 1earners receive low priority. It may be
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that the stresses and anxieties caused by the dismantling of established
routines could not be tolerated by some sisters and other permanent,
staff members. The change from a traditional to a new order means
moving learners from routine jobs which they are able to do to other
jobs which they may not be able to do. It means moving permanent
staff members from jobs they prefer to do to jobs which they may see
as having low status. It means a reduction in work output, for work
that can be done swiftly by trained workers would take longer when
done by le!'!,rnersunder supervision.

Routines h~ve been devised to get the work done and it may be
th9.t on some wards with heavy work loads the change from a Horking to
a learning environment would mean that the 1-lorkwould not get done
wi th existing levels of staffing.The find.ings from Charlotte show th2.t
it is possible to achieve a learning environment whilst learners fulfil
a dual role of l-1orkerand learner. However, the workload per nurse
per hour and ratio of trained to learner nurses compared favourably
with other wards and it may be that these must be at optimum levels
before a change can be made; in other words, they are a precondition,
but not an automatic guarantee, to the establishment of a learning
environment. New et al (1950)1found that when a ward was overstaffed
with Registered Nurses they did not take over the work of aides. The
variation in trained nurse activities between wards in this study
suggest that additional trained nurses would not necessarily do routine
work or undertaKe a teadhing role unless the sister took positive action
to control their activities.

The change from a working to a learning environment cannot be
effected unless the sister accepts a teaching role. It is worth
recalling that of eleven sisters who were interviewed in the first
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stc'cgeof the rese9rch only one had received any training in hOH to

c"'rry out the tec:tchingrole which had.been imposedupon her. T~hate"er

happens in the future to change the status of the Lee.rner , ther~ seems

to be an urgent need for sisters to be taught he» to fulfil their

teaching role, which extends beyond the teaching Hhich the sist~r

herself does. The sister controls the learning environment, it is

logical that she should be involved in fostering a spirit of enquiry

in the future generation of nurses.
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EPILCXilJE

It is now twelve months since the thesis was completed and
inevitably there has been time for reflection: ideas have Ina.tured
and conclusions which were tentatively described in the preceding
chapter have been reinforced. As an educationist well-versed in
the merits of behavioural objectives (Bloom 1956, Gagne 1964,
lCrathwohl 1964) I was aware of the shortcomings of a methodology
which relied heavily on data from learners to describe teaching and
learning and for this reason did not wish to mislead the reader by
being too dogmatic with my conclusions. I merely liished to point
the members of the nursing profession tm'lards areas which required

further investigation. l'~preference would have been to measure
ward teaching and learning in te~~ of outcome, by using objective c-

measures b~t there were cogent reasons why this could not be done (p.]).

Furthermore, after a search of the literature, it was also clear that
in a relatively unexplored area.what was needed was a lucid description
of the ward teaching and learning occurring under a system which had
remained basically unchanged for fifty years. In carrying out the
research it l~S also imperative that the perceptual qualities of the
research subjects were not altered so that they became aware of educational
opportunities which would normally pass unnoticed. (see pages 171 ani

172). The importance of this research is not that it provides
absolute measures of ward teaching and learning (assuming such measures
do or couLd exist) but that it provides valuable insight into the
learners I (and other ward nurses I) perception of their environment and

their experiences in it.
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The study explores the discrete incedents during Hhich learner nurses
build up their own personal store of knowledge and gives some insight into
the conditions for learning. Knowledge in this sense is more than the
lrritten or s-poken word: it includes a variety of things 1'1hichare
communicated from the environment. Sjoberg and liett (1968) dd.scuea the
'empirical assumption' and what they say has some relevance to this study.

"Science assumes that a communication tie between man and the
external universe is maintained through his own sense impressions.
Knowledge is held to be a product of one's experiences, as facets
of the physical, biological, and social world play uj,Jonthe senses"(p.26).

They summarise that knowledge is not innate and point out that "almost all
learning theory is based upon the 'empirical' assumption (J:i. 27 ). Viel~·ed
in this light the question to learners "dere you told, or did you do, or
see anything that you feel was important for your education as a murse?"
was particularly relevant for it elicited responses Which showed how nuraes
'communicated' with their environment: it provided data on what nurses
select out of their environment, and - just as important - what they ignore.

In skin learning a chain of learning is gradaully deveLoped so that
the performance of a skill becomes virtually automatic. .iedeal in a
similar way with regularities in the environment so tP.at "we cannot give
adequate descriptions of familiar pavements or floors over which we
habitua.lly walk" (stones 1966 p. 177). In the field of learning the
phrase "familiarity breeds contempt" seems particularly appro_fJriatefor
there is daily confirmation that we do not examine closely, items which
are in regular use. For instance, how many people who regularly use
banknotes are able to say that a picture of Isaac Newton adorns the back
of a one pound note?
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liursesregularise their environment and the study provides ample
evidence to suggest that as far as education is concerned nurses select
out highly technical nursing and in some way close their minds during
routine work. The unique function of the nurse is to observe and
assess the needs of individuals who are in her care and to ensure that
those needs are satisfied. But what a nurse observes depends on her
perception of the patient: a human being or a work object. ~'1henwe
use a one pound note 1'lehave no need to turn it over to examine the
picture of Isaac Newton; similarly if a nurse is merely set a task to
'do the pressure areas' of a sick person, she has no need to turn the
patient over, examine his face, and enquire or assess whether any need
is left unsatisfied. Even allowing for the difficulty which some
nurse respondents in the study had in describing what was important for
their education as opposed to what was important for the patient, careful
re-examination of data confirmed the conclusion that some work does become
automatic, and that during such work senses are dulled.

Questioning learners about what they had seen, done or heard did,
of course, only identify teaching and learning of which they were aware,
so in this sense the research does not give a complete picture of ward
teaching and.learning. It was recognised early in the study that one
disadvantage of using learners as the main respondents was that they ~ay
not report some conversations which would reveal teaching (p.17l).
Combining interviewing with observations enabled the learners' responses
to be cross-checked against observations. But observation methods similar
to those used by King et al (1971) were not used to monitor the behaviour
of trained nurses and learners to see whether the latter group imitated
the former, therefore there was no way in which 'unconscious' learning
could be described in this study. 'unconscious' teaching, however, was
identified and described as 'passive teaching' (pp. 2JJ - 6).
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The thesis is entitled 'Socialisation of nurses: teaching and
learning in hospital wards'. Certainly in this study, teaching was
found to be a largely active process: active teaching outweighing passive
teaching in a ratio of 9:1 during technical activities, and 4:1 during
basic activities. '!'helearning described in the study was , because
of the methods used., the learning of which the learners Here aware. But
socialisation involves both conscious and unconscious processes as
neophytes gradually become aware of the attitudes, values and culture
of those around them. The unconscious socialisation of nurses is in the
thesis by implication only, manifesting itself in the comments that
learners made about their work (see Chapter 11). The most disturbing
feature of this is the labelling of 'routine work' and the notion that
such work is easy to do and has nothing to contribute to the learner's
education. l~is study has merely uncovered further problems which
must be pursued by other researchers, for this 'hidden curriculum' is
a vast unexplored area.

In a lecture on medical education and human values, l"'arinker(1974)
argues that in medical education there is a 'hidden curriculum', and
although his statements are directed. at medical education, I believe

.
that they are equally applicable to nurse education.

"A vast latent content of learning goes on unremarked. It is
the declared curriculum which is manipulated by those concerned
with curricular reform. The reform of what may be termed the
'hidden curriculum' has not yet been brought to the level of
consciousness and reason" (p. 451).

Referring to the Report of the Royal Gommission on l,ledicaliliucation
(1'768) he notes that in clinical learning the student should "assimilate
the ethos of medicine", and noting the absence of behavioural objectives
clarifies what this may mean.
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"The hidden curriculum is not then to be the subject of conscious
teaching, and it will be received by the student not through
intellectual faculty, but by some unconscious process akin to the
social adaption to a prevalent culture." (p. 451).

Thus the doctor models his behaviour and practices on those he sees
around him. The emphasis is on cure rather than care. Just as the
public image of the doctor emphasises the doctor hero coping with emergencies,
so the image of the nurse is that of the doctor's right hand woman in these
highly technical episodes. The image and the overt nursing curriculum
emphasise tasks, techniques and diseases, but what is communicated via
the hidden curriculum? ,~'hatconclusions must the learner nurse draw
about the importance of basic nursing or the proper function of the nurse,
when she sees the trained n~se go off alone and unobserved to perform
some highly technical procedure or consult with the doctor or carry out
her 'office work'?

The problems are rooted in a system which is called an apprenticeship
system but which denies both the trained and the learner nurses the one
attribute on which such a system must be built; the apprentice (the
Iearner) working with the craftsman (the trained nurse). The sister is
responsible "for ensuring that the patients receive care and so long as
learners are full-time members of the working staff she must be forgiven
for getting the work done by the most efficient workers that are available
at the expense of nurse education (see comment foot p. 125). Little has
been done to help the sister to fulfill her teaching role and she must
constantly choose between the interests of patients and learners. Conflicts
exist, are real and can be measured. As one sister remarked during pilot
studies, "How can I take juniors with me to watch procedures and learn
when I need them for other jobs?" On the positive side there was some
evidence, particularly from Naomi, Charlotte and Neville wards, that learners
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modelled their behaviour on the trained nurses who worked with
them but limitations in methodology prevented firm conclusions
being drawn.

\'lorkingHypotheses

Throughout the research an open-minded approach was adopted,
and as far as possible the research was built on previous results.
The intention was to lay the foundations for future research into
ward teaching and learning and. to provide springboards for the future.
For this reason the results of the first stage were set out in the form
of working hypotheses and. it was made clear on page 11J that some of
these informed the second stage' - the implication being that some

could not be pursued. Three principal working hypotheses guided the

second stage and all were supported.
'.. 'Those wards in which '.earners learn a lot are those
wards in which sisters make a conscio:ls effort to make teaching
~ reality.

After a case study analysis of data reviewed in chapter thirteen this
hypothesis was supported (see page JL+2). It was concluded that the
sister's teaching role extended beyond the actual teaching she did, and
that she could provide opportunities to learn and initiate teaching by

others.
2. Trained nurses teach during specialist activities.

At the commencement of the study the research was underpinned by an
assumption on which the system of nurse education is founded "l'hat
sisters and trained nuraes teach in the ward. situation' (p.it). however ,
when data from sisters' interviews were analysed hypothesis 2 above was

formulated (pp. 1.42-143 and 158). Data reviewed on pages 246 - 247 gave

some Sllpport for this hypothesis. Trained staff were not only involved

with learners in more technical than basic activities bat there Has a hizhero
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percentage of teaching in those technical activities compared with the
basic activities.

3. Student and pu~il nurses learn during some work activities.
As with hypothesis 2, this hypothesis was developed from an assumption on
which nurse education is founded and later altered after analysis of data
from sisters and learners in the first stage of the research. On the
basis of data discussed in chapter twelve the hypothesis was supported
and altered in the following way:

"Student and pupil nurses Tearn during some work :;....:tivities,
buf '.earningvaries with the type of work, freq_uency of job
performance, experience and stage of training of the learner,
the work companion and the ward" (p, 272).

One of the problems in adopting an open-minded approach in such a
vast relatively unexplored area as ward teaching and learning is that
data becomes enveloped in a thick, persistent fog. Since so little
previous research existed there was no pof.nt,in restricting the pursuit
of truth (p. xiii) by adopting narrow hypotheses, but at the same time the
research needed some direction. The working hypotheses provided direction,
but with the exception of the three specific hypotheses described above,
whether or not hypotheses were addressed, depended on the nature of the
data which the various methods produced. One of my main regrets was that
at the commencement of the second stage I did not feel able to pursue
research into the 'ward atmosphere' lest the collection of data on ward
teaching might be jeopardised. riouever-, an element of flexibility in
the methodology meant that important data concerning staff relatiolwhips
and ward atmosphere could be recorded, and when considered in a case study
analysi.s of the wards, contributed to an understanding of the ward learning
environment and the ward sister's role.
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,Ihilstit was not possible to consider all the working hypotheses
'Usted on pages 11.3 - 114 because of the sheer volume of work and differi~
methods that would be necessary, supporting data for some of the hy:potheses
did emerge and are worthy of discussion and tentative conc~~sion. Only
those hypotheses for which data exists win be discussed here - the
remaining hypotheses must be puzaued by others.

A heavy workload is a factor lihich my inhibit Hard teacniI1'l.

As the reader is aware, the workload per nurse per hour was meaaured
on each of the six wards during the second stage and was found to be higher
on the low rated wards in each pair (Jhapter ten and p. 1>4). however,
there liere only two Nards on which the heavy workload could be seen as
in.l1ibitingteaching - Naomi and .ii.lizabeth. Significantly, these were
the two l-rardS which were described by the sample of learners in the first
stage as having a heavy workload which prevented teaching. This means that
over a period of at least three years the learners working on those tHO
wards felt that excessive work demands interfered with their education.
Data from sisters, my own observations and the workload measurements provided
the 'triangulation' and thus enabled the above hypothesis to be supported.

However', it did not follow that a low workload meant an increase in
teaching, for there appeared to be no relationship between the 'l'l'orkloadand
the teaching that was discovered. The implications of these findings are
that in seeking to improve ward teaching, nurse administrators should aim
for an optimum level of workload :pernurse per hour which would allow ward.
sisters the opportunity to create a learning environment, but it should be
stressed that relieving Hard.nurses of a heavy uorkload is not in itself
sufficient to improve ward teaching and learning.
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Similarly, the ratio of trained to learner nurses does not appea.r
to be related to the teaching and learning occurring in wards. It does
not follow that an influx of trained nurses on to a ward means that these
nurses will do more teaching. Observations on some of the l'lardsshowed
that under these circumstances trained nurses often shut themselves a'N'ay
in the office, away from learners. Gniy on l'~aomiward did an unfavourable
ratio of trained. to learner nurses appear to inhibit teaching.

Basic nursing activities are perceived as 'work' rather than
'learning' activities.

Data to support this hypothesis were fairly conclusive and are
discussed. in chapter eleven and referred to specifically on page 222.
Learners involved in only 42.4 :per cent of 256 basic activities felt
that :pa.rticip:Ltionwasimportant for their education. This Has half
the corresponding percentage for technical activities, and is relatively
low when the purpose sampling of teaching and potential teaching activities
is taken into account. Basic work tended to be distributed by the
sister via 'block' instructions and no nurse on any ward asked to do a
basic nursing activity in order to satisfy a learning need. As far as
the physical performance of work was concerned, learners felt fully
competent in over 80 per cent of the basic nursing activities, and comments
from some learners that basic activities were hard work or 'just a job'
also gave support to the hypothesis.

Nurses like 1'lorkingon wards Hhich have good staff rela tionshi ;JS

and r~rd atmosphere, and where there is an interest in teaching
learners •

Qualitative data discussed in the cast study analysis of each ward
support this hypothesis (chapter 13). Nurses frequently referred to the
interest (or lack of interest) that was shown in them by the trained nurses
and. were constantly monitoring interactions between the two groups. It
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was clear that the nurses looked to the sister to create the at.noaphere
on the ward, and they sought constant reassurance that their needs as
learners were acknowledged. Thus a single statement by a sister inviting
a new nurse 'not to be afraid to come into the office' l-lasnot sufficient
in itself, to ensure continuing good relationships.

Poor staff relationships and inadequate teaching are the two main
reasons for learners' dislike of wards.

On wards where the trained nurses rarely taught, learners frequently
expressed their dissatisfaction. however, data were not collected in a
way that would allow 'poor staff relationships and inadequate teaching'
to be described as the two ~ reasons for learners' dislike of wards,
but clearly they were factors which genera ted some discontent. Jt'indir.gs
,rere consistent with those of Birch (1975) in whose study 98 :percent respond-
ents gave 'poor staff relationships' as a reason for Hithdrawing from

nursing.

On wards where the concept of 'total patient care' is nractised,
learners do not perceive the patient as a '\iorkobject'.

Data from Elizabeth ward supported this hypothesis. It was the only
ward on which learners consistently maintained that they were practising
'total patient care' and in their own minds they felt that they knew more
about their patients as individuals. Data tabulated on page 225 ahoa- that
the learners on this ward tended to notice and report more about their patient:

Conversely, data from Irena and Heaton wards also suggest that on
wards where there is a rigid routine and system of task allocation, nurses
doing routine work appear to do much of their work automatically without
being aware of their patients as individuals. That is not to say that no

nurse on these two wards reported any tiling to show that she was concerned
about an individual patient, but that it seemed that learners could do their
work without thinking about it.
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Implications. and recommendations for the future.

I should explain that the results from Heaton ward were a surprise
and cause for much deliberation in the second stage:, for the ward and
the sister were highly regarded by the first sample of learners, and
therefore it was reasonable to expect that examples of teaching/learning
activities would flood out during data collection and analysis. 'the
dearth of these activities during routine work were a puzzle for which
no easy explanation could be found. It was as a result of wrestling
with the unexpected data from Heaton that the insight into the problems
of communication and ward teaching and learning developed. when the
routine is seen on the one hand as a stabilising factor in the establishment
of social order in the ward and on the other as an inhibitor to communication
and ward teaching and learning, many of the problems in nursing and nurse
education can be explained.

As for the future, the struggle to introduce change in the ward,
whether it involves the introduction of total patient care or the nursing
process, or an improvement in ward teaching and learning, inevitably leads
to disorder whilst old safe routines are dismantled and new ones established.
It is understandable that sisters, who create and control the routine,
should reSIst any effort to relin~uish a device which has stood the test
of time and enabled the ward workers to get the work done. But any move
away from automatic work routines towards individualised patient care
should rekindle a spirit of en~uiry and facilitate the transmission of
nursing knowledge.

This thesis has described in some detail how emerging professionals
acquire a body of knowledge which is generally recognised as one of the key
attributes of a profession. It has shown how a bureaucratic/professional
conflict affects those who are working at the 'grass roots'. The conflicts
concern the transmission of nursing knowledge. Past events suggest that
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the State through its bxreaucratic National Health Service is interested
onlY in the acquisition of a labour force trat will do the work for the
minimum outlay. The profession on the other hand is anxious to develop
and communicate a body of nursing knowledge to the learner nurses. The
study confirms that conflicts between nursing service and education are a
ward reality.

During their allocation to a ward, learners expect that trained nurses
in the ward. will communicate nursing knowledge to them. ,/hether or not
their expectations are met depends on how the sister perceives her role.
The results show that the sister controls the ward environment and it is the
sister who must constantly strive to create an environment which is conducive
to learning.

But the State, through the National Health Service, places no value
on the sister's teaching role. In a democratic society where the accepted
method of reward is financial, the State, i.e. D.H.S.S. through the R.H.AQ .,
gives no financial reward to the sister to carry out the teaching role which
is ascribed to her. The Halsbury pay awards took account of the teaching
role of the sister but all ward sisters receive the same salary whether in
practice they teach or not. As a tutor, Johnson (1979) points out, the
services of'nursing colleagues' as teachers "would be invaluable but in
fact are value-less" (p. 1670). ,'Jhilstboth sisters and consultants are
paid a salary by the National Health Service, policy-makers have decreed
that the consultant can be paid for conveying the knowl edge that he holds,
but not the sister and other trained nurses, except those who are employed
in the School of Nursing. Policy-makers and administrators, by exerting
moral pressures and invoking a sense of duty, exhort the sisters and nurses
to teach and they assume that these n~rses have an innate ability to teach.
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No systematic training for the teaching role is given by any of the

state Agencies - D.~-I.S.s. .f.h.;3. or G.H.~. .I.'he sister can no longer

be negLect.ed, The sister is the key to change - it is through her

that progr'eea in the fields of education and nursing practice can be

made, and it is right th3.t she should be trained for this task and

should be rewarded for the extra effort that she must expend.
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opnrrON SURVEY OF WARDS

WAlID ••••••••••••••••••••• ~E ~~~Ilill:•••••••••••••••••
YEAR _Q.P_.!RAINING WHEN ON lLBOVE WARD••••••••••••

The following statements are concerned with nurse training in the ward situatj~n
For each group of statements, please ring the letter (a,b,c,or d)of the stater
which is closest to your own view e.g.@ Ring ONE letter for each group.
YOUR opinion is what matters, so please indicate your view for all questions.
1. a. There was very much to 1eam on this ward.

b. There was a lot to learn on this ward.
c. There was quite a lot to learn on this ward.
d. There W9.S hardly a.nything to learn on this ward.

2. a. The consultants were definitely not interested in teaching nurses.
b. The consultants were not really interested in teaching nurses.
c. Some consultants were quite interested in teaching nurses.
d. Some consultants were very interested in teaching nurses.

3. a. Not many learners would benefit from working on this ward.
b. I don't really know whether other learners would benefit from

working on this ward.
c. I think most learners would benefit from working on this ward.
d. I think all learners would benefit from working on this ward.

4. a. The ward sister taught me very many things.
b. The ward sister taught me a lot of things.
c. The ward.sister taught me quite a lot of things.
d. The ward sister hardly taught me anything.

5. a. There was always someone to supervise new procedures.
b. There was usually someone to supervise new procedures.
c. There was sometimes someone to supervise new procedures.
d. There was rarely anyone to supervise new procedures.

6. a. I learnt little on tbis ward.
b. I 1eamt quite a lot on this ward.
c. I learnt a lot on this ward.
d. I learnt very much on this ward.
a. Clinical teachers taught frequently on this ward.
b. Clinical teachers sometimes taught on tbis ward.
c. Clinical teachers hardly ever taught on this ward.
d. Clinical teachers never taught on this ward.

8. a. This is the best ward I have worked on.
b. This is one of the best wards I have worked on.
c. This ward is no worse and no better than other wards I have worked on
d. This is one of the worst wards I have worked on.

9. a. I did not like working on tbis ward.
b. I did not mind working on this ward.
c. I liked working on this ward.
d. I liked working on this ward very much.
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orrsros SURVEY OF WARDS.

TUTOR / CLDf.[CAL TEACHER (Please delete whichever is not applicable).

~ .
'rhe following statements are concerned with nurse training in the ward situation.
For each statement, please indicate your opinion by placing a tick in ONE OF
the five boxes.
If you wish to clarify or explain your choice, please make your comments in the box
provided.

II
'IIi Strongly
"
11 agree
~!

iiAgree
I

Uncertain Dia-
, agree

Strongly
,disagree COl1.ENTS

1. 'l'hereis a good variety of
learning experiences in

this ward.
... ;

2. 'l'heconsultants ShOW little;
interest in teaching nurses:

on this ward. '

3. I consider this to be a
poor ward for learners.

4. 'l'belearners get good
supervision when learning

new procedures.

5. The ward sister is
interested in teaching

the learners.

b. Nurses learn very little
on this ward.

7. Clinical teachers teach
frequently on this ward.

8. I rarely get co-operation
woen visiting this ward.

9. From a learning point of
view this is certainly one
of the best wards in the
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR liARD SISTERS IN GENERAL HOSPITAW

Introduction

I am researching into how n~rses learn in the ward situation, and I
am interested in your opinion on this subject as it relates to yo~r particular
ward. The information obtained from this interview is strictly confidential,
In no circumstances will any information be disclosed to any member of the
hospital staff. No names will be used in any future publications and
anonymity will be preserved in all circumstances.

SECTIUN A ',{ARD

Can you first of all give me some information abJ'ltyour ward.

1. I'ihat type of ward is it?
2. What is the sex of patients?
3. How many beds are on the ward?
4. How many patients are in the ward at the moment?

Is this typical?
5. \'lhattype of illnesses do patients in your ward suffer from?

(Acute, chronic, acute and chronic)
6. Can you give me examples of the most common illnesses?
7. \lhatis the most common illness?
8. How many patients in the ward at the moment have this condition?

Is this typical?
9. '.~hatis the average length of stay of ];atientssuffering from the

conditions you mention?
10. How many patients in the ward at the moment are in the following

age gro~p6? (Under 2, 2 - 14, 15 - 40, 41 - 60, over 60).
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11. 'i/hatdo you estinate is the average age range of patients?
12. How would you describe the type of nursing you do on this ward?

(a) }ainly curative, mainly caring, equally curative and caring.
(b) Basic, technical, equally basic and technical.

12(c) ~'lhatdo YOIl understand by basic nursing? (Probe - examples)
12 (d) ~lhatdo you understand by technical nursing? (Probe-examples)
13(a) i~hatis your usual staffing allocation?
13(b) How long bave the permanent members of staff been on your ward?
13(c) How long do learners usually stay on your ward?
13(d) How would you describe the length of time they stay here?

(Too long, too short, about right, other - specify).
vlhydo you say that?

SECTION B THE 110RX ON THE \vARD

lea) Hhat kind of nursing activities form the bulk of the work on the
ward? (Probe frequency of occurrence)

l(b) What is the most essential work?
2. I would like you to assess how much there is to learn on this

ward. (Card a).
Which of the statements on the card is closest to your own view?
(a) There is very much to learn on this ward.
(b) There is a lot to learn on this ward.

(c) There is quite a lot to learn on this ward.
(d) There is hardly anything to learn on this ward.
~';hydo you say that?

3. Do you think that student and pupil nurses find the work on the
ward interesting?
Hhy do you say that?

4(a) Can you tell me 6 of the important things that you expect ALL
nurses to learn whilst they are on this ward?
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4(b) Do they all learn these 6 things?
4(c) How would you know that they had learned them?
4(d) Do the nurses learn these 6 things only on this ward or can they

learn them anywhere else?
5. Do you tell the nurses what you expect them to learn? (?robe when)
6(a) can you think of anything which occurs as a nursing activity on

this ward, but which all nurses do nor learn?
(Check fre~uency of occurrence, basic and technical activities).

6(b) What do you believe are the reasons for nurses NOT learning these?
6(c) Are the learning opportunities on this ward relevant to nurses at

all stages of training?
7(a) Do you expect nurses to learn how to nurse patients with particular

conditions?
7(b) How do they learn this? (Probe)
8. ~ihenare the busiest periods of the day?
9(a) Is there a routine for allocating the work during these busy periods?

(Probe - to whom is what work allocated?)
9(b) ~lhodecides the routine?
9(c) Who allocates the work?
10. Is the allocation of work on the ward the same every day?
11. tihenare the slack periods?
12. What do staff members do during the slack periods?

SECTION C SISTER'S ROLE

The following questions are concerned with your role as a ward sister.

lea) Can you tell me what your 5 most important activities as a ward
sister are?

l(b) Which do you think takes up the most time?
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I have taken some items from a job description for a ward sister in
another hospital and would like to know how they relate to this ward.

2. Assisting medical staff and ascertaining medical treatments (Card T)
How often do you deal with this duty?
Have you a routine?
Do you usually do it?
If you delegate, to whom would you delegate?
Can you recall the last time this occurred?

3. J·:a.intainingpersonal contacts with patients through ward zounde ,
conversations, etc. (Card U)
How often do you deal with this duty?
Have you a routine?
What opportunities do other staff members have for maintaining
personal contacts with patients?

4. Introducing new staff members to their duties (Card "j)

Have you developed a routine? (Check. ~tudents, pupils, what
said, what shown, why)
Do you usually do it?
If you delegate, to whom would you delegate?
can you recall the last time this occurred?

5. Teaching student and pupil nurses. (Card X)
How often do you deal with this duty?
Have you developed a routine? (Probe - Theory, practical, special
procedures, teaching methods)
Do you usually do it?
Does anyone else teach? What do they do?
Who do you think should have hAJOR responsibility for seeing that
nurses learn in the ward?
',~hydo you say that?
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6. Carrying out some nursing procedures and treatments. (Card Y).
How often do you do this yourself?
Have you developed a routine?
1~hatprocedures do you usually do?

7. Can you give the activities we have discussed, as much attention
as you would like?
Why do you say tha.t?

SECTION D EDUCATION OF STUDENT AHD PUPIL NUR3£;:3

1. Do you form the impression that Some nurses learn more than others
whilst working on your ward?
~'lhydo you say that?

2. Do you think this ward is good for learners at all stages of training?
3. Are you satisfied with what nurses learn during their stay on this

ward?
4. Do you believe that you teach more to nurses who seem to be interested

or does it make no difference?
5. How do you know if nurses are interested?
6. To your knowledge, whom do nurses ask, if they want to know the

following when they are working on the ward?
(a) Some practical aspect of a job they are performing.

Can you give me an example of a question of this type, that you
have been asked recently? (Probe - when, what asked, who asked,
what responded) •

(b) Some theoretical aspect of a job they are doing - i.e. why it
is being done, why in a particular way.
Can you give a recent example of such a question (Probe as above)

(c) Theoretical detail of a patient's disease (?robe as above).
7. Do you ask questions to assess the nurses' knowledge?

Can you recall a recent occasion? 'iihatdid you ask and what did you
find out?
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8. Are the doctors interested in teaching learner nurses?
:Thydo you say that?

9. Do the nurses go on doctors' rounds? Yes. No.
If 'Yes', Do they learn by going on the round?
If 'No', Do you think there would be any value in them going
on the round?
If 'Yes', Why don't they?

la. Do you think it makes a sister's job easier if nurses have had
lectures in the school related to the type of nursing that occurs
on their ward? Can you explain that?

11. Do you know what previous teaching nurses have had in wards?
If 'Yes', Does it help to know?
If 'No', Would it help to know?

12. Do you know what subjects are taught in the school and when they

are taught?
If 'Yes,'Does it help to know?
If 'No', \~ould it help to know?

13. Do you know which wards nurses have previously worked on?
If 'Yes', How did you find out?
Does it help to know?
If 'No', Would it help to know?

14. Some people think that learner nurses should only be on the ward
for specific learning purposes (i.e. supernurrary); others that they
can only learn nursing 'on the job', would you support either view?

~fuydo you say that?
15. \'lhataspects of nursing are better taught in the school?

\'lhydo you say that?
l6(a) Where should the practical nursing skills be taught and practised?

(In school, in the ward, in school and ward).
'dhydo you say that?
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16(b) 'whereshould the theory of nursing procedures be taught? (.ihy

procedures carried out, why in a particular way)
(In school, in ward, in school and ward).
Why do you say that?

16(c) Should procedures practised in the ward be the same as those taught
in the school?
~.jhydo you say tha.t?

17. Are you satisfied with liaison between school and ward?
18. In what aspects do you feel you possess more skill and knowledge

than tutors and clinical teachers?
19. Do you feel that there are any aspects of nursing on which tutors

and clinical teachers have superior skills and knowledge to you?
20. Is there sufficient opportunity for you to teach your skills and

knowledge in the ward s~tuation?
21. Would you be interested in going into either a school or college

of nursing to teach specific topics?
22. Have you ever considered going into either teaching or administration?
23(a) Do you like teaching?

Cb) Do you think this affects the amount of teaching you do? (Probe)
24. During this interview we have talked a lot about teaching. 'v/hat

do you mean by teaching?
25(a) Have you been on any courses which have included teaching subjects?

Cb) Have you been on any courses Which have included management subjects?
26Ca) Have you been on an ,Art of examining course'?

Cb) Are you an assessor for the GNC?
If 'Yes', Pas being an assesSor helped you in any way?
Has being an assessor hindered you in any way?

27. What opportunities are there for sisters to keep 'up to date' with
new nursing practices and to extend their knowledge?
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28. ~hould ward sisters have the opportunity to attend more courses?

If 'Yes', ;Jhat subjects would you like to see incl uded in these

courses? dhou1d these be 'in service' courses or should they

take place away from the hospital setting?

';Thydo you say that?
29. Are you satisfied with the present system of nurse education?

)'lhydo you say that?
30. Are there any changes you would like to see implemented?

If 'Yes', Can you explain why?
31. Finally, can you tell me how long you have been in your present post?

Do you enjoy being a ward sister?
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APPt.. D A 4
F .......

Chart and Table showing re!'lponses to qy.estion'l 1 and 6
QUestion l There was very much to learn on this ward. Score 4b !here was a lot to learn on this ward. Score :5o There was quite a lot to learn on this ward. Score 2d There was hardly anything to learn on this ward. Score 1
QUestion 6 d. I learnt very much on this ward. Score 4

0 I learnt a lot on this ward. Score 3b I learnt quite a lot on this ward. Score 2a I learnt little on this ward. Score 1

NB To facilitate comparison between questions, all state~~nts and responses are
placed in positive to negative order. Thus in the tables showing percentage
of responses, the left hand column concerns the extreme positive response
le the statement receiving a score of 4.
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4 (cont.,..

Chart nna table showin~ re~EQns~s to guestion 2
Question 2 d Some consultants were verJ interested in teachine nurses. Score 4c Some consultants were quite intereuted in teaching

nurses. Score 3b The consultants ,vere not really interested in teaching
nurses. ,)core 2a 'l'heconsultants were definitely not interested in
teaching nurses. ::lcon

2

1
Charlotte 36 40 20 4

',"endy 2.(,9 12 63 6 19

W111i3..11 1.63 0 8 46 46

:~rton 3.67 67 33 0 0
SiJlX>n 2.43 20 23 37 20.
Neville 3.0 25 50 25 0

Heaton 2.52 15 37 33 15

~d.o:::.-1c!; 3.6 66 27 7 I)

Elizabeth 2.27 6 30 47 17

Irena 2.56 16 36 36 1:::>

2.68 7.t;Ursula 41 27 jV 15 23
Naomi 2.08 6 17 58 19

Peter 2.07 7 27 33

Grace 2.62 S 54 31

.'
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Chart and table showing resoonses to quea'tIon 3

QUestion 3 li'I think all learners would benefit from working on this
ward. Score 4

c I think mst learners \1Ould benefit frora \1OrldJl€ on
this ward , Score 3

b I don't really knowwhether other learners would
benefit f::'omworking on this ward. Score 2

a Hot Il'.any learners would benefit from working on this
ward. Score 1

1 2 4
WARD N rean score f,

4 1
Charlotte 25 3·6 60 40 0 0

Wendy 16 p.31 56 25 13 6

William 24 3.42 58 25 17 0

.. i.erton 6 3.17 17 83 0 0

43 19 3Siron 30 3.27 44

Neville 24 3"'.25 46 33 21 0

Heaton 27 3.3' M 41 15 0

Frederick 15 3'.4-: 54 33 13 0

Elizc.beth 30 2.73" 20 47 20 13

Irena 25 2.64 8 52 36 4

Ursula 41 2.43' 17 34 25 24-

Naomi 36 2.56 11 45 33 11

Peter 15 2.0 7 33 13 47

Grace 13 :tJ1 8 31 46 15
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Chart and 'fable showing responses to question 4

Question 4 •a The ward sister taught me very many things. Score 4
b The ward sinter taught me a lot of things. Score 3
c 'fhe ward sinter taught me quite 11 lot of thingB:'core 2
d The ward sister hardly taUGht ne anything. Score 1

Wendy 16

William 24 29 17 46 8

rerlon 6 17 ,0 33 0

Simon 30 13 20 47 20
INeville 24 29 42125 4"

Eeaton 27 30 37 30. 3
Frederick 15 33 27 27 13

E11~abeth 3 10 50 37
Irena 25 0 12 24 64

Ursula 10 19 37 34
Naomi 6 6 33 55
Peter 0 13 33 54

Grace '8 0 31 61

,\t
'\ ...- .,i
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Chart an:! Table showing responses to question =2

Question 5 . a There was always someone to supervise new procedures. Score 4
b There was usually someone to supervise new proceduree , 2core 3
c There was sometimes someone to su~rvise new procedures.Score 2
d There was rarely anyone to aupe rv.Lee new procedures. Score 1

1 2 3 4

Charlotte 56 40 4 0

Wendy 88 12 0 0

''!illiu,';l 3.38 42 t;A 4- 0J-'

rerton 3.84 83 17 0 0

Sirr.Jil 3.4 47 47 6 0
.. 3.38 150 38 12 0Neville

Heaton 178 11 7 4

Frederick :87 0 13 I 0
I

Elizabeth 2.5 13 40 30 17

Irena 3.05 52 8 32 8

Ursula 2.32 20 I 27 19 34I

Naord, 3.14 36 42 22 0

Peter 2.67 27 33 20 20

16 46Grace ' 2.39 23 15
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Chart and Table showing responses to question 7

Question 7 a Clinical teachers taught frequently on this ward. Score 4
b Clinical teachers sometimes taught artthis ward. Score 3
.c Clinical teachers hardly ever taught on this ward. Score 2
d Clinical teachers never taught on this ward. Score 1

--.- -- _. ---

~ WARD r~an
Beare 1

! Charlotte 3.72 0
~I \'Tendy 1.0 100
i, 0; William 3.54

1~rton 1.0 00

BiltOn 3.57 70 24 3 3
;:

3.63 71 4Neville 25 0

Heaton 1.26 0 4 18 78

Frederiok 1.8 0 33 13 54

Elizabeth 3.3 40 50 10 0

Irena 3.36 40 56 4 0

Ursula 3.76 83 15 0 2

Naomi 3.11 31 56 8 5

Peter 1.0 0 0 0 00

46Grace 3.23 31 23 0
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Chart and table showing responses to Question 8.

Q;ueation 8 a This is the best ward I have worked on. Score 4
b This is one of the best wards I have worked olaScore 3
c This ward is no worse and no better than
other wa:rds I have wOrked on •

d This is one of the worst wards I have
worked on.

Score 2

Score 1

Charlotte

Wendy 2.75 56 25 6

William 2.96 61 22 0

1,'9rton 2.67 33 50 0
"

Sir.lOn 3.1 23 64 13 0

Neville 2.7 " G3 21 8u

IIeaton 3.15 37 44 15 4

Frederick 2.67 7 53 40 0I

Elizabeth ') "., 7 33 40 20......c. I

Irena 2.12 0 56 40 24

Ursula 2.39 10 11 27 22

naomi 2.06 S 2;) 33 33

Feter 2.13 7 20 53 20

Crace 2.0 0 23 54 23
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APPENDIX 6.

ANALYSIS OF NURSES' COMl'JENTS

(Ward samples constant throughout analysis)

Learners were asked to comment on anything which was regarded as
'good' or 'Not so good' for learning, in respect of each ward for whiCh
they completed a rating questionnaire. It was left to the individual
to comment as she wished.

"Teaching very good..
Thus some nurses made only brief comments.

Encouragement to watch given.
Lectures given. Interesting."

Others would range over several topics in more detail.
"This ward was very good for learning on. I found I was helped a
lot both by the sisters, SRNs aId clinical tutors. I was guided
for as much as I needed but was not overpowered by authority all the
tille. A staff nurse or clinical tutor nearly always gave a lecture
in the afternoon on a particular patient or other which I found
helpful when relating to an illness. I learnt a lot by my

mistakes on this ward whereas on other wards I was left alone most
of the time and did not know whether I was correct or incorrect in
what I did."

The comments for different wards varied considerably and could cover
a different series of topics. Therefore, a decision was made to identify
first of all, the teachers in the different wards, and then to categorise
comments into 12 broad areas which emerged as comments from succeeding
groups of leamers were written out on Jl x 3M cards and sorted. In the
final stages 28 categories were selected to allow both favourable and
unfavourable comments in an area to be identified.

In order to assist the reader in the interpretation of tables, these
categories are listed and examples of comments from each category given.
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Code 2 - Heavy workload/staff shortage.

"Not enough nursing staff for size of ward."
"Staff was very short on this ward - it was hectic".
"There was never enough staff for the amount of work to be done."

Code 2b - HeavY workload/staff shortage, therefore no time for
teaching or learning (sub category of 2).

"Too many patients, not enough qualified. nurses to teach and
very often there is little or no time to lea.rn."
"We needed time to look at notes, maybe a lecture, but there was
little time for this as it was such a busy ward."
"Owing to the almost continual frantic pace of the ward, there was
little time for actual teaching."

Code ;3 - Non job teaching ejiven.
"We had lectures and. questionnaires to answer most afternoons. If
someone had. an unusual complaint, sister would explain it to you."
"I found it very helpful at visiting time. We were allowed to go
into the treatment room and have tests on different things in the
ward or we could discuss one particular patient a.D:i his treatment."
"The sister was very good and taught me a lot on surgery, drugs,
procedures, etc."

Code 4- Job teaching given.

"Many procedures were difficult, but with lots of explanation I

found them easy."
"There was always someone senior in charge to show or tell you what
to do. Both of the sisters were very interested in the nurses'
progress and instead of just telling you that you were doing things
wrong, they showed you the right way to do things."
"Third year students showed junior students new procedures, which
in my case helped a lot, as one felt better able to question other
students rather than qualified staff."
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Code ~ - Spare time available - not used. for teaching or learning.

"Every afternoon the 'first years' would be sent into the linen
room to tidy, or to defrost the fridge. Sometimes we were more
like office girls, making out notes, up and downstairs getting notes."
"Too much emphasis on cleaning when a lecture could have been given."
"A lot of spare time in the afternoon which could have been used
for giving lectures."
"There was plenty to learn and many qualified staff - the slack
periods were not used to their full advantage."

Code 5b - Available time not wasted. Opportunity to learn, or teaching
given.

"One of the sisters gives lectures if she has time."
"The ward. sister taught us a lot at every free time."
"Afternoon breaks used for teaching."
"During visiting hours all the nurses sat around a table in the
middle of the ward. to study - invariably a staff nurse would lead
the studying often with the kardex discussing patients."
"I found that the SEN taught me a great deal. Even though it was
extremely busy there was always time for a teaching session."

(Difficulty was experienced. in defining the limits of the above categories

- Sa. and .5b. Initially an attempt was made to distinguish between wards
which were very busy but in which there was still time to teach, and those
where there was plenty of free time which was not used for teaching.
However, this was abandoned as dividing lines were often hazy.)

Code 6 - Teaching infrequent or inadequate/no interest in teaching learners.

"Could do with more teaching sessions."
"There was immense knowledge to be learnt on this ward.. Though
the amount taught was inadequate."
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"There was not enough teaching done on this ward. There were a

lot of interesting things to be learnt, e.g •••••• but there were

never any lectures or teaching sessions."

"I enjoyed working with these patients but I learnt nothing beneficial

on this ward." (This was the sole comment. It implies inadequate

teaching and was, therefore, included in this category.)

"Youhad to find things and do things to the best of your ability."

"The only thing which I disapproved of was the way you were just

given an injection to draw up and give it, you were nearly always

left entirely on your ownand no-one checked that you drew up the

correct amount. If it was a DDAyou just signed the book and went

am gave it." (Pupil on first ward).

"I don't think the staff were particularly interested in teaching

the junior staff much."

(NB- This category does not include learners who indicate

a. that there is no teaching due to heavy workload, or

b. that available time is not used for teaching/learning.

In other words, the three categories are mutually exclusive.

Code 7 - Responsibility given.

"The sister on this ward believed in making nurses think for them-

selves. She didn't write a work list but expected the work to be done.

I think she got the best out of most nurses."

"Youwere given the same responsibility and were expected to knowthe

same things as the students in the way of nursing care and post-operative

treatments."

"The sisters were very helpful and you felt they could trust you."

nI think students learnt because they took charge of the ward often."

"I started to gain confidence because I was often left to do things

and help junior students." (First year nurse).
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Code 8 - No responsibility given.

"One was not given the crance to feel confident and to use one's

initiative. Thus I did not feel as if I had gained anything during

my time Ulere •n

"Initially one felt to have no degree of responsibility at all."

"The auxiliaries were trusted more than the first year nurses.

My responsibilities on this ward were NIL."

"Not given the chance to do or practise your nursing procedures

which I think is d~ing on the part of first year learners.

Howcould you learn if not given the privilege by authority?"

Code 9 - Wardwell organised.

"A very well organised ward."

"It was a well run ward."

"Good ideal ward. to work in. Oneknowswhat is going on all the

time. Good communication between sisters and juniors."

"This ward was run smoothly and efficiently."

Code 10 - Wardnot well organised.

"It was a rather disorganised ward when I compare it with others."

"The daily work routine was changed from time to time for no apparent

reason. Things seemed quite muddly."

"At times I felt that the ward itself lacked proper managementand

it seemed like a mad-house."

"There was hardly any staff on in the morning aM evening. The linen

was very Short."

Code 11 - Good staff relationships/wa.rd atmosphere.

"Atmosphere is good to work in; happy but with pressure in it".

"The staff were very pleasant yet strict at the same time. I think

this influenced the interest I had on the wa.rd."
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"The ward sister was very fair. It was a. pleasure to work for her."

"It really was one of the best wards I have worked on because the

atmosphere was free and relaxed."

"The atmosphere was very good and stimulated your interest in the

patients."

Code 12 - Poor staff rela.tionships/ward atmosphere.

liThesister was too strict. There was no communication between her

and certain learners. I think she is prejudiced."

liTheSENscreamed at the nurses all the time, especially first year

nurses. She is too demanding."

"The sister was unapproachable."

IINota very relaxed atmosphere.1t

"The reason I didn't like working on this ward was because of the

staff but apart from that it was alright. As a result of the

tension of the ward I lost confidence in myself. The staff was

very cri tical and it put me off ••••• II

"Also there was in my opinion, too many trained. staff which caused

an atmosphere as they all wanted to be in charge."

"I did not like this ward. I did not like the cattyness and childish

ways of some of the qualified nurses and the kitchen maid."

"All the cattyness and bitchiness definitely must have affected me

working in quite a lot of ways and I seriously thought that I should

never have started nursing in the first place."

"I didn't learn because I was afraid to ask."

Code 13 - Opportunity to watch/perform a variety of jobs given.

"One had a chance of doing procedures one hadn't done before".

"Whenany new procedures were undertaken, students were always given

the opportunity to watch and help if they wanted to."

"I like the system that everyone was given freedom of what to do
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especially when you already knowit theoretically but want to practise

it like giving injections and preparing patients for theatre and. doing

dressings and So manyother things."

Code 14 - opportunity to watch/perform a variety of jobs not given.

"It would help if the learners were taken on the drug round by senior

staff more often."

"They seem to think it was our duty just to fetch bedpans and do

pressure areas."

"There was a lot to learn on this ward if you had the time as you were

usually kept busy and the senior staff did most of the responsible work

and you didn't have time to watch."

"The thing I did.n't like was that you always seemed to be doing the

same things, 1.e. bedpans, etc., whilst the senior nurses had more

variety - I would have liked more variety."

Code l5a. - Dissatisfaction with patient care, Within the control of the
Ward staff. (i.e. physical care or attitude towards the patient.)

"The nurses were kept busy am there was not as muchtime as we would

like to spend talking to the patients and getting them interested in

life once again."

"I found the nursing care was poor. Myimpression was that they are

slapdash and although very busy I feel that there are certain things

one has to find time to do for the sake of the patient am to cut down

the risk of infection."

"Hygiene standards were extremely poor."

"Not enough was done to interest the patients. Whenideas were

suggested by the students of ways to improve things, there was always

some reason why it could not be done."
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Code 15b - Dissatisfaction with patient care. Facilities outside the
control of the ward staff.

"Not enough equipment to do proper nursing."
"Conditions for the patients were not to my liking.1t
"No occupational therapy."
"It was far too crowded •••• not sufficient space for work to be

carried out."

Code 16 - Satisfaction with patient care.

"The sister really made sure all her patients got the best attention
and nursing care, and tha.t practical procedures were done properly."
"No bad points at all. All in all a super ward for staff ani
patients."
"Sister is dedicated towards the patients and nursing staff."
"Good. nursing care."
"I liked working on this ward because the elderly people were treated
like people not patients."
"Tender loving care and personal contact was encouraged."

Code 17 - Work interesting/variety of work and learning experiences/
new field.

"There is so much to learn because it is a new field."
"It was a very interesting, rusy ward.1t

"I like to work in a surgical ward because I have so much to learn
from the ward. Moreover, I do not have to nurse the same patient
over along period."

Code 18 - Work monotonous!boring!repetitive!basic nursing/not interesting.

"The same routine every day. I really got bored and sometimes
depressed at the thought of having to go there."
"I did not learn much as the work was repeti tive ani there were few

new procedures to learn."
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MIt was a very good wam to begin training as there was a lot of
basic nursing involved." (Basic nursing in favourable context.
See Table 6, Appendix 6 ).
"The majority were geriatrics so on the whole it was just basic
nursing."
"X is not a busy ward b..ltfound. to be not interesting because you
wanted to be busy. Not much to learn because the diagnosis is
monotonous."

Code 21 - Allowed on doctors' rounds.

"We always went on the consultant's rounds ani he explained "the
operations to the nuzses."
"On consultants' rounds all the students attended but they were not
directly for students of nursing but for medical students only.
The wa:rd stood still whilst the round took place."
"It wa.suseful to be allowed on doctors' rounds, although we were
never spoken to or asked questions."

(NB - It is obvious that the first comment is of a more favourable nature
than the other two, rut there were not sufficient comments to make another
category. The tabulations of this category - Table 6 - are misleading and
the readers are referred to the specific question on consultants in the
rating questionnaire.)

Code 20 - Not allowed on doctors' rounds.

"Being a busy ward the junior nurses never had the chance to go
around with the doctors or consultants' rounds."
"The consultants on this wa:rd thought they were gods. You were

never allowed on a wa:rd round, only the sister. They didn't teach
you anything."
"It would be better if doctors and consultants spent time with

nurses on ward rounds or were able to give lectures."
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Code 23 - Learner able to initiate and facilitate own learning.

"All the students had the freedom to practise what they had learnt

in the school."

"I learnt a lot because my eagerness to learn encouraged. me to do so."

"If I acted interested then the staff were interested in me. I

think if you really are interested you can learn a lot."

"I enjoyed this ward because personally I like old people and I know

a lot don' t and this shows in their stay. But I did learn a lot. II

Code 24 - Conflict between teaching in school and ward.

"The sister had very old fashioned views - some good, some bad."

"The sister was very keen to teach her ownindividual way of nursing

developed through years of experience although they did not always

coincide with textbook theories."

Code 25 - Questions rejected or discouraged.

"They seemed to think that you Should knoweverything and that you

shouldn't ask them."

"If you asked a question of certain staff they laughed at you."

Code 26 - Questions answered.

"At any time you could go to the sister and ask about a particular

case. "

"If there was anything you wanted to knowabout, the doctors were

always willing to help."

"The medical staff could be helpful if questioned. II

"The staff were always prepared to answer any question put forward."

"The sister is willing to teach you if you aSk."

Code 19 and. code 22 are Niscellaneous favourable and unfavourable respectively
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Appendix of Tables

Table 1 - staff members who taught or were willing to teach
(expressed as percentages).

War d Rat i n g
High Low

Wards CH WE WI l"!E SI NE HE FR EL IT UR HA PE GR

N- 25 16 24 6 30 24 27 15 30 25 41 J6 15 13

Everyone/qualified 44 25 25 67 30 33 37 47 6 16 7 22 7 0
staff (sister and (4) (7 )SRN/SEN)

Sister (senior) 31 36 :ft 50 20 33 67 20 23 4 17 17 0 8

(4) (3)(4) (2) (3)

Staff nurses (trained 20 19 21 33 37 17 26 27 14 32 7 31 7 0
staff other than (4) (7)
senior ward sister)

Third year students 20 0 8 0 17 0 0 0 7 4 0 3 0 0

Doctors 28 19 8 100 17 21 15 47 17 28 5
(4) (4)

370
(7 )

( ) indicate people who ~ught when asked. This was the only context in
which teaching was mentioned.

Because of the very small sample, this is the only table in which Merton
nurses' comments are included.
(explanatorY note I Some nurses did not refer to sisters and staff nurses
individually but commented on 'everyone' or 'all the qualified staff' being
willing to teach. In order to make the comments more comparable, the
first set of figures also includes comments concerning both sisters and
staff nurses/SENe. --
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Table 2 - Staff members who did not/were not willing to teach
(percentages) •

N -

CH WE WI SI NE HE FR EL LR UR NA PE CR

25 16 24 )0 24 27 15 )0 25 41 )6 15 I)
Wards

Staff o 0 4 ) 0 4 7 0 20 7 6 14 )1

Sister o 0 8 I) 0 0 7 10 24 15 11 20 23

Doctors 4 6 13 10 4 4 0 7 0 0 11 13 0

Staff nurses o 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 450 0 8

Table 3 - Comments concerning Clinical Teachers (percentages)

N -

CH WE WI SI NE HE FR EL IR UR NA PE GR

25 16 24 30 24 27 15 30 25 41 J6 15 13
Wards

Clinical teachers
taught in wards 24 0 I) 17 29 0 0 10 7 J4 11 0 8

Infrequent contact
with Clinical 4 0 4 0 0 4 0 13 4 0 16 14 8
Teachers - more
needed.

No clinical
teacher needed. 0 6 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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NURSES'COMMENTSONWARDTEACHIN}

Table 4 - Percentage of nurses indicating that Job and Non Job teaching

is given and that available time is used for teaching (percentages).

CH WE WI SI NE HE FR EL IR UR NA PE GR

25 16 24 30 24 27 15 30 25 41 36 15 13

Non job teaching given J6 31 38 37 46 63 60 20 36 20 28 7 23

Job teaching given 36 75 25 37 33 22 20 23 12 32 17 14 31

Available time not
wasted. Used for
teaching/learning •

4 6 17 7 25 19 0 13 8 5 6 14 8

Table 5 - Percentage of nurses commenting unfavourablY on teaohing
(percentages)

Ward CH WE WI SI NE HE FR EL IR UR NA PE GR

N - 25 16 24 30 24- 27 15 30 25 41 J6 15 13

Heavy workload/staff
4 4shortage, therefore 0 0 17 0 0 33 0 5 31 0 0

no time for teachin5

Spare time available -
learning opportunities
missed, time not used 0 25 13 3 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 27 0
for teaching/learning.

Teaohing infrequent or
inadequate/no interest 16 13 4 13 13 15 13 27 J2 17 25 J4 :A
in teaching learners.

Total negative comments 16 38 1+ 16 17 19 13 60 J6 22 'P 61 :fo
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NURSES' COMMENTS ON WORK AND WARD ACTIVITIES

.Table 6 - Percentage of nurses commenting on aspects of work and
ward acti vities. (percentages)

WARD CH WE WI SI NE HE FH EL IH UR NA PE GR

N - 2.5 16 2.4 30 2.4 2.7 15 30 2.5 41 J6 15 13

*Heavy workload/staff
shortage/too busy/ 4 0 17 3 4 4 0 43 0 27 42. 0 2.3
no time.

Work interesting/variety
46of work and learning J3 19 33 39 26 2.0 37 16 10 17 14 8

experiences/new field.

Work monotonous/boring/ 0 0 0 0 0 11 7 0 8 J4 2.5 2.7 62.
repetitive/basic nursing.
Basic nursing mentioned

) (4) (7)(8) (15in favourable context ( 0

Ward well organised 2.0 25 2.5 33 2.1 48 13 17 16 5 3 7 15

Ward not well organised 0 6 8 0 4 0 0 2.7 0 0 19 0 0

Opportunity to watch/
12 13 8 6perform a variety of 0 10 15 7 10 8 7 7 0

jobs given

No opportunity to watch/ 4 6 4 17 4 4 2.7 10 12 0 3 14 0
perform a variety of jobs.

Learners able to facilitate
and initiate own learning. 4 6 4 17 8 4 0 20 4 2. 8 0 8

Allowed on doctors' rounds 12 0 0 0 8 19 7 0 8 5 J 0 0

Not allowed on doctors'
rounds 0 6 13 7 0 0 0 3 0 0 8 0 0

* NB includes comments under 'heavy workload/no time for teaching'. shown
in Table 5.
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and ward atmosphere.
Nurses' comments on staff relationshius,

WARD CH WE WI SI NE HE FR EL IR DR HA PE GR

N - 25 16 24 30 24 27 15 30 25 41 36 15 13

Satisfaction with patient
care 8 19 8 10 0 11 20 3 0 15 3 14 15

Dissatisfaction with
JE,tient care (within the 0 6 0 3 8 4 7 13 0 30 6 0 15
control of ward staff)

Dissatisfaction with
patient care (facilities 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 7 0 22 0 0 8
outside the control of
ward staff)

Responsibility given 28 13 4 13 0 4 20 20 4 17 J 0 0

No responsibility given 4 19 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 27 0

Good staff re1ationships/ 6 24 46 40ward atmosphere 33 21 59 20 12 29 14 17 23

Poor staff relationships/
ward atmosphere 8 31 8 0 13 4 7 10 J6 5 19 20 0

Conflict between teaching
in school and. ward 21

Questions discouraged
6or rejected 12 6

Questions answered 4 12 8 0 26 14 7 3 4 2 3 14 8

Miscellaneous favourable 4 13 4 3 21 26 20 3 16 17 6 20 38

Miscellaneous unfavourable 8 13 21 0 13 7 27 0 20 22 11 0 0
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APPENDIX 7

PATIENT DEPENDENCY ASSESSNENT

Using continuous observation of patient care and activity sampling

in a study of 6,000 hours of nursing in a variety of medical and surgical

wards, similar in type to those being used in the second stage of this

research, Barr and his colleagues (1967) were able to assess the average

time spent in basic and technical care during a six hour period, for

patients in three different care groups.

care group 1 (self care) 10 minutes per patient

care group 2 (intermediate care)

care group 3 (intensive care)

22 minutes per patient

44 minutes per patient

Tested statistically, the differences between the three groups were

found. to be in the ratio of 1,2;.5; which enabled tatients in each of the

care groups to be allocated a numerical score of 1, 2 or.5. The workload

on the ward could, therefore, be calculated according to the number of

patients in the different care groups. Barr fourn that there was a

stro~ correlation between the workload index calculated in this way

and the number of occupied beds, but argued that this method of calculation

gave greater weight to critically ill patients.

However, since 80 per cent of patients were found to fall into the

Intermediate care group, this group was divided into three groups, in

order to provide a more efficient measure. The five care group system,

shown in Appendix 8 was used in this study. Preliminary studies in

this research confirmed that the three care groups did not discriminate

adequately either between wal.'ds, or on the same ward at different times.

The workload for each ward was calculated by allocating a score to

each patient, equivalent to the care group number. The workload index in

each ward, therefore, reflected not only the number of patients in the ward.

but the type of care each was receiving.
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APFENDIX 8

Patient care Groups

Care Groun 1 (Self Care)

I ra.tients aged 12 - 75 years of age, up at least six
hours daily and recorded as I

(a) Ambulatory Self
(b) Bathroom Self
(c) Toilet Self

(d) Feeding Self
and with no other nursing indications recorded.

II Patients aged 12 - 60 years, up at least six hours
daily and recorded asl
(a) Chair Self
(b) Bathroom Self

(c) Toilet Self

(d) Feeding Self
(Patients under 12 years or over 75 years and cha.irfast
J8tients over 60 years are considered as being in care
group 2, 3, 4 or 5).

care Group 2 (Intermediate care - Ambulatory)

Walks without help and up for more than 3 hours, but with
nursing indications which would exclude from care group 1.
(Patients under 12 years or over 75 years or chairfast patients
over 60 yearslf otherwise fulfilling the criteria of care group 1).

care Group 3 (Intermediate care - others).

All other lBtients not classified. as care group 1, 2, 4 or 5.

Care Group 4 (Intermediate Care - Bedfast)

Bedfast but with insufficient nursing requirements for care group 5.
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Care Group 5 (Intensive Care).

Fatients recorded as.

(a) Unconscious, or semi-conscious, or

(b) Requiring sPecial nursing, or

(c) Undergoing (any three of the following six treatments, or

(any two if combined with marked confusion, or

(any two if patient is over 75 years of age.

(i) Intravenous therapy (including blood)

(ii) Suction/aspirations, etc.

(iii) OKygenadministration.

(iv) Peritoneal dialysis.

(v) Drainage - bladder, woundetc.

(vi) Respirator or monitor.
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APPENTI.oc 9

i Hospital
I-----i

to 1--------

nURSING DEPENDENCY FOID,,:
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f- ~r~-~--~-l~! Age Month -- --,1 ---1---1--- --- -- --.-.--- -...-------! _____ .
I DayL ----_. .--..r:--~--'---!--.I---. __ 1---
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,
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APPENDIX10

INSTRUCTIONSFORCOMPLETIONOF

NURSINGDEPENDENCYFORM

The information reco1'ded on the form is used to allocate patients

to one of five care groups. The criteria for allocation to each group

is shown on the attached sheet. Previous studies by Barr in the OXford

Region have shown that patients in care groups 1, 2 am 5, receive basic

and technical nursing care, in the ratio 1,215. (i.e. a J;8.tient in care

group 5 receives approximately five times more nursing care than a patient

in care group 1). It is thus possible to make an unbiased assessJlent of

the workload of a ward, by allocating each patient to a care group and

calculating a work load index.

The form should be completed between 12 noon and 2 p.ll. It is

realised that the completion of up to 35 forlllS could add 10 to 15 minutes

to your workload. but your help in obtaining an accurate assessment of the

work load will be very JIlUchappreciated.

Recording the information

Mobility

Record X ii the patient is able to bath unaided,

go to toilet unaided, or feed himself.

For each item, if assistance is required LEAVE BLANK
Record ONE cross if applicable.

Reco1'd ONE cross in this section. Covers period

Section A. §!1!

Hours up.

8 a.m. to 8 a.m.

Section B. Theatre Record X if patient is for theatre or anaesthetic

today. Place cross in either a.l1. or p.m. column.

All other Items Reco%dX if patient is undergoing these

items of treatment either continuously or inter-

mittently.
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Section B {cont •••
Mental State Record X if patient is semi or unconscious, or if

patient's mental state causes increased demand on
nursing time.

Discharges and admissions No form needs to be filled in for
patients discharged during the morning. Complete
form for patients admitted before 2 p.m.

rays spent in waro Day of admission to count as day 1.
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CALCULATION OF THE WORKLOAD PER NURSE PER HOUR

At the commencement of each observation session, the names of

staff members were listed and the total number of hours spent actually
working on the ward. were subsequently recorded at the em of the period.
Time spent off the ward for coffee breaks or on duties that were not
connected with the ward. were excluded. The total number of hours
worked by all members of the nursing staff (sisters, staff nurses, S.E.N.'s
learners and auxiliaries) was calculated, am the mean number of nurses per
hour calculated by dividing by the number of obServation hours (i.e. 3 hours
for the morning and 2 hours far the afternoon). This differed from the
method of Lelean (1973) who always observed for the same length of time
and could, therefore, compare wards without this additional calculation.

Example from main study (observation period 9 a.m. to 12 noon)
Nurse hours.

Grade Hours worked.
Sister 3

Staff nurse :3

Staff nurse :3

Student 2.66
Student 2.66
Pupil 2.66
Auxiliary ~

Total hours worked I 17.48

Nurses per hour 17.48 't 3 - 5.83.
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Workload
Care group. No. patients. Score. Total Score.

1 4 1 4

2 2 2 4

3 8 3 24

4 3 4- 12

5 3 5 15

20 59 Workload Index

Workload per nurse per hour - Workload Index 59
.. - - 10.12

Nurses per hour 5.83
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APPENDIX 11 (cont i

DAILY RECORD OF STAFF AJ'ffi VlORK LOM)

Vllu'ID DATE

9am to 12noon 2pm to 4pm I
STAFF ON DUTY TD:lE ON WAPJ) .TORK (ex meals)1 TT"E ON WARD WOHK IJ

I
I
I
I
I,

I
I
I
I I ,

~
I

TOTAL nURSE HOURS

V1ARJ) CLEllK

wome LOAD 9am to 12noon 2pm to 4pm
CARE GROUP :NU1.TI3EROF PATIENTS !SCORE I :NUl,rBER OF PATD~IlTS SCORE I

I1 I I

I 1 I !,,

I ! ,

I I

I 2
II
I. I I3 I

: II II 4 I I,
I II, ,

J I I5 I II I
! I

TOTAL I q i1 I: ;

I 1:
iWORK LOAD nr.0EX ' !

"
WORK LOAD mDFX·,I I

I ,
I , !NURSES PER HOUR ;, NURSES PER HOUR

WORK LOAD PER NURSE I
PER HOUR

i: WORl{ LOA..D PER NURSE !
PER HOUR I
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APPENDIX 12

OBSERVATION SCHEDUIE

1. One nursing de-pendency form per patient to be provided.
2. Record staff on duty and enter code initials on daily record

and activity sheets.
3. Ensure following are on clip boardr - Activity codes.

Activity sheets.
Learner activity sheets.
Scale card.

4. Commence observations at 9 a.m. or 2 p.m. as appropriate.

Method of recording data

1. Activity (2 codes)
With whom
overt teaching (CJr )

2. Locate other permanent trained staff and recorda
Activity

Locate Senior wa1'd sister am recorda

With whom
Overt teaching (or)

3. Reco1'd who each learner is with.
4. Taking each learner in rotation reco1'd more details on 'Learner

activity' sheet. order of priority is as followsr

i1.

First learner encountered in 'overt teaching' situation.
If no overt teaching, take first learner on rota who is
not alone (i.e. who is working with someone else and is
therefore in a 'teaching by example' situation). Take
first one encountered with a member of trained staff,

1.

failing that, take nurse working with another person.
iii. If the activity is already the subject of further enquiry

(i.e. has already been recorded on the 'learner activity'
sheet, go to the next learner on the rota.

iv. If learners are all working alone select a sole learner
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(who could possibly be in a learning situation). This
should only be undertaken if interviews which follow
observations allow.
NB - It will help to remember the objectives of this
method of data collection - i.e. to gather data on the
teaching (either overt or 'by example') to find out
whether it is built into the routine and to discover
what type of teaching is going on and who initiates it.

Interviews subsequent to observation must therefore take
priority over observation of lone learners.

5. Interview the learner as soon after the observation as possible.
This will depend, to a great extent, on the ward and learner workload.
Under no circumstances should the learner be prevented from carrying
out pressing nursing duties.
sessions •

If necessary wait until after observation
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CATEX;ORIES OF ACTIVITIES

1. Yaking beds. Tidying beds.

2. Any hygiene to patient in bed ,

3. Any hygiene to patient in bathroom or

toilet.

4. Getting Jatient up, putting back to

bed, assisting patient.

5. Pressure areas.

6. Food, drink, filling in diet sheets.

7. Weighing Jatient.

8. Fetching/removing bed pan/urinal.

9. Washing hands.

10. In sluice.

11. In kitchen.

12. In linen cupboard.

Technical

13. Admission, discharge.

14. Any nursing procedure.

15. Aseptic procedure.

16. Pre and post operative care.

17. T.P.R. and B.P.
18. I.V.

19. Injections.

20. Escorting patient out of ward.

21• Medical procedure.

22. Charting •

23. Urine testing.

24. Dealil1« with specimens.

25. Drugs/medicines.

26. Doctors round.

27. In clinical zooa,

l6.

r
I
i
I

I

I
I
J

Inman Sister Code.

Assisting patients.

ASsisting patients.

3. Medicine round.

1. Rounds/talking to doctors



Informational

28. Reading/wri ting reports; giving/

29.
receiving job instruction.
Teaching session (not job related).

30. Ta.lking to any professional re job.

31. Phone
32. Reading Kardex/work book.

33. In office.
Relational

34. Communicating with patient - not put

of job.
35. Communicating with relative/visitor.
36. Ta.lki~ to professional - not IBrt of

job.

Non-l~ursing

37. Clea.ning.
38. Moving furniture.
39. Stores.
40. Clerical (not pLtients' records)
41. Messages.
42. Flowers.

other

43. Meals (own)
44. Off ward.

45. Waiting.

{.

.

Instructions/other talk
to nurses/other staff, or
Kardex, files, office wor:"

1. Doctors.~. other staff.
7. Talking on telephone.
2. Working on Kardex, files,

case notes, office work.

5. Talking to patients.

1. Doctors. ~. other staff.
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D.ATE
STA;_7pACTn'ITY 3IBEl' lOR.;-r:DiG

]J:"lEIt';Omr
DAY

STA?F C9::Z I !
00 i 4 501, 00 I l_d_ 20 50 ! 40 Is,,,

0," S. Act. I :: ' -t--'-- --, LLL, IL __L i--:_j_ I
'f' I, I:: i I I "w~;t I' : ! i I

Ipt OT pt orr pt OT pt OT pt or pt or 'pt or pt OT ipt OT pt OT ,pt 0'1:' ,Pt G".'
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witJ I' ~ I : :

I ;: 1 I l: ----'"
1 pt OT Ipt OT pt OT pt OT pt or IPt OT ,Pt OT pt OT ,Pt OT Pt or Pt OT Ft G':'

, I' 'j I' I1 . ,I I
.Act ~ i i: \

..itt ",lptOT Ipt~~I..OT pt", pt 01oL or'et ;.i~-n.'n.i,:, n-

Act~ I t: ! ~-- I !
witJ I - - I : ; I!': ,._- - r
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APPENDIX 15

ACTIVITY f:HEEr
ACTIVITY NUJCl3::m

DATE DAY I' HOSPITAl, CODE

'l'Il;lE--r WARDCODE~------------------------------------NURSE NUTtiliER I
TU'IE ON W.AIDJ

TRAINnm STAGE First ward Yr1 Yr2 Yr3

SESSION -
l''iorning Afternoon

DESCRIPl'ION Alone SenS JunS SN SEI~
OF

St1 St2 St3 PP1 PP2HELPr.rrA'l'E/
TEACHER A:x CT D OtherACTnTITY CATEGORY

DESCRIPl'IOn OF ACTIVITY

PATIENT'S INITI}JS DISEASE

AGE BED POS1'"1'ION SPECIAL f.2REATHEWr

OVEHT TEACHll{G Yes No ~OVERT JOB TEACHING Yes No' POTENTIAL TBE Yes No

LEARNER INTERVIEW CONCERNINGACTIVE.flY
(Probe - Reason for doing job

Teaching initiator)

TEACIIDm IlJITIATOr~

SenS I L
I

JunS SN SEN
St Pp pt Ax

T CT D NO

Other
How often are you involved in this type or activity? Very often

Quite often

Not very often

Were you told, or did you do, or ~ anything that you
feel was important for your education as a nurse?

I Learning by doing

Job 'how'

Job 'why'
Nurs Lng theory

Attitudes

I Social backc:rolmd

t Other

LEAHlffiR'S ASSESSLlElf"l'
OF OWNABILITY

SCALE
1

WORKACTrvITY ONLY COJ,iMENTS( Probe reason for scale choice)

2

3
4

TEACHER UJTERVThnN CONCEmUNG ACTIVI'lry
TEACHER (Probe - Whether routine activity, frequency, initiato)
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9,UESTIOVNAIRE ON O,UESrl'IONS

NURSE NUl.J3ER••••••••••••

The followine short questions seek your opinion on who you question
when you want to find out about nursing skills and knowledge.
Your co-operation will be very much appreciated and all answers
will be treated in the strictest confidence.

--------------------------- -----------------------------------------------1

1. VVho, on this ward, do you usually ask when you want to find out
how to do a particular job? (Please rine to denote your answer
e.g. ~)

CONSULTANT DOCTOR SISTER STL1i'}i' NURSE SEN AUXILIARY

STUDEl'IT' PUPIL SOMEONE ELSE •••••••• .--••••

Why do you usually ask this person (these persons) ?

2.

I
----------------------------------------------.1

I

IWho, on this ward, do you usually ask when you want to find out
vml a job is done in a particular way?

CONSULTANT DOCTOR SISTER STAFF N1JRSE SEN AUXIJ"IARY

STUDENT PUPIL SOIfJEONEELSE ••••••••••••

vVhy do you usually ask this person (these persons) ?

------- ------------------------------- --------j
3. Who, on this ward, do you usually ask if you want to find out

about the disease a patient may be 8ufferin[ from,or some other
aspect of nursing theory?

CONSULTANT DOCrrOR SISTER STAFF NURSE SEN AUXILIARY

STUDENT PUPIL SOMEONE ELSE ••••••••••••

Why do :JTOU usually ask this person (these persons) ?

4. Who do you not usually question?
Why do you_g_qj:_usually question this person (these persons) ?

OFFICE IT

WARD
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APPENDIX 17

QUESTlONNAIRE TO ASSESS TYPICALITY. OF STUDENT/PUPIL ACTIvrrns

MORNll'JG / AF~rERNOONVI!;:"?])
DATE
NURSE
STAGE 07 TRAINING 1st ward 1st yr 2nd yr 3rd yr
LENGTH OF Tll,1E ON WARD

During the morning / afternoon, several recordings have
been made about the work on the ward. As far as you are
concerned , has this been a fairly typical
morning / afternoon?

YES NO UNSURE
For instance, have there been any marked variations in
the following?

1. The routine for this day of the week. YES NO UNSm~E
2. The work to be done. YES NO UNSURE
3. The work you have done. YES NO UNSURE

4. The people you have worked with. YES NO UNSURE
5. The staffing. YES NO UNSURE
Comments.

Have you done or seen anything tbat you don't often bave
the opportunity of doine or seeing?
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APPEND.IX 18

Q,UESTIONNAffiE TO ASSESS TYPICALITY OF TRAmED NUHSE ACTIV fTIES

WARD

DATE
CODE Ward sister

UDRNING AF"mmiJOON
staff nurse SEN Auxiliary

During the morning / afternoon, several recordings
have been made about the work on the ward.

As far as you are concerned, has this been a fairly
typical •••••••••••••••••••• morning / afternoon? YES

NO
If 'NO'
In what way has it varied?

Have there been any marked variations in the following?

1• The routine for this day of the week. YES NO UNSm1.E
2. The work to be done. YES NO ffiJSURE
3. The work you have done. YES HO UNsmm
4. The people you have worked with. YES NO UNSURE
5. The staffing. YES NO m~Sll1m
COI'llTlents.
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APPENDIX 19.

METHOD OF SAMPLING LEARNER ACTIVITIES

Denzin (1970) .states that "it is incumbent on the participant
observer to demonstrate that the case(s) he studies are representative
of the class of units to which genera.lizatiens are made". (p. 200). The
purpose of this appendix is to show how the sample of learner activities
related to ward activities as a whole.

The method of sampling learner activities was intended to explore
in depth the maximum number of overt teaching situations (regardless of
the status of the teacher) and in the event of there being no overt teaching,
the maximum number of situations in which teaching was likely to occur.
Priority was given to those activities involving learners working with
other trained persons, such as doctors, sisters or staff nurses, (referred
to as 'potential teaching situations'). Where neither of these two types
of activity was present, activities involving learners working with other

untrained persons were sampled. In a group situation, the learner who
was interviewed, was selected according to her place on a rota.

Since data from these learners activities were used to compare the
teaching and learning in wards, it is important for the reader to be aware
of the result of this method of sampling. Scrutiny of the ten minute
activi ty recording sheets (Appendix 14) for the six wards has shown that
between 64 and 74 per cent of all types of learner/trained staff activities
(lasic, technical, informational and relational) observed at ten minute
intervals, were included in the sample of learner activities. (Table 1).
(e.g. on Neville ward, in 52 out of 76 possible cases, a learner involved
in an activity was interviewed to ascertain what had occurred.
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TABLE 1.

PERCENTAGE OF LEARNER/TRAINED STAFF* ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN THE
SAMPLE OF LEARNER ACTIVITIES ON SIX WARDS

Number of learner/** Number in sample
Ward trained staff activities. of learner activities. %

Neville 76 .52 68.4

Irena .56 39 69.6

Elizabeth 64 41 64.0

Charlotte 9.5 64 67.4

Naomi .56 39 70.0

Heaton 46 J4 74.0

* ALL trained. staff - i.e. sis ters, trained. nurses and doctors,
clinical teacher.

** Learner/trained staff activities involving one or more learner s
recorded at 10 minute interva.ls.

All overt teaching and potential teaching situations involving
trained staff on every ward were included, with the exception of one
to three cases per ward, where simultaneous trained staff/learner
activities were occurring, and under these circumstances only one activity
could be sampled. Two situations on Elizabeth ward and one on Irena.
involving a senior sister or member of the trained staff, serving meals
with a group of learners were not sampled when they should have been.
The only explanation for these omissions can be 'observer error', due to
fatigue at the end of a three hour morning observatlon session and perhaps
to a pre-conceived notion that such activities were unlikely to reveal
data on teaching and. learning. Apart from these errors, the percentage
of activities that were not sampled, includes sampled activities, involving
only one learner, lasting more than 10 minutes, ani non-work, non-overt
teaching activities.
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A similar check of the learner/untrained staff activities revealed
a 40.8 - 56.3 per cent sample of the activities of this type which were
recorded on the 10 minute sampling sheets. (Table 2). In the vast
majority of cases the 'untrained' were, in fact, learners.

TABLE 2

PERCENTAGE OF LEARNER/UNTRAINED* STAFF ACTIVITIES INCWDED IN THE
SAMPLE OF LEARNER ACTIVITIES ON SIX WARDS

Number of learner/ Number in sample of
Ward untrained staff activities** learner activities. %

Neville 87 42 48.3

Irena 113 S6 50.0

Elizabeth 88 J6 40.9
Charlotte SS 23 41.8

Naomi 98 40 40.8

Heaton 103 S8 56.3
* untrained staff, e.g. learners, auxiliaries, porters.
** Learner/untrained staff activities involving one or more learners

recorded at 10 minute intervals.

Thus the sample of cases on each ward reflects not only the percentage
of time that learners spent with the various groups, but also the overt
teaching. Since the method of sampling is biased toward learner/trained
staff activities, it is satisfying to find that the sub-samples correspond
with the time learners spent both with the trained and the untrained members

of staff.
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The 10 minute activity sampling showed that learners on the six
wards spent between 13.1 and 31.7 per cent of their time working with,
or in the company of a trained person such as a sister, staff nurse,
doctor or clinical teacher. Learners on Neville and Charlotte wards
were in the presence of a trained person for approximately a third of
their time, and the samples of learner activities on these two wards
contain the two highest proportions of learner/trained staff activities.
(Table 3). The learners on Heaton ward spent only 13.1 per cent of
their time with a trained person and the sample on this ward contains
a lower percentage of this type of case.

TABLE 3.

RELATIONSHIP OF T~ SUB-~Al'iPLE OF LEARNER/TRAINED ~TAFF ACTIVITIES
TO THE TINE LEARNER~ SPENT WITH TRAINED STAFF

Time spent with Sub-sample learner/
trained staff* trained activities

Ward N. % % of whole sample.

Neville 498 31.7 .52.0
Irena. .565 16.5 37.1
Elizabeth .564 17.2 46.1
Charlotte 449 31.0 68.8
Naomi .513 15.2 42.4-
Heaton 367 13.1 37.0

* 10 minute activity sampling.
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The percentage of learner/untrained activities in the ward samples
of learner activities, ani the time learners on the differing wards spent
working with, or in the presence of, untrained staff only (L,e , no trained
person was present) also correspond. Thus the learners on Heaton ward
spent the most time (66.8 per cent) with untrained staff and the sample
of cases on this ward contains 63.0 per cent of this type of activity.
In contrast, the learners on Charlotte ward spent only 21.6 per cent of
their time in the company of untrained staff only, am the sample contains
only 24.7 per cent of learner/untrained activities. (Table 4).

TABLE 4

RELATIONSHIP OF THE SUB-SANPLE OF LEARl'lli:R/UNTRAINED ~l'AFF
ACTIVITIES TO THE TUiE LEARN~RS SPENT WITH UliTRAIN~D STAFF.

Time spent with Sub-sample learner/
untrained staff* untrained activities

Ward N % % of whole sample

Neville 498 Y+.7 42.0
Irena 565 46.5 53.3
Elizabeth 564 31.9 40.4
Charlotte ~9 21.6 24.7
Naomi 513 40.0 43.5
Heaton 367 66.8 63.0

* 10 minute activity sampling (no trained person present)
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The percentage of lone learner activities was deliberately small,
since teaching could not take place when no other person was present.
Such activities were only sampled when other activities were not available,
therefore the size of this type of sample does not relate to ward activities.
This is demonstrated in the accompanying completed Staff Activity Sheet,
which is a replica of a sheet used in the research. No lone learner
activities were included in the sample of activities between 9.00 a.m. and
10.50 a.m. even though a pupil nurse (P.2.) and a student nurse (st. 2.)
spent much of their time alone.

The reader will also note that no sister/learner activities were
sampled since the sister was not observed with any learners. But a.ll

observed staff nurse/learner activities were sampled (activities numbers
99, 100, 101, and 102). This record of an actual research situation
also shows how, at 10.50 a.m. a student nurse (st.l.B) could not be
interviewed about an activity involving a doctor and another student,
which had continued for over la minutes, because the pupil nurse (P.2),
who was also involved in a potential teaching situation with the staff
nUZ'Se, was the next nurse on the rota, to be interviewed.
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APPENDIX 20

WARD WORK LOAD PER NUR.sE PER HOUR

Degrees of activity

Data from 'validity check' sheets. cOmments from nurses and patients,
and research notes that give meaning to the workload per nurse per hour units,
MORNING (9 a.m. - 12 noon)

Workload per nurse
per hour Type of ward. Da.ta source.

QUIET
4.91 Medical

4.91 Medical

4.91 Medical

4.91 Medical

4.91 Medical

6.79 Medical

6.79
8.33
8.33
8.99
9.17

Medical
Surgical
Surgical
Medical
Medical

WORK LEVEL TOIERABLE - THE OPl'INUM

Medical

10.09 Surgical

10.09
10.09

Surgical
Surgical

10.92 Medical

Sister.

Student

student

Research
notes
Students

Sister

Student
Sister
Auxiliary
Sister
Sisters

Comments.

More staff than usual,
quieter than usual.
More staff than ever seen
to-day.
We were going to bedbath a
patient but found he had
already had one.
SEN and 3 students descend to
carry out same ba.th.
IIAre you doing anything"?

Reply - "No, I'm keeping out
of the way. II

Quieter than usual. Nore staff
Haven't been a.squiet as this
for ages.
Usually more work.
Ward not too busy.
Quieter.

*&sier than usual.
Ward is much quieter than usual
because half the patients a.re u

Sister & Quiet, two extra nurses from
Student the 'pool'.
Staff nurse.More staff on duty this morning

than in recent weeks.
Auxiliary *Very busy.
Sister Enjoyed myself. Had,time to

teach nurses , More staff.
Quieter all round.

Student Staffing a bit low.
Research 10.25 a.m. ward quiet - bedbath
Notes finished - not many patients in

bed.
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Type of ward. Data source. Comments.

WORK LEVEL TOLERABLE - THE OPI'II1Ul'1(cont •••

12.47
12.47

12.48

BUSY

14.20

14.20

14.25

14.92

14.92

Orthopaedic
Orthopaedic

Orthopaedic

Orthopaedic
Orthopaedic

Surgical

Surgical

Nedical

Orthopaedic

Orthopaedic

Sister
Auxiliary

Slacker than normally are.
When we have more patients
we are much busier.
We haven't many patients but
the elderly ones take time.
Wam busy.
After lt hours no learner
interviews - 6 waiting.

Auxiliary

Sister
Research
Notes

Student ~~. X felt uncomfortable and
her bed hadn't been done So H

did her first. It is always
like this on this ward - do
what is most urgent.

Research An air of 'busyness'. Two
Notes theatre lists in progress.

host learners working alone.
Two trolleys arrive to take
cases to theatre - at the
same time.
11 a.m. Difficulty finding
spare time to interview
learners - 6 waiting.
All nurses engaged in work
and porter putting ~tient
on trolley (unaided) leaves
patient to call student.

Student The ward has been a little
bit short staffed this nornm,

Student ..We don't always have as many
nurses on.

Student First ward I've been on where
'under pressure' - I like tha~
(Has not been on ~lizabeth
or Charlotte.)

VERY BUSY, BECOMIK; INCREASIlCLY INTOLERABLE

Surgical

Surgical

Staff nurse. A little short staffed, but
that is not unusual.

Research Student has to leave patient
Notes she was washing to help

1. Radiographer,
2. Staff nurse.
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Workload per nurse
per hour Type of ward. 1)1.ta source. Comments.

VERY BUSY, BECOMING INCREASIlCLY INTOLERABLE.

15.29 Orthopaedic Student hore theatre cases than
usual, quicker turnover.
Staffing terrible.

15.29 Orthopaedic Research Learners go straight from
Notes job to job. No time for

interY'iew.
15.29 Orthopaedic Patient to "They Ire busy all the time

another Aren't they rusy people?"
16.29 Surgical Auxiliary Bit hectic - like it.
16.92 Surgical Research Asked to check medicine

Notes and guard trolley -
impression Ivery busy' -
6 interviews pending.

17.58 orthopaedic Sister A bit more tumultuous than
usual, with the doctorsl
round.

20.18 Surgical fupil Busier. When busy, do
whatever needs doing -
she was next.

20.18 Surgical Research Patient admitted on stretct
Notes er - ~enior Sister helps

her get into bed and in
between goes to help
auxiliary with another bed.

Surgical Research Staff nurse leaves patient
Notes on whom she is doing a

dressing and takes a
patient to theatre.

Surgical Research Doctor comes to examine
Notes patient. Staff Nurse

"Sorry there is no one to
chaperone you".

Surgical Research Clinical teacher and sistel
Notes agree to cancel an assess-

ment - not enough staff,
too much to do, no one to
help the learner.

tiurgical Research So busy - haven Itasked
Notes ANY nurse about activities,

There really isnlt time!

* Isolated comments which do not appear to follow the trend of other data.
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AFTERNOON (2 p.m. to 4 p.m.)

Workload per nurse
per hour Type of ward. Data source. Comments.

TOO Q.UIET
).79 Medical Sister 8taffing well over normal.

Medical Student More staff than usual -
although there is always an
overlap in the afternoon.

Medical i;;)tudent They were talking and I wen
to listen because there's
nothing much to do and I
didn't want it to appear
that I was doing nothing.

rl8d.ical Sister There are too many third
years on at the moment.
There's a limit to how
many lectures you can give.

Q.UIET
4.03 Medical Staff nurse Rather a quiet afternoon.
5.75 Surgical Sister Very quiet

Surgical SEN It's usually busy - unlike
to-day - haven't done much
work.

6.22 Surgical Staff nurse More staff on.
7.92- Medical Sister It's much lighter than usual

- a pleasure to come to worI
Nedical Student Pretty boring afternoon

really.
OPI'INUM

9.00 Surgical Student Seem to have more staff on.
9.66 Ortho18edic Sister Better staffing this after-

noon - nurses had time to
turn cupboards out - don't
usually have time.

9.86 Orthopaedic Student It looks like being another
quiet one this afternoon -
we're usually quiet in the
afternoon.

10.00 Orthopaedic Student We weren't too busy.
Orthopil.edic Student To-day is quieter than most

afternoons. A lot more
staff than usual.

11.86 Surgical Student Quieter day. No
operations in afternoon.

Surgical Staff nurse Unusually quiet afternoon
due to no theatre list.
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Workload per nurse
per hour Type of ward. Data source.

OPTIMUM (cont •••
11.90

12.70

13.44

14.60
15.59

Orthopaedic Student

Orthopaedic Student
Orthopaedic Sister

Surgical Sister
Surgical Student
Surgical Auxiliary
Orthopaedic Student
Surgical fupil

Comments.

"Busier". Sister (overhearing;
Ward has been quiet whilst nuze
has been there - only just
hotting up.
Quiet aftemoon.
ilenty of staff on.

*More staff.
Busier than usual.
Bit hectic.
Shortstaffed.
Referring to Sister questionnir.
her during an assessment replic
"It doesn't happen very often,
it's so busy, there's no time.

* Isolated comments which do not appear to follow the trend of other data.
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